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PROLOGUE

Thus  is  the  universe.  Nine  Suns  there  are,  nine  watchers,  nine  masters.  The
worlds their children. The races their seed, the soul the shards of their intellect, the
Empyrean the workshop of their divine labors. Who among us has the wisdom to
hear their voices, to know their words written? Who can hear the Greater Voice
beyond, the One who speaks to the Suns as they speak to us?

--Preamble to the Second Sermon of the Red Prophet.

Golden lamps hung by chains from the high ceiling, filled with aromatic oils that
cast the scent of perfume along with a shimmering light. Both a necessity, given the
work that was to come.

The hall was a long and narrow, its black granite walls decorated with images of
war and conquest and the domination of lesser beings. At the southern end was a
large door shaped like the mouth of some beast that looked a cross between a bear
and a  shark  with  bits  from other  creatures  thrown in  for  good measure.  On the
opposite side high on the wall was the image of a Sun, the red Sun in fact, picked out
in gold and gemstones of incalculable price, a pale reflection of the real thing hanging
in the sky outside, watching this world as it watched all others, ever vigilant. Rexag,
the Renegade Sun.

Below the lamps was the altar, a solid block of black crystal polished smooth from
centuries of use. Flanking it on either side were two statues of white marble shaped
like hooded figures, the faces beneath the cowls masks of cold serenity. Behind it was
a real person in a black robe that hid all features, the cowl pulled over the face, hands
clasped on the belly. The fingernails were long, four inches at least, and painted a
blood red. Kneeling on the floor before the altar were men in black armor and cloaks,
their faces also hidden by hoods, for in this place, in this moment no head could be
exposed,  no face  seen.  Why exactly  no one could quite  explain,  but  that  was  no
reason to change a hallowed tradition.

The  one  officiating  the  proceedings  made  a  sharp  gesture  and  two  burly
attendants hauled out a whimpering, gibbering slave, clad only in a loincloth. They
ignored his feeble struggles as a dog would a kitten, hauling him up on the altar and
binding him hand and foot to iron rings planted in the floor, pulling tight on the
ropes so that his limbs were forced down, his chest pushed up.

The slave called out for mercy, lips moving in prayer to whatever delusions he
worshiped. The one behind the altar flicked its fingers, tracing the nails along the
slave's abdomen, pressing down just above the groin and whispering soothing words
that only the slave could hear. It didn't help, as tears trickled back down his face.

The hands drifted back above his heart, suddenly bending into the shape of claws.
The man screamed, a cry of soul-burning agony that echoed off the walls. Shards of
light rose from his chest...one...two...then ten, then a dozen, then more than could be
counted, a stream of life energy drawn from the body, forming into a ball between the
hands of the hooded one. The slave gasped one last time, staring with horrified eyes
as  the  last  pieces  of  his  soul  were  pulled  away,  his  head  falling  back,  his  body
withering before the eyes of those who watched, the skin turning ashen gray.



A hiss  emerged from under the hood,  the  clawed hands rising up and pulling
apart, stretching the ball of soul-stuff between them like a lump of clay. The chamber
filled with an eerie flickering light, drawing all eyes. Long-nailed fingers flexed and
from within the depths of the soul appeared an image of a golden medallion, ancient
and pitted, a grimacing face with ruby eyes embedded within the center, surrounded
by lines of script that twisted and turned in ways no finger could accomplish.

"Seek." The voice from under the hood spoke in a bare whisper, just barely above a
breath, yet it carried to every corner. "Bring it here."

"Where is it?" asked one of the men, staring at the image intently.
Fingers  flexed  again.  The  image  shimmered  away,  replaced  by  another,  the

wavering picture of a yellow Sun so very different from the one whose cruel light bore
down on this world. "Doran," came the answer.

The soul flexed and twisted among the fingers, shredding apart into wisps of blue
light. A faint wail sounded as the last pieces faded from sight, the hands falling away,
resting gently on the corpse bound to the altar. "Find it," came the command. "No
matter the cost. "

The men bowed their heads in respect. They had their orders.

Gaebrel Harrn knew something was wrong even before the alarm bells clanged.
He kicked away the blankets from his bunk, slipping feet into shoes parked below

in anticipation of moments like this.  Life  could be seen as series of Incidents,  as
Father liked to call them. Honest men would describe them as Getaways, Escapes, or
Exiting Under Extreme Duress, all fancy ways of describe leaving some locale in a
hurry to the sound of gunfire and demands for bloody punishment. He left the cabin,
pausing a moment to grab the bandolier lying on a table bolted to the deck. Too large
for his fifteen years but in time he would grow into it, and besides there was nothing
else that fit. The four pistols tucked into the loops were loaded, he'd made sure of
that the night before. An old habit, one he'd assiduously cultivated for the last three
years since Father had come literally out of nowhere, snatching him from Mothers
funeral to carry him across the Universe.

Inquisitive minds might have wondered why a fifteen year old boy felt the need to
sleep with a small arsenal tucked next to his bed every night. Gaebrel wondered how
any man in this fallen universe could do without it, the comforting sense of cold steel
and hot  lead  within  a  hands reach,  ready for  any emergency.  From the looks  of
things,  that's  exactly  what  they  faced  right  now.  Despite  his  youth,  he  held  the
weaponry like a true professional.

He emerged on deck, blinking under the bright light of Doran and shaking away
the last vestiges of sleep. Crewmen rushed past, flinging themselves into the rigging
and climbing for dear life. Others busied themselves hauling barrels of powder and
pulling open the doors to the shot locker, yet another bad sign. He looked to the left
and saw much the same activity on the ship parked next to the Laparon, as well as on
the ship to the right. In fact, every vessel on the landing field was undergoing some
variation of readying for action, a few making half-hearted attempts to hide it.

He found Father at his accustomed place, up by the bow conferring quietly with
the quartermaster and first mate. Both of them looked exceedingly upset for some
reason, an all-too-familiar sight to Gaebrel's eyes. One of Ifrick Harrn's schemes had
gone  sideways  again,  he  knew  this  as  he  knew how to  breathe.  One  of  the  few
constants in Gaebrel's life, something he could mark regular as his heart beat. Dear
old  Father,  a  man  of  wild  dreams  and  grandiose  ambitions  that  tended  to
disintegrate  in  truly  spectacular  ways.  The  first  time  it  had  seemed  uproarious,



fleeing some exotic place with cannon fire in their wake was a grand adventure to a
young boy. Now it only made his teeth clench.

"Gaebrel!" Ifrick waved his son over. Tall for his age, his youthful frame filling out.
Brown hair from his father's side, green eyes like his mother's. Ifrick still spoke her
praises after all these years. A son any man would be proud of. Ifrick put on a big
smile, readying the necessary words.

"What happened now, Father?" Gaebrel crossed his arms.
"Er...nothing, son. Just a minor indiscretion, a few palms that I...er, neglected to

grease. Nothing important at all...."
"Clear  the  way!"  Two  crewmen  hustled  past,  carrying  a  pannier  loaded  with

powder charges.
Gaebrel watched as the gun crews grabbed the cloth bags as the bearers passed by

the cannons, stuffing them down the tubes and jabbing prick-spikes into the touch
holes.

"Nothing important?"
"I assure you, this will be cleared up within an hour, provided the right words can

be placed in the right ears."
"What did you steal, Father?"
"Gaebrel, that is no way to speak to your Father..."
"Soldiers!" A lookout pointed to the east, where a battalion of Tiazhaadi infantry

was  deploying.  With  them  were  customs  officials  in  their  distinctive  red  robes,
pointing at the ships with obvious intent.

"Bugger me backwards." Ifrick spat over the railing. "Look, here it  is. I knew a
fellow who swore on both his grandmothers graves that he could get me a ton of
rizata silk,  that shimmery stuff  the highborns here wrap themselves in and wipe
their arses with for all I know. Free and clear, no questions asked. Worth a fortune to
the right buyers.  Only he wasn't  telling the whole truth...as  how said goods were
pilfered from the personal storehouse of the city governor."

"Suns  and  Spirits."  Gaebrel  closed  his  eyes.  "The  city  governor.  The  younger
brother of their Emperor."

"Should have been more careful, now that I think on it."
Shouted orders drifted over from the far end of the field. The soldiers marched on

the ships,  demanding entry so they could be searched for contraband.  They were
going  down the line,  one  by  one,  vessel  by  vessel.  "If  they  find that  stuff  here,"
Gaebrel said, "we'll lose our heads."

"That might happen."
"I just got to Cunerin! I don't want to die here!"
"And you won't!" Ifrick's smile seemed desperate now. "The goods aren't on the

ship! I have them hidden in the countryside, safe in a place no one would look. I was
going to get them once the locals calmed down, but now we have to leave.” Angry
shouts drifted from further on down the field, as the soldiers argued with the crew of
a  nearby  trader.  “Without  the  Field  Master's  say-so,  there'll  be  a  dozen  cutters
following after us. I need your help, son!"

"What can I do?"
"Go down to my cabin. You'll find a red leather pouch on my desk with everything

we need to get out of this mess. Then go to the Field Master's house. The clerk there
is a friend, he's in on the scam. Give him the pouch, he'll take care of the rest."

"I don't speak the local lingo."
"That doesn't matter. The clerk knows half a dozen trade tongues. Will you do this,

Gaebrel? For your Father?"
Gaebrel  was  silent  for  the  longest  moment,  staring  at  his  father,  weighing  his



options. He nodded once. “Aye."
"Bless you, boy! Now hurry!"
Gaebrel  went  below  decks.  Time  passed.  Ifrick  paced  back  forth,  glancing

occasionally at the line of soldiers slowly coming closer as they searched ships further
on down in their methodical way. "Where is that boy?"

The younger Harrn reemerged on the deck, a leather bag slung over his shoulder.
"Got the letter?" Ifrick asked.

Gaebrel thumped the bag. "Right here."
"What's the bag for?"
"Don't want to attract attention. Best keep it out of sight."
"Good lad. Now hurry!"
Ifrick  watched  his  son  swing  his  legs  over  the  side,  taking  hold  of  a  rope.

"Gaebrel!" he then called out.
“Aye?"
"I do appreciate this...and everything else about you."
"Right. As you say." Shaking his head, Gaebrel slid down to the ground.
Ifrick took a deep breath and let it out slowly, hands clenching and unclenching.

"And that's that," he muttered.
You don't have to do this," said the first mate, astonished at yet another example

of the Captain's complete lack of morals and decency.
"He's a smart lad, he'll be fine."
“But, your son..."
"His Mother had plenty of friends, if you know what I mean. She swore he was

mine and he does have my look, but sometimes a man will wonder. “
“But...”
“What's done is done. Fire up the oven, if you please, and break out the rexite."
"Aye, Captain."

The  press  of  the  crowd  in  the  narrow  byways  of  the  fieldside  market  slowed
Gaebrel's pace to a walk. He edged his way through knots of people, using his greater
height and bulk to gently ease locals aside. None of them took any offense, looking at
this  strange  offworlder  with  dark  eyes  that  hid  more  than  they  showed.  Their
language sounded much like  the chiming of  bells  mixed in with the twittering of
birds, with the odd gargle thrown in for good measure. It would take an outsider a
lifetime to learn how to speak it, and that was just the local dialect. Gaebrel's pleas
for passage went by unremarked; this being a busy port town foreign tongues were as
common as lice.

Two months voyaging, skirting the twin Suns of the Bright Lands and then across
a wide expanse of open Empyrean, home only to the odd trader and hermit, headed
to the warm yellow Sun tucked away in a corner of the Celestial West. Doran...open
territory as far as Father was concerned, a place where their names were unknown,
where  fortune  might  yet  again  smile  on  him.  The  Laperon circled  through  the
system, avoiding the major lanes and the various pirates who infested them, preying
on  fat  merchant  ships  like  wolves  trailing  after  a  herd  of  deer,  perfecting  their
knowledge of the local trade tongues. They made for Cunerin, the richest world in the
system,  making landfall in the heart of the richest realm on that planet. Tiazhaad,
that's what it was called...an impressive empire by any measure, spanning one of the
three continents. Supposedly its rulers were worshiped as gods by the locals, a fact
confirmed by the pictures hanging in the heart of the many temples dotting this land
like mushrooms after a heavy rain, showing a heavyset fellow with a fearsome brow



and eyes that seemed to follow every person below with stern disapproval.  Large
stretches  of  land  passing  below  the  ship  were  overgrown  with  weeds  and
uninhabited, evidence of the civil war only recently concluded, a fearsome conflict
that consumed a quarter of the population. Those who remained still outnumbered
any other realm on this world and both its moons besides.

A yokel fresh off the farm might have stared with awe at the sights around him.
Gaebrel barely gave any of it a second look. He'd spent half his life on the Empyrean.
After a while all the places blended together, one world much like another. Though
the spicy  smells  from the  food stalls  did  tickle  his  nostrils  and  make  his  mouth
rumble,  he'd  make  sure  to  have  a  taste  of  that  before  leaving,  the  cook  on  the
Laperon knew only bland, blander and utterly tasteless.

The Field Masters 'office' was actually a large building a hundred yards from the
edge of the landing field. The stone walls were painted a brilliant vermillion color,
the doors and windows picked out in sky blue. A banner depicting some mythical
beast with far too many heads and wings flew from a corner, which according to local
custom  showed  that  the  inhabitants  were  connected  to  officialdom  in  a  highly
meaningful way. No guards stood at the door and he stepped in with no questions
asked. Inside was a wide foyer with a long polished wooden counter along the right
side and a bank of shelves on the left, packed with tightly bound scrolls. A single
clerk sat behind the counter, spinning a brass coin on the top and letting out wide-
mouthed yawn.

Gaebrel took the red leather pouch out of the bag. "This is for you," he said in
Haleric, the widest known trade tongue in all the Universe, spoken around every Sun
and on every  world...but  apparently  not  by  the  clerk,  who  merely  gaped  at  him.
Gaebrel repeated the words in five other trade languages, dialects and argots, trying
his best to remember the ones specific to the worlds around Doran. None of them
seemed to work, the clerk merely looking irritated at having his day interrupted by a
gibberish spewing foreigner.

Gritting  his  teeth,  Gaebrel  thrust  the  pouch  at  the  clerk,  who  took  it  after  a
momentary hesitation. The Tiazhaadi opened the top and pulled out two sheets of
paper. The first he stared at with confusion, but the second was evidently written in a
language he understood. His eyes flicked up at Gaebrel,  narrowing slightly. A bad
sign, in retrospect. He held up the first sheet and gave it back to Gaebrel, uttering a
string of words that sounded all the more ominous for being incomprehensible.

Gaebrel's eyes followed the lines of script with growing shock, the words written in
his fathers blunt hand.

Gaebrel,
If you're reading this, then by now you've figured out the clerk doesn't speak any

language but his own. Nor did he have any part in my recent venture on this world.
That was a necessary lie to get you off the ship. I had an inkling this deal was about
to go fall apart and needed a just-in-case plan, which I am sorry to say involves
you.

Now, there are two things you need to know. First, I apologize for doing this,
leaving you behind does tear me up inside in a way you cannot understand. But I
love my freedom more. If I don't do this, than both of us will likely end up with our
heads on the chopping block. This way, at least one of the Harrn men will live to
fight another day. If you think about it for a moment, I'm sure you will understand.

Second, Tiazhaadi clerks are never armed. If our mutual friend has any sense,
he'll call for help from the local garrison. Given that the other letter accuses you of
all manner of crimes, including the theft of the silk, and provides ample evidence to



prove it, they'll likely send every man they can spare. Which will buy me enough
time to get airborne and Empyrean-boun and hopefully give you enough of a head
start to escape...

Gaebrel looked up. Where the clerk had been was now only an empty space of air,
the second letter lying flat on the counter top, the glyphs written in vertical columns
staring up at him like an accusatory mob. He heard shouts from outside, saw the
clerk running into the market, waving his hands above his head and yelling for all he
was worth.

Other doors opened and more clerks poked their  heads out.  Gaebrel  looked at
them, at those curious Tiazhaadi faces, and could only think of one thing to say.

"Bugger me backwards!" He ran out of the building, turned left and headed back
towards the landing field. Then he skidded to a halt. Soldiers were coming the other
way, pushing and shoving their way through the crowd. The clerk was leading them,
pointing at the Field Masters office. Pointing at him.

Then Gaebrel looked towards the sky. Ships were rising from the landing field,
making for open air and the Empyrean that lay beyond. Outlined against the blue,
the image sharp as a fresh painting, was the Laperon. Father's ship, making its bid
for freedom. Leaving him behind.

Under different circumstances, a boy caught in this particular predicament might
be forgiven for falling to his knees and weeping. Tears were perfectly understandable,
feelings of betrayal  cutting like a knife more than justified.  But all  Gaebrel  could
summon, all  he could make himself  feel  at  being abandoned by his Father was a
sense  of  bitter  disappointment.  Four  years  on  that  ship  and  the  old  fool  never
changed. Always seeking the easy path, no matter the wreckage.

"Bastard," he muttered.
Nearby shouts pulled him back to the present. The soldiers were getting closer.

One of them unlimbered a musket, ready to take a shot even under these crowded
conditions.

Gaebrel acted quickly. A hot food vendor was ahead, some fellow selling spiced
nuts fried in a oil-filled dish above an open flame. The man watched the approaching
soldiers with obvious shock, attention drawn away from the bubbling oil. Gaebrel
drew  a  pistol  and  with  one  smooth  motion  cocked  the  hammer,  took  aim  and
squeezed  the  trigger.  Cries  of  alarm  came from the  crowd as  the  gun fired.  The
vendor  squawked  as  the  ball  struck  the  metal  dish,  knocking  it  off  the  cart  and
casting the bubbling contents across the ground. A spark must have fallen along with
the oil, for a moment later the whole mess lit up with a whoosh, laying a line of fire
across the narrow street.

The  soldiers  stumbled  to  a  halt  as  local  vendors  and  shopkeepers  rushed  in,
beating back flames that threatened to spread to other stalls and stands. The officer
in command screamed at his men to advance even as they backed away from the fire,
the  thick  smoke  mixed  with  the  stench  of  day-old  cooking  oil.  Sparks  rose  up,
threatening the canvas and cloth awnings of the market with additional chaos.

Gaebrel grinned, gave a mocking bow and ran the other way. Left, right, left, right,
he made as many turns as he could, ducking down alleyways and side streets, not
caring  where  he  went  as  long  as  it  was  far  away.  An hour passed,  the  sound of
commotion and pursuit fading behind him, yet he kept going.

Some time later he ended up in a narrow alcove far from the landing field. It was a
metalworkers  district,  judging  from  the  various  bangs and  bongs coming  from
windows and doors. Gaebrel leaned back against a wall, nose wrinkling at the faint
smell of cat piss that permeated the place. He'd have to find a place to bathe, else



they'd track him by the stink alone. But he needed a moments rest.
Time  to  catch  his  breath,  to  bury  his  head  in  his  hands  for  some  necessary

reflection and pondering.
Father  left  him behind.  Gaebrel  wished he felt  some measure  of  surprise,  but

could summon nothing stronger than dull resentment. Such was the nature of Ifrick
Harrn.  Something like this was bound to happen in the end, Father leaving him,
Gaebrel leaving Father, or both leaving at the same time. Better it was done now. No
tears to shed, wasn't worth the effort. He let out a long sigh and with it any fragments
of grief he might have felt.

He opened the bag, rummaging about until his fingers felt the cloth purse tucked
in a side pocket, hearing the reassuring clink of the gold coins. A smile crossed his
face. Father was a creature of habit, chief among them being a well-justified distrust
of his crew. During an extended stay in port a few years back, he'd arranged for a
particularly  skilled  carpenter  to  construct  a  secret  compartment  below his  bunk,
completely hidden from view unless one knew what to look for. Over the following
months  and years,  Ifrick  salted  away  a  small  fortune  under  there,  skimming the
profits of every venture that went right. He thought it a secret, safely kept from his
crew, and it was, but not from his son. Gaebrel kept the knowledge to himself in the
sure expectation that one day he'd have need of it.

He could only imagine the look on Father's face when he looked into the empty
space where all the gold had been. "A just-in-case plan," Gaebrel said with a grin.
"You weren't the only one, Father!"

Gaebrel got back to his feet and walked down the street. He'd find a place to spend
the night and in the morning head west, see what else this world of Cunerin had to
offer.  The grin  on his  face  only  grew wider  at  the  prospect  of  what  lay  over  the
horizon. At what the future might bring.



CHAPTER ONE

To the good people of Tasevanya, Hanging Day was as close to a national holiday
as they ever got and as such was observed with diligence and a sense of amusement
seemingly out of character for such a somber occasion.

For those who cared to look at a map of the westernmost continent of Cunerin,
Tasevanya was merely one name among many, one more irregularly formed speck of
land jostling up against a dozen others of similar shape, size and general bellicosity.
An Empire ruled here once, long ago, as indeed there continued to be on the eastern
continent and there might someday be in the southern. But the Empire of the West
was no more, remembered now only in the songs of troubadours, the scribblings of
historians and poets, and the fevered rhetoric of royal advisers claiming their Grand
Prince or High Duchess or other potentate of the moment to be the true heir before
whom all  others must pay homage.  It  was a lively  source  of  disagreement which
provided a constant source of employment for soldiers fighting the inevitable wars
and the diplomats trying to end them.

So in that regard, Tasevanya was no different from any other little realm seeking
to expand at the expense of others. A blot of territory two hundred miles in wide at
its greatest extent, wedged between a mighty river to the east and a tall mountain
chain to the west. Its people made their living as farmers, though that was true for
most people alive at this time on any world circling any Sun. The women were famed
(and mocked in some places) for the tall peaked hats of starched linen they wore in
all  weather,  which the uncharitable claimed made their  heads looked pointy.  The
local  dialect  sounded  harsh  to  some,  musical  to  others,  and  slurred  to  all.  Yet
everyone could agree that when it came to the business of public  executions,  the
Tasevanyan's possessed a rare talent. No one begrudged them this honor; given the
rather  humorless  nature  of  the  man  ruling  over  the  country  at  this  particular
moment, the people had to find amusement where they could.

It started before dawn on the appointed day, with long lines of carts and carriages
and even longer lines of people on foot streaming through one of the three gates
around Uvanyarina, the capital city and a place currently bristling with troops. Faces
were  checked,  wagons  searched.  The  more  thorough  guards  would  even  search
through the feathers of the various giant flightless birds pulling conveyances, risking
a fearsome pecking in the process. (A peculiarity of the planet; horses found every
variety of grass on Cunerin toxic in the extreme, to the point that even the hardiest of
breeds dropped dead within a week of eating but a single blade. The people made do
with local  replacements.  Many an offworlder was  treated to the startling  sight of
proud  knights  riding  to  the  battlefield  on  what  looked  like  giant  roosters  with
iridescent green feathers.)

Once  suspicions  were  allayed,  the  crowds  would  gather  in  the  Square  of  the
Glorious Ancestors, flanked on the north by the Three Temples dedicated to the local
cults  of  Sun and  ancestor  worship  and  to  the  south  by  the  Palace  of  Seventeen
Flowers, ancestral home of the Grand Princes of Tasevanya, whose current occupant
was the cause of such rampant paranoia. By nine in the morning the Square would be



packed with late arrivals being turned away. The more intrepid made their way onto
the rooftops of the buildings surrounding the site, the owners making money hand
over fist charging exorbitant fees to allow true enthusiasts the chance to break their
necks  climbing  up  rickety  ladders  and  treacherous  roof  tiles.  Vendors  and
costermongers made their way through the throngs like ships crossing a turbulent
sea, their path eased by the barrels of ale and cheap wine they sold by the mug to
thirsty spectators, the end result being a air of drunken expectation.

The bells would ring in the second of the Three Temples. Half an hour until show
time.  The crowd cheered  at  the sound.  Thousands of  hands began to  clap  and a
raucous song rose from their throats. "Time to die, time to die, oh my it's time to
die!"

"Almost time to die, you maggots!" The chief jailer whacked his baton against the
iron bars of the cells,  laughing as several  of the inmates scrambled back.  "That's
right, practice your shakin'! The mob expects a good show, don't you know! Better
not disappoint!"

The jailer laughed again, being one of those fortunate fellows easily amused by
anything and everything he came across. He passed by the last cell on the block, his
fat greasy face peeking through the bars of the door. "Here now, don't you look a
pretty sight! How much for a kiss then, my lovely?"

"You couldn't  afford  me,"  Gaebrel  Harrn  answered  back  calmly,  adjusting  the
collar of his freshly laundered shirt. "Better stick with dogs and pigs, they're more to
your liking."

The jailer laughed uproariously, as if those were the funniest words he'd heard in
years. "Sun and bones, you be a clever one, Harrn! Gotta say, I be missing you after."

"Then maybe you can open that door, let me walk out." Gaebrel picked up his coat
from off the back of the chair. "You'll then have ample opportunity to share in my
cleverness."

"Would that I could, boyo." The jailer shook his finger. "But mob wants its show,
and you be the prize attraction at the moment. They be calling your name."

"I always aim to please." The faint lilt in his voice became more pronounced as he
put on the coat, his eyes focused on the wall, his mind on what was to come.

The jailer frowned. "Been meaning to ask you, Harrn...where the hell be you from?
No accent like that I ever heard, and I heard a lot. Jasovani? The Northern Duchies?
Or Tiazhaad, maybe?"

"The Harza States.”
The  jailer  frowned.  “Where  be  that?  One  of  them  strange  lands  down  in  the

South?"
"Far away from here." Gaebrel gave the coat one last adjustment. No mirror in

here, he had to use his best judgment. At least it fit, they got his size right.
Further bantering with the jailer was cut off by the sound of an iron door banging

open, followed by indistinct shouts. The jailer looked over with a smile. "It's time."
"As it shall be for every man." Gaebrel turned about, fastening one last button.

"Lead on, if you please. Let's get this over with."
The  prisoners  were  led  out  of  the  cells,  guards  armed  with  muskets  and

blunderbusses  watching  with  wary  eyes  as  they  marched  down  the  long  central
hallway and through a wide open door to a waiting courtyard. Wagons stood there,
the beds surrounded by iron bars  that  turned them into  cages  with  wheels,  each
pulled by a pair of flightless birds taller than a man with gray plumage. One of them
pecked forlornly at the ground in search of something to nibble, the others waited



placidly, their size matched only by their intelligence in the inverse.
"In you go!" Guns were pointed and one by one the condemned were herded in,

the doors locked and chained behind. The jailers gave them cheerful waves as the
wagons rumbled out of the courtyard,  through a main gate and into the crowded
streets beyond, lined with people eager for a glimpse of men about to make a close
acquaintance  with  Death.  A  few  ragged  cheers  came  from  some  throats,  duly
accepted by the more magnanimous inmates as though they were kings enjoying the
accolades  of  peasants.  Others  hurled  cabbages  and  moldy  fruit,  splattering  the
projectile  against  the  bars  to  the  sound  of  insults  and  curses,  partaking  in  that
ancient peculiarity of the human soul of mocking those whom fortune had seemingly
abandoned.

Gaebrel ducked his head aside as an apple core bonged against one of the bars,
bits of juice and pulp splattering across the convicted thief and rapist sitting next to
him. Ignoring the man's curses, he looked out at the faces passing off to the side, the
men in the shirt vests and round caps typical of this kingdom, the women in those
odd headdresses. Six years now he'd been on Cunerin, the most ever spent on a single
world  since  he  left  the  place  of  his  birth.  Half  of  them  spent  wandering  about
Tiazhaad, perfecting his grasp of the local languages, then taking a seagoing ship to
those strange lands of the southern continent (which hadn't seemed so strange to his
eyes, truth be told. The locals did have the habit of going about bare above the waist,
men and women both, which made perfect sense given the climate but scandalizing
those living to the north.) Then across the Sea of Spires, so named for the ancient
stone pylons rising up from the sea bed to stab at the sky, a marvel to behold and a
constant source of hazard to navigation. Never staying in one place, never putting
down roots. There was always a new horizon to cross, new lands to see, new voices to
hear...new  riches  to  steal.  Always  somewhere  else  to  go.  Nothing  would  tie  him
down...except  now  he  was  bound  for  death,  about  to  make  friends  with  the
hangman's noose. And the one thing truly annoying about this whole affair - they
weren't  hanging him for anything that he actually  did,  but for something that he
didn't. A different man would have found it ironic...but that fellow likely wouldn't be
dancing on air within the hour.

As that particular thought passed through his head, a hand drifted involuntarily to
the inside pocket of his coat. The clothes were delivered last night. The guards never
got a clean look at the one who delivered them, except that it was a woman. Which
didn't  clarify  things  in  the  slightest,  since  there  were  any  number  of  ladies  in
Tasevanya who might be likely candidates. He'd only been here a few months, but
they were busy ones, to say the least.

He found the note tucked in a pocket. Plans are in motion, it said. The hangman is
one  of  ours,  do  as  he  says  and  you  will  live  through  this.  Your  friends  haven't
forgotten you.

One of the birds made a honking sound, clattering its peak and skipping slightly in
the traces. The driver cursed, jabbing the beast with a long prod, forcing it back into
position. The wagon jerked a bit,  the men in the back swaying as they rounded a
corner and entered the main square. A roar of applause struck them like a wave, city
watchmen  keeping  a  clear  path  through  the  masses  for  the  condemned  to  pass
through. Gaebrel resisted the urge to stand up and bow like an actor on the stage.
One by one the wagons came to a halt, to be met by yet more armed guards - city
watchmen this time from the bowl-shaped helmets on their heads - who removed the
contents of each conveyance one by one, escorting them up to the gallows for the all-
important preliminaries.

The crowd had already been subjected to the pre-hanging speech, delivered this



day by one of the senior priests from the Temple, who expounded greatly on the
virtues of obedience to the law and necessity of resisting ones baser urges, along with
the importance of loyalty to the current occupant in the Royal Palace, looming over
the proceedings like some sort of ancient beast which it would be best not to awaken.
Since the fellow delivering it  was a priest,  the crowd listened with respect,  many
making any number of holy signs when he was done.

Onto the main event. The first batch of prisoners were brought up, fourteen men
in all. A notary read off their names and the crimes for which they were condemned
from a list, while the hangman in his traditional green hood and jacket fitted each
neck with a noose. Afterward, he might allow those whose crimes were truly heinous
or who possessed some measure of notoriety to make a speech, uttering a few final
words of repentance or a fiery declaration of defiance unto death.

But all of the men in this first lot were petty thieves and hardly merited the honor.
One of them tried to speak anyway, but only got out a few words before a black hood
was pulled over his head. "I swear I never....!"

The priest uttered a brief prayer then stepped back smartly. A yank on the lever,
the bottom hatch fell, and fourteen men dropped as one, the muffled cracks of their
necks hidden under the roar of the crowd, who watched the bodies jerk and twist on
the  ropes  with  the  appreciation  of  true  connoisseurs.  Much  to  his  disgust,  the
hangman had botched one of the nooses and it failed to snap the neck, so there was a
delay of several  minutes while the fellow in question was strangled to death.  The
hangman was embarrassed out of professional pride, though no one else seemed all
that upset.

Afterward the final death check was made in the traditional manner for this region
by pressing a glowing hot brand against the face of each corpse, which also served the
purpose of marking it as the remains of a condemned criminal to be disposed of like
so much other trash. Tasevanyan's were nothing if not efficient in such matters. The
corpses were  tossed back into the wagon that  brought them here,  while  the next
batch was led up.

Being  in  the  fourth  wagon,  Gaebrel  had  ample  opportunity  to  observe  the
proceedings, noting the differences in the local methods versus others he'd seen in
other lands and other worlds. Hanging...well, that was a classic. Hard to go wrong
with  a  rope  and  wooden  beam.  In  Tiazhaad  they  went  for  public  beheadings,
sometimes a dozen at a time, right in the market square. A man could go out to buy a
sack of onions and as an added bonus see some other fellows head bounce across

the  ground.  But  perhaps  the  most  exotic  method  of  disposing  those  deemed
surplus to requirements had to be the Pig of Calabrenas...seen from afar as a boy with
his father. A giant brass contraption made in the shape of a boar, the insides would
be stuffed with five or six miscreants and one time and then roasted over an open fire
until red hot. The screaming coming out of the nose vents sounded much like that of
an angry hog from a distance...

Nothing like that here, the good people of Tasevanya seeing themselves as hearty,
no-nonsense  folk  with  little  patience  for  such  degenerate  methods!  No,  mass
hangings followed by a general holiday, that was the civilized way of doing things.

Gaebrel's reverie was cut short when the back of his wagon opened. "Let's go," said
a watchmen. One by one the men stepped out. Gaebrel stood up straight, arms bound
in  front,  bearing  up  the  scorn  of  the  crowd  with  pride.  He  would  not  die  here
today...not like this. Unless that note had been a cruel joke of some sort...his eyes met
that of the hangman, and there was a flash of recognition. The fellow knew his face.

The notary bellowed out their names as nooses were fitted to their necks. "Yavlan
Isuvarias!  Convicted  of  burglary,  theft  of  livestock  and  damage  to  property!



Condemned to death by hanging!"
A cheer followed this, blood lust running through the crowd.
"They're running late," the hangman whispered in his ear as he fiddled with the

knot.
"What?"
"Ododvan Harviadanen! Convicted of the stealing of corpses for illegal dissection!

Condemned to death by hanging..."
"I can't slow the proceedings without drawing suspicion. You have to delay them

somehow..."
“...of sodomy, rape and general lewdness..."
“How am I supposed to do that?"
"...death by hanging..."
"Think of something, you're a clever man."
"...death by hanging..."
"I hate it when people say that..."
"...death by hanging!" The notary, his voice a bit raw at this point, went to the last

name on his list. "Gaebrel Harrn! Convicted of the most grievous ravishment of a
lady of noble rank..."

"That was you?" the hangman asked with some astonishment.
"'Ravishment' isn't how I'd describe it."
“Condemned to death by hanging!"
"Speech! Speech!" came the cry, picked up by others in the crowd. "Speech! Let

him speak..."
"There's your chance." The hangman shoved him forward. “Talk as long as you

can."
Gaebrel raised his bound hands high. "People of Tasevanya!" he called out, his

voice carrying across the square. "I am Gaebrel Harrn, and it seems I am to your
afternoon's entertainment!"

A wave of laughter followed. "I can only hope that my performance will exceed
those  of  the  men  came  before  me!"  He  gestured  at  the  cart  loaded  down  with
stiffening corpses. "Yet in truth there is no man here more deserving of punishment
than I! Many are the crimes that stain my soul. I confess to stealing the property of
other, of lifting purses from the pockets of distracted wives, of smuggling various
contraband  across  countless  borders!  I  have  insulted  men  and  women  of  high
station, patronized houses of ill repute and committed all manner of acts nefarious
and shameful! I confess, my soul is tainted...so it is an supreme irony that the crime
for  which  I  am  to  swing  is  the  one  offense  I  have  never  engaged  in!
Ravishment...such an ugly word, and hardly the truth of what happened that night,
unless it has a different meaning here!" He spotted the young lady in question, the
cause of his recent travails, sitting on a reserved stand near the gallows. Clothed in
black,  a slender maiden barely out of  her teens who blushed prettily  at  his  gaze.
Beside her was a man much older and fatter, who glowered first at her, then at him.

"I confess to enjoying her company on that clear summer night...and that she was
eager for it to begin and reluctant for it to end. Hardly ravishment by any measure! I
would also pay honor to her husband, a man whose name is well known among the
people of this realm." Gaebrel bowed ostentatiously at the man, all eyes in the square
turning to the stand. "A man of great wealth and...ample appetites. Though I do hear
rumors about his lack of stamina certain respects." He made a flopping gesture with
one of his hands.

The  husband,  red-faced  with  outrage,  shouted  something  back  towards  the
gallows,  but  was  drowned  out  by  the  roar  of  laughter  from  the  crowd.  Gaebrel



grinned,  bowing  again  and taking  a  breath  for  another  spate  of  wordifying.  The
notary made a chopping gesture with his hand and two watchmen hauled him back.

"Enough!" the notary snapped at the hangman. "Get it over with!"
The hangman nodded, then waited until he was out of earshot to whisper, "Nice

speech. Is that how it happened?"
"Every word. What now?"
"Well..." The hangman set the knot of the noose just under and behind his left ear.

"Seeing as we're out of time, I'll have to pull this lever and send you to whatever gods
you worship."

"What..."
"Looks like they're not gonna make it. My apologies."
"Wait a moment..."
The hangman stepped to the lever, wrapped his hands around the shaft, ready for

the final pull...
BOOM!
The top floor of a building on the far side of the square suddenly vanished in a

cloud of smoke and debris. Everyone turned to look, watching in amazement as the
roof transformed into a cloud of fragments, taking with it a pair of spectators who'd
climbed up for a good view of the executions. Screams filled the air as another house
exploded, followed by several barrels stacked against a wall.

A loud rolling squawk cut through the din as several riders mounted on giant birds
trotted in the square, firing off pistols and waving swords above their heads. Their
leader drew a truly fearsome looking saber and pointed it at the gallows. With a yell
he  spurred  his  mouth,  feathers  flying  behind  as  he  charged  through  the  crowd,
people  diving  out  of  his  way  Within  moments  the  place  was  in  chaos,  ordinary
citizens running away as fast as they could, many of them being trampled underfoot,
watchmen and soldiers trying to get at  the riders.  More guns fired and a pair  of
watchmen went down with holes where their faces should have been. The rest of the
riders caught up with their leader, shooting and slashing anyone who got in their
path.

The remaining watchmen fled. The hangman came up beside Gaebrel. "Lucky for
you, eh?" he said, cutting the ropes around his wrists before jumping off the gallows
and legging it.

A rider trotted up by the gallows,  wearing a broad floppy hat,  his  face  hidden
below the eyes  by a  scarf.  "Get  on!"  he  said,  voice  slightly  muffled  by the  cloth.
Gaebrel didn't argue, jumping onto the back of the mount, wrinkling his nose slightly
at the smell of musty feathers. He glanced leftwards to the young woman staring at
him from the stand. Of her husband there was no sign. He gave a wink and a grin,
just before the rider snapped the reins and they sped off, headed out of the square
and down a side street. The others followed behind, alarm bells ringing in their wake.

Left, right, left...past the square the streets narrowed into a maze of tiny alleys and
passages. One of the men cursed as his head banged against a shop sign, knocking
away his  hat.  People  scattered  before  them, men ducking into  alleyways,  women
pulling their children inside houses and slamming the doors.

They halted before a livery stable. "Dismount!" came the order, the riders sliding
to the ground and slapping the backsides of their steeds. Outraged squawks sounded
as the giant birds galloped away riderless, headed in any direction that was open.
"That'll buy us some time," said the leader. "Everyone inside!"

They went into the stable, closing the doors behind. Birds of various shapes and
sizes stared at  them from behind the  stable  doors,  large  eyes devoid of  anything
resembling intelligence. The riders - his rescuers - pulled away their masks and hats.



Gaebrel recognized one of the faces. "Halvarin."
"Gaebrel." The man was a respected leader among the rebels, known for his dash

and daring and complete lack of any sense of fear. The bearded face with the scar on
his  forehead  was  said  to  haunt  the  dreams  of  the  current  Grand  Prince,  not  to
mention the fantasies of any number of youths and maidens. "Got there just in time,
it seems."

"My thanks and my compliments. No one else could have pulled that off."
"Well...it's the least one can do for a friend."
"And you can never have too many friends." Gaebrel  looked around the stable.

"So, what's the next step? Do we take these mounts and ride for the country?"
"Not exactly. Turn around, if you please."
Gaebrel heard the sudden change in tone. "Is something wrong?" he said, turning

back  to  Halvarin  and finding  a  pistol  pointed  right  between  his  eyes.  Halvarin's
thumb cocked back the hammer.

"What is this?"
"Hands up, that's a good fellow."
Gaebrel slowly raised his arms. "Was it something I said?" he asked, just before a

burlap sack was dropped over his head.

“As you can guess, we're somewhat upset with you."
Someone whipped the bag off  his  head,  leaving behind the faint  odor  of  stale

turnips. Gaebrel blinked, his eyes adjusting to the sudden infusion of light from the
lamps. They'd seated him on a chair and bound his arms to the back with cord. "I
can't imagine why," he replied, looking about, taking in the surroundings.

It was a warehouse, judging from the stacked crates and wide door at the far end.,
currently closed and barred. What light there was came from several oil lamps placed
on the tops  of  boxes.  Standing  about  were  men and women,  all  of  them armed,
wearing  dark  clothes  accented  with  red  sashes  around  their  waists,  which  he
supposed was meant to make them look dashing. The women had forgone the usual
peaked  headdresses  of  this  land,  many preferring  floppy bag-like  hats  atop  their
unbound hair that hung off to one side. Rebellion had its fashions like any other
endeavor.

"Think hard," Halvarin said, standing before him, arms crossed over his belly, a
pistol in each hand. "I'm sure it will come to you."

Gaebrel shook his head. To the left, he caught the eye of one of the women, a face
he knew...among other body parts. A grin curved his lips as he met her gaze. She
rolled her eyes and looked away, cradling a musket in her arms.

"Hey!" Halvarin poked him with a gun barrel. "Eyes up front! None of your smiles
now, they won't be of much use to you!"

"What did I do to merit such a disagreeable welcome, Halvarin? I thought we were
friends, all us friends..."

Halvarin laughed at that, the others chiming a moment later. "You have a strange
way of treating your friends, Gaebrel Harrn...robbing them blind behind their backs
while smiling to their faces. Do you think we risked life and limb and everything in
between breaking you free of the gallows because we're friends?" He snorted at the
very thought. "It was done because if anyone is going to kill you, it'll be me! Someone
fetch a chair!"

One of his men brought over a stool and set it on the ground. Halvarin sat down
with a sigh. "Glad to rest my feet. Now Gaebrel, every man has his fault, some quality
that overwhelms whatever virtues he might possess deep in his soul, which in turn
only adds to the general degradation of the universe. Your fault is being a scheming



bastard of an outworlder who never knows when to leave well  enough alone.  But
me...my fault is that I am forgiving. I overlook the failings of others far more than is
healthy or wise. Take those guns you sold us, five crates of muskets you swore were a
match for anything the army had in its arsenal and proved to be anything but. Now
another man would have been upset by all that rust fouling the barrels, but not I. Or
that half the flints were swapped out with chunks of colored glass...but there also I
forgive you. Rust can be polished off and flints replaced. The ancestors know we've
had to make do with worse over the last few years."

Then he leaned forward, grips tightening on the pistols. "But you selling us those
same guns five times over, that I will not forgive."

Gaebrel could feel the eyes of the rebels bearing down on him, goads to a guilty
conscience  that  he  did  not  possess.  "You're  upset,"  he  said,  adopting  the  most
reasonable tone he could under the circumstances. "It's understandable. Perhaps if I
offered a refund..."

"Do I look like an old woman returning a spoiled apple to the grocer?" Halvarins
face reddened. "Men like you...all the same, they never change. Mercenaries, thieves
and whores in fine coats, selling their own grandmothers for a handful of tarnished
brass. But we..." he swept his arm across his followers gathered in the warehouse.
"We are patriots! Freedom fighters, who will gladly shed our blood to overthrow the
usurper and restore the rightful Grand Prince, may the ancestors protect his soul!"

The other rebels stamped their feet in salute, observing a moment of silence for
their  lord  in  exile,  deposed  three  years  past  by  his  perfidious  younger  brother.
Fighting to replace once inbred wonder with another, Gaebrel thought to himself.
Once he's in power you may as well be invisible. "Sounds like a capital fellow."

"And once he returns, Tasevanya will be restored to her rightful glory...but thanks
to you that may not happen."

"Five crates of old guns are the cause of your downfall?"
Halvarin  shook  his  head.  "Those  guns  were  needed  for  a  reason.  You  see,

Gaebrel...three years ago, when Prince Yusavari plotted his coup, he knew that all the
traitors in the realm willing to side with him wouldn't be enough to defeat our lord.
So he made an arrangement with the Wennatan's. You've heard of Wennata, I trust?"

Gaebrel nodded slowly. "Only rumors. It's a moon around one of the outer planets
in the system. Ruled by a bunch of Arcanist's."

"And a real vile lot they are...little wonder they got along with our putrid Prince.
They agreed to provide all the help he needed to seize power, in return for a truly
outrageous price. Yusavari got the throne and for the last three years bled Tasevanya
white from taxes and confiscations so he could pay his debt. A treasure ship is due to
arrive in six months time to carry it all back to Wennata. Our plan was to seize it in
the name of the rightful Grand Prince, giving us funds for the revolution and ruining
the Usurpers relationship with his allies, who look on unpaid debts the way other
men look on cockroaches. Your scheme has blown a wide hole in our planning...you
can't mount a job like this without lots and lots of guns. Unless something changes
we'll  have to watch that ship fly away with the wealth of the realm and our lord
remain in permanent exile."

Havildan shook his head. "Right, enough talk. Time to die." He stood, slipping the
pistols into his belt and pulling out a knife. Going behind Gaebrel, he pulled back his
head, exposing the neck. The cold metal of the knife pressed against his flesh...

"Sst! One of the rebels stationed by the door raised his hand. "Some noise in the
street..." His eyes widened. "Cavalry!"

"What?" The knife dropped from Gaebrel's throat. "How did they find us? Were
you followed?"



"No, never, I swear..."
Something  heavy  bashed  against  the  warehouse  door.  The  bar  locking  it  shut

cracked and fell to the floor. Muffled shouts came from outside, wheels rumbled on
cobblestones. The floors flew open with such force that they fell off their hinges. The
back end of a large wagon stood in the gap, reinforced with iron bars and sporting a
ram shaped like  a  clenched fist.  It  pulled away,  replaced by a squad of  shouting
soldiers firing wildly into the warehouse.

"Resist!" Halvarin yelled, pulling out his pistols. The rebels fired back, shouting
curses at the forces of the Usurper. Cries filled the air along with acrid white smoke.

Gaebrel  ducked  down.  There  was  a  scream to  his  left  and he thought  he  saw
someone fall to the ground. Footsteps came up from behind, there was the scrape of a
knife, and then his hands were free.

"Come on!" said a familiar voice, jerking him to his feet.
Gaebrel didn't need to be told twice, springing to his feet and following his rescuer

away  from  the  gunfire.  Halvarin  shouted  something  incomprehensible  as  they
ducked out a back door and went down an alleyway, the sounds of battle following
behind.

They came to a halt alongside a rundown building nearby.  The woman shoved
Gaebrel against a wall and kissed him hungrily on the mouth. She was older than him
by a decade, full-lipped and full-figured, her long curly hair tumbling down her back.
"You didn't think I'd leave you there?" she growled.

"Perish the thought! After all the things we shared..."
"One thing in  particular."  A smile crossed her  face.  "Tell  me Gaebrel,  did you

really spend the horizontal with that skinny little girl like they say you did?"
"Rest assured I thought of you the entire time, Rovinda my dove!"
"That's what I wanted to hear." A spate of shouts erupted in the distance to the

east,  followed several shots and the sound of breaking glass. "You need to get off
world and quick."

"What about you?"
She laughed. "Isn't that sweet? The brave gallant and his blushing maid...wait,

have that backwards don't I? Don't worry about me, I have to find Havildan..."
"How do you know he's still alive?"
"Trust  me,  it'll  take  more  than  a  few  soldiers  to  take  him  down!  But  as  for

you...head to the landing field and look for a ship called Illia's Wager, should be over
on the western edge. The captain is an old friend, mention my name and he'll take
you aboard."

"An old friend?"
"You're not going to get jealous on me?"
"Well..."
"Sweet boy." She kissed him again, then nipped his ear.
"Best be off with you. They leave at dawn."
And then she was gone, disappearing into the night.
Gaebrel shook his head. "What a woman," he whispered. More gunfire sounded

this  time  disturbingly  close.  Shadows  moved  further  down  the  streets,  footsteps
echoed off the walls, reminding him of the needs of the present.

Gaebrel turned and ran the other way.



 CHAPTER TWO

"Ahoy the ship! Ahoy there!"
The master of the night watch poked his head over the railing, frowning at the

noise.  "Who  goes  there?"  he  called  out.  At  this  end  of  the  landing  field  the
illumination was limited to a few lanterns mounted on poles, islands of light in the
darkness, the wide swathes in-between a stalking ground for all manner of thieves
and pilferers. It was a given fact that the landing field of any major port town was a
no man's land at night, and crews who didn't keep a sharp eye and a loaded gun close
at hand might not wake to see the dawn.

So the master of the night watch was fully justified in hefting a loaded blunderbuss
over railing,  aiming it towards the general  direction of the voice,  while two other
crewmen armed with muskets took position above him in the rigging. "I say again,
who goes there?"

Gaebrel merged from the shadows, hands above his head. "Don't shoot!"
"Who are you?"
"The name is Gaebrel Harrn."
"And what's that to me?"
"I have business with your captain."
"At this time of night? Bugger off and come back in the morning!"
Gaebrel gritted his teeth. "Tell your captain that a woman sent me here, a dear

friend of his..."
"Sod it all," one of the crewmen muttered. "Another one of the captain's fancies

causin' us grief!"
"Shut it!" the master snapped. Looking back over the railing, he called out, "And

what be the name of this lovely?"
"Rovinda, a Tasevanyan wench!"
"Go wake the Captain, damn his wandering eye!" the master ordered one of his

men.  "The  Quartermaster  as  well.  You,  stranger!  Stay  where  you  are  until  I  say
otherwise.  Anything  off  happens  and  I'll  fill  you  with  lead!"  He  waved  the
blunderbuss back and forth.

Time passed. One of the crewmen lit a spotlight and focused the beam on Gaebrel.
He stood there,  feet  aching after  hours of running and walking,  his  fine hanging
clothes looking much worse for wear. Grumbling complaints drifted up from below
decks as a man in a wrinkled shirt came to the portside rail, accompanied by another
grumpy fellow who was bald as an egg. "What's this?" said the Captain. "You wake
me for some vagabond?"

"He says a woman named Rovinda sent him. Do you know her, Captain?"
"Hmm...Rovinda."  A  smile  crossed  his  face.  "Aye,  I  know  her  well.  Very

lively...company." He let out laugh. "You be the fellow Rovinda mentioned, the one in
need of a quick exit?"

"Yes, Captain! Gaebrel Harrn, at your service."
"Harrn...that be a Harza name...you have a Harza look to you."
"Born and raised on Stozenvaal."
"I been there...nothing much to speak of. But any son of the stones be welcome on

my ship." He tapped two fingers to his head by way of salute. "Barenlak, master of



the Illia's Wager. Welcome aboard, Master Harrn. We'll find some use for you!" The
Captain turned to the Quartermaster. "Sort him out."

"We've a full complement, sir. He's just another mouth to feed."
"There's always room for an extra hand. Besides, I owe the lass. See to it."
"Aye Captain, as you say." The Quartermaster gave Gaebrel a dubious look as he

climbed  up  a  rope  ladder,  swinging  his  legs  over  the  railing  and  onto  the  deck.
"You...what's your name again?"

"Gaebrel Harrn, reporting for duty!" He even gave a salute.
"Funny man. Have any experience on a ship?"
"Spent three years as crewman on a long distance trader." It was mostly true.
"And how many years on landside?"
"Not so long that it won't come back quick."
"We'll see about that. Get below, we leave with the dawn."

"Ascension stations!"
Drums beat out the order, echoing down the halls and spurring men to action.

Like most merchantmen in those days the Illia's Wager was a three-master, a long
sausage-shaped body with a tall main mast rising up from the deck and two smaller
ones sticking out from the sides. The sails were built in the Bright Land fashion, the
canvas held between shafts that were currently bound tight to the masts themselves,
designed to open outwards to catch the wind, ropes trailing away from the ends to
disappear through small holes in the hull, ending inside in a room called the center
lock. A high quarterdeck rose up to the stern, the tiller  room below the Captains
pacing  feet.  A  pair  of  smaller  foresails  jutted  out  on  spindly  masts  at  the  bow,
hanging loose and limp as crewmen unfurled them.

They put Gaebrel near the stern. Leather gloves encased his hands, which in turn
were wrapped around a thick cable. He stood neck to shoulder with six other men,
kneeling down on the deck, holding the cable tight and keeping a sharp ear for the
coming  orders.  The  hanging  clothes  were  long  gone,  replaced  by  stout  woolen
trousers and a heavy shirt that smelled slightly of camphor. Leather shoes were on
his feet, though it was expected that he would work barefoot wherever possible to
build  up  the  necessary  calluses.  All  the  kit  was  taken  from  ships  stores,  the
quartermaster making it clear the cost would be deducted from his pay. Gaebrel for
his part was in no mood to argue.

Down in the ascension locker a three man team was at work, carefully feeding the
flames in a iron oven held in a thick clay foundation, building them to the required
heat. A chest was opened and the leather rolls holding the lengths of dark red rexite
crystal were removed. It was an ancient technique, one of the oldest pieces of Artifice
known...using  physical  elements  of  the  universe,  transforming  material  objects
through flames or water or combination with some other substance to manipulate
that mysterious power known as the Aethyr, to achieve some desired effect. In the
case of the ascension crew, it was to remove and then reverse the effects of gravity on
the ship, propelling the Illia's Wager into the sky and beyond into the Empyrean. By
placing  the  lengths  of  crystal  in  the  flames,  the  Aethyr  would  be  disrupted,
altered...changing the universe itself around the ship, if only temporarily.

"Ready to ascend, Captain!" The quartermaster called up from the deck, keeping a
sharp eye on the crew and on the pillars of smoke in the distance. They'd spotted
them as soon as the Sun cleared the horizon, signs of the previous nights events. The
occasional gunshot could still be heard in the distance, mingled in with screams and
various other sounds of violence.

"Take us up."



"Aye, Captain. All crew, check your safety lines! Pass the word to the ascension
locker to fire the rods."

"Fire the rods!" The order was passed down to the airless chamber. The crewmen
had long since stripped off their shirts because of the heat, their bodies glistening
with sweat. One of them opened the door, while the others loaded the iron cradle
with a rod and pushed it into the flames. The inside of the furnace lit up with a bright
red-white light. A shivering ran through the entire ship, causing the masts to rattle
and shake and raising the hairs on the backs of necks. Men gripped anything they
could for support as the ship lurched into the air, rising skywards with increasing
speed.

They  cleared  the  rooftops  of  the  city  within  moments.  The  wind  picked  up,
pushing the ship slightly to the left. Gaebrel craned his head up, looking over the
side, down at the retreating ground, at the streets narrowing to the width of a spider
thread, the people shrinking down to the size of ants before vanishing completely.
Beyond the walls were miles of farmland and forest, with mountains to the west. This
was  Cunerin,  falling  away  behind,  receding  into  the  distance,  into  his  past.  This
world...six years he'd been here, wandering its continents, crossed its sea's, passing
into manhood along its roads and rivers, passing through its cities, eating its food
and kissing its women. Left here as a boy and now leaving it at a man.

Yet it  wasn't home. Home was a small  port  clinging to an exposed rock half  a
Universe away. Home was a battered trader and smuggler that wandered from Sun to
Sun. Both gone now, lost in the past as Cunerin soon would be. He lived here, but it
wasn't home, for home was a place that always went away, that was the lesson of his
life. The past was the past, it was done. Only the future remained to be written. He
granted himself the indulgence of a moments regret, then turned back to the work at
hand.

Soon the details  below vanished, lost in a rolling carpet of wrinkled green and
brown, cut in half to the east by the shining ribbon of a river. The distant glint of the
sea could be seen on the rapidly expanding horizon, hundreds of miles away. And
then even these details faded away, lost in the vast general outline of a continent.

It  grew  cold.  The  heavy  coats  men  sweated  into  on  the  ground  now  seemed
inadequate against the harsh wind howling about them. They passed through a cloud
bank, vision obscured to barely the length of an arm for the longest time, moisture
clinging to any cold surface and causing some of the men to cough. They kept an ear
open for any sound of thunder, the flash that told of lightening in the area, always a
hazard on the ascent. One well placed strike and a ship would break apart like an egg
struck by a mallet, the survivors falling with debris to the distant ground.

When they cleared the clouds it was with a general sigh of relief.
The wind still blew, but now there was something else in it, a metallic tang just on

the edge of perception...the Empyrean. Gradually it grew stronger, the blue of the sky
fading away to a dark gray-black, wisps of planetary air replaced by the ever-present
Celestial Winds. And then, just like that, they were free. Sensitive souls would have
felt a slight tingle as gravity finally its attempts to pull them back to the ground, the
ineffable currents of the Aethyr shifting as they cleared Cunerins effect shadow.

"Stow the rods and cool the oven!"The order was passed down, the ascension crew
pulling the cradle free of the coals. Water was poured over the iron, letting up a loose
cloud of steam that made conditions in the locker even more stifling...yet the water
only splashed off the rexite itself. Even emerging from a fire it remained cool enough
to handle with bare hands. The crystal master plucked it from the cradle, avoiding
the still-hot iron,  and carefully  examined the length,  noting new cracks  from the
heat. Rexite was strong stuff, but it wouldn't last forever. Smart crews rotated their



rods to stretch them out, but in time they would have to be replaced, an expensive
proposition.

A  window  was  opened  to  ventilate  the  ascension  locker  while  the  rods  were
stowed. Up on deck, the Captain took note of the wind and snapped out a series of
orders,  related  by  the  Quartermaster  and  the  Sailmaster  and the  Masters  of  the
various  Watches  down  to  the  crewmen  on  deck,  sending  them  into  a  flurry  of
organized action. Men climbed up the rigging, opening knots and releasing catches.
Gaebrel  took his place with the rest of the side mast crew, holding onto the line,
giving it some slack while two men worried at a knot wrapped about an iron bollard.
There was a thrum as it  broke free,  the rope snapping tight  in an instant  as the
portside sail dropped open a foot.

"Port side sail drop crew, release on the three count! One...two...three...DROP!"
"DROP!" The men repeated the order, shifting the rope downwards, one hand over

the other.  Gaebrel  worked with the others,  long-unused muscles aching from the
strain. Down below in the center lock, another crew was hauling on a similar set of
line, pulling the sail out even as the others let it down. The sail itself, a length of
sturdy canvas, was fastened between the side mast above and a heavy wooden spar
below that had one end fixed to a hinge just below the point where the side sail
entered the hull. Working in tandem, the crews lowered the spar, opening the sail out
and down like a long curving wing. The starboard side mast followed suit, while on
the main mast two spars attached to hinges eight feet above the deck lowered away
from the mast itself, opening a wide leaf-shaped stretch of canvas that hummed as it
filled with wind.

The ship vibrated beneath their feet as the wind drive it forward. The tiller crew
hauled to the left, the sails shifting slightly in their beds as the Illia's Wager curved
away  from  Cunerin.  The  lines  were  secured,  wrapped  tight  around  bollard  and
stowed away. Gaebrel let out a deep breath. Six years since he'd done something like
this,  his  arms and back  ached.  Good honest  work...it  took some getting  used to.
Almost without thinking, he poked his head over the railing, looking out at the dark
gray of the Empyrean, the Void, the Space Between Worlds. The air was cold and had
that sharp metal tang to it, a bite that ticked the nostrils, with none of the smells,
perfumes and stenches of a proper planet. Pure and clean... Far in the distance he
saw one of Cunerin's moons, hanging there like a Celestial beacon. It was passing
away to port, they were headed in the opposite direction.

Gaebrel  then realized something - he had no idea where they were headed, an
unforgivable lapse on his part, though understandable given the circumstances. He
turned to one of the other men on the crew, opened his mouth to ask, then flinched
as the Master of the port watch yelled, "Quit woolgathering, Master Harrn! Every
man earns his keep on this ship! Step to it!"

"Aye  !"  Gaebrel  said  back,  turning  away  to  the  next  task  at  hand.  Honest
work...still,  maybe they were headed someplace civilized, where new opportunities
awaited.

"Bolsander. That's where we're headed."
Two weeks out from Cunerin. The ship caught a late Celestial current, a stream of

air cutting through the void that would take them in time to the furthermost edges.
The worlds of  the system were  now little  more than bright  points  of  light  in the
distance, the Sun itself a brilliant lamp off to the stern. For the next few weeks, at
least, there was little the crew could do that wouldn't be done by the wind, so they
huddled below decks, away from the cold, whiling away the time with stories and
dice and drink, not necessarily in that order.



"Bolsander." Gaebrel frowned. "Never been there."
"Giant world, one of them big gassy ones, colored orange like a fruit to mine eyes."

The crewman was gray-haired, his features hidden behind a truly splendid beard that
curled  almost  to  his  waist.  "Plenty  of  moons  circling  about,  with  all  manner  of
strange folk living on 'em."

Gas giant. Every Sun had a few, usually in the outer reaches. People living there
tended towards the odd in Gaebrel's experience...something to do with that strange
sight in the sky they woke up to every morning. "Any moon in particular?""Do I look
like  the  Captain  speaks  in  mine  ear?"  The  man  snorted  with  derision.  "One  or
another of them like than not...long as they got women and drink, they be fine by me.
Unless we be headed to Torfa, then things might be dicey."

"I heard of that place. Full of savages, they say."
"Something like that. Covered from pole to pole with forests thick as the hairs on a

sheep's back Them that live there have a real talent for making visitors welcome...any
that be taken in a raid or fight spends the next few months of his life being fed like a
king." The old crewman's eyes twinkled as he settled into story-telling mode. Years
on the Empyrean gave a man plenty of time to hone the ability to spin tales...nothing
much else to do when they were becalmed. "Not a bad life, to be fair and level. Plenty
of food and drink, no labor, just lying about stuffing your face with nine fine meals a
day. Them Torfans do everything they can to make your life a pleasant one."

"Right." Gaebrel grinned with disbelief. "Real hospitable."
"Sure they are...until the next feast day come along. Then they strip their guest

naked, paint him red from head to toe before cutting his throat like a pig on New
Year's."

"Not so hospitable."
"Have a real liking for human flesh. Supposed to be a way to satisfy their gods. A

real honor to be chosen, so I hear, be a one-way ticket to paradise. 'Course, the fellow
having his bones gnawed might think different..."

"I'll  make sure to avoid them. Sound like a real  pack of charmers."  A spate of
shouts and catcalls drew his attention from the left.

The old sailor shifted his attention to one of the cabin boys, spinning another yarn
about  the  time  he  was  marooned  on  Yingir,  one  of  the  ursuhli  worlds  and  a
notoriously harsh place. The boy's eyes were wide as he listened.

Shaking his head, Gaebrel went to the stern side. A knot of men were gathered
about, paying close attention to a dice game that had been going on for the better
part of two hours. Six men were huddled on the ground, with a small pile of coins
from half a dozen lands on as many worlds piled up before them. One of them was
ostentatiously shaking a pair of dice in a large hand, clacking them together as he
called for final bets. "Three to seven on ten, three to seven on ten! Any takers, any
takers! Come on lads, give me the chance to take your money!"

Two silver coins joined the lot.  "I'll  take that bet!" said one of the men on the
ascension crew. "Damn your eyes, Giolla, that streak will end sometime!"

"From your lips to the Godheads ears! And heeere they go..." Dice bounced across
the deck, smacking against a bulkhead and falling back, showing two fives followed
by a spate of curses.

"Again, two fives! How does this happen..."
"Ha! More for me. Had enough, lads?"
"Never! I'll see you go away with empty pockets, Sun and Spirits witness!"
"Double or nothing then?"
"Double or nothing, demons gnaw thy guts..."
"What's this about?" Gaebrel asked a crewmen watching the events.



The fellow was twisting a pair of dice about in his palm, clacking the bone cubes
together  as  he  watched  the  gamblers  lay  out  their  next  bets.  "That's  the  second
double fiver Giola's rolled tonight. Always when he needs 'em most, when the pot is
fat and ready for taking."

"And no one thought it strange?"
"Two kinds of men on this ship, friend. Those who've lost money to Giola, and

those about to."
"Hmm." Dice  clattered across the boards.  Giola lost  this time,  cursing his luck

ostentatiously. "By the bones of my grandmother, the dice have turned me! Another
go, I beg of you..."

Three more rolls, two coming up bad, the third barely breaking even. Giola added
more money to the pot, the other players matching him.

"Told ya that streak would be ending!" a player gloated,  dropping a handful of
coins on the pile. "When we get to port, I'll drink to your ill-luck."

Giola clasped his hands, one inside the other, praying in some odd language to the
souls of his ancestors. Gaebrel ignored the words, watching instead the man's hands,
noting how the knuckles shifted slightly. Giola turned to the floor, shaking his hand
back and forth, Quick as air, faster than a blink, his fingers flicked slightly, shifting
something held inside the palm. No one else saw it, no one would have noticed unless
they knew what to look for. Gaebrel saw it all. He didn't watch the roll, the curses and
groans from the other gamblers all he needed to know.

"Again." The crewmen shook his head. "Right when he needs them."
"Those dice of yours, can I see them?"
The crewman handed the cubes to him. Gaebrel shook them lightly in his palm,

taking note of their weight. "These roll straight?"
"Aye!" The man's eyes narrowed. "What do you take me for?"
"No insult meant, by all the Suns." Gaebrel pulled two silver pieces from a pocket

and pressed them into his hand. "For your troubles. Mind if I use them?"
The man held the coins for a moment, then gave them back. "No charge. But you

might want to think again, whatever scheme is afoot. Giola there may be all smiles,
but he has a real mean streak when pressed, and friends on the starboard watch who
get a taste of his winnings."

"Duly noted. Pardon me..."
Gaebrel pushed his way through the throng, tossing some more coins into the pile.

"Count me in."
Giola looked up, a beefy fellow with a squint to his left eye. He smiled, revealing a

mouth full of gold and silver teeth. "You be the new boy, yes? Come to lose your
money?"

"Come to take yours."
"That's the spirit! All right new boy, let's see what you got..."
The game was called cribben and it was the means of choice for gamblers out to

take other peoples money across the worlds of Doran. The rules were fairly simple as
such games went...rolls of three and under were a loss against a winning toss, four
through eight  were  neutral  either  way,  nine  and above  were  winners  so  long  as
someone else rolled under a three. Both player switched places as to who rolled first
with each turn. A bet had to be made before each toss, making the pots quite large. If
someone rolled double fives, he won no matter what.

Giola took the first toss, rolling a three and a two. Gaebrel matched him with two
threes. No winner or loser. Gaebrel added two more silver pieces to the pot, Giola
matching him, then adding

three more. "Nice roll," Giola said. "Ready for another toss, or will you call it?



"I'm only getting started."Second roll. Giola let out a wail as he rolled double ones.
"No!  Ancestors  help  me...oh  thank you all!"  He  let  out  a  great  sight  of  relief  as
Gaebrel came up with two and four. No win on his part, Giola was spared a loss.

"You ready to call it?" Gaebrel asked sweetly.
"Now, what kind of man would I be to walk away from a game before it's done"

Giola smiled again, but this time there was no mirth in his eyes, only calculation.
Gaebrel added what money he had left, a silver piece and several coppers, all he had
from two weeks worth of shipboard pay. Giola matched him again.  Another toss,
Gaebrel rolling an eight, Giola again rolling low."So close," Giola whimpered.

"Bad for me as well," Gaebrel said, putting on a morose expression. "I've nothing
left in my pockets but dust."

“You have to bet something," Giola said, scooping up the dice.
"But I've nothing to lay."
"That's all right, you can owe from next weeks pay." Giola smirked as he lay down

another fistful of coins. "Or you can forfeit, walk away with some wisdom on the evil
of gambling."

"Games not over yet." Gaebrel said. He shook the dice thoughtfully, scratching at
his chin with the other hand. "You go first."

"Aye, that I do." Giola shook the dice in his hand. Gaebrel watched him closely,
waiting for the telltale flick of the fingers. If he was going to pull the switch it would
be for this hand...there! So fast it was barely visible, the man had some real skill as a
cheat. "Hold a moment."

"Eh?" Giola looked up, frowning.
"I claim the Gamblers Privilege."
A sudden intake of breath from the other gamblers and onlookers. Giola glared at

him. "You claim the Privilege? What foolishness is this?"
"I claim it for this roll." Gaebrel matched his gaze. "I have the right."
An old custom, found in some form around every Sun and on every world. When

playing at dice, a player could demand that he switch his pair with someone else in
the game, as a way to block any skullduggery. The rules varied - in some places a
player might claim it once, in others two or three times depending on the amount of
money in play. In some games it was part of the rules. But in practice most players
rarely made the effort,  since claiming the Privilege effectively meant accusing the
other of being a cheat, which could lead to all manner of unpleasantness. Gaebrel
knew this, which was why he looked to the others watching the game. "It's for your
own good. You've rolled so low the last few tosses. As a man of morals and charity, I
couldn't possibly let you do it again, not with so much coin at stake. You might be left
with nothing and give me a guilty conscience."

"Don't worry, I forgive you..." Giola said weakly. But he was quickly drowned out
by the others.

"Ah, let him have it, Giola."
"Aye, the lad has a good heart!"
"Go on, Giola! Be a good sport about it..."
Giola was trapped, and knew it. He couldn't make the switch, not with everyone

watching him so closely. He need to shake his hands for the maneuver to work, there
was no way to pull that off now without a lot of eyebrows being raised. Slowly his
fingers opened, revealing the dice in the center of his palm. Gaebrel picked them up,
replacing them with his own pair. "After you," he said.

Giola shook the dice, eyes closed, lips moving in silent prayer, doubtless hoping to
roll a natural win. The dice clattered across the deck...a one and a four. He let out a
sigh, face pale as fog.



"My turn." Gaebrel shook the dice a few times then tossed them, his eyes never
leaving  Giola's  face.  He  didn't  see  the  result,  didn't  need  to,  the  cries  from  the
onlookers told him all that was necessary. "Double fives. Fancy that. Looks like bad
luck either way."

Giola stood, giving him a look filled with pure hate. He forced his way through the
crowd,  muttering  curses  under  his  breath.  Gaebrel  scooped  up  the  coins,  gently
rebuffing  offers  of  another  game  then  stood  with  sigh,  his  knees  aching  from
squatting. A tidy sum, silver for the most part, but some gold as well, coins from half
a dozen worlds and twice as many realms. Not bad for an hour's work.

Time for bed. He headed back to his hammock, pressing the loaded dice into the
crewman's hands as he went. "Luck had nothing to do with it."

The crewman hefted the dice. "So that's it. Wonder why no one caught on?"
"It would have happened sooner or later...probably sooner. The man was getting

greedy."
"Maybe." The crewman slipped the dice into a pocket.  "Best be on your guard.

Giola will want payback, and he won't settle for money."
"That's what I'm counting on."

Night and day were abstract concepts in the Empyrean. There was no dawn or
dusk on a ship traveling the Beyond, no clear demarcation between that period when
a body was meant to be at work and that period when he was not - the Empyrean
remained the same, unchanging and eternal.

Still,  habits  born from lives shaped by conditions on the ground were  hard to
shake. Night and day might only been words, but they worked as well as anything
else when it came to setting a schedule for the crew. Day watch and night watch, one
set  of  men  at  work  while  the  other  slept.  The  lack  of  a  sunrise  or  sunset  was
cheerfully ignored.

Gaebrel was put on the night watch, working ten hours on deck, four hours below
on other duties as needed, ten hours for sleeping and eating. Being new, most of his
duties were light in nature, hardly the sort considered intellectually stimulating. The
Night  Watch Master  seemed to  take  pleasure  in  shoving a  mop in  his  hand and
ordering him to wash the deck from bow to stern, a duty that needed to be done each
day considering the copious amounts of Celestial  dust carried along by the wind,
always finding new and irritating ways of lodging itself in the planking. The Illia's
Wager being an old ship, there were a wealth of nooks and crannies for filth to worm
its way into.

On this particular 'night,' Gaebrel spent several unpleasant hours hanging over the
stern rail. A rope was wrapped around his waist, one hand gripping a handhold while
the other scraped a brush along the side. He had to remain as close to the ship as he
could - get too far away and the ships gravity would lose its grip on him and he'd float
away into the Empyrean. According to those knowledgeable about such things, any
large  object  adrift  on its  own altered the pattern of  the  Aethyr about  it,  creating
gravity or something so like it as to be indistinguishable. The bigger the object the
greater the effect, worlds being the most powerful of all,  holding everything on in
from the small speck of dust to the largest mountain. Ships weren't quite as powerful;
so long as one remained close it would hold you, but push, fall or jump away and
you'd drift until thirst or cold claimed your life.

So Gaebrel wasn't in the best of moods when he finally went below decks, eager for
his hammock and what sleep his aching body would give him. Giola was down there,
huddled with a few others from the day watch starboard crew, several of whom shot
him hard looks. Biting back the urge to curse, he changed his plans for the evening.



Time passed. The day watch was in the rigging, making an adjustment to their
course. The night watch was fast asleep or finding other ways to amuse themselves. A
pair of them were huddled in a corner, swapping a flask back and forth, when they
saw Giola and two other men come into the hold and walk quietly across the deck.
Significant looks were exchanged, the fellows with the flask getting to their feet and
finding someplace  else  to  drink.  Giola  and his  companions approached Gaebrel's
hammock.  The other  men kept  a  sharp eye  for  witnesses  while  he  drew a  knife,
reversed it and stabbed several times, cloth tearing as the blade slashed.

The hammock swung back and forth. Giola lowered the blade, breathing heavily.
"Not so clever now," he grunted. Then a frown crossed his brow. There was no blood
on the sheet, nor on his blade. With a curse he yanked back the blanket, revealing a
mass of hack-up burlap and white tubers. "Potatoes?"

"No body?" The other day watch boys bent in to look. "Where is he..."
Gaebrel made his move, rising up from behind a stack of barrels, holding a heavy

wooden handle he'd filched from the anchor room. Two good swings and the men
with Giola fell with swelling bumps on their heads. Giola raised the knife for a stab,
then yelped as Gaebrel struck him on the wrist, knocking it away. A second strike
jabbed him in the belly, a third cracked across his shoulders and sent

him to the deck.
"Greedy and stupid," Gaebrel said, standing over the groaning man. "Murder me

in while I sleep, is there anything more obvious?"
"Uhh...you bastard son of a whore...."
"Guilty  as  charged!  Though  she  was  also  a  good  cook  on  occasion...best  stay

down." Gaebrel hefted the club. "Or I'll bash your head in."
Giola rolled to his knees. "I'll...go to the Captain...say you attacked us..."
"And I'll point at yonder sack of potatoes and say you struck first. And then I'll tell

how Giola is running a bent dice game on his ship, cheating his mates out of their
money. I'll  make sure everyone hears me say it.  Maybe I'll  take bets on how long
before someone cuts your throat while you sleep!"

"You won't  have the chance..."  Giola lunched to his feet,  pulling another knife
from his jacket. "I'll gut you like a pig, see if I don't!"

Gaebrel hefted the club, taking step back, giving himself room to swing. Giola's
face was red with hate, he opened his mouth to say something, a final curse before he
stabbed.

At which point a cannon ball smashed through the hull and sliced him in half.
Gaebrel fell to the deck, curling up as splinters rained down on him from above.

An eye opened and saw the two halves of Giolas body sliding on the deck, the upper
part leaving a trail of intestines behind. He sat up, ready to stand...the rest of the
portside vanished in a cloud of dust and wooden fragments as more cannon balls
bashed through. For a moment that seemed to last a lifetime there was nothing but
the sound of breaking wood.

Then came the screams.
The  barrage  tore  through  the  sleeping  men,  ripping  apart  bodies  in  their

hammocks, flinging limbs and fragments of flesh in their wake. Gaebrel looked up
again and saw a man nearly on his knee, screaming in horror as he stared at the
bloody stump where his arm used to be.

"Action stations!" came the order from above. "We're under attack!" The ships bell
was ringing wildly and everywhere were the sounds of running feet and shouting.

Gaebrel  stood up,  patting  himself  over  for  injuries  and finding none.  His  feet
skidded on a pool of blood as he made his way to the ladder headed up on deck,
climbing the rungs. He was halfway when came the cry, "Down! All hands down!"



followed by another barrage, this time coming from the bow. Gaebrel pressed himself
against the ladder, heard the crashing and tearing and screaming, yelped himself as
the  bottom  half  of  the  ladder  was  chopped  away  only  inches  from  his  foot.  He
climbed up the rest of the way fast as he could, stumbling onto the main deck and a
scene of horror.

More bodies lay everywhere. The living ran about in total panic, some shouting for
orders, others for their mothers or screeching out prayers of mercy to whatever gods
they  followed.  The  Quartermaster  was  wading  about,  bellowing,  "Where  is  the
Captain!"

"Over here!" A crewman stood over Barenlaks body, a long wooden shiver speared
through him lengthwise.

Two ships circled about the Illia's Wager, lean looking vessels flying false colors
and looking for all the world like small traders on a short run between worlds. Only
when they got within gun range did the red and black flags appear at their sterns.
"Zeghavian's!" was the word on every lip that saw it. "Corsairs."

The  scourge  of  the  Doran  system  and  beyond.  Raiders,  pillagers,  slavers  and
despoilers, the terror of every ship that traveled the Empyrean in these parts. Mighty
realms paid them tribute so that their vessels could sail unmolested, their towns and
villages free from raiders. Every year their power only grew as more victims fell prey
to their depredations. The Zeghavian Corsairs...and the Illia's Wager was their latest
target.

One of  the raiders  was curving in close.  Gaebrel  saw men on its  deck,  waving
weapons over their heads and howling blood-curdling war cries.  Grappling hooks
swung over their heads, flying across the gap between ships and clamping onto the
gunwales. The lines extending from them tightened as the corsair ship came in, men
gathering on its decks to board. Pistols and muskets fired, more to keep heads down
than anything  else.  It  worked;  the  surviving crewmen stayed low,  many cradling
wounded limbs or heads still stunned from the blast.

The Corsairs were a motley lot, men from all races and nations, from dozens of
worlds and Suns beyond. Many wore turbans or wide-brimmed hats on their heads,
festooned with dried strips of leather that turned out to be the severed ears of those
they'd killed.  One of  them put a bullhorn to his  lips,  and bellowed out the same
message  in  several  trade  tongues  and major  languages.  "Merchant!  You are  lost!
Throw down your weapons, or you will die!"

Grappling hooks were slung across the Empyrean, catching the portside gunwale.
The Quartermaster rose up from beside the body of the Captain. He looked at the
ruins of his ship, at his battered and broken crew. Hanging his head, he plucked a
knife from his belt and tossed it to the deck. A moment later everyone else did the
same, falling to their knees or raising their hands as the ships bumped up against
each other and the first boarders crossed over.

Gaebrel's  hands were  high as a  sword was  pressed against  his  throat.  He said
nothing as they bound his behind his neck and clamped a chain around his throat.
Prisoners now, then slaves, doomed to a short and unpleasant life.

Yet at this particular moment only one indignant thought ran through his head. I
won all that money...and now I'll never get to spend it.



CHAPTER THREE

The Corsairs stripped the Illia's Wager of everything that had any hint of value.
The cargo was brought over, followed by sails, ropes, tools and anything else useful
or interesting.  The prisoners were  locked down in  the  hold of  their  former ship,
bound to posts or bollards and forced to watch as the Zeghavian's rummaged through
their  belongings,  taking  whatever  caught  their  eye  and  tossing  the  rest  into  the
Empyrean. A scrawny fellow with a huge gold hoop in his ear found Gaebrel's money,
waving the leather purse over his head with a laugh. Gaebrel couldn't bear to look.

The  Corsairs  worked  quickly.  The  second  ship  closed  in  and  a  complicated
negotiation took place between the respective captains regarding the division of the
plunder. Various rules and regulations were cited regarding the division of spoils and
the parceling out of captives, particularly any wealthy ones who might be worth a
ransom, sorely lacking in this case. In the end half the seized cargo was sent over on a
longboat,  soothing any ruffled feathers.  Cables were strung from the prow of the
captured ship to the stern of a raider, towing it away from the scene. A skeleton crew
was left to work the sails and a complement of guards to watch the prisoners.

That first night was a hellish one. One of the men couldn't stop weeping no matter
how much the others yelled at him. Several were badly wounded from the attack and
the Corsairs didn't all that interested in tending them. When the day watch finally
rang, three of the prisoners had perished. Their bodies were stripped of their rags
and hurled over the side.

Days passed. The ships set an inbound course, headed towards the inner worlds.
They were fed once a day, guards tossing them baskets of moldy hardtack that had
more  worms  than  crumbs.  Before  long  men  were  fighting  each  other  for  their
portions. Water was ladled out twice a day, the man with the bucket followed by
another with a drawn sword.

After a week passed the only attempt at rebellion was made. Several of the men
managed to slip their bonds and stole up on deck, armed with whatever makeshift
weapons they could find. Gaebrel declined to join them, as did all others with a hint
of sense. Thus they heard more than saw the ensuing battle...shouts of alarm from
the Zeghavian's,  followed by a  (brief)  clash of  weapons,  crewmen crying in pain,
screams of mercy cut abruptly short, except for one fellow who seemed to go on and
on as though his killers were taking their time. The men who remained below could
only listen in silence. One of them tried to vomit, though given the lack food all he
brought up were a few strings of bile.

One of the Corsairs eventually stumped his way down the ladder, half his tunic
stained with blood. A severed head was gripped in his hand, which he jammed onto a
lantern hook. "Let that be a warning!"

From that moment on there was no more talk of rebellion. After a month half the
prisoners were dead and the hold stank of shit and piss since they had no choice but
to  relieve  themselves  where  they  lay.  The  heat  only  made  it  worse...it  had  been
growing for days, sensed through the hull, the general chill of the Empyrean replaced
by an increasing warmth that could only from the close proximity of a Sun. Glances
out portholes and cracks in the hull confirmed it, the bright face of Doran filling their
vision. A few of the men uttered half-remembered prayers, hoping the Sun would



speak to them, as they sometimes did to those deemed worthy. Gods in their own
right, or at the very least their most powerful servants. But no answer came.

The first glimpse of their destination came a few days later. Another man died,
suffocating under the heat and stench. Corsairs came down to haul away the body,
flinging open every porthole and window they could find, airing out the stink. The air
that flowed in had the familiar tang of the Empyrean, but also something else...scents
of sand and oil and rock. Those who had the strength to look out saw a dark brown
globe in the distance,  surrounded by a corona of light from Doran. Three moons
hung on orbit, two of them too small to be of note It was towards the third that they
were headed.

Charulan, that was the name of the world. The innermost of Doran's system, just
far enough away to allow life,  close enough so that anything that called the place
home would spend its allotted time in a furnace.  The place was all  desert or Sun
blasted mountains,  home to fierce  tribes for whom water  was a valuable  as gold.
Those settlements that existed huddled about the few oasis's where water flowed on a
permanent basis. On the two smaller moons it was much the same, being little more
than  scorched  pieces  of  rock  home  to  nobody  But  the  third  moon,  Lenasi,  was
different. A peculiarity of the Aethyr kept the place from rotating, causing one half of
the moon to always face the planet, the other turned forever outwards. The Sunward
side was a hellish land by any measure, home only to exiles and madmen. The inward
part, shielded from the worst of the Sun's heat, was by all accounts quite a pleasant
place indeed, though bathed in perpetual twilight. Water was abundant there, more
so than on Charulan below, resulting a millennia old enmity between moon dwellers
and  planet  dwellers  that  the  Zeghavian's  happily  exacerbated.  They  quickly
conquered the place with a deft combination of violence,  threats  and promises of
power  and riches  beyond imaging.  A  hundred years  later,  most  Lenasians  found
themselves quite satisfied with the arrangement, especially since the first thing the
Corsairs did was subjugate Charulan, putting the cities under their rule and driving
the tribes back into the desert wastes.

The raiders crossed over the planetary terminator and into the night side, angling
in from the Celestial South so they came in the opposite direction of Lenasi's orbit. A
hundred miles out they were met by pilot boat,  who guided them towards a large
platform of wood and stone set in orbit above the moon, its long piers festooned with
ships of every kind.  The crew happily debarked for the pleasures that lay within,
while the captains and ship's officers remained behind to deal with the officials who
would assess the cargo, claiming a portion for the Five Captains and leaving the rest
to be divided up according to regulations. They gave the prisoners a perfunctory look,
not bothered by the smell, more interested in the wrecked ship then those wretches
still alive on it.

Several days passed. The prisoners remained chained and in place. More strangers
appeared, all of them paying scant mind to the men, their attention instead on the
ruined hulk, looking on the shattered timbers and cracked deck as others might gaze
upon bolts of raw silk. One morning a squad of fellows in leather armor with curled
whips at their side came down, unchained everyone but Gaebrel and led them away.
Questions  were  answered  with  what  sounded  like  curses  in  a  strange  language.
Gaebrel never did find out what happened to them.

Two days after that he woke to the sound of shouts on the deck. The lines holding
the hulk  to  the  station  dock  were  being  undone,  while  a  large  flat  barge  floated
overhead,  a pair of sails poking out from the sides at  sharp angles.  Heavy chains
tipped with hooks were lowered from holes in its hull and fitted securely along the
keel. Workers communicated by complicated whistles, the sound mixed in with the



clanking  of  metal.  Hammering came from the stern,  followed by the  breaking  of
wood and a spate of curses. Someone bellowed a stream of exotic words that sounded
like an order to his delirious mind. The Illia's Wager shuddered as it was pulled away
from the dock, the towing barge above hauling it towards the planet, its sails flapping
as they caught the wind.

They skirted along the atmosphere for a while.  Whoever was guiding the thing
clearly wanted to enter at a specific point. There came the telltale sense of energy, a
sign that rexite was in the fire. The barge and its cargo began to descend, headed to
the planetary surface, the Empyrean vanishing into the growing blue of the sky.

Immediately the wind kicked up. The ship swung back and forth below the barge
like a child's toy attached to a string. Gaebrel grew nauseous from the effect, curling
up  into  a  ball  and  shivering,  wondering  if  some  god  or  spirit  he  had  thus  far
neglected would do him the great courtesy of ending this misery in the most direct
manner possible. There was the screech of tearing wood as one of the hooks broke
free, the chains swinging about in the wind, banging against the side of the ship and
leave  gouge  marks  in  its  path.  Gaebrel  wondered  if  this  meant  he  was  going  to
fall...no such luck, the rest of the buggers held.

The wind changed, became less harsh, carrying the scents of sand and smoke. The
Sun was shining directly at his face now, he couldn't avoid it no matter how much he
tried. He barely felt the ship shake as it  touched down on the ground. The barge
remained  on the  hover,  its  crew no doubt  keeping  the  crystal  oven stoked  while
others shimmied down and removed the chains, a real punishment in this heat.

The  barge  ascended,  headed  back  to  Lenasi.  Voices  came  from  the  outside,
followed by footsteps on the deck.  Gaebrel  was  half-dead by now,  past the point
where  he  much cared  what  happened next.  He  heard  people  climbing  down the
ladder, the scent of sweat and perfume assailing his nostrils.  Someone poked him
and he groaned, which elicited a flurry of comments. His bonds were cut and the
chain around his neck removed. Two pairs of strong hands hauling him back towards
the cargo door, his heels dragging along the deck.

Sunlight exploded and he turned away with a squint, catching faint blurry images
of  white  buildings  rising  above  the  ruined  deck.  There  was  a  gangway  angled
downwards, the men carrying him dropping his body on the incline and letting him
tumble  to  the  ground.  Gaebrel  landed  in  sand,  blistering  warm  to  the  touch.
Someone yelled something, he couldn't make out the words. Aching eyes opened with
agonized effort to look upon...brown fur? A pillar...no a leg. Some creatures hairy leg.
He started to laugh, sure that his mind was finally gone.

Gaebrel rolled onto his back, wheezing and coughing, moments from passing out
yet again. The last thing he saw before the darkness came was a giant hand the size of
a dinner plate reaching for him...

Something jabbed him in the ribs. "Hey! You alive yet?"
Gaebrel managed a groan, carefully opening his eyes. There was a high-pitched

whine in his ears that was only now starting to fade. He was lying in shadow, beneath
some strange tree with a mottled trunk and broad shredded leaves sprouting from
the top. A warm breeze was blowing off to his left, cutting the furnace-like heat that
surrounded him on either side.

"Are  you  alive?"  repeated  the  question  in  heavily  accented  Haleric.  "Do  say
something...if only so I can deduce what language you actually speak."

"Please stop poking me." Gaebrel sat up, exhaling painfully, his flesh and bones
feeling like they'd been drummed on. "Else I break off that finger and feed it to you."

"Now is that any way to treat the man who has kept you alive these past three



days? If  I'd  an  inkling  you'd  be  so  ungrateful,  I  might  have just  left  you for  the
vultures."

"Three  days?  No...I  only  got  here..."  He  stopped,  frowning  at  the  jumble  of
memories  floating  up  from the  depths.  He  looked  over  his  shoulder  at  the  man
squatting in the sand beside him. Short and slender, with brown skin and unkempt
black hair,  a round face dominated by a pair of shrewd brown eyes. He wore the
ragged remnants of what must have been a fine set  of clothes at  one point,  now
bleached pale by the Sun and colored brown by the dust.

Blinking again, shaking the final cobwebs out of his head, Gaebrel tried and failed
to reconstruct the events of the last few days. They'd arrived at Lenasi, citadel of the
Zeghavian's. Held aboard the battered remains of the Illia's Wager, suggesting that
he'd been sold along with it.  But everything else that followed after seemed to be
something of a haze. "Do forgive my previous rudeness. Perhaps you'd do me the
courtesy of telling me who you are, where I am and how long I've been here."

"All of them fair questions under the circumstances. As to the last, you've been
here three...no, closer to four days at this point. They left you here under this tree,
figuring you would either recover from the various unpleasantries of the voyage here,
or expire from them. I'm glad to see that is the former, it was a bit touch and go for a
while.  Where you are is a bit  more complicated.  On Charulan to begin with,  just
outside an oasis town located somewhere in the northern polar region, which would
explain the pleasant climate. I don't know its name and to be honest never bothered
to learn. As to who I am...well, my full name would take quite some time to recite in
its  entirely  and even longer  to explain  the various meanings and intricacies.  The
common version,  by  which  most  know me,  is  Pohtoli  Idannu.  You  may  call  me
Pohtoli."

"Gaebrel Harrn." He held out his hand. After a moments hesitation Pohtoli shook
it.  "Pleasure to meet you.,  I'm sure."  He slowly got to  his feet,  was able to stand
before the dizziness returned and he fell back down to the ground. Some time passed
before he was able to sit up again.

"I don't recommend you try that," Pohtoli said. "At least until  tomorrow night,
after which it would be best for you to regain some measure of health as quickly as
possible."

"Why is that?""Our lord and master returns from his trip to Lenasi, and if you're
not able to put in a full days work, he'll stake you out for the dogs." Pohtoli shook his
head. "The man has no head for business, there I've said it."

"Master?  Dogs?"  He  sat  up  again,  and  this  time  took  a  closer  look  at  his
surroundings. They were in a courtyard of sorts, the walls ten feet high and made of
some off-white stone that reflected the light. A larger building loomed overhead, the
windows  filled  with  various  kinds  of  latticework,  behind  which  the  occasional
shadow could be seen. One side was a barred gate, beyond which was nothing but
open desert. "This is a slave compound."

"Where else would slaves be kept?" Pohtoli shifted himself about, edging leftwards
to match the fall of the tree's shadow. "You have the very dubious honor and privilege
of being the property of one Ozir'al Bal-Gubba, owner this fine establishment, which
he thus far has failed to run into the ground. When you are strong enough to walk,
head over to yonder gate and look beyond. You will  see a wide swatch of desert,
dotted with the ruined hulks of ships. The rest of our work crew is out there now,
breaking one of them apart."

"This is a wrecking yard?""It masquerades as such. Though the fellow who owns
it...well, he has many qualities, most of them disagreeable. But an understanding of
the basic intricacies of commerce is not one of them. You were aboard the latest hulk



our master overpaid for, left aboard with all the other refuse."
"There are others here?"
"Five...six with you. I've stayed behind to keep an eye on you while the others labor

out in the hot Sun."
"Very decent of you...""It wasn't for your benefit. Any excuse to stay in the shade is

a good one." Pohtoli delicately flicked away a beetle attempting to crawl up his leg.
"Though now that you are awake, I expect to be back out there tomorrow."

Gaebrel fall back to the ground. "You said the Master will stake me out if I fail to
put in a good effort when he arrives."

"Oh, for certain."
"Couldn't he simply flog me? Seems less of an effort."
"He'll  flog you regardless if  you work or not...as  will  his guards, his wives, the

other servants in the house, even the children on occasion. There's little in the way of
entertainment  around  here,  even  for  those  with  money  in  their  pocket  and  the
freedom to spend it. So they find their amusements where they can."

"Then pardon me while I pass out again. I need all the rest I can get." Gaebrel
closed his eyes and let the darkness return.

Dusk. The heat of the day faded away shortly after dusk, bringing in a surprisingly
cool night that left Gaebrel shivering where he lay. A fire was kindled in a pit scraped
out  in  the  middle  of  the  courtyard.  The other  men in  the  crew returned  once  it
became  too  dark  to  continue  working,  a  guard  locking  the  gate  behind  them.  A
serving boy waddled out of the main building with an armful of flat bread which he
handed out to the men. Another brought a small bucket of water, which was strictly
parceled out among them all.

Gaebrel looked at his new companions with interest. They more or less ignored
him, too exhausted to care. Pohtoli made some quick introductions, most responding
with a grunt or a few muffled words as they chewed their dinner. One of them was
named Morrec,  a stocky fellow with  tangled blond hair  and a ragged beard,  who
clasped his hands and spent several moments in deep prayer before allowing himself
to partake of the meal. "A Crannenaar from the Theocracy," Pohtoli said.

"A long way from home. How did he get here?"
"Ask...though he's not likely to answer."
Gerel sat on the other side of the fire. He was a tall, heavily muscled man who

moved like a cat, with skin dark as night and a head he somehow managed to keep
shaved. Several scars marked his ribs and there was a look of fierce pride on his face
that even present circumstances had not blunted. He was a native of this world, from
some tribe several thousand miles away that had suffered defeat in battle against the
Zeghavian's.

Seated next to Gerel was the last thing Gaebrel would have expected to see on
Charulan. His name was Hurren and he was a eight foot tall ursuhli, with legs like
tree trunks and thick arms that rippled with muscle as he moved. Short dark brown
fur covered his body, stripes running across his shoulders and chest. The massive
hands looked capable of crushing a human skull with a single squeeze, the knuckles
tipped with pointed spurs of horn. The neck was short and hunched over slightly,
topped  by  a  head  that  looked  vaguely  otter-shaped,  though  the  snout  narrowed
slightly near the end. A pair of short tusks jutted up from the lower jaw, which he
carefully polished after eating. Two round ears were perched on the head above and
behind two narrow forward-facing dark eyes. Native to several worlds around Doran,
ursuhli were renowned as warriors and fought as mercenaries across all the Suns. To
find one here, a slave in a wrecking yard, was like seeing a lion pulling a plow



Sitting  apart  from the others and eating in silence  was Yasinnic,  an ilurei.  He
would have been average height for a human, which made him somewhat taller than
normal for his race. His skin was a reddish copper color, his eyes almond shaped and
unreadable, but the most distinguishing characteristic about him were the pointed
ears,  the  tips  of  which  poked  through  his  blue-black  hair.  Ilurei...they  were  a
numerous folk, but rarely seen outside the twin Suns of the Bright Lands. How he
ended up here must have been a real tale indeed...but Yasinnic rarely spoke, indeed
seemed to hoard his words the way others would their coin.

Dinner  was  taken  in  silence,  for  none  of  them  had  the  energy  to  engage  in
conversation. One piece of flatbread a day...that was it, all they were given to eat. It
didn't take Gaebrel long to learn that the others were recent arrivals as well. Of them
all, Pohtoli had been here the longest, and that was only four months at most. The
climate and the labor used up men at a prodigious rate, he explained. "When I got
here, there were eight other men on this crew. Now I am the only one left."

"And the man who owns us doesn't care?"
"Slaves are cheap." Gerel spoke up, his Haleric harshly accented. "The Zeghavian's

sell them by the hundred. The ones who fell were easily replaced, as we shall be in
time."

"Hmm." Yasinnic grunted, looking a moment before returning to whatever world
he was living in to escape this one. Morrec had long since retreated to a corner where
he rocked back and forth on his knees, mumbling prayers in the High Inveric of the
Archaelaea religion. Hurren was in an other corners, knees pulled up to his chest.
Gaebrel  was  hardly  an expert  in reading ursuhli  faces,  but he could see this  was
someone in the midst of a deep, overriding despair. And the fact that he was a slave
had little to do with it.

Charming company indeed, Gaebrel thought to himself, lying down by the fire and
closing his eyes.

Dawn came all too quickly, followed by the clanging of an iron bell to rouse the
work crews from their slumber. There were other courtyards next to the one holding
Gaebrel and his companions, filled with other groups of ragged men in various states
of wretchedness. As they filed out through the gates of the compound, guards handed
out simple tools like crow bars and hammers, most worn and flecked with rust. This
early in the day the heat wasn't so bad, Gaebrel finding the temperature pleasant
indeed as they walked out from the compound towards the sagging hulks parked on
the sand.

Soon enough that changed. Doran rose higher in the sky, a brilliant ball of cruel
light and heat that soon had them all gasping with each breath, though Gerel seemed
to bear up better than others. The overseer pointed them towards a pile of timber
and scorched spars that Gaebrel recognized as the remains of the Illia's Wager, half
ripped apart as if  by some wild beast.  For the next few hours they worked on it,
jamming crowbars and pry bars and other lengths of iron between gaps, pulling with
all their might to break timbers free of their station and hurling the pieces down into
piles on the sand.

The overseer came by every so often, swinging a short leather whip in one hand
which he was all too eager to use. Not a man among then didn't feel its sting at least
once. Gaebrel yelped as a burning strip was laid across his upper back, punishment
for cracking a timber as he worried it free from hulk. "Whole pieces!" the overseer
yelled. "Broken ones are no good! Break another and I'll have the skin off your back!"
He moved on, pausing a moment to flick the whip at Gerel accompanied by a string
of profanities. The desert man said nothing in return, but when the overseer walked
away, followed him with eyes full of hate.



Around noon they were given an hour's rest in whatever shade they could find.
Water was brought out - three ladles each, four for the ursuhli. No food, which was
fine  by  Gaebrel,  the  combination  of  heat  and  pain  from his  back  had  killed  his
appetite.  He  leaned  against  the  hull,  resting  in  the  blessed  shadow.  It  was  still
abominably hot, but not near as fierce as direct Sunlight. Pohtoli was beside him,
explaining in a hoarse voice why the slaves were breaking their bodies breaking up
these ships.

"There are no forests on Charulan,  you see, except maybe the odd palm by an
oasis. Plenty of trees up on Lenasi, mind you, but nowhere near enough to match
local demand. Until the Zeghavian's came along, wood was almost as valuable as gold
around here, since every piece had to be brought in from off world. The Corsairs
found a  way  to  profit  from this,  depositing  the  broken hulks  of  ships  they have
captured here on the sand and letting men like our master break them apart  for
profit..." Gaebrel didn't ask him to explain and could have cared less either way. But
it was hot and despair was pulling them all  down. He got the sense that allowing
Pohtoli the opportunity to display his native cleverness was the only thing keeping
the man from succumbing totally, so he let his new friend rattle on.

The break ended all too soon. The slaves got back to work, more salvaged planks
falling to the ground. A hour later a gunshot rang out. Heads looked over fearfully in
the belief that the guards had executed some malingerer, as they were wont to do on
occasion.  Instead  one  of  them was  striding  towards  the  house,  holding  up  some
desert creature with truly enormous ears, the sight of which was met by cheers from
the other guards.

Gerel recognized the beast. "Rockrunner," he said, licking his lips. "Delicious when
slow roasted. They will eat well tonight."

"Best not think on it," said Morrec, his thick Crannen accent made even thicker by
the dryness of his mouth.

Shortly thereafter, the master arrived for his daily inspection. Ozir'al Bal-Gubba
was a thin, sallow-faced man with a perpetually bitter expression on his face who
never went out into the Sun without a slave boy holding a ragged parasol over his
hand. He was accompanied  by a  clerk who pricked down his  findings in a  small
notebook,  marking down how many slaves lived, which ones were close to death,
which ones weren't putting in their fullest effort.

"Keep busy," whispered Hurren, his voice a low rumble even at its quietest. "That
one will  have you whipped for any cause,  so give him none." They were the first
words he'd spoken to Gaebrel.

Gaebrel nodded, jabbing his crowbar into a gab and pulling with all his strength.
There was a squeal of stressed wood and a pair of ancient pegs fell to the sand. The
master surveyed the working crews with an angry eye, his lips twisted in a grimace
that seemed permanently engraved into his flesh. A moment later came an angry
shout, drawing all  eyes back.  One of the slaves was dragged forward by a pair of
overseers, guilty of some offense. The master reddened, snapped out a few words,
then stood back with crossed arms.

The overseers working quickly, binding the slave's hands to one of the hulks and
taking  turns  whipping him across the back  and legs  until  the  bones showed and
blood  soaked  the  formerly  dry  ground  beneath,  his  shrieks  carrying  across  the
emptiness along with the snapping of the lash. Afterward they dragged the man out a
ways and dropped him on the sand, leaving the wretch in the hot Sun to expire. It
didn't take long, the vultures circling overhead coming in for a landing soon enough,
tearing into the flesh with little attention paid to the men working not more than fifty
feet away.



The master  headed back  to  the  shelter  of  his  house,  the  boy with  the  parasol
scrambling to keep up. Pohtoli watched him leave, then shook his head. "And now
that crew will be a man short. No head for business..."

"Keep working!" The whip snapped somewhere behind them and they bent back to
their efforts.

At sundown they gathered all the pieces harvested and piled them up by the walls
of the house, one pile for timbers and spars, another for pegs and smaller pieces.
Scavenged nails were left in a box, the guards watching closely to make sure none of
the slaves smuggled any in with them. Gaebrel was bone tired, barely able to walk
back through the gate and wolf down the stale piece of flatbread that was the first
and last thing he ate today. Too tired to speak with the others...much the same as the
others were the previous night.

The following day was no different...up at dawn, a short break at noon, quitting at
dusk. Halfway through the afternoon the wind kicked up a bit and for several hours
they worked while being lashed by flying sand, afterward leaving them all beige from
head to toe.

On the third day, Gaebrel decided he'd had enough. A new batch of slaves in came
in, three men and a young women, the former parceled out among work crews that
needed replacements, the latter sent to work in the kitchens, the overseers making no
attempt to hide their leering as she scurried indoors. This will never do, he thought to
himself. If he stayed he would die, either at the hands of the guards or from sheer
exhaustion.  And of  all  the  places  in  this  fallen  Universe  where  he  might  perish,
Charulan was the last he would pick. Escape was the only option.

He mentioned  it  that  night  to  the  others  and only  received  bitter  laughs  and
cynical shakes of various heads. "Impossible," Pohtoli said flatly. "Don't even think it,
your life will pass by more easily."

"It can be done. Those overseers can't be everywhere at the same time, there are
only a bare dozen of them..."

"Because more aren't needed." Gerel cut him off. "Look around. If you ran, where
would you go? The town is small and new faces are noticed quickly, they would catch
you in a day and impale you before the gate, I've seen it done. The only other place is
the desert. On foot, with no horse or camel and no claim on any tribe that might aid
you... No, death will come all too slowly after the first day."

"That's it?"
"That's it. Unless you have a better idea."
Gaebrel thought on this for a moment, then went back to the tree, laying down on

the ground looking up at the night sky, lost in thought.

"My  given  name,"  Pohtoli  began,  "is  Usapaalinara  Arisuta  Pohtoli  Gambara
Uluhanda  Purushampayanaa  Handuuhanapalodana  Kambujara  yisa  Idannu
Tolodoyani. I am the ninth son of the fifth son of the second son of the eighth son of
the former Prime Regent of Iyantua."

The evening of the next day, sitting around the fire. Gaebrel and Pohtoli were the
only ones awake, the others electing to sleep early. Gaebrel poked the fire with a stick
as he pondered. "Sounds fearsome," he said. "Does that make you royalty?"

"Yes...but  do not waste  the effort  being amazed.  It  is  a common honor on my
world and a source of many woes.""Seems to me it would make things easier than for
most...though it doesn't explain how you ended up here."

"Well...that is a story, my friend. The ancestors of my house were the rulers of a
realm on world orbiting the Sun Aldor, far on the other side of the Universe That Is.
It was, by all accounts, a fair and pleasant place where food grew on trees and no



man ever  went  to  sleep  without  his  fair  share  of  whatever  he  wanted...though  I
suspect a few centuries of selective remembrance have put a gloss on things. We'd be
there still, if it weren't for the Agazin Hegemony. Heard of them?"

"Everyone's heard of them."
"About a thousand years ago, the Hegemony unified all the worlds circling around

their home Sun of Rexag. Still unsatisfied, they turned their eyes to Aldor, eager for
another  round  of  conquests  and  annexations.  Over  the  following  centuries  they
slowly took over the system, world by world and moon by moon. Those who resisted
were crushed without mercy and immediately enslaved, those who submitted were
given a few trinkets of appreciation and reduced to slavery more slowly. There were
attempts to form some sort of grand alliance against the bastards but nothing ever
came of it, the Hegemony being quite skilled in the arts of subversion. My ancestors
could see how it would all turn out, and so devoted all their resources to building a
mighty fleet of ships, on which they loaded themselves, their wives and servants and
anyone else deemed necessary or useful. Crossing the Empyrean, they began a great
migration that is the subject of no less than three exceedingly long and windy epics
which are inflicted on school boys to this day, eventually settling on a moon in the
region around the Sun Serapha which was in climate and nature very much like their
recently  vacated  home.  There  they  founded  their  realm  anew,  Iyantua  Reborn,
carrying with them all  the traditions that had sustained their forefathers on their
now-lost birth home. Which in retrospect might have been something of a mistake,
since there were a few of those hallowed ways that deserved to be abandoned. Among
them the custom of  men of  royal  blood taking  as  many wives  as they pleased.  I
suppose it made sense in the beginning - only two men of royal birth survived the
journey,  the  first  Prime  Regent  and his  brother,  so  there  was  some necessity  in
reestablishing  their  line,  each  man  taking  no  less  than  fifty  women  into  their
household..."

"Fifty!"
"Some accounts say fifty, some say even more. The number of children born to

both men was considerable, for they were young and in the prime of life when the
realm was refounded and lived for many decades afterward. And of course the many
sons they fathered took multiple wives of their own and so on and so forth until now,
thirteen  generations  later,  the  situation  has  become  quite  untenable.  From  the
prolific loins of the two brothers came forth a tribe numbering ten thousand at least,
the  upkeep  of  which  is  a  sore  burden  on  the  treasury...for  it  is  another  ancient
tradition that the royal family is obligated to support any with a credible claim of
kinship."

"Like your father?"
"Like my father, the younger son of a younger son and so on. I wish I could say

that  he was  a  man of  virtue  whose wives took pride  in  his  achievements,  whose
progeny looked upon him as an example of good moral living. Alas, he was a wastrel,
a drunk and a habitual smoker of opium, the procurement of which used up all of the
monthly allowance given him by the Regent, forcing Mama and her sister-wives to
continuously impose themselves on the sympathies of friends and relations to ensure
our survival. It was not a pleasant way to grow up...yet being of royal blood did have
its  advantages.  I  was  educated  at  state  expense,  learned  the  classics  of  reading,
arithmetic and rhetoric along with all the social courtesies and graces a man of my
rank was expected to know. I looked forward to the coming of my fifteenth birthday,
which in the reckoning of our people marked me out as a man, freeing my from my
Father's admittedly lax control and granting the opportunity to volunteer my services
to the Regent, to serve him and our people and hopefully advance my station. Then,



two weeks before this happy occasion Father asked to speak with me, perhaps the
third time in my entire life he had done so. 'Ninth son of my loins, I have wonderful
news on this day. I have arranged a marriage for you.' 'To whom?' I asked. He uttered
the name of a certain noblewoman, much higher in rank than my family, who had
just seen her seventy-fifth summer and buried her fourth husband and was looking
for a new plaything to ease the burdens of advanced age. Father, in what must have
been a unique moment of lucidity on his part, brokered the match in return for a
considerable price,  enough to keep him in an opium haze for the better part of a
decade. 'You will do this, for the good of the family,' he said.

"Well, I had always striven to be a loyal son, for my mother's sake if not for his, but
this was asking too much. I was about to become a man, ready to make my way in
this  world  with  my  natural  gifts  and  whatever  blessings  fate  placed  in  my  way.
Climbing into bed every night with a woman older than my grandmother was simply
unacceptable. By the time I mustered the courage to object, Father had lit his pipe
and was passed out on the floor. It shames me to say that I stole some amount of
money from him while he was off chasing phantoms and fled that very night. I later
learned that Father disowned me in a great rage, once he had sobered up enough to
understand. Somehow he salvaged the deal, marrying one of my younger brothers in
my place, for which I do feel some measure of guilt.

"I  ended up on a neighboring world in the Serapha system, where my natural
intelligence soon found me a place in a trading house of that place. I spent four years
there, first as a clerk, then a factor, working my way up and earning my own coin.
Finally the master of the company offered me the opportunity of a lifetime. Several
merchant houses were organizing a trading expedition to the worlds around Doran
and he wanted me to go along as a representative. I would have the chance to trade
on my own account and return home a very wealthy man, so of course I accepted.
The convoy was arranged, ships gathered, goods collected and supplies laid down.
Fifteen merchantmen in all,  it took almost seven months of sailing before we saw
Doran's  light.  A  few  weeks  later,  as  we  approached  the  moons  of  Bolsandar,  a
Zeghavian squadron attacked us and I'm sure you can figure out the rest."

A pause while Gaebrel took it all in. "So...you were a kind of royalty."
"Aye."
"And then a merchant."
"A very successful one."
"And now you're a slave."
"And likely die as one, unless my fortunes change soon."
"Why are you telling me all this?"
Pohtoli shrugged. "No reason. Both of us will be dead within the span of a few

months. None of the others have the wit to appreciate the subtleties. If I die, it will be
with at least one other soul know my story. For having the willingness to listen, I
thank you."

Then he left, seeking his own bed for the night...but not before parting with one
last bit of wisdom. "My former employer gave me this bit of advice before I left. The
key to getting what you want in life is finding out what other people want and getting
it for them."

"And if you can't?"
"Then pretend otherwise and be far away when the truth comes out." He grinned

at this, amused by his own cleverness.
Gaebrel  remained  by  the  fire  for  a  while,  looking  into  the  embers,  his  mind

turning over the words. Thinking...considering. Planning.





CHAPTER FOUR

It may have been a vile nest of piracy, slavery and all manner of vice and villainy,
but even the most prejudiced would admit that Lenasi  had its charms. While the
Sunward half of the place was about as unpleasant an environment as one could find
this side of mythology, the part that faced Charulan was spared the worst of Doran's
fury, resulting in a pleasant climate, a landscape of rolling hills covered with thick
grasses and small copses of spindly trees, bathed in a never-ending romantic twilight.

Romantic...and busy. Ships crowded the moon's skies, waited in orbit tethered to
floating docks, covered landing fields tens of miles in length and width. Great multi-
masted frigates prowled the Empyrean alongside sleek cutters, the decks crowded
with fighting men made fearless by desire for riches. There wasn't a world or a realm
around Doran that hadn't felt the sting of Zeghavian depredations at some point over
the last three centuries, yet the Five Captains were wise enough never to push their
luck. Often, when some nation or world found its ships being targeted by the banner
of red and black, it was at the behest of a rival for whom the Corsairs, no matter how
much of an irritation they proved otherwise, were too useful a tool to ignore. Such
alliances were never permanent, broken as quickly as they were made. Thus did the
Zeghavian Corsairs prosper, playing one side against another.

On this day, as the sky above twinkled from the shipping, a carriage departed a
walled compound in the countryside, the estate of a recently deceased captain of note
who'd spent his retirement improving the house and surrounding farmlands into a
sizable and prosperous plantation.  The driver cracked the whip, maneuvering the
conveyance along rutted roads that wound past small villages and fields working by
slaves  and  half-free  peasants.  Torches  burned  on  iron  poles  at  every  crossroad,
adding more light to the moons perpetual gloom and helping the driver not drive the
carriage into a ditch. The destination lay ahead, at first a glow on the horizon that
rapidly turned into a chaotic  maze of  houses and narrow streets  dominated by a
hulking fortress on a hill.

Isunla  began  as  the  private  stronghold  of  a  warlord  who  controlled  the
surrounding  countryside  through  sheer  intimidation.  He'd  distinguished  himself
from others  of  his  type  by  being  among the  few Lenasians  to  actively  resist  the
Zeghavian conquest, earning a particularly gruesome death for his pains witnessed
with much enjoyment by the local peasantry. They didn't object when their liberators
claimed fort for themselves, turning it into a headquarters of sorts, a place for the
Five Captains to meet when all of them were in the vicinity and had issues in need of
resolution. Over the years new wings were added as the power of the Zeghavian's
grew, creating a wild mix of styles reflecting the varied origins of the captives brought
to work on it. Other buildings sprouted in the shadow of the fortress, creating a city
in its own right; merchants to buy and sell plunder, brothels and taverns for Corsairs
to spend their profits, houses for those choosing to leave the life.

It took an hour to reach Isunla. There was no wall, or any attempt to impose some
sort  of  order  on  the  place.  Houses  grew  in  number  along  the  main  road,  the
replacement  of  packed  dirt  with  cobblestones  marking  the  point  where  city  was
reckoned  to  begin.  The  carriage  rattled  its  way  through  narrow  streets  laid  out
without any plan or sense, where even lifelong residents might get lost. The driver let



out a spate of curses as he took wrong turn, loosing another volley at a wagon loaded
down with chickens in wicker baskets blocking the path.

Eventually the carriage made its destination, headed up the hill to the fortress.
The guards at the stone gate saw the insignia painted on the side and waving them
through. Messages raced through the halls even as the horses came to a halt in the
central courtyard. Orders shrilled out from various officers and officials, clearing the
hallways and closing all the windows. Only when it was clear no one was watching
did the driver dismount and open the door, averting his eyes slightly as the passenger
emerged. The personage was tall...but that was all that could be deduced, since he or
she was swathed head to toe in a oversized black robe.

Doors  opened,  a  senior  guard  in  full  armor  escorting  the  stranger  inside  and
through stone halls, the click of his boot heels matched by the soft tread of hidden
shoes. Another wide set of doors was at the end, which he opened with an extended
hand. "Your guest has arrived, Exalted One!"

"Send him in, then leave us."The robed one passed by, the guard bowing as he
closed the door. The audience chamber was a large one by local standards, able to
accommodate at least a hundred onlookers without threat of overcrowding. At the
moment it was empty, save for a woman seated on a gaudy throne made from some
wildly  striped  wood and  gilded  with  enough precious  metal  to  buy  a  good-sized
warship.  She was in  her fourth decade,  still  slender,  the movements of  her body
hinting at a wiry strength and quick reflexes that were legendary among her peers.
Her blond hair was streaked with gray at the temples, her face still handsome after a
life anyone would consider eventful. Her name was Yinyanni and more than anyone
she could claim to be the leader of the Zeghavian Corsairs.

The woman looked down on him. "We are alone," she said. "No one else can see
you but me. As you requested."

Hands reached up, opening the front of the robe and letting it fall to the floor.
Yinyanni  gasped  slightly,  a  rare  lapse  in  self-control,  but  understandable  in  the
circumstances.  "I  always  thought  your  kind  were  a  myth,"  she  whispered.  "My
mother told stories about you to make us behave..."

"I trust they were scary ones." The voice that spoke this was deep and filled with
amusement.

"They scarcely do you justice."
The man who stood there, a legend in the flesh, was unlike anything she had ever

seen...indeed there were few beyond the confines of  Rexag who might make that
boast. He was tall and lean, his body rippling with muscle. His skin was chalky in
color, a paleness bleached of any color, his hair an off-yellow shade of white tipped
with  red.  The  eyes  were  dark  pupil-less  orbs,  the  lips  black  as  night.  And there
radiated from him a sense of power, of unease, of menace.

"Neverborn," she said. "Now I have seen anything."
"I could say the same, given your reputation," the stranger returned.
"And what have you heard?"
"That you are the first women ever to sit among the Five Captains. That the other

Four are as much your servants as the lowliest crewman on your flagship...perhaps
more so. That some say the whole affair should be the One Captain and Four Dogs."

"One does not rise to my position without learning the merits of ruthlessness." She
learned forward a bit. "And what are you called?"

"I  am  Ulzarad,  Neverborn  of  the  Third  Rank,  sent  as  a  special  envoy  to  the
Zeghavian  Corsairs  and  their  incomparable  leader,  whose  reputation  has  even
reached our distant worlds, whose story amazes our collective ears."

"What else have you heard about me? Indulge my vanity for a moment."



He shrugged. "As you wish. That you were born the daughter of minor gentry on
Porav and fled as a girl to avoid a marriage not to you liking. That your ship was
taken  by  Corsairs  and  their  captain,  seeing  your  already  legendary  beauty,
determined to sell you into some lords harem. But you had other ideas...perhaps you
would indulge my curiosity, I have heard what happened next but can scarcely count
it as credible."

"Oh, the stories are true." A smile flitted across her face at the memory. "When
they found that I wasn't a maiden, one of the crewmen decided to take me by force. I
pretended to be willing, enticing him closer...then ripped off his twig and berries with
this right hand." She held a clenched fist.

"Really? With one pull?"
"Well, more like a strong twist and a pull. I expected the captain to kill me for this

offense, but instead he chucked the body over the side and bound me in irons."
"And when he returned to Lenasi, sold you into a fighting pit. Win five bouts and

you earn your freedom. Most don't survive past the second match. You left a free
woman after two months...then went right back in again, this time for the money.
Afterward  you took your winnings and used them to outfit  a  ship.  There was an
incident, I am told, on your first voyage out."

“Some fool with dung for brains thought it shameful to sail under a woman. I set
him straight soon enough."

Ulzarad knew the truth of the matter, it was common knowledge in every tap room
across Lenasi, if never openly spoken of. The crewmen in question, drunk on wine
and lust, incited some of the others on her ship to mutiny. Yinyanni pulled a knife
and flung it to the deck, challenging him to a duel.  He could have the blade,  she
would face him barehanded. If he won then he could have the ship...and her as well,
wet and willing. The fool accepted, took the knife and attacked. She disarmed the
man within a heartbeat and knocked him off his feet.

The details of what happened next were spoken of only in whispers, even by the
most  hardened  Corsairs.  Certainly  no  one  with  sense  questioned  her  authority
afterward, unless he had a sudden urge to see his ancestors.

In other words, Yinyanni was not a woman to cross. She knew that he knew the
truth, had likely made sure the tale reached his ears before he set foot in this fortress.
A warning...no matter how powerful the Hegemony might be, here it was the Corsairs
who ruled and he would forget this at his peril. That was alright by Ulzarad's lights.
He relished the challenge...the sweet sensation of uncertainty, the quivering in his
belly, scraping nerves with delicious agony.

Such pleasure.
"I am told all Neverborn are Arcanist's of great skill."
"I have been known to perform a few tricks."
"Then perhaps you can perform a spell  of  invisibility."  And with  that  they got

down to business. "Your emissaries have been visiting us for the past decade. Under
my illustrious  predecessor  their  words  were  ignored.  Foolish  in  my opinion,  the
power of the Hegemony is well known across the Suns. Once I...replaced him as First
Captain, your people gained a more receptive ear. Unfortunately I am not the only
one who knows of them. Not two days ago I had word that Crannenaar spies are
active in several important ports, asking questions about ships coming in from the
Celestial East, about strange travelers headed towards this moon. About people like
you."

"Crannen. They always suspect...but there is a difference between suspicion and
actual proof. My presence here continues to be a secret."

"Perhaps. But the fact that agents of the Theocracy are snooping about is cause



enough for worry. They may have their sources here, for all I know. Everyone else
does."

"Honored Yinyanni, if all goes to plan then in time the presence of the Hegemony
will become known across this system. That is the whole point of an alliance with
your Corsairs, to keep Crannen's eyes fixed firmly on Doran and away from our end
of the Suns."

"But if that happens, what's to stop the Crannenaar's from united all  the other
worlds of Doran against us? For that matter, what's to stop them from attacking on
their own? We have survived in part because we know when to strike...and when to
back away."

"A difficult dance, filled with all sorts of risk. A single misstep, and you might very
well bring down the fate you are so eager to avoid. But with the Hegemony on your
side, it will be different. You would no longer have to skip along such a fine line,
making and breaking alliances. You could take it all. Every world, every moon, every
realm. Rule them all, as you rule Charulan below."

His voice was hypnotic, Yinyanni listening with greater eagerness. "And once the
entire system is under your rule, who knows what other prizes might fall your way?"

He had her attention now, could almost see the fantasies of power and wealth
running in her head.  Such a simple creature  in truth...Ulzarad almost pitied her.
Ruthless in her own way, but so pedestrian in her goals. No different than any other
brigand infesting this rats nest of a moon. He distracted himself with a fantasy of
burning it all to the ground while she watched, tied naked to a pole as every ship in
the sky fell in flames to the ground. Then he would turn to her, knife in hand, ready
to cut her bare quivering flesh...

"What manner of support does the Hegemony offer?" she asked, taking the bait.
With  some  regret,  he  returned  to  the  mundane  here  and  now.  So

easy...disappointing in its own way. And there was no pleasure in that. He'd make
sure  her  dying  was  an  especially  slow one  as  punishment.  But  for  now she  was
needed, all of them were needed. His gratification would be delayed, an unnatural
thing but  necessary  for  the moment.  The Nine Lords  demanded it...and  the  One
Above All.

"I trust the negotiations went well, my lord?"
"Well enough." Ulzarad pulled back the curtain slightly, watching the city roll past.

The carriage shuddered a moment as it struck a rut, eliciting a thump from the other
side, followed by a curse.

"Bugger, my head! Oh...beg your pardon, my lord..."
"Granted." Ulzarad waited until the agent finished patting down the disturbed part

of his hair and otherwise recovered his wits. A young fellow, hungry for advancement
and unlike so many others not afraid of the Neverborns strange appearance...or at
least very good at hiding his fear. "You were given a considerable sum of money by
our representative."

"Yes I was...and for that I thank you..."
"Have you anything to show in return? When payment is made, it is usually in

return for some sort of service." The dark eyes, unreadable and unnerving, bored into
his face. "What have you found?"

Now the agent was nervous, shrinking back a bit into the cushions of the carriage.
"Well...thing is..."

"Such hesitation is very ominous to mine eye. Dare I believe that you have nothing
to show for all the largesse showered upon your shoulders?"

"No, my lord...I mean yes, my lord! I have what you want, but the getting of it cost



quite a bit more than I planned. More than all the money you gave me..."
"You will be compensated for your expenses. There now, does that set your mind

at ease?"
The agent nodded. "Y...yes, my lord. My thanks..."
"Out with it. What have you found?"
The  licked  suddenly  dry  lips.  "I  found  the  medallion.  It  came  to  Doran  five

hundred years ago as part  of the dowry of Queen Tushalanya,  when she wed the
Green Emperor of Ulaantirya, down on Cunerin..."

"The local history of a world I will in all likelihood never visit concerns me not in
the least. So, the medallion is on Cunerin."

"Yes, my lord, but not for long."
"Explain."
"Well...after  various wars,  secessions and crumbling of  Empires,  the medallion

became part of the royal treasury of Tasevanya. There it remained for the last century
or so...far as they were concerned it was just another trinket for their Grand Prince.
But the throne was recently usurped by the younger brother of the rightful lord, who
seized  power  with  the  help  of  the  Wennatan  Arcanist's,  who  do  nothing  out  of
charity. They're sending a treasure ship to pick up the promised payment and the
medallion will be among it."

"And when is this ship scheduled to arrive?"
"Five months from now."
"Hmm." Ulzarad pondered this.  "Can the item be stolen or otherwise acquired

beforehand?"
"No my lord. The new Grand Prince of Tasevanya has his entire army guarding the

treasury. It seems many of his subjects object to the greater part of their nations
wealth being sent off world." He paused moment. "Couldn't you...you know, simply
take it?"

"How exactly would I do that?" Ulzarad was amused at the man's ignorance.
"Well, you are...what you are. Couldn't you simply magick out of there?" He made

a waggling motion with his fingers.
"Cast a spell, a wink, a hop and just like that it's mine?" Ulzarad smiled, revealing

a mouth full of very white teeth. "I suppose I could. Land before the royal palace,
stride there boldly under the Sun, use the ineffable mysteries of the Aethyr to blast
down the gates and burn from the inside any who get in my way. And once it's done,
perhaps I  could burn down the surrounding city,  send in an army of  Purified to
slaughter every man, woman and child,  have their  ships bombard the place  until
every building is knocked down and every stone pounded to dust? Is that what you
have in mind?"

"Well,  not  in so many words...""I  could do all  this,  and far  more besides.  But
nothing  comes  without  cost,  my  ignorant  friend.  Such  an  act  would  bring  me
inordinate amounts of pleasure, but it would also be a beacon for every watching eye
in this system, telling anyone even half awake mind that there is a Neverborn at loose
around Doran. Every realm would summon its ships. The ursuhli would put aside
their customary feuding and unite against a common foe. Crannen would dispatch a
fleet  from Inveril.  Getting away from this system with the prize would be almost
impossible...not that I wouldn't relish the challenge."

"I...understand, my lord."
"No, in this case, a certain degree of subtlety is called for."
"You honor me with your confidence, my lord."
"The honor is all mine, considering the next task I have in mind for you."
The agent leaned forward. "My lord has another mission for me?"



"A minor matter.  'Twill  be but a moments work."  He crooked a finger.  "Come
closer."

The agent leaned in farther,  rising slightly from the seat.  Ulzarad smiled,  then
swift  as  a  snake clamped his  hands on either  side of  the  man's  head.  The agent
opened his mouth to protest, but only a strangled gasp came out. Brilliant blue-white
light flared under the Neverborn's palms. He pulled them away slightly, revealing
glowing  strands  streaming  away  from  his  skull  and  into  Ulzarad's  palms.  The
Neverborns eyes glowed with a dark light as every fiber of his being vibrated with
exquisite  pleasure.  Anyone standing  in  the  streets  watching  the  carriage  pass  by
would have seen flashing and flaring coming out from the cracks of the doors and
window blinds.  A  final  ghostly  scream  hissed  from  the  agent's  mouth.  The  skin
turned gray, withering and shrinking against the skull and bones as if drained of all
moisture, trails of steam rising from the pits of the eyes.

Ulzarad let  go,  the body falling back to the seat  with a  clatter.  "Delicious,"  he
sighed, feeling the raw power surging through him. He could do anything, wanted to
run wild,  kill,  maim,  fornicate...he  reveled in  the  sensation  for  a  moment  before
regretfully push it down. Self-control was a necessary evil for someone like him, the
first lesson they learned. This wasn't the Hegemony, where 'meals' were to be had for
the  asking.  He  had  to  conserve  his  power,  draw  on  the  reserves  only  as
needed...replacing it  would be difficult.  No one could know, even the Zeghavian's
would turn on him if they learned the truth about the Neverborn...

"You seem quiet  of  a  sudden."  Ulzarad looked at  the corpse.  "What,  no clever
questions? No haggling over fees? Aren't you glad to be of service?"

The corpse looked back silently, the mouth open in mute appeal.
"Didn't anyone tell you it's rude to stare?" No answer. "It seems I've quite taken

your breath away! Ha!" He laughed, amused at his own cleverness. "I must say, your
company has become quite tiresome..."

After an hour or so of bouncing about on countryside roads, the carriage arrived at
the estate came to a halt. The driver opened the door, bowing as Ulzarad exited. "My
lord.""Clean up the mess." Ulzarad jerked his thumb behind him. The driver glanced
at the withered remains of the agent. "As my lord commands."

"My  name  is  Gerel  insi  Gerel,  a  proud  son  of  the  bal  Shuruda  tribe  of  the
Isalandan Wastes."

Gerel's  voice  was  deep,  with  a  slight  growl  that  even  in  these  relatively  quiet
surroundings gave him an aura of danger, of rage coiled and at the ready. He sat by
the  fire,  hands  on  his  knees  as  if  ready  to  spring  into  combat  at  the  slightest
provocation.

"Sounds fearsome," Gaebrel observed, seated on the other side of the flames.
A  contemptuous  smile  flitted  across  Gerels  face.  "Being  an  offworlder,  I  will

forgive  your  ignorance  in  these  matters  and  strive  to  provide  some  measure  of
instruction. For generations, my tribe has dwelt in the equatorial wastelands of this
world.  They stretch around the planet  like  a dry belt  of  stony ground and sands
blasted by the light of the Sun, where every patch of shade is fought over as if it were
precious gold. Lesser men consider these places uninhabitable and avoid them as
much as they can. If for some reason they must enter it, they do so in haste and do
not stay long. But for the bal Shuruda and other tribes of the place, it is a fair and
pleasant  home.  We alone know the secrets  of  surviving  in  the  emptiness.  It  is  a
furnace both physical  and spiritual,  where all  weakness is purged,  leaving behind
only that which is strong."

"Seems heavenly. Why ever would you leave it?"



"Not by my own choice. For centuries we were its lords and masters, warring as we
pleased with our ancestral enemies, exacting tribute from the men of the city-states
grown fat on abundant water and soft living. But then came the Zeghavian's. And
while none could ever dispute our courage, there is only so much one can do when
the enemy has ships and can bombard your camps from the skies. The leaders of the
time accepted the bitter truth that this was a war they could not win and so bent the
knee, the shame of which has burned in our bones ever since. The Corsairs laid on us
a harsh tribute, demanding the best of our goats and camels...and when we could not
pay, the pick of our youths and maidens. Making matters worse, they entrusted the
collection  of  said  taxes  to  the  men of  the  oasis  cities,  our  ancient  enemies,  who
accordingly  added  their  own  exactions  on  top  of  those  demanded  by  the  Five
Captains.

"I grew to manhood in the shadow of such dishonor, carried down the generations
and growing stronger with each year. From my earliest days I yearned to resist, a
common affliction  among the young men of  our  people.  Every  so  often a  leader
would emerge, united the tribes of the sands in a great war of liberation. Such things
always  ended in tragedy,  but  that  hardly  prevented it  from happening again,  the
assumption being that this time it would work. When I was sixteen, such an army
gathered, the warriors of nine tribes led by a visionary who claimed our ancestors
spoke to him through the skull of a sacred goat, promising us victory."

"And you believed him?" Gaebrel asked incredulously.
Gerel shrugged. "I was young and hungry for battle. Any excuse was better than

none. The fellow in question called for warriors to join him and many heeded the
call. My mother, in retrospect a woman of great wisdom, advised her offspring not to
go, claiming it would all end in tears. But in my youthful foolishness I ignored her,
took up the sword of my father and joined the gathering army, accompanied by my
youngest sister, who may have been a woman but possessed the heart of twenty brave
men. Ten thousand warriors crossed the sands, assaulting the nearest oasis city, a
vile place whose taxes had caused much hardship. Now I could spend the next few
hours describing the great deeds of valor and bloodshed that took place, of which I
played some small part, but we would still be here come the dawn. In short, the city
was taken.  We looted the place,  killed all  the men we could find and placed  the
women and children in bonds. Some among us - not me! - took a break from the
plundering to slake their lusts with the bodies of their captives, which proved to be a
mistake as it caused a severe delay in our plans. We were meant to be gone by dawn,
but  when  the  noon  hour  came  we  still  there,  despite  the  exhortations  of  our
commanders.

"Then the ships arrived, descending quickly from the blue sky with guns firing.
The greater bulk of our force was still in the city, giving the Corsairs an excellent
target. We were shot to pieces. The visionary who led us climbed to the top of the
tallest  building  with  his  totem,  raising  it  high  and  calling  on  the  spirits  of  our
ancestors to drive the ships from the sky. Instead he vanished under a barrage of
cannon balls,  which  also  collapsed  the  building  under  him.  I  have no  idea  what
happened to the goat skull.

"Those of us who survived fled back into the wastes. My sister and I were fortunate
to still have our lives. Upon returning home, she decided she'd had her fill of war,
found a man worthy of her and settled down to raise a family. But for me the fight
was not yet over. Zeghavian spies were at work in the wake of the uprising, collecting
the names of all who had been involved. Soon after my return I learned that mine
was on a list of men condemned to slavery or death. So I bade farewell a second time
to my mother and paid a smuggler to get me off world, sparing my family any further



danger. Away from Charulan I took up the life of a mercenary, resolving to perfect
my skills in battle until the day came when I could finally have my revenge against
the Zeghavian scum.

"For several years I pursued this trade and enjoyed some measure of success at it.
A year ago I signed on with a company of sell swords, hired by a merchant of Porav
who had cause  to  fear  the  jealously  of  a  rival.  Among them was our  companion
Hurren." He jutted his chin at the ursuhli, who grunted by way of reply. "We fulfilled
our contract, defending his properties against several rather pathetic attacks with no
loss to ourselves. The merchant was pleased and before paying us gave a banquet in
our honor, where the wine flowed prodigiously...and was liberally  dosed with any
number of sleeping drugs. When we awoke our weapons were gone and we were all
in chains, placed on a slave ship bound for Lenasi. Thus I returned to my home world
as a slave, bought by this scoundrel of a ship breaker. The shame, needless to say, is
unbearable."

Silence followed Gerel's tale of woe. Gaebrel bowed his head for a moment. "Truly,
a terrible thing, being in the power of one's enemies."

"It  is.  Daily  I  contemplate  various  methods  of  suicide,  which  under  the
circumstances seems the lesser dishonor."

"Perhaps you would forestall such plans and consider an alternative?"
"How do you mean?"
Gaebrel  looked  at  him,  at  all  the  men  on  the  crew.  "Gentlemen,  I  have  a

proposition for you, one that will win back for us our lost freedom and some measure
of wealth along with it. There is considerable risk involved..."

"How considerable?" asked Morrec the Crannenaar, who'd taken a break from his
usual nightly routine of prayer to listen.

"Death, dismemberment and various other forms of extreme danger. And it might
involve certain dealings with the agents of our all troubles, namely the Corsairs..."

"Bah!" Gerel spat in the fire.
"Consider the alternative," Gaebrel pointed out. "Dying slowly in this place from

the Sun, starvation or the hands of the overseers. Once you are free, you can exact all
the revenge you wish in whatever manner you choose."

Gerel thought this over for a moment. "What do you have in mind?"
"Yes," said Pohtoli. "Tell us this scheme of yours."
Yasinnic grunted, the first thing he'd said in weeks.
Gaebrel laid out his plan, drawing on the ground with a stick to illustrate some of

the  details.  The  others  watched  and  listened,  heads  slowly  as  the  grand  picture
emerged.

Dangerous...indeed. Difficult...certainly. Profitable...
Without question.

"I do hope you realize how much of a long shot this is." Pohtoli said, worrying his
crowbar between a pair of planks. "Among the lower class of gamblers, this sort of
maneuver is thought of as a desperate throw."

"We are desperate men," Gaebrel replied. He wiped away the sweat beading on his
brow. "Do you see him yet?"

Pohtoli  glanced  over  his  shoulder.  "Talking  to  the  chief  overseer."  Ozir'al  Bal-
Gubba was  in  fact  yelling  at  the  man,  waving  his  arms wildly  and knocking  the
parasol  aside  more  than  once  as  he  harangued  and  ranted.  "He's  in  rare  form.
Perhaps we should wait until he's in a better mood."

"He's never in a better mood." Gaebrel looked over. "Good, he's done."
"Shall I wish you luck?""I make my own luck." With a quick grin he stepped away



from the ship and trotted across the sand, headed towards the master with an arm
raised. "May I beg a moment of your time, most exalted one!"

Morrec came up beside Pohtoli, followed by the others. They kept up the pretense
of work while watching the proceedings from the corners of their eyes. "Is he making
the attempt?"

"Yes...and the overseer has knocked him down." Pohtoli shook head at the sight.
Gaebrel rolled to knees, raising a hand in supplication as the overseer approached,

whip in hand. Ozir'al said something, halting the man in his tracks. Gaebrel spoke,
raising the other hand and shaking his arms for emphasis. The master listened, a
frown crossing his face. "He has the man's attention," said Yasinnic, the most words
any of them had ever heard him say.

"For all  the good it  did,"  Hurren observed,  as  the Master  backhanded Gaebrel
across the face, knocking him down again, following up with a spate of curses. The
overseer raised the whip again, a nasty grin on his face.

"Looks like we'll be a man short," Pohtoli said gloomily.
"If you say the Master has no head for business, I will break your jaw...wait." Gerel

perked  up.  Gaebrel  was  back  on  his  knees,  a  hand raised,  speaking  desperately.
Ozir'al listened, nodding several times. The overseer remained where he was, whip
raised, seemingly confused. Then he lowered it with obvious regret,  as the Master
pointed  at  Gaebrel  and  gave  an  order.  He  then  turned  about  and  headed  back
towards the house, rubbing his hands with obvious glee. Gaebrel stood, brushing the
sand  off  his  ragged  shirt.  The  overseer  shoved  him  back  towards  the  crew,  but
otherwise did nothing else. He returned with a smile on his face despite the swelling
bruise on one of his cheeks.

"Did it work?" Morrec asked.
"As I knew it would." Gaebrel picked up his crowbar.
The others looked at each other, then at him. "What did you say?" Hurren asked.
"I told him that I have wealthy relatives on Cunerin willing to pay a fine ransom

for my release, that they have done business with the Corsairs in the past via an agent
up on Lenasi and if the Master could see fit to transport me up to the moon, he would
return with enough gold to retire in obscene luxury."

More confused glances. "Do you have such a relative willing to pay?" Gerel asked.
"Of course not! But he doesn't know that."
"Then...what..."
"I merely used that excellent bit of wisdom Pohtoli passed on a few days back. 'To

get what you want, find out what someone else wants.' Our Master is a man of simple
desires. He believes me the key to fulfilling them. We leave on the morrow."

"But what happens when you get to Lenasi and there is no one willing to pay?"
asked Morrec.

"Don't know," Gaebrel answered cheerfully. "But a solution will present itself, of
that I have no doubt. Give me a hand here, will you? This ship won't disassemble
itself."



CHAPTER FIVE

"Explain again why I have to go with you." Pohtoli  edged away from the open
porthole and the blast of air rushing through it, which seemed immeasurably cold
after months in the Charulani heat. "This is your deal, on your shoulders, Gaebrel.
Why am I here?"

"Most men would find the prospect of a sky voyage to a exotic yet close-by place
something to look forward to."

"Neither of us are gentlemen of the town out for a two day jaunt. And this," he
spread his  hand about  the crowded hold,  "is  hardly  anybody's  idea of  a  pleasure
boat."

They were aboard a lighter, one of many small boats that traveled to and from the
moon of Lenasi, ferrying passengers and cargo. One such vessel made a regular run
from the small town near the wrecking yard, to which Ozir'al Bal-Gubba took two of
his slaves early the next morning, bringing along Pohtoli at Gaebrel's insistence. Both
men were somewhat eager to see the town, which men on other crews spoke of in
terms of wonder, seemingly a veritable garden of delights in this barren desert. Of
course  the  reality  hardly  lived up to  the  rumors;  they  found themselves  walking
through an oversized village,  several  closely packed clumps of  houses made from
bricks bleached white by the Sun, surrounding a small muddy waterhole. A narrow
ring of fields surrounded it, groves of dates and various nut bushes able to thrive on
very little moisture.

"Disappointing," Gaebrel had pronounced, waiting until after the Master had left
to dicker with the lighters captain.

"To you perhaps," Pohtoli demurred. "But for a local whose known nothing but the
desert, this must seem like the Grand Basilica on Crannen-Ord."

"I've seen graveyards that were livelier than this...but soft! Our lord and master
returns."

Ozir'al approached them. "On the boat," he said. "Go in the hold. And pray there is
money enough for the both of you, else I throw your bodies over the side on the way
back!"They went through the cargo hatch,  both slaves finding places on the hold.
Their master went up to the main deck, where he might enjoy the view of the ascent
from Charulan with all due comfort.

"You told him there was a ransom for me. "Pohtoli shook his head. "Perhaps you
failed to understand the gist of my advice."

"Pohtoli, I had no choice..."
"I hate that phrase. Men who say it always have a choice, they just prefer the one

that spreads the misery."
"If I flew up there alone, the others would think I left them behind, killing our

arrangement before it truly could take wing as it were. And if I come back, what's to
stop them from thinking I cut another deal behind their back? Gerel in particular
seems prone to suspicion."

"So bringing someone else along will allay their fears...assuming we survive."
"As always, your intelligence astounds me..."
"But you have failed to answer my initial question. Why me?"
A pause. Then Gaebrel shrugged. "I rather enjoy your company."



Pohtoli gave him a funny look and shuffled away,
"Not like that, get your mind out of the gutter! I meant that you're the closest I

have to a friend at moment. I figured why not do you a favor?"
"You make friends easily, considering that neither of us set eyes on the other until

a few days ago. Forgive me if I choose to reserve judgment."
"Duly noted. And apologies in advance if this turns out badly for the both of us."
Pohtoli held back the insults that were clearly boiling on the tip of his tongue.
The hold of the lighter was packed with crates and sacks bound for Lenasi, tribute

and taxes collected from the local tribes along with the town's own share. Traveling
along with  them were  goods owned by various  merchants  bound for  sale  on the
moon, as well as the baggage of various travelers. Both of Ozir'al Bal-Gubba's slaves
were wedged somewhere in the middle, between a pile of canvas sacks stuffed with
dried dates and a box that smelled faintly of recently cured hides. Gaebrel rooted
about on the floor and came up with a handful of dried fruits, popping one in his
mouth and offering another to Pohtoli.

"No thanks...damn things play havoc with my innards."
"Suit yourself." Gaebrel ate another one with a contented sigh. "Better than stale

flatbread any day."
The subtle change of air pressure in their ears signaled the lighters entry into the

Lenasian atmosphere. Both men waggled their jaws back forth, trying to clear various
obstructions as the vessel began its descent. An hour later the sudden thumping and
shaking from below indicated they'd landed. Cargo doors opened in the back, a gang
of  stevedores  rushing  in  to  unload the  goods.  Ozir'al  appeared  among them and
motioned they should follow.

"Now what?" Pohtoli asked in a low voice.
Gaebrel  narrowed his  eyes,  looking at  the  fortress riding above the city  they'd

landed in,  the battlements  standing out against  the twilight  skies.  "What place  is
that?"

"Well, I could be wrong...but it must be the fortress of Isunla, headquarters of the
Zeghavian fleet."

"Excellent. Now, follow my lead..."
"We are here!" The Master approached,  swinging a short whip back and forth.

"Where is this man who will pay me my money?"
Gaebrel pointed at the fortress in the distance. "There, Master!"
Ozir'al turned to look. "Isunla. Of course, where else would it be?" He snapped his

fingers. One of his overseers accompanying them on the trip came forward with neck
irons attached to a length of chain. "So you don't get ideas," the Master said with
relish as they were clamped about their necks.

Thus secured, Ozir'al led them into the city. He was familiar with the way to the
fortress, having visited there in the past. The overseer followed close behind, taking
great  pleasure  in  jerking  the  chain  and  straining  the  necks  of  both  slaves.  A
murderous expression soon appeared on Pohtoli,  though whether for the overseer
and his petty cruelties or for Gaebrel in bringing him here was hard to say.

In most civilized places, the sight of a man leading two other men bound by chains
through a crowded public street would be the sort of thing to arouse any amount of
public comment, even if it was being done lawfully by duly consecrated authorities to
individuals fully deserving of such treatment. On Lenasi, it barely raised an eyebrow.
Wives  and mothers  went  about  the  days  shopping without  so  much as  a  glance,
children ran about in their games, skipping past the chained slaves, often flinging
any number of insults in their wake. Other wretches in similar circumstances could
be seen all  over the place;  working in the streets  or behind workshops, glimpsed



through windows laboring in kitchens and storehouses. Here in the city it seemed the
custom to mark those deemed property with some sort of collar around the neck,
usually of leather or iron. As they passed by one building, its windows wreathed in
silken drapes billowing in breeze, Gaebrel caught momentary sight of a barely clad
women with a thin collar of silver about her neck, reclining on a divan as she spoke
with someone out of sight. He tried to watch as long as he could, it had been a goodly
while since he enjoyed the company of a female, intimate or otherwise...the overseer
yanked again and he stumbled after with a muffled curse.

The guards at the public entrance of the fortress barely gave them a glance before
waving Ozir'al through. Gaebrel kept his head down and his ears open, listening for
anything that might of use, might provide him with the advantage. The hallways of
the place were a babble of tongues from across the worlds of Doran, a marker of the
polyglot nature of the Corsairs, drawn from the outcasts and rejects of all societies.
Yet there was one language that stood out from the others,  different  in tone and
word,  which  to  his  great  surprise  he  recognized  and  understood.  Much  like  the
speech  of  his  birth  home,  far  on  the  other  side  of  the  Universe  That  Is...the
Zeghavian's were from the Harza States originally, arriving in Doran after a century
of raiding and pillaging across the Suns. The old tongue of their homeland survived
as a common language among them, a necessity considering their diversity...

Ozir'al  slapped  him  across  the  head.  "We  are  here,"  he  said.  "Where  is  my
money?"

"A moment, Master!" Gaebrel made sure to cringe while looking
around from the corner of his eye. There...a guard standing by the entrance to a

passageway  looking  bored.  He  would  do  nicely.  Gaebrel  shuffled  over,  the  chain
rattling around his neck, praying that the Master wouldn't understand a word he was
saying. The guard looked over, eyes filled with a low grade hostility towards every
man who might come across his path this day. Dissatisfaction with his lot was on his
face,  as  easy  to  read  as  the  pages  of  a  book,  along  with  a  noticeable  lack  of
intelligence.

Gaebrel  knew  how  to  work  with  that.  "Honored  sir,"  he  began,  switching  to
Harzaic, "I have word of a plot against the life of the First Captain!"

The guard looked at him oddly for the longest moment. The dialect the pirates
spoke was close to the one from his homeland, though changed somewhat over time
and contact with other tongues. But still close enough to be understood...or so he
hoped. "Sure you do," the guard finally answered. "And I'm the Obsidian Lord of
Tiazhaad. Run along, slave, else I beat you before your Master."

All right, not so easy. Time to up the stakes...the more outrageous the story, the
more likely the mark would believe it. "I am not a slave!" Gaebrel hissed. "That's only
my cover!"

"Come again?"
"I am a spy in the service of the First Captain herself! By her command, I have

spent  the  last  year  in  the  company of  our  enemies.  I  have  learned  of  a  plan  to
assassinate  her  so  that  traitors  among  us,  men  of  high  rank  whom  none  would
suspect, can take her place! It is the first step in the downfall of us all!"

"What enemies would that be?" the guard asked, somewhat slack jawed.
Gaebrel  smiled.  "That  isn't  for  you  to  know.  Are  you  a  loyal  son  of  the

Zeghavian's?"
"Er...yes..."
"Then take me to your superiors! It may not be too late!"
There  were  more  than  a  few  holes  in  the  story,  which  anyone  possessing  a

modicum of intelligence would have spotted. But this guard wasn't counted among



the ranks of great or even moderate thinkers, reason enough why he was holding up a
wall with his arse. He scratched his chin, thinking it over, his brow furrowing at the
unaccustomed effort.

"Is this going to take long?" Ozir'al snapped, glared at Gaebrel.
The guard looked at him. "Does he know?"
"No." Gaebrel shook his head. "He thinks I'm just a slave. It must remain a secret."
"What about the other slave?"
"My informant. He has knowledge of the plot."
The guard nodded. "Keep your mouth shut!" he snapped at Ozir'al. "Else I knock

your teeth in." Then he turned back to Gaebrel. "Wait here."
The guard hurried off down the hall. Soon as he was gone.,
Ozir'al slapped Gaebrel across the top of his head. "Where is my money?"
"The guard is finding the man who will pay, Master! Just a little more patience, I

beg of you!"
"Hmph! I shall demand double for all the stress this has caused me!" He walked

away, muttering curses under his breath, the overseer scurrying after, slackening the
chain as he went.

Pohtoli glanced at them, making sure they were out of earshot, then
turned to Gaebrel. "What the hell is going on?"
"When the guard comes back, pretend you're a mute."
"Why?"
"I told the guard I'm a spy and you're my informant."
"Have you lost your mind?"
"Seems to be working. He off to get his superior."
"Suns and Spirits save me, to think I trusted a madman...do you have any idea

what you're doing?"
"Not in the least, but that's never stopped me before. Now shut up, they're coming

back."
"Gaebrel..."
"Quiet!"
The guard returned, accompanied by a man better dressed and more intelligent.

"Come with me," he commanded, gesturing at Gaebrel.
"Are you the man with my money?" Ozir'al demanded. The man glared at him and

the Master backed away, mumbling an apology under his breath.They were led down
the hall and into an side chamber, where the official interrogated him with greater
vigor than the guard. Gaebrel answered the questions as best he could, adding more
lurid details,  spinning a tale of treachery in motion, the official  listening to every
word  and  nodding  every  so  often.  Especially  the  bits  about  treachery...from  this
Gaebrel deduced that the First Captain had more than her share of enemies. That
was good for his purposes...it made even the most ludicrous claims seem plausible.
Pohtoli  stood in a corner, head down and saying nothing. The chain around their
necks lay on the floor, the Master and the overseer forced to wait outside.

The  official  finally  raised  a  hand  "Enough!  Say  nothing  more,  there  may  be
unfriendly ears listening."

"There is little time left. If the right people are told, this plot can be nipped in the
bud."

"I agree. Follow me." The official exited the antechamber, the two slaves following.
Ozir'al looked ready to jump of out his skin from the way he was fidgeting. "My

money?"  he  asked  weakly,  wringing  his  hands  and  wondering  what  exactly  he'd
gotten himself into.

The official pointed at the chains. "Remove those."



"But..."
"Now!"
The overseer came forward, pulling out a ring of keys and unlocking the collars.

Gaebrel and Pohtoli both rubbed sore necks as they followed the official down the
hall, the Master close on their heels, the overseer bringing up the rear with the collars
and chains clinking in his hands. The passage wound its way through the innards of
the fortress, Gaebrel making careful note of each turn in case he needed to make a
quick exit. They came to a halt before a thick ironbound Door, the official passing a
moment to speak with another person of even higher rank. The conversation took
place in whispers, both glancing back at Gaebrel. The second official opened the door
and  ducked  inside.  Muffled  words  came  through,  there  was  a  moments  silence,
followed by a single voice issuing a command. The door opened, both officials spoke
briefly, then as one waved them through.

Gaebrel strode through the door, standing tall and confident. Silk drapes slipped
by him, filling his vision with brilliantly dyed colors, and then he was standing in a
wide audience chamber filled with armed men. Gilded muskets rested on shoulders,
hands lay on the silver hilts of swords A wide mural on the back wall depicted a fleet
of ships in action. Below it, mounted on a pedestal, was a gilded throne on which
lounged an attractive women in a silk dress, cut provocatively to display her fit body.
A long curved dagger twirled in her fingers with disturbing expertise.

Ozir'al and the overseer stared at her, paralyzed with shock. Then as one they fell
to their knees, pressing their faces to the floor and quivering with terror. The woman
paid them no more mind than she would a  insect  crawling  along the  tiles.  Both
officials came through the door and bowed as one. She flicked a finger, they bowed
again and left, closing it behind them with an ominous thud.

Gaebrel remained on his feet, meeting her gaze boldly. This is where he needed to
be,  the  one place  the  plan  would work.  Dangerous  ground though.  He'd  have to
dance quickly...not a scrap of fear could be shown or they were done...  He bowed
flamboyantly, sweeping his arm out.

Yinyanni laughed, amused by the gesture. A good sign...get a woman to laugh and
the  game  was  half  won.  Or  so  he  hoped.  "Well,"  she  began,  "it  seems  a  spy  of
uncommon talent and discretion has been working on my behalf...so uncommon that
I did not know of him until this very moment."

"Forgive me, most Exalted Lady, for this minor deception. It was a necessary evil
on my part to secure a moment in your most radiant presence."

"You are a slave." She took note of his general ragged appearance.
"That is my shame, the result of a most cruel turn of fate...yet a blessed one as

well,  for  through  it  I  have  come  to  this  moment,  the  pinnacle  of  my  thus-far
undistinguished life."

"And why would you risk life and limb to come to our moon, scum? Surely it's not
to beg for your freedom?"

"Again my apologies, most Divinely Radiant One. It grieves beyond all measure to
impose my unworthy presence within range of your senses. But I could not continue
to live a moment longer in this fallen universe without bringing word of a unique
opportunity,  one  that  will  bring  great  wealth  to  this  moon,  and  glory  to  you
personally,  though  one  such  as  yourself  already  possesses  both  in  magnificent
measure."

She made a disgusted sound, her hand flicking in annoyance. "Foolish man, every
day men come before me bearing similar offers...wealth, power, glory unending, all
mine if I give them the ships, the men, the gold. Most - when pressed for the details -
prove  themselves  little  more  than  puffed  up  fools  serving  their  own  vanity  and



wasting my time."
"Radiant One, your wisdom is a match for the light of all  Nine Suns. It seems

almost impudent for me to ask, of those who so pollute the purity of your presence
with their delusions of grandeur, how many of them are slaves who risked their very
lives for to speak with you, and who face almost certain death,  slow and painful,
should they return to Charulan empty-handed and in failure?"

A long silent moment, as Yinyanni considered this point. "What is this opportunity
of which you speak?"

"Bless  you,  Radiant  One,  for troubling yourself  with  these humble  words!Your
Magnificence is aware of the existence of a kingdom called Tasevanya, which lies
upon the westernmost continent of Cunerin?"

"I make it my business, worm, to know of every realm of substance on every world
and moon of Doran and of anything notable that happens in them."

"Then your Gloriousness will know of the current ruler of this land and the means
by which he came to power?" She nodded, waving at him to continue. "For the last
three years, the usurper Grand Prince of Tasevanya has most cruelly taxed his people
so he might assemble the wealth owed to the Arcanist's  of Wennata, payment for
their aid in overthrowing his brother. That payment is now ready for delivery and
accordingly the Wennatan's will send a ship to collect it. This humble and obedient
slave knows when this ship is due to arrive, and proposes that a well-motivated band
of men can seize the vessel while it is in transit back to the moons of Bolsander. The
wealth aboard would be of benefit to your treasury and an adornment to your already
considerable beauty and power."

"I know of this ship, lowly wretch, and its cargo. And while my Corsairs fear no
man living this this side of the grave and would sail into Hell itself at my command,
neither do I risk their lives needlessly. The Wennatan Arcanist's are powerful foe to
be reckoned with and they pay us a yearly tribute to leave their commerce alone. To
attack  their  treasure  ship  would  only  earn  their  enmity...and  their  memory  for
grudges is a great as their knowledge of the Aethyr."

"Blessed Lady, ever you prove an example to all lesser beings! Know that I would
die ten thousand times over before even considering you might act with the slightest
hint of dishonor! If the Zeghavian Corsairs were to attack this ship openly, then war
would certainly be the result. But I submit that if the attacking force was comprised
of men unconnected to your Radiance - as painful as that may seem! - men with
experience in war and skullduggery of all sorts, currently held in the bonds of slavery
on the planet below, then the risk to you and yours would be as nothing. For these
desperate men would have nothing to lose and everything to gain undertaking such a
hazardous venture...and if they failed they would appear merely as an anonymous
band of brigands acting on their own, with no affiliations whatsoever to any major
power."

"And do you know of such men, most despicable one?"
"Glorious Lady, whom the Suns themselves envy! My companions await down on

the planet, eager to serve you in this matter. Their lives are as nothing compared to
the prospect of success in this venture and the knowledge that their small efforts
contributed in some way to your everlasting glory."

"Surely that alone is not all you seek? What else do you hope for?"
"Well...now that you mention it. Once the treasure has been seized and delivered

back into your most majestic presence, and once it  has been divided among your
most loyal servants, it is our hope and desire that once this is all done there will be
enough left to purchase our freedom and release."

"That's it?"



"To be ever in the presence of a woman such as yourself would be the greatest
honor of all.  But since you would not wish the company of a lowly worm such as
myself one moment longer than necessary...then I fear mere freedom would have to
do."

He was  a  charming  rogue,  there  was  no  doubt  about  that.  Though ragged  in
appearance,  he  spoke with  the  tongue of  a  seasoned courtier  from a  land where
formal speech ran towards the grandiloquent. And the plan laid out before her had
its merits.  But still,  she was suspicions.  It seemed too good, promised too much.
There was a catch there, something she'd missed and that feeling along was reason
enough to  refuse  in  her  book.  She  opened her  mouth,  ready  to  decline,  when a
chamberlain appeared by the side of the throne, holding a folded message on a silver
platter. Frowning, she took the folded slip and opened it

Three words were written there in a blocky hand. Take the offer. Below was the
signature - Ulzarad.

She looked up, directly at a carved wooded screen embedded in the wall above the
audience chamber. A dark hooded form lurked behind it, watching the proceedings
with interest.

The Neverborn wanted this mission to go forward.  Interesting...  "What is your
name, slave?"

"Gaebrel Harrn, if it please you, Glorious Lady."
"I have heard your arguments. I find them..." She paused for a long moment, the

span of three heartbeats. "Persuasive. You shall have everything you need." Turning
her attention for the first time to those who came with him, she asked. "These others,
who are they?"

Gaebrel gestured at Pohtoli. "This is one of my companions, a man both brave and
wise." Right on cue, Pohtoli bowed.

"And the other two,  who have not dared lift  their  eyes from the moment they
arrived?"

"My master and one of his freeborn servants."
"Hmm." Another pause. Then she stood. Switching over to Haleric, she ordered

one of the guards, "See that he gets everything he needs." Then to Gaebrel, "Bring me
fortune, Master Harrn, and all that you desire shall be yours."

With that she exited the hall,  leaving by another door to the side. As she went
through, Yinyanni could heard saying, "Bring that treacherous snake to me at once!"

The  guard  with  the  orders  approached  Gaebrel,  bowed  slightly  and  gestured
towards another door. "This way. Bring your friends with you."

Gaebrel followed him out, a happy smile on his face. It worked...not as well as he
planned, mainly because he had no plan to begin with, which was in itself almost a
plan. At moments like these, with the blood racing and heart pounding, a man knew
beyond a  doubt  that  he  was  alive.  Pohtoli  followed behind,  the  look on his  face
suggesting the desire to have strong words with his companion the moment they
found a measure of privacy.

The two slaves left. Ozir'al and the overseer remained where they were, foreheads
pressed to the floor, arses raised high. A minute passed before Ozir'al  looked up,
turning one way, then the other. In a plaintive tone he asked the open air and the
world in general, "What about my money?"

"I know there is something you want to say to me."
"Oh, is what you think?"
"You  glare  at  me  like  I'm  some  scoundrel  about  to  run  off  with  your  virgin

daughter, assuming you had one. You don't, do you?"



"If I did, rest assured my reaction at your sniffing about her would not stop with a
mere glare."

"Again, I sense an undercurrent of hostility in your voice. Rather than let it fester
over the next few hours, just tell me what is on your mind."

"Why speak when I can show you?"
A moment passed. No words were spoken apart from a sudden muffled curse on

Gaebrel's part. Then...
"That hurt!"
"I punched you in the face. It's supposed to hurt!"
"Right..." Another paused, while fingers probed the injury. "Nothing broken, no

teeth missing. Happy now?"
"Not in the slightest. I had planned on kicking you quite severely afterward, a few

cracked ribs on your part going quite a long way towards restoring my usual sense of
tranquility. But since my survival is dependent on your remaining healthy, I'll settle
for calling you a bloody idiot with a pile of shit masquerading as a head. What the
hell were you thinking?"

"The risk was necessary." Gaebrel stood back up, waggling jaw back and forth in a
vain attempt to dispel the ringing in his ears. "The only one who could give us a ship
sits at the top of the pile."

"The First Captain?"
"Truth be told, I didn't think it would go that far. Maybe someone a rung or two

down the ladder..."
"Spirits of my ancestors, why have you abandoned me?" Pohtoli wandered away,

shaking his head and leaning against  a bulkhead for a moment.  The ferry taking
them back to the surface - one that belonged to the First Captain, shook a bit as it hit
some turbulence in the atmosphere. He took several deep breath, running though a
calming exercise taught to him as a boy, for which the last few months had given him
ample reason to use. "You don't do anything by halves?" he finally said.

"How do you mean?"
"No half-measures on your part. When you do something, it is to the bitter end.

You plunge the knife all the way to the hilt."
"It's the only way to live."
"And an easy way to die." He walked back over, ignoring the bitter looks from

Ozir'al, huddled in a far corner of the hold. Now that Gaebrel and the others were
working for the First Captain, he no longer had authority over them, even though he
remained their legal master.

"Cheer up, Pohtoli! Yesterday we were both bound for a slow death in a desert
wrecking yard. Now we're in the service of the First Captain of the Zeghavian's, about
to embark on a grand quest full of excitement and adventure!"

"A suicide mission for a knife-happy witch, that's how I see it."
"Worth it, if it means I never touch that crowbar again."
"This will end badly, mark my words."
"Well, if that's your attitude..."
"Count your blessings it was me here and not Gerel."
"Which is why I brought you along."
Pohtoli could think of any number of responses to that, ranging from the pithy to

the obscene. Instead he walked to the other side of the hold and sat down on a crate,
crossing his arms and muttering imprecations under his breath.

The ship made good time, landing outside the wrecking yard just before sunset.
"We leave at dawn," said the Corsair in command of the vessel. "Be ready by then."

"As you say, your honor!" Gaebrel flipped him a salute as he disembarked.



Ozir'al climbed down the gangplank, giving Gaebrel and look of pure venom. "I
will  have my money,"  he growled,  spitting  on the  ground.  The overseer  followed
after, still pale-faced and shaking. It would be days before he returned to his usual
vicious self.

Pohtoli came up beside him, seemingly calm again. "So, what now?"
"You're not going to hit me again?"
"Would it make any difference?" Pohtoli shook his head. "No, it seems fate has

placed me on this path. I have no choice but to see where it leads."
"Good. You can start by helping me convince the others."
The four other men on the crew were trudging back to the slave quarters when the

ferry landed not more than fifty yards away. The were seated around the fire eating
the usual stale dinner when Gaebrel and Pohtoli came to join them. The overseers
left the gate wide open, itself a sign that something unusual was afoot.

"Given that the two of you are still among the living," said Morrec, "can we assume
it all went as planned?"

Gaebrel nodded, unable to keep a wide smile from filling his face. Pohtoli merely
spat into the fire. "My friends, we have a ship and all the supplies we need to embark
on what will be a most profitable venture. Say your farewells to the sand and heat of
this place. We leave at dawn."

The others smiled and laughed as well...save Morrec, who merely looked troubled.
"What exactly is required of us?" he asked hesitantly. "And what manner of sins and
offenses must we commit against our very souls to pay for such passage?"

"Tell him," Pohtoli said.
Gaebrel rubbed the back of his neck. Sun's and Spirit's, he was tired...right now a

warm patch of sand under the tree was as inviting as a feather bed. "We spoke with
the First Captain herself." That bit of news got their attention. "I told her about the
ship and its cargo...then I volunteered our services in stealing it."

The smiles vanished as quickly as they came. "That wasn't in the plan," said Gerel.
"What did you think I meant when I said 'extremely dangerous?'"
"Not this! The First Captain...."
"It is a sin," declared Morrec. "A violation of the laws of the Godhead and the

Prophets..."
"Let him finish." Yasinnic spoke, looked at them all, quelling the argument before

it really had a chance to begin.
"Thank you."  Gaebrel  nodded to him gratefully.  "There  was no other way.  If  I

simply told her about the ship and left it at that, she would have laughed in my face
and sent us packing. But now she has an interest in this venture and every motivation
to see it through to the end." He explained the details, how they would be responsible
for capturing the ship and delivering its cargo to the First Captain. "In return, we
leave as free men."

Silence reigned over the fire as they considered the implications. "The ferry back
to the moon leaves at dawn," Gaebrel finally said. "I can't force anyone go. If its too
much for you, then stay. But if  you want something more than breaking up dead
ships with crude tools while the whips wear you down, then say so now."

Another  pause.  Then  Yasinnic  spoke.  "I  am  in."  His  words  carried  over  the
crackling of the flames. "I will go."

Gaebrel nodded, the gratitude evident on his face. "Thank you."
Gerel scowled. "It boils my blood, joining with those thieving scum...but if that's

the only choice, then so be it." He glared at Gaebrel.  "But when this is done, any
Zeghavian that comes within range of my knife will feel its sharp edge!"

"You know where I stand," Pohtoli said. "Try not to get us killed."



Hurren  looked  into  the  fire,  his  ursuhli  features  unreadable  to  human  eyes.
"This...venture," he rumbled, "it will be dangerous?"

"Very dangerous." Gaebrel hesitated a moment. "There is a chance some of us may
not survive."

"Blessed Ancestors, do you really think so?"
There was a wistful tone in Hurren's voice that made Gaebrel more than a little bit

nervous. "Almost certainly. In fact I can guarantee it."
Hurren bared his teeth, the ursuhli equivalent of a smile. His massive fist smashed

into the ground, gouging a hole the size of a melon. "Then I am with you! Ha!"
Only Morrec remained silent. All eyes turned to the Crannenaar, who seemed to

be wrestling with a profound moral dilemma. Something that happened quite often,
Gaebrel suspected. "What say you?" he asked.

Morrec stared down at the ground, his face a mask of misery. "It is a sin to steal,"
he muttered. "Another black mark on my soul!"

"If it makes you feel better, the fellows we're stealing it from are themselves fairly
despicable,"  Gaebrel  pointed  out.  "So taking  the  goods in  question  might  not  be
entirely bad or at least might balance out in the end..."

"Your knowledge of theology is lax. Two wrongs do not make a right. The Godhead
is not mocked in such a fashion."

"I've not the time or inclination to debate religious doctrine with you. Stay if you
wish and evangelize the sands..." His voice then trailed off as old memories from
childhood floated up from the depths.  Life  was hard and Mama wasn't  the most
attentive of parents to begin with. He might have starved if it hadn't been for the
Archaerim missionaries at the local temple, doling out free meals along with their
sermons. The former was widely appreciated by scores of hungry children, though
the latter didn't stick in Gaebrel's case.

"Correct me if I'm wrong, but isn't the universe and everything within it created
and sustained moment by moment as an Act of Will by the Godhead?"

"Of course."
"Which means that everything that happens is, at least indirectly, a sign of His will

in action."
"Not...exactly. Free Will does play a major role..."
"Even so, to know the Will of the Divine is the highest goal any man can set for

himself, even though that Will is by definition Mysterious and Unknowable."
"That's an extreme simplification..."
"So  who's  to  say  this  opportunity  isn't  an  Act  of  Will  by  the  Creator  Of  All,

graciously  provided as a chance for you to earn redemption for those sins which
burden your soul so heavily?"

Morrec still seemed unconvinced and Gaebrel was ready to give up at that point.
But then the Crannenaar nodded reluctantly. "Your argument has holes wide enough
to ride a horse through," he said. "But I am too tired to argue any further. I shall go
with you."

"Welcome aboard, preacher!" Gaebrel grinned, which seemed to make Morrec all
the more miserable.  He turned to the others,  throwing his arms wide.  "Get what
sleep you can, and put aside any future notions of wrecking ships under a hot Sun.
Come the morning,  we will  leave  this  place  and unless Fate  is  in an exceedingly
perverse mood, none of us will ever see it again!"

Yinyanni  dismissed  her  servants  with  an  annoyed  wave.  "See  that  we  are  not
disturbed!"

Turning to Ulzarad, she waited with gritted teeth while he removed the heavy robe



and laid it across the back of a table. Further words were forestalled as he ambled
over to a sideboard loaded down with various exotic liquors, pouring himself a glass
of  something  green  and  sweet  and above  all  strong.  She  stifled  her  anger  as  he
knocked it back in a single gulp, something that would reduce any other man to a
spate of coughing and gasping. "Delicious," he sighed.

"Finished, are you?" Yinyanni snapped. "Done with your fun?"
"I am never done. Pleasure is its own reward and should be sought out on every

occasion." He poured himself another glass.
Yinyanni strode forward, knocking the drink out of his hand. "I will not be mocked

in in my own home, in front of my men! If you have something to tell me, say it to my
face. Don't pass along notes like some schoolgirl!"

"Keeping my presence a secret is still a priority." He watched the liquor seep into
the  floor  with  obvious  regret.  "I  could  hardly  address  you  publicly...not  without
raising all kinds of questions."

"You shouldn't be interfering at all!" She suppressed her anger with some effort, it
clouded her judgment, and she needed her wits sharp at the moment. "Why were you
interested in that man and his mad plan?"

"It seemed plausible enough from where I stood."
"It's as likely to fail as succeed...and the benefit will be to the Zeghavian's, not the

Hegemony. What's your stake in all this?" No answer came."Well then, perhaps I'll
take that treasure ship and fly it into the Sun, an offering to Doran itself, we can use
all the friends we can get..."

She took a step back. The Neverborn's dark eyes fixed on her, the smile vanishing
for a brief moment, revealing the cold cruelty that lay beneath. A beast, straining on
its  leash...she  forced  away  her  fear,  hid  it  beneath  an  imperious  glare.  She  was
Yinyanni the Cruel, First Captain of the Corsairs. No man would intimidate her.

Then the smile returned, covering up the darkness. "You are right, as always," he
said. "I do have an interest in that man...or rather in the treasure he is going to steal."

"What would that be? In the interests of our prospective alliance, of course."
Ulzarad appeared to weigh his words. "There is an...item, hidden in that cargo. An

artifact of sorts, stolen from us long ago. A trinket, you must understand, but of some
importance to our leaders." The lies spilled easily off his tongue. "It belonged to an
ancient hero of ours...no one you would have heard of, but greatly honored among
my people"

"I didn't think your kind were that sentimental."
"You'd be surprised. The Hegemony would consider it a great blessing if our lost

property were returned."
"I see." Plainly she did not believe, but chose not to press the issue. With a wave

she  ended  the  argument.  "Very  well,  should  our  merry  band  of  desperate  men
succeed  in  their  pilferage,  you  may have...whatever  it  is.  You haven't  mentioned
exactly what this item is."

"No. I didn't" Ulzarad stooped down, scooping up the fallen glass, turning it this
way and that, admiring the way the light reflected off the droplets of drink clinging to
the sides. "There is one other thing," he said. "When these fine fellows return from
their great adventure, what do you plan on doing with them?"

"They asked for their freedom."
"Do not grant it." A particularly strange hue of color caught his eye in the crystal.

"Congratulate them, embrace them...then send each and every one to an early grave."
"Seems a bit excessive." Now he really had her attention. "What does it matter to

you if they live or die?"
"It would better  for everyone involved not to have those men running around.



Who knows what stories they might spread?"  He set the glass back on the table,
meeting her gaze. Again, the mask slipped, just for a moment.

"I'll...consider it."
"Good. Do that." He picked up the cloak.
The  gates  of  the  fortress  opened.  Once  again  the  carriage  rattled  out,  headed

through the twisting streets of the town, bound for the estate in the country. The
drivers snapped the whip over his head, urging the horses on, clearing a path through
the streets with shouts and curses. By now he'd memorized the quick routes in and
out, though in Isunla 'quick' was a relative term at best.

The  carriage  made  its  way  through  a  craftsmens  quarter,  filled  with  small
workshops behind store fronts. The air  echoed with hammer blows on metal,  the
grinding of potters wheels, the stink of freshly cured hides being delivered from the
tanneries several miles to the east. Twice he had to fend of vendors rushing up to the
windows, poking trays of honey nuts or day-old fruit and hollering at the top of their
lungs.  They  seemed  awful  persistent  this  day,  continually  pulling  at  the  leather
curtain  on  the  window  and  imploring  the  honored  passenger  within  to  buy  a
moments refreshment...

Eventually the driver sent them off with several blows from a riding crop he kept
by his  side  for  such  occasions.  The  commotion  kept  his  attention  firmly  focused
downwards, away from the upper windows of the building across the street and the
tall,  gray-haired fellow seated there, sipping a drink and paying what some might
have considered an inordinate amount of attention to the antics of the nuts-and-fruit
men. When one of them managed to wrench the curtain aside, he perked up even
more. It was only for an instant, but that was enough see what needed to be seen...he
turned away when the driver brandished the crop.

"We'll have to pay the vendors extra for that," he said to his partner across the
room.

"Did you see him?"
"Yes. Our information was correct. They've sent one of their own here."
"Neverborn." The other agent shook his head. "Why take such a risk? If it became

known..."
"I'll write the message." He went to a desk and took out a pen, ink and sheet of

paper. “With luck we can get it out on the next boat. You deal with those fellows in
the street. Pay them for their troubles...then pay extra to forget."

"Once they've drunk it up, the bastards will come back for more."
"By then we'll be gone." The pen was scratching across the page, leaving behind a

series  of  nonsensical  symbols  assigned  to  the  current  cipher.  "We need  to  know
where that carriage is headed. Something is afoot."

"It'll be risky.."
"We've  no  choice.  Speak  to  the  usual  contacts.  Spread  some gold  around,  for

something like this the expense doesn't matter. We need to know more..."



CHAPTER SIX

"It is a fine ship we are providing you." The Field Master waved a fly whisk back
and forth as he led them down the long parked rows of vessels on the landing field.
"Small in size to be sure, but fast. And with a real sting where it counts."

"And the crew?" Gaebrel asked. "What of them?"
"Good men...few in number though. You and yours will  have to help out once

underway, learn the ways of rope and sail as it were. No room for idle hands on our
ships. You'll earn your keep there, mark me. Oh yes you will."

Gaebrel took note of it, glancing back at the companions. It was a question he'd
forgotten to ask; they were about to take to the Empyrean and he had no idea who
else had experience sailing it. And even he was a bit rusty, truth be told...

He put the thought away for now, locking it in the back of his mind to be examined
later at his leisure. Instead Gaebrel looked up and around, at the tall prows of the
Corsair vessels lining the field. Long lean raiders sat next to wide frigates and wide-
bellied  cargo  haulers,  perfect  for  carting  away  plunder...or  captives.  Wooden
figureheads stared down with blank painted eyes, men in armor holding a variety of
weapons,  bare-breasted  women  thrusting  their  chests  out  as  a  challenge  to  all,
strange beasts and snarling predators to terrify enemies and keep ill luck at bay.

His skin itched. That morning they'd had their first bath in ages, the accumulated
filth of months scrubbed away in tubs of hot water. Hair was cut short on three of the
four humans, faces scraped clean as well. The barbers took one look at Hurren and
quickly moved on, the ursuhli devoting his time instead to polishing his tusks until
they shone. Yasinnic merely replaced the worn leather strap binding his hair with
another.

When  they  were  done,  a  messenger  from  the  First  Captain  awaited,  formally
explaining what they already knew. The Corsairs would claim no knowledge of the
raid should they fail. If they succeeded, they were expected to return to Lenasi with
whatever plunder they could seize, all of which was considered the property of the
First Captain the moment it was touched. Failure would be met with punishment, the
specifics not necessary given the nature of the Corsairs and more specifically their
leader. Betrayal on the part of Master Harrn and his companions would be met with
death...and to drive home the point a crew would be assigned to their ship, both to
aid in its manning and to keep an eye on the six of them. They were drawn from the
most seasoned and loyal ranks of Corsairs and had in their possession the keys to the
weapons locker. When the time came to take the treasure ship, said locker would be
opened and the contents distributed as needed. Any sign of treachery on the part of
the companions and those same weapons would used in their summary executions.

The preliminaries done, the Field Master led them to a nondescript-looking brig
parked between a pair of frigates. The tubby hull looked weather-beaten, the sails on
the three masts oft-patched.  In other  words,  much like  ten thousand other  ships
traveling the Empyrean at that moment. Painted on the hull was the name Garren's
Pride.

"What's he so damned proud about?" Gaebrel muttered, looking at the vessel. "Is
this it?"

"Taken in a raid two years back. She don't look much, but everything works as it



should.  There  are  brand new rods  down in  the  ascension  locker.  She'll  take  you
where needs be...which I don't know by the way and don't much care too."

The point being made, the Field Master cupped hands to his mouth. "Ahoy the
ship!" he bellowed. "Passengers coming aboard!"

A moment passed, then the cargo door on the bow opened, dropping down with a
thud on the grassy field. Three men stood inside wearing plain sailors garb, one of
them fingering the long belt knife at his side. “You be the specials from th' fortress?"
he asked, speaking Haleric with a thick brogue native to certain regions on Aduram.

"That be us." Gaebrel resisted the urge to mimic the accent. "And you are?"
"The name be Gedsulas." He crossed his arms over his chest. "The others...ye'll

learn their names soon enough, 'specially iff'n ye try our patience." He looked at the
others, gaze lingering on Hurren for a moment, a frown creasing his brow. "Any of
you fine fellows ever work a ship?"

"I have," Gaebrel said.
"Anyone else?"
A pause. Then Morrec tentatively raised a hand. "I served as a deckhand on my

trip to Doran."
"Did you now?"
"To pay for my passage."
"Who else then?" No answers.  Gerel crossed his arms,  his mouth set in a thin

angry line. Being this close to Corsairs without a weapon at hand went against his
grain in more ways than could easily be counted.

"So be it. Ye'll learn soon enough, oh yes! We need more hands for this scow and
bugger me with a musket if you lot be lying about while we do honest work!"

They trooped aboard. The hold smelled musty, as ship's holds tended to after a few
days. Crates and barrels loaded down with supplies for a long voyage. A door towards
the stern led to the weapons locker, which they were warned to avoid, the ascension
locker and the galley. A narrow stair led up to the second deck, which held the chart
locker,  surgeons  room  (currently  unused)  and  various  other  chambers  whose
purposes went over their heads. There were also two cabins. "I ha' yonder one to the
left," said Gedsulas. “Stay out, iff'n y know what's good for ye!"

"Who has the other?" inquired Pohtoli.
Right on cue, as if this were a playhouse, the door the said cabin flew open. Out

stepped the last face any of them expected to see. "Here at last," said Ozir'al Bal-
Gubba, emerging with a wide smile. "The men who will make me rich."

"What is this?" Gaebrel looked to Gedsulas who merely shrugged, then back at the
owner of the wrecking yard, the man still legally his owner. "How..."

"My property, that is what you still are. And you promised me money, yes you did!
I'll get what's coming to me, the First Captain herself promised a full share in the
treasure. And if you cause any trouble..." He tapped the dagger at his belt, the grin
turning evil.

"The  powers-that-be  say  he's  to  come  along."  Gedsulas  spat  off  to  the  side,
seemingly  displeased  at  the  prospect.  "Brought  a  few o'  his  men  along.  Ye'll  be
beddin' down wit' them in the hold. Mind you doan cause no trouble."

Gedsulas didn't bother hiding the contempt he felt for Charulani scum on his ship,
turning his back and headed up a ladder to the main deck. Gaebrel and the others
followed, Ozir'al watching each one of them, licking his lips as he imagined how each
of them might die.

Dawn came, the pitch dark of the Lenasian night giving way to the twilight of its
day. The ascension crew fired up the oven, Morrec drafted into their number, holding
the long rods in the rapidly warming locker as the others fed the coals. The other five



were on deck, given menial tasks while the Corsairs were up and out in the rigging.
Sails flapped open soon as they cleared the field, Gedsulas setting a westward course,
running before the wind as he headed out of the world. Soon enough the dark blue of
the sky was replaced by the dark gray of the Empyrean. Charulan hulked to port,
open air to starboard as the little ship headed away from the Sun.

The rods were stowed, confirmation of this coming a few moments later as Morrec
emerged  from  below,  gasping  for  air  and  soaked  head  to  foot  in  sweat.  "Saints
beyond!" he said, wiping his forehead and breath with relief at the cooling touch of
the Celestial Wind.

"Hot enough for ye?" Gedsulas asked with a laugh. Not waiting for an answer, he
turned to Gaebrel. "So, where to?"

Before Gaebrel could answer, Gerel stepped forward. "Bolsander," he said firmly.
"There are some men we must speak with."

"There are?" said Gedsulas.
"There are?" said Gaebrel, almost at the same time. Gerel nodding slightly, and

Gaebrel snapped his fingers. "Oh...right! How could I forget. Bolsander, Captain."
"Which moon o'  Bolsander?"  Gedsulas asked.  No answer was  forthcoming.  He

shrugged and turned back to the mainmast. "Sort it out among yerselves, I just be
along for the ride. And for a lot more, iff'n you lot come up short. No guesses as to
what means!"

Soon as he was out of earshot, Gaebrel turned to Gerel. "Bolsander? Why?"
"Not here." Gerel glanced at the Corsairs. "We talk below."
"Aye." He called to the others and went down to the hold, the Corsairs watching

them go. Down the ladder they went, Hurren huffing as he squeezed his bulk through
the narrow passage. On the second deck, the cabin door flew open again the moment
Gaebrel's foot touching planking. "When this is over," Ozir'al hissed. "I kill you first."

"Good to know!" Gaebrel replied cheerful, executing a mocking bow. Ozir'al spat at
his feet and slammed the door shut.

No sign of Ozir'al's men in the hold. "Must be in the galley, stuffing their faces,"
Pohtoli mused. "Even less use as crewmen than we are."

"I didn't expect to see him again," Gaebrel said. "Like a bad smell that won't go
away...makes no sense."

"It makes perfect sense," Pohtoli observed.
"Do tell."
"Gedsulas and his lads watch us...but who will  watch them? Away from Lenasi

they're as much on their own as we are. If we succeed in this mission, they might
decide to keep the loot for themselves, slit our throats and raise sails for the Bright
Lands or Olysi.  But Charulan is Ozir'als home, he has every reason to come back
along  with  a  vested  interest  in  our  success.  So...he  watches  Gedsulas,  Gedsulas
watches him and both of them watch us."

"Perhaps he should have an accident," Gerel said, cracking a knuckle with relish. It
seemed he wouldn't be happy until he had the chance to kill someone from his list of
ancestral  enemies,  which  only  grew  longer  every  time  it  was  mentioned.  "The
Universe  will  not  weep  if  he  falls  into  the  Empyrean...though  it  is  possible  the
Empyrean might throw him back..."

"No." Gaebrel put an end to that line of reasoning immediately. "No murders, no
knives in the dark! This is the hand we're dealt, we must play it for now as best we
can. Now, why Bolsander?"

Gerel  opened his  mouth,  but it  was Hurren who answered.  "There is someone
there who can help us. A facilitator of arms."

"A what?"



"Someone  who  finds  work  for  men  like  us,"  Gerel  explained  patiently.
"Mercenaries are in high demand around Bolsander...all those moons and their petty
wars. All sorts of offers made for anyone hiring out their sword, but it's not always an
easy thing to connect buyers and sellers,  or to know which of them is legitimate.
Moxida is the one to see if your looking to hire or be hired. 'Taking the account,' we
call it."

"How does this help us?" asked Morrec.
"Knowledge is his business," answered Hurren. "He knows everything happening

around Bolsander, or least everything that matters. Wennata is a moon of Bolsander,
if they send out a treasure ship, in time Moxida will hear of it, will know how many
men are aboard and how it  is  armed. Never go into battle  without knowing your
enemy. The the graveyards are full of men who ignored that rule."

"And he'll simply tell us for the asking?" Pohtoli asked, somewhat skeptically. To
his mind, nothing this side of death ever came for free

"Are questioning my word?" Gerel shot back with a glower, hands bunching into
fists at the mere suggestion.

"Not in the least, but the fellow you describe doesn't sound the type to do anything
from the goodness of his heart."

"He owes us a debt of honor," said Hurren. "Our last employer was through him."
Nods  all  around.  Being  sold  into  slavery  was  the  sort  of  thing  to  leave  hard

feelings. "Which moon are we headed to?" Gaebrel asked.
"No moon. It's a way station, built on a rock in close orbit. Anyone looking for

business on the sly goes there."
"Wonderful." Morrec closed his eyes in despair, making a sign of protection over

his heart. "A thieves kitchen is what you mean."
"They have an Archaerim shrine as well," Gerel pointed out, still somewhat piqued

at the open skepticism from the others. Such questions did not sit well...when a man
of honor spoke, his word should be accepted until proven otherwise. "A place to go if
you feel the need to make peace with your gods."

"Sin and salvation," Gaebrel observed with a laugh. "My kind of place indeed!"
Morrec turned about. "I go now to pray for all our souls," he announced, touching

his  chest  and  shoulders  with  clenched  fist  in  memory  of  the  Godhead  and  the
Prophets and shaking his own head at the unrepentant sinners he'd fallen in with. "If
a lightening bolt should strike from nowhere and blast us all to Hell...don't say you
weren't warned."

Dinner was served, the first in what promised to be a long procession of tasteless
stews supplemented with hunks of meat dried tough as shoe leather and biscuits that
might  serve  as  hammers  should  the  need  arise.  There  was  no  fruit  onboard,  a
surprising thing to Gaebrel's eyes. In the Harza States of his youth, no vessel would
leave port without a sealed keg of lime juice  at  least,  for it  was known that such
prevented scurvy. Any captain who tried would be pitched overboard by his crew and
judged innocent at the ensuing trial. Here they could only hope that the brig made
landfall before their gums started to shrivel and their teeth fell out.

"I was born Morrec Kesca Dheann," said Morrec as they all settled down to eat,
soaking their biscuits and beef in the stew in an attempt to soften them enough to
eat. "My home, which I pray I shall see again just once before I die, is a small town in
the Darendalic region of Crannen-Ord, the holy world where the Red Prophet walked
in the ages of glory!"

“Explains all the praying," Pohtoli muttered, poking at his biscuit. Still hard as a
rock...he sighed, looking about for something to bash it with.



Morrec pointedly ignored him. "My family is an old one and can look back on
generations of service to the Theocracy, happily swearing their blood and bodies in
the service of the Godhead and His Servants.  We number no less than two High
Canons among our ancestors and three of my cousins rank among the Elect, the most
senior of holy men, wise indeed in Matters Spiritual. All my life, from the moment I
was able to walk, talk and comprehend the ways of this fallen universe, I yearned to
follow  in  their  footsteps,  to  take  up  the  staff  of  a  priest  and  devote  my  life
wholeheartedly to the service of the One. There is no higher calling than to follow the
path  that  walks  under  the  Glory  of  Heaven.  My  entire  childhood  was  spent  in
preparation for this great work. Where other children spent their youthful hours at
play, I was at prayer. Where they distracted themselves with games and other follies,
I  devoted  myself  to  works  of  religion,  reading  the  lives  of  saints  and  seeking  to
emulate the Prophets as best I could. In retrospect, I was a prideful boy, who used his
faith as an excuse to avoid humility, scorning the weaknesses of others while ignoring
my own. A most terrible sin indeed and one I fear shall stain my soul until the day it
is called to the final judgment. Yet at the time this was not apparent to me, or anyone
else for that matter. My teachers heaped nothing but praise on my head. My mother
boasted of her son to all she met, my father proclaimed with every confidence that I
was destined for great things and would be remembered as a pillar of the Faith."

"Didn't turn out that way?" Gaebrel inquired, poking around in his stew. He fished
out a piece of dried meat and chewed on it for a while, his jaw aching after only a few
moments.

Morrec shook his head ruefully. "To every man and women born into this life the
Godhead gives a gift, by which they can aid in His Great Work. Some are blessed with
good health or comely looks, others with great strength or high intelligence. Some
possess faith so pure it allows them to hear the wisdom of the Suns, those mighty
servants of the Godhead and through them work all  manner of miracles.  But the
fallen nature of this universe and the flaws of the human soul mean that every gift
given to us shall be matched by a curse, a weakness that will divert us from our true
destiny, blinding the soul and leading it astray. Such is the origin of sin. For me, the
curse came in the forms of cards and dice."

"Gambler?" Pohtoli gave up hope of his piece of biscuit ever softening to the point
of being eatable and smashed it several times against the deck, resulting in a fistful of
crumbs.

"Despite my best efforts. When I was a child of twelve, an uncle taught me how to
play whisant, a simple card game common in the taverns of our region. To him it was
merely a moments amusement for a cranky boy. But I was enthralled. Afterward I
devoted myself to the study of cards, dice and other games of chance, to the point
that my studies in the Faith were neglected. The local priest eventually learned of this
and informed my parents.  They took away such vile items as I  had collected and
forbade  me from gathering  any  more.  I  did  my  best  to  obey,  burying  myself  in
religious works in the hope they would drive away this curse. But time and again I
only learned the limits  of  human weakness,  stealing out of the house at  night to
gamble with local boys who were not as scrupulous in their beliefs. Such bouts of
foolishness would only result in my visiting the temple on the next scheduled day of
worship to confess my sins. One might think that repeated descriptions of the same
offense  time and again  would be  a  sign of  a  severe  problem,  but  in  truth  I  was
somewhat pleased. There must be sin before there is redemption...or so I told myself,
a heretical belief by any measure and one that only swelled pride in my supposed
holiness.

"When I was seventeen, word came that I had been accepted as a novice in the



seminary of the Grand Temple of the Second Proclamation, built it is said on the very
spot  where  the  Red  Prophet  himself  slept  for  three  days  while  resting  from  his
journey. It is one of the most prestigious institutions in our province and going there
is a great honor. Needless to say both my parents were floating from pride at the
news.  I  packed  my  bags  and  traveled  there,  determined  to  dedicate  my  life  to
holiness and purge the demons from my soul once and for all. I would never again
touch cards, dice or drink, but live only for the Faith."

"How long before you broke?" Gaebrel asked, not unsympathetically.
"Three months."
"That's quite an accomplishment. Most men with your predicament would barely

last three days."
"The strict discipline of the seminary had everything to do with the length. Our

days were filled with studies, our nights with prayer. The priests watched us always,
so there was no opportunity for petty vice of any sort. Then came the Feast Day of
Saint Itualian the Serene, Patron of shepherds, cobblers and those who disappear
and are presumed dead. Being a man native to the region, his feast day was a holiday,
where the discipline of the temple was relaxed from one Sunrise to the next. I had
intended on spending that day in the chapel, but before I knew it my treacherous feet
led me to the doors of a local tavern, a place notorious as a gambling den. In I went,
met by a dice game in progress. I had little money on me, but that night luck was on
my side and I found myself with more than I arrived with. One of the players begged
for a final roll and in the spirit of charity I accepted..."

"Let me guess," said Gaebrel, remembering that last dice game of his own on the
Illia's Wager. "He won."

"Double ones, the best roll possible in that particular game." A sour smile flickered
on his face for a moment. "I'd lost everything and could nothing but reflect on my
foolishness and the evils inherent in games of chance. The other gambler reached out
to collecting the winnings...and another pair of dice fell out of his sleeve."

Winces from the others. "Not just a cheat," said Pohtoli. "An incompetent cheat."
"Surely  as  a  priest  in  training,  you  were  bound  to  forgive  and  forget?"  said

Gaebrel, silently wondering at the universality of cheaters and their methods.
"That's what I told myself afterward, when the constables led me away to the local

jail. Forgive and forget. Instead I saw those dice fall to the table The next thing I
knew, I was holding the broken remains of a chair with the cheater laid out on the
floor. By the time the law arrived to arrest me, he was dead. I was locked up in a cell
at  the  local  barracks  and  remained  there  for  three  months  while  a  long  and
convoluted legal argument took place between the temple and the local magistrates.
The priests to whom I was entrusted claimed that as a novice in training, I was bound
by ecclesiastical law and thus fell under their purview. The magistrates, I was told,
were willing to accept this until the family of the man I killed raised all manner of
objections. They were a wealthy lot, well-liked in the district, had influence with both
the magistrates and members of the local hierarchy, and were determined to see me
hang. Lawyers were assembled on both sides, arguments were made and refuted.
Word was sent to my family, who arrived with their own advocates. Eventually it was
decided that the issue would be sent to the provincial capital for adjudication, which
might take up to a year. My victim's father wasn't willing to wait that long...he bribed
the jail guards to hand me over, apparently his plans included strangling me to death
with his bare hands. Afterward they would claim I had escaped. Fortunately my own
father heard about this and bribed another guard to let me out first. I was spirited
away to a distant landing field, where my father handed me a small sum of money
and passage aboard a Doran-bound merchantman. He saved my life, but in the eyes



of the law I had escaped justice and was now a fugitive with a price on my head. I had
to leave the Theocracy, never to return. My father and I embraced, and I embarked
on the ship, remaining hidden in the hold until we had cleared the region around
Inveril.

"The money my father gave me was soon gone...lost in a shipboard game that I fell
into despite my best efforts.  Penniless, I considered ending my own life,  but that
would be one sin too many. Instead I chose to seek true redemption, casting aside my
pride and working as a deckhand on the ship. Once we arrived at our destination I
would endeavor to serve the Godhead in other ways. If I couldn't be a priest, then at
least I could be a missionary, bringing the Faith to heathens who knew it not, and
correction  to  those  Dissidents  whose misconceptions  pervert  the  True Archaelea,
saving  their  souls  by  leading  them  back  to  Orthodoxy.  But  then  the  Corsairs
attacked...and so on and so forth..."

A long pause. Morrec picked out his biscuit and to the surprise of the others took a
bite out of it. Gaebrel set aside his bowl, thinking back on all the money he'd won at
lost at dice and cards and various other wagers over the years. All harmless fun, it
seemed at the time. "So...no dice or cards around you then."

"I would appreciate it."
"Where  we  are  going,"  Gerel  pointed  out,  "there  will  be  opportunities  for  all

manner of gambling. Such a place may be difficult for one with your weakness."
Morrec shrugged.  "Then I  must pray that  the  Godhead and His  Suns give me

strength."
"Has that helped in the past?"
"Not yet...but I am confident it will in time. One who has Faith has everything he

needs." And he said no more, concentrating on his meal.
The others did the same for a while, the need to chew the leathery meat and rock-

like biscuits taking away the opportunity to talk.  Sips of watered down beer from
pewter cups aided in the process and helped disguise the taste, or rather lack of it.

Footsteps sounded.  Two of  Ozir'al's  men came down,  one of  them laughing at
some jest made by the other. They saw the six men huddled in their corner. Gaebrel
and the others met their gaze. A moment fraught with tension passed...had either
side been armed, hands would be at the hilts and handles of various weapons. Then
one of the two men, whom they recognized as an overseer from the wrecking yard,
smiled at them, extending a finger at their group and curving it around the bottom of
his  throat.  They disappeared  through a  hatch.  The companions returned  to their
meal, shaking their heads and muttering all manner of insulting comments.

Yasinnic stared at a long piece of jerky for a moment, then reluctantly took a bite.
"A idea occurs," he said after swallowing. The others looked, amazed at this most rare
of occurrences, Yasinnic sharing his thoughts. "Once this venture is complete, there
will be little reason keep us alive."

The others considered this. "Makes sense," Pohtoli said. "As soon as the treasure is
aboard, our usefulness ends."

"You do not expect the First Captain to keep her word?" said Hurren, frowning
with disapproval.

"She's  a  Zeghavian  harlot,"  Gerel  said.  "Once  they  bring  her  the  gold,  any
irregularities will fall by the wayside."

"Assuming  she  hasn't  ordered  our  disappearance  once  the  job  is  complete."
Gaebrel scraped up the last flecks of his stew. "Having us around afterward will raise
all  kinds of  difficult  questions.  And Ozir'al  seems more bent  on revenge than on
profit. He might take matters into his own hand."

More consideration and pondering followed. "We don't have the strength to fight



both," Gerel said. "Not to mention the lack of weapons."
"That won't be necessary," Gaebrel returned. "We shall try a different approach.

Subtlety instead of confrontation."
"Explain."
"Notice if you will the distrust between Gedsulas and Ozir'al and their respective

groups of ruffians, as great as the distrust they have for us. There is fire there, all we
need do is the find the fuel to feed it."

“Turn them against one another?" said Pohtoli.
"Why fight your enemies, if you can persuade them to fight each other?"
Pohtoli scratching his chin, eyes closing slightly as his supremely analytical mind

took the problem and disassembled it. The others watched with fascination, nothing
the way his face twitched slightly, lips moving wordlessly, almost seeing the gears
whirr and spin under that mop of wiry black hair. "It can be done," he allowed. "I will
take Ozir'al and his fellows. You focus on Gedsulas."

"Agreed."
"What about the rest of us?" said Gerel.
Gaebrel  scooped  up  the  last  of  the  stew  and  swallowed  it.  "Learn  how to  be

sailors," he said. "And think on how six men can take a heavily armed treasure ship
owned by a group of Arcanist's."



CHAPTER SEVEN

Three  weeks  passed.  The  Garren's  Pride  struck  deep  into  the  system,  the
oppressive heat of Doran lessening the farther they got from the Sun. Day watches
were spent on deck and in the rigging, where the six slaves undertook a swift course
of instruction in the sailors craft, the night watches spent nursing fresh aches and
calluses and sore muscles in places they never knew existed until now. Life on a ship
was controlled  by its  bell,  the  tones ringing out  on the hour,  ringing twice  for a
change in watch, ringing constantly for action stations should the need arise. Before
long they were hearing the bell in their sleep, the mark of a true sailor according to
one of the Corsairs when it was mentioned.

Gedsulas avoided the major routes in favor of a direct path to Bolsander, swinging
out in a wide arc from Charulan and following currents born when the warm air of
the Sun met cold air coming in from outside the system. Like a rider jumping from
once horse to another, the little ship shifted from current to current, driving its way
deep into the outer reaches of the system, where the worlds appeared as mere bright
orbs in the distance, their moons as smaller pricks of light, the other Suns tiny specks
beyond.

Then the ship turned towards the Celestial North, Gedsulas reefing half the sails
and letting the ship drift. They were in Bolsanders orbital path, he declared when an
impatient Ozir'al demanded an explanation, headed to the world as the world headed
to  them.  Not  to  worry,  the  good  master  would  arrive  as  scheduled,  and  in  the
meantime he and his men could continue their noble task of eating their way through
the contents of the galley! The last was followed by a gob of spit lobbed over the
portside gunwale and an angry glare at Ozir'al's retreating back. Gaebrel took note of
the Captain's resentment, even as Pohtoli followed the master below decks. When
Gaebrel's  watch was over and he went below decks,  he saw Pohtoli  drinking and
laughing with Ozir'al and his men, swapping jokes and dirty stories that made up in
luridness what they lacked in originality.  Better you than me, he thought silently,
hurrying on as a particularly obscene snippet assailed his ears.

Bolsander first appeared to them as a red-brown spot in the distance, standing out
against the Empyrean. Days went by and with each ringing of the watch bell it grew
larger and more distinct. Examinations through a spyglass showed a gigantic sphere
of dark red, streaked through with stripes of brown and muddy yellow that shifted
about slowly as the eye watched, the gases and clouds making up the greater part of
its bulk in a constant state of flux. Scattered about it were tiny points of light. The
moons, shining like diamonds in the dark night. Some were tiny, floating rocks too
small for an atmosphere, open to the Empyrean and home to those with nowhere else
to go. Others were worlds in their own right, as rich and populous as Cunerin.

"Bolsander." Gerel said the name as though it were some exotic beast of legend.
The others leaned in as he filled their  heads with exotic  stories and legends that
turned  out  to  be  true.  "There  must  be  something  about  the  gases  of  that  place,
slipping into the air of every world and the water their people drink. A strange place,
where the weird is considered normal, and what they consider weird..." He shook his
head at that.

"Do tell," said Gaebrel,  eager for any scandalous distraction after weeks at sail.



Some times it did seem as though the universe was closing in."Well..." Gerel grinned,
happy any chance to tell  a story. Another legacy of a desert background; at night
around the campfires, with nothing but sky above and sand around, the man who
could  tell  a  good  tale  never  lacked  for  friends.  "The  blood  of  the  people
there...something in them makes it run hot. The men are fierce, I fought more duels
in ten months than I did in ten years back home. And the women...let's just say the
scars on my back weren't gotten in battle!"

Laughter at that from the others. Even Yasinnic gave a brief smile. Hurren merely
looked confused. "I never understood what you mean by that."

Gaebrel opened his mouth to explain, but one look at the utter bafflement on that
ursuhli face halted stopped the attempt before it started. "It would take far to long to
explain."

"The first moon I visited was Udina." Gerel picked up where he left off. "Tis a
savage place...full of volcanoes and lava flows, the people living in the high places
where it is safe. The locals believe there is no problem that cannot be solved through
single combat, no matter how small or trifling. Two fellows of my acquaintance got
into an argument over which of them could throw a rock the furthest. Rather than
settle this as other men would, by actually throwing a rock and seeing who won, they
immediately went to the dueling ground, axes in hand, where one killed the other.
And they were the best of friends."

"What about the Wennatan's?" asked Pohtoli.
"Never went to their world, though I heard all manner of strange tales. Arcanist's

rule there and look on all others as lesser. It is said the great and mighty among them
keep harems numbering in the hundreds, that each night they perform secret rites of
unspeakable  carnal  depravity,  both  for  their  own  pleasure  and  to  strength  their
powers  and  extend  their  lives.  The  women  of  the  place  are  reputed  to  be  very
beautiful,  tall  and,  er...well-proportioned."  He made  an  hourglass  shape  with  his
hands, accompanied by a chorus of chuckles. "Natives of the place are forbidden to
leave,  and  if  they  do  leave  are  forbidden  to  return  unless  granted  special
dispensation.  Outsiders  are  not  allowed  to  land  on  pain  of  instant  death.  The
Wennatan Arcanist's can read the very thoughts in a man's head and execute anyone
with even the slightest hint of disloyalty..."

"And what  of  our  destination,"  said  Morrec,  visibly  wincing  at  the  more lurid
details. "What can you tell us?"

"Samsarida." And here Gerel scowled. "A vile dung heap, little more than a rock,
lying close to Bolsander itself. Prospectors use it as a base when they descend into
the upper layers, looking for precious gems that are kicked up from the lower depths.
Perhaps one in three finds anything and returns to tell of it. No one claims the place
as their own, making good for those seeking to do business in the shadows..."

Further description was cut off as Ozir'al and his men entered, laughing at some
joke. "Hey, Pohtoli!" one of them called out, waving him over. "Come join us! Got a
bottle of wine that won't empty itself!"

"Be right there, my friend!" Pohtoli gave them a nod and a grin, which turned to a
grimace the moment they went through the hatch. "Ozir'al brought a case of bad wine
with him, enough to float a hundred men for fifty years The scum have drunk halfway
through it. Three mornings in a row, I've woken up with a headache."

"We all  must make sacrifices,”  Gaebrel  said with  a  laugh."Yes...well,  duty calls
gentlemen." Pohtoli rose up and went to the hatch, pasting a wide smile on his face as
he went through. "Have you fellows heard about the women of Wennata..."

A few minutes later the five remaining in the hold found themselves indirectly
serenaded, as the muffled words of a song came through the thin wooden partitions.



The tune  was  one of  those  simple  contrivances  meant  to  appeal  to  children  and
drunken idiots,  the latter  in this case  swapping out some of  the more innocuous
verses for obscene creations of their own. After a few verses, Morrec stood and left
for the main deck, preferring a night in the Celestial Wind. A moment later Hurren
and Yasinnic joined him.

"Sounds like  Pohtoli  has  made friends,"  Gerel  noted,  frowning at  a  verse  that
suggested  an  act  involving  a  camel  and  two  women that  was  both  disturbing  to
imagine and physically impossible. "Suns and spirits, they are foul! Ozir'al and his
men are well suited."

"Better Pohtoli than me," Gaebrel said. "I couldn't drink with them.""No liking for
bad wine?"

"No liking for wine at all, or any other strong drink."
"You don't drink?" Gerel was surprised. "I find that hard to believe."
"Strong drink is a curse on man, it dulls the wits, inflames the senses and makes

fools of those who partake."
"You sound like Morrec...you two aren't long-lost brothers, perhaps?"
Gaebrel grinned. "He might take offense at that, though he'd have to forgive you

afterward. No, a man like me lives by his wits, always ten steps ahead of the mark.
Anything that slows my thoughts is something I avoid...though I have no qualms
about letting others partake. Being the sober man in a room full of drunks is a good
thing...makes picking their pockets that much easier."

"I'll keep that in mind, next time I visit a tavern. If Gaebrel is in the room, stick to
water and keep an eye on your purse!"

A pause,  then  he  asked,  "So,  what  about  Gedsulas?  Do  his  suspicions  grow?"
Another burst of laughter came through the walls.

"Aye,  though slowly.  It  is  subtle  work...unlike  those  cretins."  Gaebrel  jerked  a
thumb sternward. "To begin with, Gedsulas isn't an idiot. But I've planted the seeds.
With careful tending they should start to grow."

"Samsarida." Gedsulas pointed in the distance with one hand, shielding his face
with the other from the constant stream of fine grit blowing in it.

Gaebrel finished wrapping a scarf around his face, eyes narrowed to mere slits.
The creak of the timbers and the flapping of the sails that were the constant sound of
shipboard life were now joined by a hissing as they passed through a dust cloud,
vomited out from Bolsander the way a man with a pipe might belch out a stream of
smoke. The dust obscured the vision, but he was still able to see the object floating in
the distance, little more than a tiny dark smudge against the massive face of the gas
giant  spreading in all  directions to the portside.  A wall  of  roiling red and brown
currently blotched with angry specks of blue like boils on a face, or so they appeared
at  this  distance.  Closer  inspection  would  show  them  to  be  clouds  the  size  of
continents, created by some storm raging in the depths of the world.

They were far closer to the planet than Gedsulas liked. For veteran voyagers, gas
giants  like  Bolsander  were  treated  the  same  as  tigers,  wildfires  and  lightening
storms; best observed from a distance. Come too close and the fierce winds would
leave sails in tatters, spars broken and the crew at the mercy of whatever came next.
Prospectors and others who descended into those mad depths did so in specially
reinforced  vessels  and  still  suffered  a  casualty  rate  sufficient  to  give  them  a
reputation for both tremendous courage and utter insanity.

Samsarida wasn't quite as close as that, but close enough to make the trip there
unpleasant for voyagers used to the more moderate winds of the inner worlds. They
couldn't  approach  directly;  the  storms  kicked  up  currents  that  blew  directly



outwards, forcing approaching vessels to approach at a tack. Despite the difficulty,
the Garren's Pride was far from the only visitor coming in. Gaebrel counted at least
four others vessels turning back and forth, all headed to the bare bit of rock that was
also the biggest free port around Bolsander.

Gedsulas spat downwind over the side.  ”Been seven years since I  been to that
floatin' turd," he muttered. "Doubt she's much improved."

"No fond memories, Captain?"
"Nay...less  ye  call  a  knife  wound  and  a  bad  case  o'  the  scald  'fond.'  Scurvy

wench...it were a month afore I was pissin' right again."
"Good to know. Avoid the brothels...not that I was planning on a visit."
Gedsulas turned away from the world, brushing a thin layer of dust off his coat.

"Be at least a day or two before we get there...ye should be below, gettin' some sleep.
Hard work in this winds, wears a body out."

"Can't sleep with all that racket below."
"Ozir'al and his lot?"
Gaebrel nodded indignantly. "Spend all night drinking, spend all day lying about

with headaches. Can't get any sleep from the noise or the stench!"
"Aye...must be rough..."
"Layabouts, all of them. Drinking and pissing while my companions and I put in

honest work! Why is that, I ask you?"
"Ye and yours be slaves. They be free." But he didn't sound all that convinced.
"You're free."
"This is my ship, so..." He shook his head. "Bugger that. Once this trip be over, I'll

never see either lot of ya again, if the Suns be good! Why should I give a damn if they
drink themselves stupid?"

"What if they're not just drinking?"
A moments silence, as Gedsulas considered that. "What d'ye mean?"
"Only there are so many things those layabouts can talk about when they run out

of  obscene  stories  and start  getting  ideas.  And Ozir'al...he's  not  exactly  the  most
trustworthy sort."

"Go on." Gedsulas' hand slipped to the dagger at his belt.
Gaebrel saw this, but didn't let it throw him.
"My friend Pohtoli, he drinks with them sometimes."
"I've noticed. Why would he want their company?"
"Truth be  told he doesn't.  But  Pohtoli  does have a  liking for  wine and they're

willing to share."
"So?"
"After  a  few cups,  they  get  to  talking.  About  how they work  so  hard  back  on

Charulan, whipping useless slaves under the hot Sun and so on. And when they go
home at night their wives see their empty pockets and curse their laziness and lack of
initiative."

"Then maybe they should belt their wives across their mouths. Serve 'em right,
buttin' into mens affairs."

"Such has been done, yet still they complain and their children go hungry. Now
they're here, helping us steal a shipload of treasure." Gaebrel rolled his eyes at that,
Gedsulas letting out a bark of a laugh.

"Iff'n been drunk nine hours outta ten be called helpin'. Charulani swine!"
"'Why should we settle for a quarter-share?' That's what they say to one another,

Pohtoli tells me. 'We work hard and got nothing to show for it...why not take what
we're really owed, start over someplace that's green, where the weather's wet and so
are the women?' Of course, Ozir'al reminds them that the First Captain is their lawful



ruler, that they should be glad for what they get and look to the day they return to the
loving bosoms of their families." Another eye roll.

"Sure...I bet he does." But there was doubt in Gedsulas's
voice.
Gaebrel had watered those seeds...best not drown them. "Right...I need to sleep.

Hopefully the bastards will be dead drunk by now. Suns know I could use the quiet.
See you next watch, Captain." And he even saluted...trifle excessive, but he couldn't
help himself.

"Yeah...'til next time...."
Gaebrel  stepped away,  headed to the downside hatch. After a few moments he

looked over his shoulder. Gedsulas stood there, facing Bolsander, scratching his chin
with a finger, lost in thought,

That's right...draw your own conclusions. Gaebrel grinned and went below decks.

Pohtoli  draining the last  dregs in this  cup,  fighting back the urge  to  spew out
across the deck, his nostrils filled with the vile fumes. He slammed it down on the
table,  swallowing as fast as he could. Various internal  organs twisting and fought
against  one  another  as  the  rotgut  burned  its  way  down his  throat.  His  stomach
clenched, unable to believe what was being deposited within it. An attempt was made
to return  the  contents  from whence  they came,  which was  quashed quickly  as  it
began. Various aches and rumbling sensations down in his belly promised a full and
unpleasant accounting of this action on the morrow.

He opened his and let out a loud exhalation, somewhere between a sigh of relief
and cry of pain. "AAHHHH!"

Ozir'al and his men roared. "That's the spirit!" one of them bellowed, pounding the
table with his fist. "That's a man's portion right there!"

"Truly,"  Pohtoli  wheezed.  His mouth felt  as though acid  had sloshed back and
forth in some mad attempt at cleansing his teeth.Ozir'al was swigging from a beaker,
apparently  unfazed  by  the  fume  or  harsh  taste.  He  let  out  a  breath  of  pure
contentment, the smell wafting across Pohtoli's face, peeling away layers of skin and
in all likelihood causing his hair to fall out. "You know," he said expansively, the wine
softening the usual bitterness twisting his features, "you're not so bad for a slave."

"Er...thanks." Pohtoli forced himself to smile. "You're not so bad yourself, for a
master."

A common enough compliment,  the  sort  not  to  raise  too  many eyebrows,  yet
Ozir'al and his lads treated it as the greatest sort of joke. "Told you he was a funny
one!" the Master declaimed. "Hah! When we get back, think I'll keep you around, sort
of like a court jester! I'll be rich as a king, mind you, better start living like one."

"You favor me, your Majesty!" Pohtoli sprang up and executed a florid bow that
wouldn't  have been out  of  place  in some overheated  drama performed the stage.
More laughs, whistles and cheers followed. When he found his seat again, one of the
other man launched into a ribald story about some women he'd had carnal relations
with before leaving on this voyage. Perhaps one boast in ten was anywhere near true,
and the sheer banality of the tale was matched only by its familiarity;  he'd heard
variations of it a hundred times these last few days.

"Then she says 'don't go! How will  I live without you?'  And I say, "whore, I'm
already living without you!'"

"HA!" Ozir'al  thumped the table  with  his fist,  causing the assembled cups and
beakers to jump a inch, spattering drops of wine. "Now that is how it's done! None of
this mucking about with romance and pretty words! In and out and no looking back!
If only I knew that before I met my wives!"



"How many wives is that?" Pohtoli asked, dreading the response.
"Five." Ozir'al spat on the floor. "Each fatter and uglier than the last! And they

plop out brats like a dog drops turds. Mine own house is full of squalling infants
clawing at one other, enough to make a man think about sailing away...wait, I did!
Ha!"

More laughter and thumping on the tables. Ozir'al took a long drink. When he set
down the cup the smile was gone, the old sourness returning. "Five wives, each a foul
misery to me," he growled. "Picked up the last one a year ago as payment for a debt.
Her father says she's young and sweet, like morning dew on a flower, damn his poet's
tongue! Fifteen and fresh, untouched and ready for a man ready to take. One look
and I'm signing my scrawl across the marriage contract. And why not? Half my life
I'm  breaking  my  back...spit  on  by  those  below,  pissed  on  by  those  above.  Why
shouldn't I be entitled to bit of happiness, a small bit of pleasure? So I take her, taste
that honeypot and by my ancestors it was sweet! But then her blood stops flowing.
She's puking in the morning and before long her belly's big as a house. And once the
baby slides out, damn me if it doesn't shrink. Now she's fat as the others and twice as
mean, another flea sucking on my blood, always wanting more. Damn them all!"

He drank what was left in the cup, then refilled it from the beaker, disappointment
curdling  his  face.  There  was  silence  around  the  table  now,  the  others  knowing
Ozir'als black moods all too well. They'd heard it all before, but knew better than to
interrupt. "I tell you now," he said with a grimace, "when I get my share, I've half a
mind not to go back. Let those sows have the business, may they have more joy of it!
Let them sell their greasy parts on the street for any man that wants to pay! To hell
with them all, and their spawn! I'm not sure any of them are mine, truth be told, the
filthy sluts..."

His  voice  trailed  away,  lost  in  a  haze  of  alcoholic  self  pity.  Pohtoli  waited  a
moment, then moved in for the kill.  "A worthy goal," he said. "What man doesn't
want a second chance? But...I fear it may not happen."

"What do you mean?" Ozir'al looked up sharply.
"I hear things." Pohtoli proceeded carefully, this needed just the right touch, the

perfect combination of wine and resentment. "The Corsairs don't respect you fellows.
They say you do nothing but drink while they work the ship."

"They got that right!" said one of the man, to the laughter of the others.
But Ozir'al merely nodded. "Go on."
"It's probably nothing..."
"Go on!"
Pohtoli took a small sip from his cup. "I've heard them say that since they do all

the work, maybe they should get all the reward."
No laughter  at  that.  The  men exchanged angry  looks  across  the  table.  Pohtoli

shrugged. "Like I said, probably nothing. Just talk."
"Right." Ozir'al  drank from his cup. "Just talk.  Where did you hear this? From

your friend Gaebrel?"
Pohtoli smiled and stood up, wobbling slightly as the wine went to his head. "He's

no  friend  of  mine.  I  only  met  the  treacherous  swine  two  days  before  this,"  he
gestured about the ship, "was arranged. The son of a bitch would stab me in the back
if he could get away with it and I'd do the same to him."

"Right." Now Ozir'al let himself smile. "Knew there was a reason I liked you."
"Had to be." Pohtoli sketched another bow. "Right, I need to sleep, on duty in a

few hours! Gentlemen..."
He stepped through the door. No laughter or rough jokes followed, only the sound

of low voices speaking in all-too-serious conversation.



Morrec lying in his hammock, hands behind his head as Pohtoli staggered into the
hold. "How was the wine?"

"Hellish...almost as bad as the company. If I never touch the stuff again, it will be
too soon!"

"Terrible what wine will do to a man..."
"Spare me the sermon, please!" Pohtoli place a hand on his stomach, turning an

unhealthy shade of pale.
"As you wish. Did they bite?"
"Nibbled, more like. Give them time and they'll swallow the hook." He grimaced

and ran to a porthole. "If you'll excuse me..."
Pohtoli  poked  his  head  out  and  retched,  wine  spilling  from  his  mouth  and

splashing across the portside hull, leaving a long purplish stain. Morrec winced at the
sight and turned over, shaking his head at the sins of other men.

The  black  and  gold  banners  of  the  Zeghavian  Corsairs  were  taken  down  and
stowed safely below, replaced by a green and blue flag that could have belonged to
any number of small states scattered about the system. Sailors removed those items
that might be identified as Charulani in origin and spent several hours dreaming up
any number of false stories about who they were and where they came from. Most
wouldn't last under even minor scrutiny - the Lenasian accents sported by several
native to that moon being an obvious giveaway - but Gedsulas didn't count it as too
great a danger. Samsarida wasn't a place that encouraged inquiring minds.

A day and a half of tacking back and forth finally ended with the approach towards
the moonlet itself. Up close, Samsarida proved to be surprisingly disappointing, little
more than an oblong chunk of weathered stone half a mile in length. Long streams of
green-grey moss hung from the edges like  a  conglomeration of  old-mens beards,
while rickety wooden buildings clung to the topside, built low and long as protection
against the wind. There was no landing field, instead long spindly piers jutted out
from one end, to which a large array of shipping was docked.

"Doesn't look like much," Gerel told them as the steersmen guided them towards a
berth, stevedores on the dock hauling on a guide rope then looping it about a bollard
as the hull finally bumped up against the pier. "But this is one of the biggest free
ports in the system. No realm claims it, no law runs it except what you can get at
dagger point. Be on guard, there are men in those alleys that will murder you for the
rags on your back. And no one will stop them."

"My  kind  of  town."  Gaebrel  forced  a  grin  onto  his  face,  even  as  his  stomach
clenched.  He'd been in  his  share  of  open cities  like  this  over  the  years  and they
always proved eventful in not-at-all pleasant sort of way.

Gerel snorted at his show of bravado but thankfully said little more. The Corsairs
extended a  gangplank.  Several  of  their  number were  perched in  the  rigging  with
loaded muskets and blunderbusses, keeping a wary eye on the locals. Two of them
would also accompany Gaebrel, Gerel and Hurren as they went about their business
in the place. "Ain't cause I don't trust ye...which I don't by the way," said Gedsulas.
"It before yer own protection. Samsarida be no place for the vulnerable."

Hurren chuffed with outrage. "Does this look vulnerable, Corsair?" he rumbled,
raising a large clenched fist.

"Iff'n we return to Lenasi wi' a hold empty of naught but yer corpses...well, two
guesses what'll happen, but ye'll only need one."

"And  we  appreciate  the  company."  Gaebrel  stepped  off  the  ship,  the  others
following behind. A hand kept close to the knife thrust through his belt, a concession
the Corsair captain had readily agreed to the moment they arrived. They trod down



the dock, boards creaking ominously beneath Hurren's weight and causing them all
to hurry. The open Empyrean glared at them from either side while the orange face of
the gas giant dominated the view ahead. It was with some relief when they reach the
end of the rickety pier and stepped onto solid ground.

The Celestial Winds blew through the place, the metallic smell of the Empyrean
mixed with the reek of sweat, cooking oil, perfume and narrow streets choked with
years of filth, slowly compacting down into a spongy layer that no one looked at too
closely. The buildings were made from the scavenged timbers of wrecked ships, most
no more than a single story above the ground. Many were joined above by sturdy
planks and beams extended between roofs for more support, turning the alleys into
murky passages lit fitfully by the occasional lantern. Open flame, needless to say, was
not encouraged.

The inhabitant's were a broad cross-section of folk drawn from every world and
moon  around  Doran  mingled  with  a  large  contingent  from  other  Suns.  Rickety
dwellings rubbed up against shops and trading offices dealing in a wide variety of
goods, many of them unsavory or stolen. Those who came to Samsarida usually were
in the no-questions-asked areas of free enterprise and the local traders were more
than willing to oblige. Grog-shops and brothels were everywhere, on every corner,
tucked  into  basements  hacked  out  of  the ground,  since  smugglers  and privateers
swaggering about with pockets full of loot needed something to spend it on. Weapons
were prominently displayed, not a man or woman on the street went about unarmed.
Every door, it seemed, had some variation of a burly balding fellow smacking a heavy
billy club into a meaty fist, scanning the crowd for any skulls in need of denting.

"Watch where you step," Gerel said as they made their way through the warren of
narrow alleys, patches of deep shadow interspersed with areas of light through which
they saw the angry face of Bolsander staring down at them. The wind barely came
into these fetid passages, the air sticky and damp. "Keep your eyes out and don't
stare."

"Stare? At what...oh, never mind." Gaebrel's eyes flicked at a pair of legs poking
out  from  a  narrow  alleyway,  splayed  out  slightly.  A  hand  reached  out  from  the
shadows, grabbing the belt. The legs disappeared into the alley, vanishing from sight.
As they passed by, Gaebrel heard the scrape of a knife cutting cloth and the faint glint
of wary eyes watching them pass by.

Gerel tapped him on the arm. "Don't stare!"
"Sorry."
They came to an intersection, two narrow streets meeting in a lopsided cross. For

some unfathomable reason a long forgotten patron had graced this rude place with a
rock plinth on which a wooden statue was raised. Its surface was stained dark from
uncounted  years  of  damp  and  smoke,  and  an  arm  was  hacked  away.  The  worn
engraving  on the  plinth  was  buried  beneath  decades  worth of  graffiti,  written  in
dozens  of  languages  and  providing  for  those  taking  the  time  to  study  it  a  vast
education in inventive obscenity.

"Which way?" asked one of the Corsairs, looking about nervously.
"Not sure." Gerel scratched his chin, frowning as he tried to remember. "Hurren?"
"I was drunk the last time we passed."
"We came by the statue, that I remember..."
"Hey,  handsome man." A heavily  accented voice  called out in Haleric.  Gaebrel

turned and found his eyes staring into an exposed bosom, a paunchy woman pulling
down the front of her dress and revealing a wide expanse of flesh. "See anything you
like?"

"Er..." Despite strenuous effort in his part,  Gaebrel  couldn't take his eyes away



from the curving snake tattoo slithering across the top of her breasts. It had been a
while since he'd enjoying anything resembling the company of a woman, but this was
a bit much at the moment. "Not really..."

"Suit yourself." The prostitute closed her top, calling out to another set of travelers
emerging from an alleyway.

"That way." Gerel pointed to his right.
"How do you know?"
"I remember the smell. Like signposts around here. Follow me."
So they went, all five of them stepping gingerly over a massive bloodstain on the

ground. No sign of the body from which it came. Music drifted towards them, a wild
fiddle playing accompanied by drumming and laughter. At the end of the alley was
large building lined with windows illuminated with a soft yellow light. The battered
door  in  front  was  slightly  open,  a  heavy-set  man  slouched  on  a  stool  beside  it,
tumbling  a  coin  across  his  large  fingers  with  surprising  accuracy.  "You  want
something?"

"Here to see Moxida," Gerel said, crossing his arms with a glare.
The bouncer gave him the once-over. "Pass."
The door opened, letting out a blast of damp air redolent with bad food, worse

drink, and sweat from innumerable armpits.  They entered the taproom of a large
tavern. A battered-looking bar ran along one wall, equally battered tables and chairs
were  scattered  across  the  floor.  The place  looked to be  three-quarters  full  at  the
moment, most of the patrons crewmen fresh off their ships and making up for lost
time. Barmaids hustled back and forth, accepting coins and lewd remarks with stoic
endurance. Whores strutted between tables, leading a steady stream of customers in
and out of a series of back rooms.

A  large  chalkboard  hung  on  a  wall,  marked  down  with  various  symbols  and
numbers. Wagers, Gaebrel realized after a moment. Below it was a low fighting pit,
the worn wooden walls dark with old blood. A man stood inside, swabbing out the
floor with a mop, squeezing pale red water into a bucket. Nearby, in the back and off
to the side, was a large curtained booth with a twitchy little man standing before it.
His eyes fixed on Gerel and Hurren as they approached. "You? But I heard..."

"You heard wrong," Gerel said. "Tell him we want words."The man hesitated, then
poked his head inside the curtain. A brief whispered conversation took place, then a
furry hand yanked the curtain aside, followed by a giant iron-shod cane.

Moxida was a male ursuhli, quite old from the sheen of silver in his ragged mane
and the way he hunched. His tusks were yellowed, at some point one of them had
cracked in half, and a pattern of black rosettes marked his chest and shoulders, quite
different from Hurren's stripes. A kilt of woven wool was wrapped about his waist,
draped  across  his  chest  was  a  wide  leather  belt  hanging  off  the  left  shoulder,
decorated with various whorls and loops. One of his legs was missing below the knee,
replaced by a think wooden stump tipped with a ball of iron. His left hand gripped
the top of the cane, the right gripped the belt. "Alive," he said, speaking the local
Haleric  dialect  with  a  strange  guttural  accent.  He glanced  at  the  Corsairs.  "Luck
favors you...or maybe not. Picked up some new friends since last we met?"

"Seeing as all the others are dead because of you," Gerel retorted.
"Yeah...apologies."  Moxida  shrugged.  "Shoulda  taken  a  second  look.  Still,  it  is

done, can't be changed, the gun is fired and the powder is gone. So...you lot looking
for work, then? Be in luck if that's so, several fine fellows looking for strong arms and
sharp eyes. I'll make the introductions, after the usual fees..."

"We're not looking for work."Gerel cut him off. "We want information."
"Well, that's something different." Moxida left go of the belt and tapped his thumb



and forefinger together. "I hear all kinds of things in this place. Maybe something
there might be of use for you. What do you want to know?"

Gerel glanced at Gaebrel. "Tell him."
"There's  a  ship  we're  after,"  Gaebrel  said.  "A  Wennatan  vessel,  headed  to

Tasevanya on Cunerin."
Moxida frowned, feigning what for an ursuhli was nonchalance. "Must be more

specific than that. Lots of ships head to and from Cunerin, mind. Wennatan's don't
get out much, it is true, but still..."

"Oh, I think you'll know of this ship. It's picking up a load of treasure from the
Grand Prince of Tasevanya, payment to the Arcanist's for services rendered. Can't be
too many of those roaming the Empyrean...and from what hear, you know every ship
sailing around Bolsander and what's on it."

Moxida bared his teeth. "I know of that ship. And now you lot can leave."
"What?" Gerel snapped.
"Think on those words," Hurren growled.
"You ain't the first to ask about the ship in question. And I'll tell you the same I tell

the  others;  you  can't  afford  that  knowledge.  Boat  like  that,  hauling  what  it  is,
belonging to those it does...be all kinds of trouble for the one who aided in the taking.
Wennatan's be a paranoid lot and if that cargo gets snaffled they ask all  kinds of
questions. In time they come knocking on my door...and then I be standing before
the ancestors explaining why I died such a damn fool. No, you don't have the coin to
make it worth my while." He turned back to the booth. "Be off with you, unless you
have real business to talk."

"Moxida!" Hurren snarled, clenching his fists. "You will tell us. And for free."
"Oh?" Moxida turned back. "And why is that, youngster? Shall Moxida take orders

from a maneless cub barely off his mothers teat?"
"You'll tell us,  halga wretch, as payment for the seventeen who died because of

your greed and the twenty others boiling to death on Charulan. They trusted you and
you let them be sold like cattle. You owe us."

Moxida eyes widened with anger, his nostrils flaring,.  Gaebrel and the Corsairs
edged back,  sensing this  had gone beyond mere threats,  moving to some strange
ursuhli-on-ursuhli place where ancient feuds mixed dangerously with the matter at
hand. "I never bent the knee to rohda lordling's even before I lost my leg! You come
here,  thinking this is  a clanhold and I your thrall,  to  push about as you please!"
Moxida thumped the staff on the floor twice. Doors opened, curtains parted and a
mob of human men emerged, all big, tough and mean. The sight of Hurren vexed
them not in the least, various weapons appearing in their hands.

"Kill  these  fools,"  Moxida  ordered.  "But  leave  this  one  alive!"  A  large  finger
stabbed at Hurren.

Curses spilled from the Corsairs mouths. One of them pulled a pistol, the other
cocked a blunderbuss. They raised the weapons, ready to fire...then lowered them,
faces  slack  with  amazement.  One  of  them  stepped aside,  barely  dodging  a  body
hurled violently through the air and bouncing across the floor.

Hurren and Gerel sprang into action the moment Moxida gave the order. A club
was knocked out of a thugs hand by Hurren, who picked him up with a roar and
threw him at the others, sending several down amidst a flurry of yells and flailing
limps. Gerel in the meantime reached behind his back and whipped out a pair of
curved knives. One parried a slash from an assailant, the other flashed as he swept it
across the man's chest, sending him staggering away with a bleeding gash, spraying
blood in a way that would have been comical under different circumstances. Gerel
followed up with a punch to the face and a pair of slices that sent another attacker



reeling minus a pair of fingers.
Hurren raised two struggling men in both hands as though they were no lighter

than a pair of kittens and bashed them together twice, their heads sounding like a
pair of hollow crates as they knocked. He let the bodies drop and turned to Moxida,
who was hobbling away fast as he could. "Going somewhere?"

He spun the other ursuhli about, ramming him up against a wall with his right
hand. Moxida roared,  swinging his  heavy cane as a weapon. Hurren wrenched it
away, the cane spinning through the air with a whir and embedding itself point first
in the wall on the other side. Hurren roared again, the massive right arm flexing as
he lifted Moxida off his feet, hand clenched around his throat.

"Drop the weapons!" Hurren snarled. He raised his left fist, the horny spikes on
the knuckles pointing forward.  Ursuhli  may have preferred axes and hammers in
battle,  but  they  weren't  strictly  necessary  -  nature  had  given  them a  formidable
weapon that would tear through flesh like butter, especially when driven by several
hundred pounds of muscle and bloody-minded anger. "Drop them! Or I crush him
like an egg."

"Uh...Hurren?" Gaebrel raised a hand, still trying to process the surprisingly brief
storm of violence, now come to an end. Six men lay on the floor, two of the groaning,
the rest ominously silent. The two who remained on their feet were halfway through
the door. Most of the patrons remained in their seats, only now catching onto the fact
that something entertaining was happening in the back corner. The barmaids were
frozen in their places, one of them dropping a full cup of ale in shock, much to the
annoyance of the man about to receive it.

"There's no one left, Hurren."
"Good." Hurren tightened his grip. "Then this one will show the proper respect."

He rumbled out something in his own language,  a guttural  sonorous tongue that
seemed to consist of jumbled consonants put randomly together. Moxida hissed, his
snout turning a deep shade of red, whether from pain or outrage was hard to say.

"If he's dead, he can't tell us anything," Gaebrel pointed out.
Hurren considered this, then loosened his grip. "Tell us about the ship, halga!"
Moxida gasped, making a strange wheezing noise. "L...left Wennata three months

ago...return in...two weeks..."
"What else?" Gerel asked, slipping his blades back into their sheaths.
"Gah...can't breathe..."
"Hurren! Let him go."
Hurren did as asked, dropping Moxida to the floor. "You!" A finger pointed at a

petrified barmaid. "Bring pen and paper! Now!" The woman nodded and scurried
away, whimpering in terror.

"Write it down," he told Moxida. "All of it."

A bellowed curse from Moxida followed Gaebrel in the others as they left the grog
shop, harsh words in some ursuhli dialect accompanied by a shaking fist. "What was
that he said?" Gaebrel asked as the door closed, cutting off the stream of invective.

"No idea," Hurren replied. "That tongue is strange to me."
"You don't understand each other?"
"He comes from a different world than me." Hurren was amused at the question,

shaking his head yet again at the strangeness of humans. "We don't all speak the
same language, my friend."

"Duly noted." He turned to Gerel, who was reading a page covered with a hasty
scrawl, words written alongside splotches of ink.

"Anything useful?"



"Yes...though I fear there is much Moxida held back." He nodded. "It is enough.
We can fill in the rest. The ship was spotted leaving Cunerin a month ago. It should
arrive near Bolsander some time in the next two weeks, and will dock at a quarantine
station above Wennata."

"How many aboard?"
"Moxida has no more than ten..."
"Only ten? For a treasure ship? He's lying."
"No, it sounds about right for a Wennatan vessel. They are a strange folk, obsessed

about  contamination  from  outsiders.  The  crew  will  be  small,  to  reduce  their
exposure..."Gerel flicked the bottom of the page with a fingernail. "Ah, now it makes
sense. They hired some help. Ursuhli mercenaries."

"They did?" Hurren asked, perking up at the news.
"Whatever is on that ship must be precious beyond imagining, if they'll suffer the

presence of anything inhuman...no offense meant, my friend!"
Hurren wasn't offended at all. He frowned, a universal sign of a troubled mind no

matter where one went. "Taking arms against my own people is something different."
"You knocked Moxida about easily enough."
"He is lowborn scum. True warriors are another matter. Blood feuds have started

because of this, one side fighting another for outsiders coin. Does that say what clan
they are from?"

"Er...yes it does." Gerel's mouth twisted and bent in a vain attempt to frame the
words written there, giving up before dislocating his jaw. "Here." He pointed to the
offending passage. "What does this mean?"

Hurren frowned. Human script was still  an difficult  subject  for him, especially
when  written  by  a  wounded  ursuhli  with  a  gun  pressed  to  his  head.  "It  says..."
Another pause. "Brgandn Zuuruxolutr!"

"Is that a name?" Gaebrel asked curiously. "Or were you clearing your throat?"
"The Wennatan's have hired seven warriors from the Zuur clan of Uhlat, ancient

and mortal  enemies  of  my blood!"  Hurren's  lips  pulled  away  from his  teeth,  the
ursuhli equivalent of a wide happy smile. "The ancestors smile on me, I take back
everything said before."

"Mortal enemies? You hardly seem the type."
The irony was lost on Hurren as he chuffed with glee. "You do not understand. It is

because of the cursed Zuur that the Puluhiada's were exiled from Uhlat to the wilds
of Mohenda! Since then it has been blood feud between us, our warriors sworn to
slay one other on sight. This is good news indeed!"

"Your definition of good news differs from mine, but if it makes you happy..."
"I will break their skulls with these two hands! My ax shall drink deep of their

blood! Glorious combat indeed, seven against one, that is a fight for heroes! And
when it is done I will die with honor, the shame gone forever..."

"No one is dying, Hurren!" Gaebrel waved a hand in front of the ursuhli's face.
Hurren ignored him, happily imagining the fight to come and the glorious ways it
might bring about his demise.

"Leave him be." Gerel folded the paper. "When Hurren gets like this, there's no
reasoning with him."

"Please tell me you're not looking for a handy blaze-of-glory to expire in."
"My death, when it comes, will  indeed be a memorable occasion,  one men will

speak of a thousand years hence...and a long time from now, if I have any say in it."
Gerel  folded the paper.  "We'll  need to acquire  some additional  items if  this is  to
work. Powder, weapons, match cord..."

"We have all this on the ship," said one of the Corsairs.



"Not in the quantities that we need."
The guards looked at each other. "Gedsulas will give you the money. There is a

chest with coin for such things. We'll escort you back."
"I have business here as well," Gaebrel said, smoothly cutting in.
"You do?" Gerel said.
"What do you mean?" asked a Corsair.
"Moxida  isn't  the  only  rumor monger  on this  rock.  There's  another  place  that

might know something we can use."
"The Captain said nothing about this."
"Didn't he?" Gaebrel did his best to sound surprised, loading down his voice with

astonishment until it seemed his tongue would break. "That's odd...I told Ozir'al, he
promised to pass it on..."

"Ozir'al?" Another look passed between the guards. "Really?"
"So he said. Can't imagine why he'd forget."
"I can think of a thousand reasons, the lying degenerate! Right...Joti will escort

you two back to the ship, I'll go along with you. Understood"
"Clearly." Gaebrel nodded at Gerel and Hurren, a twinkle in his eye. All according

to plan. "See you back at the ship."

Left, right, left again, then straight down yet another garbage-strewn alleyway, this
one covered on top by a series of thin boards that rattled with the wind.  A long-
forgotten amateur artist had painted a pattern of sunbursts along them some time
ago, the bright colors standing out sharply in the gloom. A long line of anonymous
doors passed by on both sides, Gaebrel paying them or the occupants little mind.
"Where are we going," asked the guard, who went by the name Hazi.

"Should be just  ahead..."  His nostrils  caught  a whiff  of  perfume drifting along
some barely alive current of air. "Ah, we're close."

The alleyway came to an end somewhat abruptly,  opening into a cul-de-sac of
sorts, a long building curving around a circle of packed dirt. A wide set of doors were
flung open, letting out warm air, more perfume and the laughter of women. Lots of
women.

Hazi halted. "A whorehouse?"
"Fine marks for observation!"
"Are we going in there?"
"Do you have some moral objection?"
"Well, it's just..." And here the fearsome Corsair, burner of ships and breaker of

men, actually blushed. "I promised my Ma I'd stay away from such places."
"Really?" Gaebrel nearly laughed, then had second thoughts as Hazi's face turned

pugnacious. "Stick with me. I'll protect your virtue."
"Maybe I should wait outside..."
"Then who will protect mine?" Gaebrel went in before Hazi could raise another

objection.
The House of the Three Flowers was assembled from the scavenged parts of long-

wrecked ships, the same as every other building on this rock. The owners made every
effort to disguise this fact,  coating the walls with plaster and murals depicting all
manner of sexual positions, ranging from the most basic to various contortions and
combinations that could only be attempted by double-jointed acrobats.

All  offerings on the house menu, Gaebrel  surmised, as he watched the staff  go
about their work with a brisk professionalism that showed someone was still keeping
up  standards.  Women  in  various  states  of  undress  paraded  around,  draping
themselves over clients lounging in chairs and couches, drinking wine, smoking pipes



stuffed with  all  manner  of  substances.  An unseen  harpist  of  surprising  skill  was
plucking out a tune.

A high class place, not one of the push-and-shove cribs down by the piers for the
common sailor.  The men here were captains,  merchants,  wealthy men flush with
profit and eager for the opportunity to squander it on something tawdry. Gaebrel felt
right at home.

“Hey handsome, fancy some company?"
"Er...now..."
"Oh, a shy boy. Well, don't you worry..."
"Back off, trull!"
Gaebrel turned, shaking his head at the sight of Hazi barely fending off a young

women wearing a few strips of gauze about her waist and a confused look on her face.
"Leave him be," he told the whore. "He's delicate."

She turned away, giving the Corsair a smoldering stare. "And how about you?" she
purred, draping an arm about Gaebrel's shoulders and neck. "Are you delicate?"

"No, just looking for a friend."
"I could be your friend."
Gaebrel cupped her chin gently. "If only you could..." A burst of harsh laughter

caught his attention, coming from the back. "That would be them."
"You're  with  that  lot?"  The  women  stepped  away,  all  pretense  at  seduction

instantly vanishing.
"I see they made an impression. How drunk are they?"
"Drunk enough to  pinch two of  the  girls!  Good thing  they have full  purses  to

spend, else Madame would have their fingers broken!" She pointed towards a curtain
of silk, cordoning an area. Through there. Just follow the stench."

"Thank you, fair lady. And my apologies for your troubles."
"Yeah, sure." She walking away, muttering under her breath. "Filthy pigs..."
Gaebrel went to the back of the brothel, stepping smartly past an alcove full of

copulating  bodies.  Hazi  followed  after,  shielding  his  eyes  and  muttering  what
sounded like a prayer under his breath. Another burst of laughter came from behind
the curtain. Gaebrel pulled it aside, just in time to hear, "Aye, stretched her out all
right! The slut couldn't sit down for a month!"

More laughter,  accompanied  by the  sloshing of  wine and a  chorus  of  belches.
Ozir'al slouched on a divan, two of his men sprawled on the floor. Four of the house
girls were with them, bright smiles plastered on their faces, eyes not bothering to
hide their contempt. "Gaebrel!" Ozir'al bellowed, staggering to his feet then falling
back down. "Damn your eyes! And you brought a friend!"

"Your welfare and prosperity is ever my concern, Master."
"Hear that, honey pot?" He nudged the woman beside him. "He calls me Master.

He's my slave you know. Looks all flash and fancy, but I can bugger him just as easily
as I'm gonna bugger you! Ha!" The girl forced out a chuckle.

"I do hope the girls are treating you well, Master."
"Oh, they are indeed. I'd have you join us but I don't feel like sharing..."
"And you're learning things, I trust? Useful and interesting?"
"All kinds of things."A drunken sneer twisted his face. "But I'm not gonna tell you!

Don't  see  the  point...'less  you grow a  set  of  tits!  Ha!"  The  other  two  echoed his
laughter.

Then  Ozir'al's  eyes  fixed  on  Gaebrel  companion.  "You,  Corsair!  What's  your
name?"

Hazi came forward. "I'm called Hazi."
"Hazi." Ozir'al giggled. "Well...Hazi, fancy a twirl? Try the blond one, she has this



trick with her mouth..."
"Not interested," Hazi snapped, turning red.
"Oh!" Ozir'al  plopped back on the couch. "I see...have thing for the boys, is it?

Prefer the back door? Inside man or out...ha, bet it's the former, you must be right
popular with your mates! Hey, someone fetch a boy for this brave fellow..."

"You shut your fucking hole!""Or a sheep! Get him a little lamb he can cuddle
with! Baa!" The two other men laughed at that. "Baa!"

"I said..."
“Hazi!" Gaebrel stepped it before the Corsair could unload the blunderbuss slung

over his shoulder. "On second thought, maybe you should wait outside."
Blind murder was written on Hazi's face, only moments away from becoming a

bloody reality. His hands clenched, then slowly opened again. "Maybe you're right,"
he said, forcing back his rage.

Not yet, now wasn't the time, but he'd make sure Gedsulas and the others knew.
He  spat  on  the  floor  and  walked  away,  glowing  with  anger  and  clearing  a  path
through the whores and their clients.

Gaebrel breathed a sigh of relief. Bloodbath averted...he turned back, just in time
for a cup of wine to be hurled in his face. He gasped, eyes stinging as he stumbled
back. Ozir'al tried to shove him and tripped over his own feet, falling to the ground
and laughing some more. "Not so fancy now!" he howled, as Gaebrel  wiped wine
from his eyes, biting back a curse.

"I'm  glad  I  amuse  you,  Master."  The  front  of  his  shirt  was  stained  dark  red.
"Where is Pohtoli, if I may ask?"

"Him?" said one of Ozir'als  men, waving vaguely to the right.  "Head that way.
Little man's wearing out the sluts fast as they send him...always the little ones!"

"My thanks." Gaebrel bowed and left, shaking his head. "Filthy degenerates!"
There was another curtained partition a few steps away. He took hold of the cloth,

which was  then whipped from his  hand as  a  gap opened.  A sweaty  women with
disheveled hair emerged, her naked body flushed. "He's an animal, that one!"

Gaebrel watched her leave. Frowning, he stepped behind the curtain. "Pohtoli, are
you...Suns and Spirits!"

A strange creature  was planted on the bed,  consisting naked flesh and far too
many arms legs and legs. It took a moment for Gaebrel to make out three women
wrapped  about  in  some  weird  contortion,  Pohtoli  somewhere  below.  "That  you,
Gaebrel?" came his voice, muffled beneath layers of breasts and limbs.

"Er..."
Pohtoli's head poked up. "Can you come back? I'm a bit...occupied," one of the

girls squealed, "at the moment."
"Would that I could, but..."
Pohtoli  sighed. "All right,  my lovelies,  you heard the man." Moans and cries of

dismay. "It's been a pleasure and I shall never forget you, but we've come to a parting
of the ways."

"Bye, Pohtoli!" The women climbed off the bed and scampered out.
Pohtoli sat up, pulling one of the sheets above his waist. "Glad you came," he said,

his body damp with sweat. "Don't know how much longer I could have kept this up,
those girls are insatiable..."

"With all the money Ozir'al is throwing about, it's hardly a mystery." He looked at
the bed, and state of his fellow voyager. "You seem to have enjoyed yourself."

"Like our friend Morrec says, every man has his weakness. My comes with a pretty
face and naked bosom. One look at either and everything else goes out the window."
He picked up his clothes from the floor and started to dress. "Did Ozir'al throw a cup



of wine in your face?"
"Yes, how did you know?"
"He's been talking about it all night. Thought it would be hilarious."
"It was, for him."
"He's easily amused." Pohtoli pulled on his tunic and belt. "Right, where to?"
"Well,  since  you  mentioned  Morrec...I  need  to  check  up  on  him.  There  is  an

Archaerim mission here. He felt the need to visit."
"All right." Pohtoli pull on his boots. "I've seen to the pleasures of the flesh, might

as well tend to our souls next."

The  Archaerim  mission  occupied  one  of  the  newer  buildings  on  Samsarida,
judging from the slightly reduced level of weather staining and wind damage on its
walls and roof. A brass Trionic - three circles one within another, connected by a line
running down the middle - was fixed above the door, the forked lines poking out
diagonally from the top and bottom marking it as belonging to a Orthodox order.
Chanting in High Inveric echoed from inside, confirmation if anyone needed it that
the High Canon had influence even here among the scum of Doran.

"Can't imagine they do much business," Gaebrel muttered as they approached. He
pushed open the door and took a step inside. The others remained where they were.
"You fellows coming?"

Pohtoli shook his head. "The gods of Iyantua are good enough for me and they will
judge my soul as they see fit when the time comes."

"How about you?" He looked at Hazi.
"I'd rather cut out my own eyes."
"Another promise to your mother...never mind, I don't want to know." Gaebrel

went tin. The door closed and he was surrounded by chanting, punctuated by the
ringing of a silver bell.  Candles burned in sconces on the walls.  A thin stream of
fragrant smoke rose from a brazier in the corner, an attendant passing by every so
often to toss on pinches of incense. Icons were mounted on small stands along one
wall. A makeshift altar was shoved against another, below an image of Davan the Red
Prophet, raising a hand in benediction with all Nine Suns crowning his head.

Contrary  to  his  earlier  statement,  there  were  actually  a  fair  number of  people
kneeling in the pews, heads bent in prayer. Many were women, so far as he could tell
from staring at the back of heads, and by their look might very well have worked at
the  brothel  he  just  visited.  Sin  and  salvation,  all  within  convenient  walking
distance...there was some sort of deep meaning to be found, but Gaebrel  couldn't
puzzle out what it might have been.

The  chanting  came  from  an  alcove  off  to  the  side,  two  men  kneeling  on  the
ground, arms crossed over their chests as they recited a prayer in High Inveric. One
wore the blue robes of a priest, most likely the one running this mission, a tall fellow
with thick graying hair.  The other,  not surprisingly,  was Morrec.  Gaebrel  crossed
over, wincing every time his boot heel struck the floor, though no one else seemed to
notice. He could feel the eyes of the Red Prophet watching him from the wall, those
large eyes stern with disapproval. Gaebrel found himself hunching down. There are
no thunderbolts in here...snap out of it!

He crossed his arms, waiting as Morrec and the priest finished with their prayer,
the latter picking up a silver bell and ringing in three time. "Hello Gaebrel," Morrec
said, his eyes still closed, his usual pensive expression replaced by the appearance of
serenity. "Bit of a surprise to see you here."

"I  just  came  to  check  on  you...making  sure  there  isn't  a  dice  game  going  on
between the pews, as it were"



"Your blasphemy is tedious. Kneel and bow your head."
"No thank you, Morrec, my soul isn't in need of scrubbing..."
"You should kneel." The priest was suddenly by his side. "This house belongs to

the Godhead. It is good manners on the part of any guest." He glanced at Morrec.
"Would you give us a moment?"

"Of course,  Elder."  Morrec rose to his  feet,  bowed and moved somewhat stiff-
leggedly to one of the pews for another bout of prayer.The priest sank to his knees,
striking his breast three times with his right hand in memory of the prophets. His
head bowed, eyes closed, he sat there in utter silence for a long moment. Gaebrel
shifted about slightly, his knees staring to ache, unpleasant tingles crawling up his
toes. "Er..."

"All honor and praise to the Godhead and his Prophets! May the light of the Suns
His Blessed Servants show men the way to salvation!"

"Right...as you say. Amen and all that..."
"You are Gaebrel Harrn," said the priest, opening his eyes and looking up to the

Prophet.
"Aye...how did you..."
"The description was vague, but it was easy enough to figure out. Will you pray for

success? This is may be your last chance, there are no temples on Wennata."
Gaebrel stared at him with a growing degree of unease. "Who are you?"
"I am a priest, a servant of the High Canon..."
"Balls! You're a Crannenaar spy." The truth was plain to see. He started to rise.
"I have that burden to bear as well...sit down, young man! It's in your interest to

listen."
His tone brooked no disobedience. Gaebrel settled back almost without realizing

it,  wincing at  the discomfort.  The priest  continued to gaze  at  Davan the Blessed,
hands clasped before him. To the casual observer, it would seem as though he was
conferring with someone in need of spiritual counsel.

"Does Morrec know about this?" Gaebrel finally asked.
"Your friend is ignorant of my status. A man of true faith, that one. He would have

made an excellent priest had he learned a measure of humility and self-control. I did
what I could to ease his burdens while waiting for you to arrive."

"And what interest does the Theocracy of Crannen have in the likes of me?"
"We care about your mission, of course. Or rather we care about those behind it."
"This venture was my idea. I came up with it, I brought it to the First Captain..."
"Come now, Master Harrn! You're a smart man. Use those wits the Godhead saw

fit to give you! Do you really think the First Captain of the Zeghavian's would trust
the promises of a slave, no matter how charming he is or how much flattery he heaps
on her arrogant head? The only reason you weren't returned to Charulan is because
someone else intervened, someone who has an interest of his own in your venture."

Gaebrel frowned. "I assume it isn't you lot."
"Hardly! We would never stand under the same roof as the Zeghavian's, they are a

menace to all who would sail the Empyrean, especially given recent events. You have
heard of the Agazin Hegemony?"

"Everyone has heard of the Hegemony." Even saying the name sent a chill down
his spine. Father used to work a smuggling route that took them to the outermost
world of Aldor, until the pure wretchedness of the place turned even his stomach.
That...and the black-hulled frigate that nearly caught them on the last night, chasing
them  half  way  to  the  Harza  States,  peppering  them  with  shots  from  its  bow
cannons...

"The  Zeghavian's  have  considered  an  alliance  with  the  Hegemony  for  over  a



generation. Never more than idle talk for the most part...but recently they started
taking the idea seriously. It is being kept very secret of course - if word got out the
entire system would unite against the Corsairs  -  but there is an Agazin envoy on
Lenasi.  He saw your little  performance  in  the  audience  chamber,  and persuaded
Yinyanni to say yes. He's been following you ever since."

"Why would he care?"
"There  is  something  on  that  treasure  ship  he  wants,  that  his  superiors  have

ordered him to retrieve. I have no idea what it might be but the fact that he's taking
such risks is proof enough of its importance...and reason enough for me to warn you,
Master Harrn, of the serious danger you are in."

"I was in danger the moment I slid out of my mother. It doesn't bother me..."
"Your bravado is touching but misplaced. When it comes to sheer ruthlessness the

Hegemony bows  to  no  master.  You are  tool,  nothing  more.  Until  the  mission  is
complete, you are useful and will be kept on a loose leash. But once it is done that
protection ends.  The captain  of  your  ship  will  kill  you and your companions  the
moment the cargo is loaded and they are clear. Of course, he and his crew will be the
next to die, along with your former master and everyone else you've associated with.
Every trace of your existence will be removed. The Hegemony will get what it wants,
along with the Zeghavian alliance." A grim smile crossed his face. "It won't take long
for the First Captain to realize that Hegemony gifts come with all  sorts of strings
attached and all of them are wrapped around her throat. The Agazin's will have a
useful puppet around Doran. Crannen will not tolerate such a thing, all the worlds of
this system will be forced to pick sides...you can imagine what comes next."

"All this from stealing a ship?"
"The smallest actions often have the greatest consequences. Though I won't call

what you're doing small..."
"Why are you telling me this? Is it some a subtle plea to sabotage the plan, switch

sides and so on?"
"I'm not sure you have any side to switch from, Master Harrn. Men like you do

what they want regardless of the cost and in this particular situation you will do what
you must. It is a warning on our part, about the real stakes of the matter." The priest
turned away from the Prophet, his eyes fixing sharply on Gaebrel. "Understand this
as well. Crannen will not allow the Hegemony any foothold around Doran. You can
be part of the solution to this problem or part of the cost that is paid."

"And now you're threatening me?"
"Consider all your options before you act." The priest lowered the middle three

fingers of his right hand and made a circular sign of benediction.  "The Suns, the
Spirits and the Godhead watch over you."



CHAPTER EIGHT

The dog whined pathetically in a way designed to grate on the nerves until some
form of treat was stuffed into its mouth, preferably made from the parts of an animal
considered unfit for human consumption. Long gooey strings of slobber hung from
the  mouth,  leaving  glistening  trails  along  the  deck  and  surreptitious  arguments
among the sailors over who would have to clean up the mess.

"There,  there,"  the  inspector  cooed,  pulling out  a  length of  gristle  mixed with
flecks of dried meat and skin, holding it below the mouth of his companion, cooing
some more as the animal slurped up the treat and chewed noisily, wheezing sounds.

"Are you done yet?" Gedsulas asked impatiently. "It's been three hours already."
"I can't let you dock until the job is completed. Aw, who's a good boy..."
"Then do it already! Put that mutt to work!"
The inspector turned on him, radiating fury. "Don't you dare call him that! He's a

trained  professional,  just  like  me,  and he can't  do his  work after  such an insult!
Apologize at once!"

Gedsulas threw up his hands at that point, red-faced that he simply couldn't shoot
this twit and his dog. But the plan required them to dock at the quarantine station
above  Wennata  and  that  wouldn't  happen  until  the  inspector  signed  a  letter  of
approval.

"You deal with him!" Gedsulas stormed off, muttering under his breath. Gaebrel
turned to the inspector, who was again on his knees cooing and purring at his dog,
which seemed oddly indifferent to the whole affair. Or so it appeared to Gaebrel -
either way he kept his mouth shut and waited calmly for the inspector to finish his
pampering and resume the task at hand.

The inspector wasn't a Wennatan. Neither were the two aides with him, or the
crewmen working on the skiff that brought them over to the Garren's Pride. The dog
was the only thing native to that world though Gaebrel barely recognized it as such,
the animal looking like a large shambling mass of loose skin that somehow grew a
pair  of  legs  and  a  snout.  A  small  black  nose  poked  through loops  of  flesh.  The
inspector claimed proudly that the dog belonged to a type prized by the Wennatan
elite  both for its  highly developed sense of  smell  and its  unique appearance,  the
result of a hundred generations of ruthless breeding.  To Gaebrel  it  merely looked
disturbing.

They'd spent the last day and a half on the drift a mile from the quarantine station
placed in high orbit above Wennata's north pole, a structure of wood and stone and
long spindly piers, extending out like the legs of some strange insect. The skiff met
them on arrival, the inspector bellowing through a bullhorn to haul in their sails and
prepare  for  a  thorough search.  Every  deck  was  searched,  every  cabin  and locker
examined for the smallest trace of anything that was on their forbidden list.  And
nothing could done until the dog had sniffed every corner and cranny of the ship,
poking  its  nose  into  every  dark  place  and  leaving  a  trail  of  drool  behind.  "He's
searching for impurities," was the explanation. What exactly these might have been
was not forthcoming.

Gerel  explained  the  situation  to  them  during  the  journey  from  Samsarida  A



thousand years ago some unknown plague arrived from offworld,  killing half  the
population of Wennata before a group of Arcanist's figured out a way to eradicate it.
Like many saviors dealing with a shocked and traumatized populace, they used this
tragedy as an excuse to seize power for themselves. Wennata was declared forbidden
to  any  and all  future  visitors;  offworlders  were  seen  as  unclean  savages  at  best.
Anyone who managed to leave the planet could never return for fear he might bring
some new disease and cause history to repeat itself.  Those with no choice but to
suffer  the indignity  of  contact  with  outsiders  went  through extensive  purification
rituals afterward.

Given  this  paranoid  attitude,  a  reasonable  man  would  have  assumed  the
inhabitants had little interest in foreign trade. And yet...the ruling caste may have
scorned outworlders and their unclean ways, but they did have a healthy appetite for
foreign luxuries. Nor did the Arcanist's ruling the place turn up their noses at the
prospect of hiring out their services, being better able to protect themselves from
malign influences then other mere mortals. Those who hired them gladly put up with
all the resulting inconveniences; no one else around Doran came close to matching
their skill with the Aethyr.

So merchant ships and prospective employers were allowed to visit, provided they
followed a  few rules,  the first  and most important  being no landing on Wennata
itself.  Any who tried would be shot on sight, their remains incinerated and those
natives who caught sight on them presumably locked for the rest of their lives to
protect the rest of the populace. Instead visitors stopped at one of the two quarantine
stations placed in stationary orbit above the poles of the world. Every inch of their
ships would be searched, every crew member inspected. Only afterward would they
be allowed to dock, where an extended period of observation followed, every man
aboard  watched  for  signs  of  disease  or  impurity.  Only  when the  inspectors  were
satisfied would traders from the moon below be ferried up, covered head to foot in
thick robes and faceless hoods, stepping onto a specially designated dock to inspect
samples of the wares for sale. Negotiations over were price were carried out by means
of  bellowing  through a  bullhorn.  Suggestions  that  the  entire  procedure  might  be
excessive was stubbornly ignored.

Gaebrel  followed the inspector down into the hold, the dog snuffling back and
forth, nose and skin flaps trailing over the floor.  Several  crates were piled in the
center, tied down with ropes and netting. "What's in them?" asked the inspector.

"Cups and plates." Gaebrel undid the clasp on one and flipped open the lid. Rows
of crude white clay bowls lay packed in moldering straw.

The inspector looked in. "That's what you're selling? It's a pile of junk!"
"Someone thinks there's a demand."
"He must be smoking something." Shaking his head, the inspector continued on

his way. The crockery actually came from a warehouse on Samsarida, sold to them by
the owner for next to nothing as he was eager to make space for new inventory. The
inspector was right, they were completely wretched...but it did give them an excuse to
be here, among other things. He glanced at one of the crates, stacked on the corner of
the pile.

The inspector finally  gave them the nod an hour later.  "You're clean," he said,
scrawling his name at the bottom of a piece of paper with a flourish. "Two weeks
quarantine...after which you can meet any potential buyers."

"Two weeks?" Gaebrel said, feigning outrage.
"Those are the rules. Two weeks."
The official letter was thrust into his hands, the top part written in Haleric, the

lower part in some twisting script native to the place. Gedsulas ordered men into the



rigging as the skiff carrying the inspector pulled away, side sails opened just enough
to get  them close  to  the  quarantine  station,  where  guide ropes  tossed to waiting
stevedores hauled them to a berth along one of the piers. Gaebrel examined the other
ships docked there, peering through a spyglass as each one hove into view. Foreign
traders, fat merchantmen, a sleek blockade runner...then he saw it. Tied to a pier on
the other side apart from all the others, a huge ship that resembled nothing so much
as a square-sided box sprouting four small masts. No wonder it took the better part
of a year for a voyage to Cunerin and back, the ship seemed as swift as a tortoise to
his eyes.

"There she is," he noted, handing the spyglass to Pohtoli.
"That's a ship? My grandmother looks faster and she's been dead for ten years."
"Wennatan's  don't  get  out  much.  I  expect  this  seems swift  as  a  greyhound to

them."
As with the inspector, none of the stevedores working the docks were Wennatan,

nor were the clerks in the main office, the cooks in the mess hall or the barmen of the
small tavern in the lower level. Indeed, the only natives of the moon living on the
station was the garrison,  who went  about  their  duties  covered up head to  toe  in
brightly colored armor and hoods and spent the rest of their  time sequestered in
their barracks.

"They've been granted special dispensation by their rulers," Gerel said as a pair of
them marched by, heads hidden beneath bucket-like helms with dark crystal visors,
one of them glancing at the new arrivals as they walked along the dock. "None of
them can return home without first undergoing extensive purification rites."

"No doubt they're as bored as the rest of us," Gaebrel noted. A day had gone by
since their arrival, time enough to get a fair idea of the surroundings. Eight other
vessels were docked here besides the  Garren's Pride  and the treasure ship, traders
from other moons of Bolsander waiting out their quarantine. Captains did their best
to keep their crews busy - every ship showed signs of fresh paint on the hulls, men in
hanging  in  the  rigging  to  fix  spars  and  timbers,  scrubbing  and  re-scrubbing  the
decks...yet  idleness  suffused  the  air  like  a  bad  smell  one  could  not  escape.  The
barman in the in the tavern (whom everyone agreed was hideously overcharging for
watered-down ale)  was making a fortune day and night.  "How many soldiers are
there?"

"Twenty-five, including their commander." Gerel jutted his chin down the dock.
"Our scout returns."

Pohtoli  emerged  from a door,  laughing with  a  short  pot-bellied  fellow as  they
exchanged some joke. Hands were shaken, final thoughts passed on, then Pohtoli
came  towards  them,  still  chuckling.  "An  amusing  fellow,"  he  said  by  way  of
explanation.

"And, I trust, an informative one?" Gaebrel asked
"Very much so...the poor man was eager for someone to talk to..."
"He is the station's master?" Gerel asked, interrupting.
"Yes...from Siduram originally, which he mentioned on several occasions. He left

his wife and children behind to work here and seems a bit lonely."
"Did he tell about the ship?"
"In considerable detail, once he got started the problem was getting him to stop."

Pohtoli came in close, lowering his voice though there was no one close enough to
eavesdrop. "They've been here two weeks. Because of the ursuhli mercenaries, the
authorities down on the surface have decreed three months quarantine for the ship
and crew. At present they're in the guards barracks, being fumigated,"

"That explains the smoke," Gaebrel noted, looking at a faint cloud puffing from a



window at one end of the station. "Poor bastards."
"The mercenaries have orders to remain aboard for the duration of the quarantine.

Only when it's done will they receive their pay...likely at the end of a very long stick.
A few of the crewmen remain aboard as well, to maintain the ship."

"And the cargo?"
"Still there. No will touch it until the process is complete. The station master got a

glimpse of it when they arrived and wouldn't stop talking about how rich it was."
Gerel plucked his chin, frowning at the whiskers growing there. "A frontal assault

is out of the question, half our number will be shot to pieces before we get close."
"And  once  we're  aboard,  how  do  we  transfer  the  cargo  without  fighting  the

garrison?" Pohtoli added.
Gaebrel  looked  away  for  a  moment,  lost  in  thought,  eyes  half-closing  as  he

considered the odds. Stealth was the answer. Do the unexpected, and do it again.
"We don't transfer the cargo," he said. "We steal the ship. Where is Gedsulas?"

"Down in the tavern with the rest of the crew," said Pohtoli.
"Ozir'al and his lot?"
"Sleeping off their hangovers," answered Gerel.
"Excellent, yet another victory for strong drink! Get the others and meet me down

in the hold."

"This is what we're going to do."
Gaebrel placed an empty cup on the floor. "The station," he said, pointing at it. He

then laid a narrow splinter of wood so that it extended out from the cup. "The pier."
A wooden peg was placed alongside the strip. "The treasure ship." Finally he placed
his dagger on the deck, somewhat off to the side. "Our ship. Everyone clear on this?"

"Aye," came the reply, heads nodding in response.
"Right...we can't take the ship directly, not without alerting the garrison. We need

a distraction, something to tie down the mercenaries while we sneak aboard. Once
that is done, we subdue them, cut the lines and raise the sails."

"Seems vague," Gerel said. "Give us details."
"With pleasure."  Gaebrel  went  into  the  intricacies  of  the plan,  pausing several

times to answer questions, wasting several minutes in an argument with Morrec, who
found several  aspects both disturbing and dangerously harebrained. Several times
the  other  three  (Pohtoli  being  occupied  elsewhere)  looked  with  astonishment  at
Yasinnic, especially after Gaebrel explained the part he would play. To his credit the
ilurei didn't blink an eye.

"That's it?" was all he said at the end. If anything, he sounded disappointed.
"You were expecting more?"
Yasinnic shrugged and said nothing else.
"This business with the smoke..." Hurren chuffed with displeasure. "I must object.

The ursuhli of the Zuur clan may be poor excuses for warriors, but warriors they still
are. It is...not right. Open combat, ax to ax, that has always been the way."

"And if this were a proper battlefield I'd say have at it. But speed is essential here,
from the moment Yasinnic makes his approach we have at most half an hour to get
on their ship, subdue everyone aboard and raise the sails."

"But..."
"Once we're free, cut a few of them loose and die as you please."
Hurren glared at him, turning away and muttering under his breath.
No more questions were forthcoming. Gaebrel hesitated a moment.
"What else?" asked Gerel. "Having second thoughts all ready?"
"Consider the other complication,  which has kept me awake at  night since the



moment we left Lenasi. What happens after we take the ship?"
Nods at that. "The Corsairs," said Morrec. ”Once this is done, our usefulness is at

an end."
"Why leave any loose ends?" Gaebrel looked each of them in the eye. "I have no

time for stirring speeches or brave words. You have followed me this far and know
the stakes. Much is being asked of us; if we are to risk our lives, than let it be for our
own profit than the Zeghavian's.  Let us take the entire feast,  instead of what few
crumbs our masters might drop in our path."

"When we take the treasure," Gerel said, "we keep it, that's what you're saying." A
smile creased his face. "I like the notion."

"But they are not fools," Morrec pointed out. "Gedsulas will be watching us every
step of the way. The first sign of betrayal, he'll run out his guns and blast us all to
hellfire and beyond."

Now it was Gaebrel's turn to smile. "I've thought of that. Gerel, remember that
special item I asked you pick up?"

"Ten pounds of kala root, aye." A minor spice, common as dust around Bolsander.
Gerel had been puzzling over it ever since. Kala root disguised the taste of rotting
meat and was considered a mark of the more disreputable inns and eateries. "I'm
assuming it's not to flavor your dinner."

"No...we'll need a bottle of wine, a blanket, and five minutes unfettered access to
the ascension locker."

"All of these things are easily arranged, again the question is why?"
Gaebrel  explained.  More  nods  and  in  the  case  of  Gerel  a  look  of  vicious

anticipation,  the  thought  of  gaining  some  measure  of  revenge  against  the  hated
Zeghavian's bringing joy to his heart. "This task is mine! Anyone who disagrees, draw
his blade now."

"Not necessary," said Morrec. "'Tis something you of all men are well suited for."
"So," said Gaebrel. "Are we agreement? We've come this far...any man who would

turn back and take his chances, say so now."
No one spoke. The look on their faces were enough. He bowed his head. "So be it.

And when this is done..."
"Wait, what about Pohtoli?" asked Morrec.
"Pohtoli say's yes. We've already spoken."
"Where is Pohtoli?" Hurren inquired. "He called us here, then vanished."
"He's taking care of our other problem."
"What problem..." Further discussion was cut off by the sound of boots thumping

on the deck above. A hatch opened somewhere out of sight and men climbed down
the ladder in a rush. Pohtoli emerged from above, met his companions gaze, then
stepped aside. Gedsulas followed, accompanied by every other Corsair on the ship.
They looked  at  the  slaves,  Gedsulas  meeting  Gaebrel's  gaze.  Knives  slipped from
sheaths, several of the Zeghavian's holding fighting hatchets in their hands.

Then as one they turned and headed to the stern. Gedsulas kicked down the door
to Ozir'als cabin and in they went. Shouts and surprised voices sounded, followed a
moment later by screams and struggling. A chair broke. Something heavy fell over.
"Bastards..." someone yelled, his voice ending in a croak.

Ozir'al emerged through the broken door, moving stiffly, his face a mask of shock.
His  hands  clutched  his  belly,  blood  leaking  over  the  fingers  in  red  rivulets  and
dripping to the floor. His mouth moved as if trying to speak, but no words came out.

Hazi followed after, a bloody knife in his hand. "Baa!" he said with a sneer, pulling
Ozir'als head back and running the blade across his throat. Their lord and master fell
to the deck with a gurgling sigh,  a red pool expanding outward,  seeping into the



planking as his body shuddered once before giving up the ghost.
Gedsulas stepped back into the hold. Flecks of blood covered one side of his face, a

sign that one of the unseen dead had been a gusher. Gaebrel  wondered idly how
much of a mess was being created back there...and more importantly who would be
expected to clean it  up.  Gedsulas wiped his blade clean with a rag.  He looked at
Pohtoli and nodded once. "Finish up in there," he called back into the cabin. "We'll
dump the swine once we're free of this place!"

The other Corsairs emerged, covered in various states of gore. "Wouldn't go in
there, if I was you!" he said with a laugh.

Back up the ladder they went. As soon as they were gone, the others turned to
Pohtoli. "Solving a problem?" Gerel observed.

"I think we're in agreement that of all  the people in the universe,  they will  be
missed the least," replied Pohtoli.

"M...murder!" Morrec's eyes were wide a saucers. He pointed at Ozir'als corpse,
cooling  on  the  deck  of  the  hold,  one  arm  flung  out  in  silent  appeal.  "How
could...what..."

"It was necessary."
"You...no, we let them be butchered..."
"Before they could do the same to us." Gaebrel cut him off firmly. "There's only

one way this could end. Us or them...I don't know about you, but the choice is clear to
mine eyes."

Morrec opened his mouth to speak again, but nothing else came out. He turned
away, bowing his head and clasping his hands, praying desperately for his soul and
those of his companions, thumping his clenched fists hard against his chest.

Pohtoli turned to Gaebrel. "Have they decided?"
"They're in." A quick glance at Morrec, still lost in prayer.
Gaebrel hesitated a moment, then gave a firm nod. "All of us."
"To the bitter end." There was no going back now.

Night time. Wennata's orbit carried it to the far side of Bolsander, opposite the
light of Doran. Darkness fell, lamps were lit, torches placed in sconces. Those looking
down at the world below could note the location of cities by pinpricks of light in the
surrounding  black.  The  ships  docked  at  the  station  changed  their  watches,  bells
ringing out the hours.  For the most there  was nothing to do except wait  out the
quarantine. Those who could afford it drank, the rest found other ways to pass the
time.

A hatch opened on the underside  of  the Garren's  Pride.  Yasinnic  climbed out,
grasping iron rungs bolted into the hull. A bulging satchel was strapped to his body,
and a coiled rope tipped with a grappling hook hung from his neck. Soon as he was
clear the hatched closed, a whispered "Good luck!" following him.

Yasinnic braced his feet  against  the hull,  angling his body about.  A quick look
about, making sure no one was watching. Then he pushed himself away from the
ship, his legs kicking down with great force, launching himself into the Empyrean.
For six feet the ship's gravity tugged at him, trying to pull him back. Then just as
quickly  it  was  gone,  vanishing  so  fast  he  flailed  about  for  a  moment.  He moved
though  the  open  space,  headed  towards  the  station,  or  more  specifically,  the
underside of the pier. The structure came closer, closer...then it felt like a soft unseen
hand took hold of his body, pulling him in. The stations gravity now had him and he
picked  up  speed.  Twisting  his  body  about,  he  had  his  feet  pointed  ahead  only
moments before landing,  knees bending as they touched down to land softly.  He
crouched, waiting for any sound of alarm. None came and he exhaled with relief.



Yasinnic walked along the underside of the pier (though from his point of view he
was standing on top and it was the rest of the station that was upside down, direction
being a relative thing in the Empyrean.)  At one point he came to a halt,  hearing
someone walking on the other side. One of the stevedores, out and about this night.
Anyone looking at them from the side would have seen the odd sight of two men
standing on the reversed surfaces of a narrow path way, almost like mirror images of
one another. Such were the ineffable mysteries of the Aethyr.

The stevedore continued on, humming a song to himself  that would remain in
Yassinic's head for some time to come, repeating itself over and over. He reached
base of the pier, dug his hands into whatever cracks and crannys he could find and
climbed down - or up from his perspective - the lower part of the station, protruding
down from the circlet of piers like a beehive. A breeze kicked up, causing all manner
of  groans  and  squeals  from  the  wood  and  stone  structure.  There  were  lines  of
windows on this level, but most of them were dark, any occupants fast asleep. Those
that were lit he made sure to avoid. The breeze shifted a bit and his nostril caught a
hint of an acrid stench. Looking up, Yasinnic saw a reddish-yellow plume of smoke
drifting out from a vent several stories above. The crew of the treasure ship had been
in there the better part of a week, purging themselves of whatever ill humors their
masters were determined to be free of. The sight only confirmed yet again the eternal
strangeness of humans and the utter futility of making any sense of their ways.

He circled about the structure of the station.  By the time Yasinnic reached the
other side, his back and arms were aching from the strain. More piers spread out
overhead like the branches of a bare tree. The treasure ship was docked alongside
one, at least fifty yards above. Most would look on such a long climb, straight up and
in increasing winds with a certain degree of apprehension. Yasinnic, being the sort to
plan ahead for such occasions, uncoiled the rope and started spinning the grappling
hook about, faster and faster until it was a blur. With a grunt it was launched into the
Void, slipping free of the station's gravity for a few critical moments, then caught
again and pulled in. Right on target, as he knew it would be...if there was one talent
Yasinnic could claim for his own, it was hitting things from a distance. The hook flew
between a pair of support beams, catching themselves on the pier. Two tugs and the
grip was secure.

No one  in  sight,  he  was  alone  and  unnoticed.  Yasinnic  kicked  away  from the
station, swinging out into the open Empyrean, holding the rope tightly. The stations
gravity slipped free and he floated weightless in the air. One arm pulled up in front of
the other, Yasinnic climbing, for lack of a better term, through the emptiness until
the station's gravity caught him again and pulled him back down, landing lightly on
the underside of the pier, a bare twenty feet from the treasure ship.

Now the difficult part. He moved to the hull and clambered onto it like a beetle
crawling across a tortoise shell. Up close the ship was even more of a behemoth, the
hull  bulging  out  like  an  overstuffed  belly.  A  line  of  gun  ports  rain  along  the
midsection, well above the cargo hold. Four sails jutted out from the sides at diagonal
angles, seemingly too small to drive such a vessel. He scrambled up the port side,
opposite from the pier. No sounds came from within aside from the occasional creak
of  timber,  confirming  that  the  vessel  was  deserted  save  for  its  complement  of
mercenaries and those few crewmen forced to endure their presence, delaying the
rounds of fumigations, inspections, cleansings and forced consumption of laxatives
and emetics that would allow them to return home with their purity restored.

Careful observation of the ship over the last few days showed that both groups
were quartered in the stern and likely asleep at the moment. So sternwards he went,



slipping fingers  into  a  small  crack  in  the  hull  and swinging about.  Several  small
windows were emplaced in the arse end of the ship. One of them was lit and he heard
the faint sounds of voices conversing inside, human or ursuhli it was hard to say. The
window to the right was dark and to this he carefully made his way, pressing his body
close to the hull. A quick glance inside showed an empty cabin. There was a door at
the far end that hung open slightly, as if someone had intentionally made it that way.

"Beneficent Ones of Field and Forest," he whispered in his native tongue, "even
now you aid me."

Yasinnic unslung the satchel, opening the flap and pulling out a slender knife. A
few moments of worrying at the window frame and he had it open, pushing carefully
and wincing at a faint squeak from one of the hinges. He pulled himself over the sill,
climbing into the cabin from the outside, his bare feet alighting on the floor. He crept
up to the door, peering out through the gap at the empty hallway beyond. No sign of
any guards, no one on patrol. All asleep...good.

He knelt,  removing  a  stoppered  clay  flask  the  size  of  his  thigh and placing  it
carefully  on the floor, gently pulling the cork away and wrinkling his nose at  the
harsh smell that emerged. Bad enough as it was...and things would only get worse.
Next he pulled out a small pouch, crudely sewn from the thinnest, most worn out
fabric that could be found in the clothing locker, filled with a strange combination of
herbs  and  narrow  enough  to  force  through  the  mouth  of  the  flask,  which  he
proceeded to do. The pouch landed in the liquid with a muffled plop; a moment later
a fizzing sound began.

Yasinnic jammed the cork back on the neck, pushing down as hard as he dared. He
went back to the window, climbed through and closing it firmly. Moving quickly, he
climbed down the hull, finding a secure spot by the rudder, lightly out of the wind, in
which he pulled himself close like a bird nesting under an eave. He settled to wait.

The original plan was to toss a few gunpowder charges through a window or gun
port and in the ensuing confusion take the ship by assault. Then Morrec pointed out
several flaws that in hindsight appeared embarrassingly obvious, chief among them
being that explosions on a wooden ship filled with tar and cloth and caulking was a
good way to set it on fire. There was no point in trying to steal the cargo if it burned
before they got their hands on it. When pressed for an alternative, the former novice
put his years of education to use and devised the concoction currently bubbling in the
stern. He claimed it was a potent formula used by certain Alchemists on Crannen-
Ord to clear houses infested with vermin. One cup was enough to empty out a good-
sized mansion of its resident rats, roaches and fleas. The amount in the flask would
leave everyone on the ship too dazed and nauseated to do much more than weep.
And best of all it wouldn't destroy their prize.

Yasinnic  had to admit  it  was  a  good plan,  assuming of  course  that  it  worked.
Certainly less time-consuming than the traditional method to clear a house of pests
in his native forests - leaving the rotting carcass of an animal outside the front door
at the end of the rainy season in hopes of attracting a wandering horde of hrana ants,
then vacating the place with ones children and livestock when they appeared. The
ants would devour the carcass down to the bone in a matter of minutes, then move
into the house and do the same to any living things they found inside. When they
finally consented to depart, the residents could return to a home empty of unwanted
guests,  though in  need  of  cleaning  from all  the  droppings  the  cursed  things  left
behind...

In the cabin, the flask started to hiss. Reddish bubbles crept out from under the
cork, letting loose small puffs of gas when they burst. With a pop the cork flew free,
bouncing off the ceiling and falling back to the floor. A reddish-brown mist spewed



out from the mouth of the flash, quickly filling the cabin and rushing out the door to
the  rest  of  the  ship.  Shouts  of  alarm  sounded,  followed  by  extended  bouts  of
coughing and retching.  Before long wisps of  mist  were forcing their  way through
planking...

A few minutes earlier.
"There he goes." Gaebrel watched Yasinnic leap into the Empyrean, disappearing

under the pier like a bird. "Moves like cat, that one."
"You and yours are  ready?"  asked  Gedsulas,  standing  beside  him,  calm in  the

knowledge that whatever happened this night, it wasn't his neck being risked.
"Almost.  Some  final  details  to  be  done."  Before  Gedsulas  could  ask  any

inconvenient questions, he asked a convenient one of his own. "Is the longboat set?"
Gedsulas jutted his chin to the starboard side by way of reply. Two of Corsairs

stood there, holding the lines to the twenty-foot long craft bobbing in the wind, its
fins swaying back and forth.

"Good." Gaebrel nodded, projecting all the confidence and general trustworthiness
he could muster. "We'll give Yasinnic a few more minutes, then head out."

"Best not wait to long."
Every one of the Corsairs was gathered on the deck, watching the proceedings with

intense interest. With the deaths of Ozir'al and his lot, the size of their shares had
more than doubled. Wild speculations about how much sudden wealth was about to
fall into their hands and what they would do with it ran through their minds. Best of
all, they weren't the ones actually stealing it.

"All in good time, Captain. All in good time."
Below decks, Gerel and Morrec were hard at work on their 'final details.' They'd

gone into the ascension locker, Gerel forcing the lock on the chest holding the rods,
while Morrec spread a blanket on the floor, pouring a slurry made from Ozir'al's wine
mixed with powdered kala root on the cloth and smearing it about with a length of
wood. The lock popped free and Gerel took out one of the rexite rods. He lay it on the
blanket, and together they rolled it up tightly, drops of slurry leaking out.

Gerel then opened the oven, peering inside at the smoldering coals in the bed. The
Corsairs had fed it this morning, but they need more heat for this to work. "Bellows,"
he said.

Morrec pulled the tool from a nearby rack, working the handles to draw in air. He
waited as Gerel scooped out a few pieces of charcoal from a bucket and tossed them
in, along with the kala-smeared stick for good measure. Morrec squeezed the bellows
closed, the coals turning white-hot as flames engulfed the freshly added fuel. "Is it
good?"

"Good enough." The bellows were tossed aside and they fed the cloth-wrapped rod
into the oven, the blanket catching fire. Gerel shoved it in all the way, then closed the
oven door. Moments before it shut, he caught sight of tiny streaks of blue energy,
looking for all the world like midget lightning bolts, connect between the rod and the
inside of the oven.

"Gaebrel says we have twenty minutes," Morrec said, wiping sweat away from his
brow.

"At most." Gerel made a sign of protection, the sight of which elicited the same
from Morrec. They left the lock, closing the door and picking up the weapons stowed
against  a  wall.  Gerel  slung  a  bandolier  stuffed  with  pistols  and  throwing  knives
across his chest, carrying a curved sword in one hand and a loaded musket in the
other. Morrec had a blunderbuss and a long blade thrust through his belt, both of
which he carried with disturbing proficiency for a man who'd studied to be a priest.



They climbed up the ladder to the main deck, joining the others waiting for then.
"All set," Gerel called out, meeting Gaebrel's gaze. "Sorry for the wait."

"Locked and loaded? Excellent." Gaebrel turned to the captain. "Now we're ready
to go."

The companions climbed into the longboat. Gaebrel sat up front, while Hurren
and Gerel took positions by the fins. The Corsairs pushed them away. Gaebrel called
out, "Give us a thousand count, then cut loose and join us."

"A thousand," Gedsulas called back.  "Starting now." He didn't wish them good
luck.

There was a small foremast attached to the bow. The sail filled with wind as soon
as they were clear of the ship. To the rear, Gerel and Hurren worked the fins; long
poles  sprouting  bone-like  shafts  above  and  below,  between  which  were  strung
membranes of canvas. Each fin was as wide as a man was tall and pushed the boat
forward by swishing back and forth in unison, turns being made by one side applying
more force than the other. Gerel breathed heavily as he tried to keep up with Hurren,
the ursuhli  by contrast  reducing his  efforts,  otherwise  they would have ended up
going in circles.

The  longboat  circled  about  the  station.  Gaebrel  looked  around,  trying  to  spot
Yasinnic crawling over its surface like a spider on a wall, but found no sign of him.
The man had a talent for blending into the background. Beside him, Pohtoli's lips
moved as kept up a running count. "Fifty...seventy-five...one hundred and fifty..."

Gaebrel tried to picture what was happening in the ascension locker. The effect of
kala root and wine on rexite was fairly well known in the ports of the Harza States,
where it was a popular method for thieves to disable ships at dock, but it seemed the
knowledge  hadn't  penetrated  much beyond.  If  the  Zeghavian's  knew of  it,  they'd
failed to pass that bit of wisdom on to their descendants...

"Two hundred and fifteen...two hundred and eighty..."
Right now, the rexite rods would be vibrating like a maiden's pulse on her wedding

day. Crackles of raw Aethyr would run up and down the lengths, leaving hairline
cracks that the flames would rush into.

"Three hundred and forty two...four hundred and eleven..."
An  Artificer  on  Cunerin  once  explained  how  it  worked  to  Gaebrel.  Certain

materials,  when  treated  in  certain,  highly  specific  ways,  would  interact  with  the
Aethyr, that mysterious force which controlled everything in one form or another, to
create  certain  effects.  For  example...mixing  essence  of  rose  petals  with  crushed
skandric stones in the correct proportions, then boiling them for three and three-
quarter hours precisely would result in a brilliant flash of light, singing off the hair of
anyone who got to close, leaving behind a faintly glowing substance that would cure
warts with a single touch. Get it wrong, and the result would be a deadly poison that
would  sicken  everything  within  a  hundred  feet.  Knowing  which  substances  were
connected to the Aethyr and under which circumstances their Quintessence could
Awakened,  that  was  the  key to  Artifice,  the  Aethryic  alchemy,  as  opposed to the
Arcana which simply did it all by ritual and strength of mind...at which point the
Artificer passed out from his wine, allowing Gaebrel to pick his pocket with ease.

So...placing rods of rexite on hot coals would cause the object surrounding it - the
ship - to reverse the effects of gravity, allowing a vessel to ascend into the Empyrean.
It  was  one of  the oldest  bits  of  Artifice  known to man, to  the point that  no one
remembered who'd been the first to figure it out, though that didn't stop scores of
worlds from claiming the honor. But coating those same rods in a mixture of wine
and powdered kala root,  then placing them in open flame would have an entirely
different effect.



"Five hundred and ten...six hundred and one..."
The rods would crack, the gaps filled with a red-white energy. The oven would

rock back and forth, sounding like a tormented gong as it was battered about from
the inside. Drops of molten metal might fall to the deck, starting fires of their own.
By this point the crew would have noticed the strange sounds coming from the stern,
perhaps even wondering whether they should investigate...

"Six hundred and ninety...seven hundred and ten..."
And then...KRA-KOOM!
The stern of the  Garren's Pride  disappeared behind an explosion of fire, smoke

and wood splinters. Something resembling a large flaming skull flew out from the
chaos  as  though  shot  from  a  cannon,  blue  lightening  trailing  in  its  wake.  Close
examination showed it to be the crystal oven minus its door, ejected from the ship by
the force of the explosion.

Alarm bells rang on the station, matched by shouts and curses from Gedsulas and
the other Corsairs. Doors opened and the station garrison rushed out, muskets at the
ready.  The  longboat  then  shifted  course  slightly  and  their  view  was  blocked  by
another ship docked nearby. When they cleared it two minutes later, the companions
were treated to the spectacle of the Corsairs exchanging gunfire with the Wennatan
soldiers on the pier.  Gedsulas stood tall  behind the railing, a pistol in each hand,
spitting out curses along with bullets. The Wennatan's were forming into ranks, one
of  their  number  lying  wounded  on  the  ground,  their  officer  screaming  at  the
Zeghavian's to surrender and for his men to ready a volley...

Gaebrel turned away. "No going back now," he said.
The scene of violence disappeared from view as they turned again,  though the

sounds  lingered  for  some  time.  Gerel  and  Hurren  picked  up  the  pace  -  all  the
commotion with the Corsairs would keep the garrison's attention for a while, but that
was still no reason to dawdle. They circled about the station, the treasure ship hoving
into view, angling the longboat so it would pass just over the pier. As it did, Hurren
and Gerel vaulted over the sides, dropping down to the dock. Pohtoli and Morrec
shifted back, taking their places at the fins and pushing the longboat towards their
prize.

Gerel leveled his musket, dropping to a crouch and covering the approach from
the station.  Hurren  clamped  a  large  hand about  the  side  of  the  pier  and  swung
himself under it. 

Slung over his back were two kegs of gunpowder, both trailing a length of match
cord, and two coils of rope. Each weighed in excess of fifty pounds and would have
staggered  even  someone  of  Gerel's  strength,  yet  Hurren  bore  the  weight  with
contemptuous ease. He unslung the kegs and wedged them under the support beams
of the pier, one on each side, tying them down with the ropes. He then took out a
tinderbox from a belt pouch and carefully pressed the spring-loaded trigger. There
was a  click  as the flint  inside struck steel,  igniting the swatch of  lint  at  the end.
Shielding the flame with his body, Hurren lit both match cords, closing the tinderbox
as they sparked and climbing back up to the dock. Gerel stood and together they
sprinted towards the treasure ship.

The longboat swung about as it approached their destination. Gaebrel reached out
with a long hook attached to a pole, grabbing the railing and pulling them in. The
side of the boat bumped up against the ship and the three men remaining aboard
jumped across, landing on deck with drawn pistols or leveled blunderbusses. Red-
brown mist  leaked out from the stern hatches.  Muffled shouts came from below,
interspersed with coughing and retching.

Something thumped behind then and they turned, fingers on triggers.  Yasinnic



raised his hands. "Only me," he said.
"Did it work?" asked Morrec.
"As expected." Something crashed below decks, followed by a spate of cursing in

an ursuhli dialect.
"If being a missionary doesn't work out, Morrec" Gaebrel quipped, "you could do

worse than go into the pest-removal business."
"Under  different  circumstances  I  might  be  angered  at  such  an  expression  of

impiety, Gaebrel. But for now I will consider that a bad metaphor for the removal of
sins from the souls of men."

"As you wish, Morrec. But for now let us stick to the plan, shall we?"
They split up, Gaebrel and Pohtoli headed towards the bow, Morrec and Yasinnic

to the stern. The latter two went to every hatch and door they could find leading
below, jabbing wooden strips between the bottom edges and the deck, tying ropes
through handles to prevent them from opening. Anything to block an escape from
below.  Within  moments  someone  hammered  on  one  of  the  hatches,  coughs  and
curses signaling the presence of someone in desperate need of fresh air. More of the
red mist leaked through, preceded by fleeing ranks of fleas,  cockroaches and rats
slipping through the tiniest of cracks. They were able to get away, while the humans
and ursuhli could not. The thumping stopped, as did the other sounds from below, a
sign that the mercenaries and crew were finally succumbing to unconsciousness.

Gerel and Hurren came up the gangway, both catching their breath from their run.
A moment later everyone on deck ducked down as the kegs of gunpowder exploded,
first  one  than  the  other,  blasting  away  a  ten-foot  wide  section  of  the  pier  and
separating the part of it holding the ship from the rest of the station. The force of the
explosion caused it to drift away widening the gap.

Hurren pulled an ax from his belt - they largest they could find, though not near
large enough for his liking - and chopped at the mooring lines. Gerel and Morrec
took hold of the gangplank, lifting it up and over the side and pushing it into the
Empyrean. The dock slowly spun away, separating from the ship as it began to drift.

Meanwhile,  Gaebrel  and  Pohtoli  were  kicking  down  a  stout  door  under  the
foredeck. Inside was the strangest looking room either had ever seen, a windowless
chamber lined on three sides with benches embedded in the walls.  On each were
lines of  brightly  colored wooden pegs fitted into faintly  glowing holes.  Wennatan
glyphs were marked next to each one, which they could not read; however a helpful
chart was tacked up on the wall, showing outlines of the ship as seen from above and
to the side, with glyphs next to the sails and rudder identical to those marked on the
board.

Here the hours Pohtoli spent drinking with the station master truly paid off. The
Wennatan's, he claimed, were so afraid of contamination from offworld that any ship
they sent out would have only the bare minimum number of crewmen aboard, far
below what captains from other worlds would consider prudent. But the Wennatan
Arcanist's,  as  inventive as they were paranoid,  found ways of getting around this
deficiency. Sails were enchanted to open and close themselves, masts would adjust
themselves under their own power, the rudders would turn without human touch. All
of it happened, he claimed, from this room, all the enchantments embedded on the
ship were  focused here.  By rearranging  the pegs on the benches,  one man could
control the operations of the ship, doing the work of an entire crew. (The whole thing
sounded fanciful to Pohtoli, as it did to the others when he relayed it, and he'd asked
why there weren't fleets of the things flying about the system, putting honest sailors
out of work. The station masters reply was that it took a hundred years of non-stop
day and night labor to build one of the damnable things, that the cost was enough to



buy a fleet of three hundred warships with their crews and a port for them to dock in
and that it was rumored part of the construction process involved the mass sacrifice
of ten thousand slaves. Over the last thousand years, the Wennatan's had only ever
built five such ships, two of which were subsequently lost to storms.)

Unfortunately the station master couldn't give them specifics about which pegs
went  where  and  did  what,  resulting  in  a  certain  amount  of  guesswork.  Gaebrel
studied the chart for a moment, then cautiously plucked a peg from one hole and
shifted it into another. A heavy rope fell from one of the masts, waving in the wind
slightly, the sails remaining tightly furled.

"That's not it," Gaebrel noted, replacing the peg in its former location. "How about
this..."

An ominous groan came from somewhere under their feet, followed by the sound
of a wooden beam starting to crack. Gaebrel quickly put the peg back and the sound
vanished. " Not it either."

"Maybe here..." Pohtoli plucked a peg from the left side bench and placed it in a
hole in the center. Thumps and groans came from both sides of the ship as ropes
untied themselves, spars dropping down and stretching lengths of canvas between
them. The deck shuddered as wind filled the sails, the treasure ship pulling away for
the open Empyrean.

"Where to?" Pohtoli asked.
"Anywhere that isn't here. Once Wennata is a speck in the distance,  then we'll

decide." With that Gaebrel went back onto the deck. The others were there, nodding
their heads, wide grins on their faces, or in Hurren's case the baring of teeth. He
turned to the station and caught a final glimpse of the Corsairs, still firing away at the
garrison. A cannon was being rolled out the dock. A soldier saw the treasure ship
leaving,  pointed his  hand and shouted something,  but went unheard as the guns
fired, the entire scene disappearing behind a cloud of white smoke.

They did it. Gone, free and clear. No Corsairs, no chains or forced labor or threat
of imminent death. Wennata shrank into the distance, the ship carrying them into
the long gray night of the Empyrean. They left their pasts behind, taking the future
into their own hands as free men.



CHAPTER NINE

"As landings go, that was among the worst." Gaebrel picked up the broken spar
with both hands, hefting the weight for a moment before tossing it aside. Shredded
canvas flapped in the wind as the length of wood bounced across the bare  rocky
ground. "Ruined. It'll take a week to repair."

"May I humbly remind you that we don't have a day to spare, let alone a week?"
Pohtoli spoke acerbically, wrapping a stolen woolen cloak about his shoulders as he
hunched over.

"Duly noted. Ah well...we still have three others."
They were on a little moonlet that wasn't on any of the charts, a small clump of

rock barely two hundred yards wide that seemed flat enough to touch down on, two
days out from Wennata. Finding it was a sheer stroke of luck, landing turned out to
be anything but. There was a slope on the ground that no one saw until it was too
late.  The  ship  heeled  over  the  moment  they  touched  down,  pressing  the  lower
starboard mast against the ground and shattering it like glass.

Gaebrel climbed back up the rope ladder hanging off the side of the ship, his mind
furiously considering all the possibilities, every option weighed and measured. The
Wennatan's  had  no  navy,  nothing  larger  than  a  patrol  cutter,  so  the  threat  of
immediate pursuit was out of the question. But according to Gerel they did have an
arrangement  with  several  other  powers  around Bolsander  for  situations  like  this.
Messages were likely being sent this very moment. The treasure ship may have been
a marvel of construction...but she wallowed like a pig even in a good wind, and that
was before losing one of the sails. If they were chased, they would be caught, it was
simple as that.

A line of chained, moaning bodies lay on the deck as Gaebrel climbed over the
railing, human and ursuhli both. After landing and making sure none of their bones
were broken from all the jarring and shaking, the companions opened the doors to
the stern, standing back a moment as the last vestiges of fumigant wafted out. They
wrapped rags soaked in camphor about their faces and went below, moving along
corridors strewn with dead roaches and rats that hadn't escaped in time. Finding the
crew was simple enough, they merely followed the smell of vomit, humans sprawled
out across the deck, ursuhli lying like furry hillocks. Their arms were bound behind
their backs before being hauled away, Hurren carrying the bodies up the stairs and
depositing them none too gently on the deck. There was a tense moment when one of
the  ursuhli  awoke  suddenly  after  being  dropped.  Snapping  the  ropes  around his
wrists he stood up and charged Hurren, who responded by punching the fellow in the
face, the knuckle horns tearing away a chunk of skin and fur and sending the warrior
back into the darkness. After which the hands of every ursuhli were chained together.

Now the prisoners were starting to wake. Humans opening crusty eyes, ursuhli
waggling  mouths  filled  with  the  most  ghastly  aftertaste  imaginable.  Attempts  to
move their hands were frustrated by the bonds tied about them. It quickly dawned on
them that they were no longer at the quarantine station, that the men staring down at
them with loaded guns and sharp swords had the look of brigands, which led them to
the obvious conclusion that the ship had been stolen and they taken prisoner. The
ursuhli response to this was much as expected; bellowing of threats and curses and



futile  attempts  to  break  their  bonds.  The  Wennatan's  by  contrast  curled  up  and
turned away, the shame of capture compounded with the knowledge that they were
being polluted beyond all hope of recovery with each passing minute.

"All accounted for?" Gaebrel asked, wincing as a cold wind came over the deck.
Away from Wennata the temperatures dropped considerably and his breath came out
in clouds. 

"Aye." If Gerel was affected by the cold, he didn't let himself show it. "Morrec's
concoction worked, they were out cold by the time we got below. Barely a fight...well,
except for that one." He gestured at the ursuhli Hurren punched out.

"You sound disappointed."
"A true warrior does not shrink from battle.  To spend hours loading guns and

sharpening  these  blades  without  the  chance  to  use  either...yes,  it  is  a
disappointment."

"Now you sound like Hurren."
Both looked over at their companion. Hurren was squatting by one of the ursuhli

prisoners, gleefully trading insults.  The first thing he'd done when they woke was
inform them of his clan, sending each and every one into paroxysms of rage. Howled
curses flew back and forth across the deck in a guttural dialect, Hurren baring his
teeth in sheer pleasure at the scene, ancestral enemies brought low and without a
fight. It was almost enough to compensate not dying honorably in battle...

"Hurren!" Gaebrel called out. "Enough with the reunion. Open the cargo hatch,
and let us see what wonders we have taken!"

"As you say." Hurren rose up, tossing out one final thought at the captives that left
them sputtering with rage as he sauntered away. "If only my grandfather could see
this," he mused in his native dialect.

"What was that?"
"Er...nothing. What did you need?"
"The cargo door."
"Right..."
In the center of the deck was a large double hatch. Hurren broke its lock with a

blow from his  ax,  flipping open one  side  than  the  other.  Down below there  was
nothing but darkness. A ladder hung from the lip of the gap, which Gaebrel climbed
down, holding a lantern in one hand. The climb took longer than he expected, the
hatchway  above  shrinking  in  size  the  further  down  he  went,  the  heads  of  his
companions watching. His feet touched the deck and he knelt for a moment to light
the lantern with a flint and steel. Standing back up, twisting the knob to feed more oil
into the flame, Gaebrel found himself standing in the biggest cargo hold he had ever
seen.  Fifty  feet  high  if  he  could  guess,  and  easily  twice  as  long.  A  considerable
number  of  crates,  sacks  and  bundles  were  piled  up  towards  the  stern.  Closer
inspection revealed bolts of rare silk, sacks made aromatic by the costly spices they
held, and a locked wooden chest that jingled promisingly when kicked it. Then he
turned around...

"Suns and Spirits!"
"What is it?" called Pohtoli from above.
"Get down here! You have to see this!"
The hold echoed to the sound of men climbing down the ladder. Pohtoli, Morrec

and Yasinnic deposited themselves on the deck, casting approving glances on the pile
of loot near the back. Then they followed Gaebrel's gaze, their own eyes opening just
as wide. "Gods of Iyantua," Pohtoli breathed.

"The Godhead smiles," echoed Morrec. "She's beautiful!"
The object of their fascination was a small ship, stored within the hold of the giant



treasure ship as a lesser vessel might hold a longboat beneath its decks. The sharp
curved prow was only ten feet away, the stern bumping up against the bow cargo
doors. They walked along the portside of the hold, looking with reverence at the sleek
lines, the way her midsection flared out slightly before narrowing back at the stern,
giving her a shape similar to that of an elongated reverse tear drop. The mainmast
was inches away from the roof of the hold, the side spars barely touching the side of
the treasure ship itself.

"It  has  studding  sails."  Gaebrel  pointed  at  a  long  shafts  lying  atop  the  main
starboard side mast, fixed to the end by means of a hinge. Once airborne, it could be
swung out, doubling the length of the mast.

"This must be part of the payment," he said thoughtfully, pointing at a royal sigil
painted in red and gold on the dark blue hull. The coat-of-arms of the Tasevanyan
royal family...it seemed like something from another life.

"A ship? Inside a ship?" said Pohtoli.
"A expensive ship. This must be a royal cutter, the Grand Prince included it with

all his other treasures. The craftsmanship, the rigging, she was built for speed and
strength..."

"Built by the dzur." Morrec was kneeling by the bow, peering closely at the hull.
"Come, look!"

"How do you mean?"
"Look!" Morrec pointed at a small brass plate embedded near the keel. Strange

characters were engraved on it, glyphs resembling thorn bushes or spikes which were
then twisted and distorted beyond recognition. "Those are dzur ideograms. They put
something like this on every ship they build...like a makers mark, if you will."

"A dzur  ship."  All  three  of  them wondered  what  this  meant.  The dzur  were  a
reclusive race, supposedly resembling lizards that one day decided to get up and walk
about like men. Their homeworld was somewhere around the Sun Olysi, though none
could claim to have ever visited it. Only two things were said with any measure of
certainty about them - that as artisans and Crafter's they were equal to none and that
they refused  any contact  with  outsiders.  By  all  accounts  the  dzur  could  give  the
Wennatan's lessons in paranoia... "How did this end up with the Tasevanyan's? There
must be a story behind it."

"I'm more interested in how they wedged it in the hold." Pohtoli looked about with
a frown. "Seems a tight fit."

"There are greased rails under the hull." Morrec pointed them out. “Slid it right in
here."

"We can speculate  later,"  Gaebrel  declared.  "For  now,  give  thanks  to  whatever
gods or spirits you worship, for we truly owe them a favor."

"How do you mean?" Morrec looked up sharply.
"This here is a racer. We get her airborne, there isn't another ship in the system

that can catch us. She's our escape plan, sitting right here, waiting to run." Gaebrel
laughed, almost ready to fly on his own at this point. "Get Hurren down here, we'll
need his strength. Yasinnic, take his place with the prisoners. We'll load the cargo on
this beauty and take to the winds."

"Uh...Gaebrel?" Pohtoli waved his arm about. "How do we get it out of here?"
Gaebrel  looked  about.  The  Wennatan's  got  it  into  the  ship,  there  must  a  way

to...maybe there?
He walked to a panel on the wall, a wooden board similar to the ones in the bow

control room. When he swung the lantern towards it, he saw two holes drilled into
the surface,  with  a  red peg jammed into  the  top.  Beside  it  were  several  lines  in
Wennatan, followed by a diagram of the ships bow. Gaebrel studied a moment, then



shrugged, plucked the peg from the hole and inserted in the other one.
A rumbling  sound echoed in  the  hold,  accompanied  by the  squealing  of  oiled

wooden hinges and the sliding of ropes through various holes and locks. A sliver of
light  sliced  up  the  exact  middle  of  the  bow,  quickly  widening  and letting  in  the
Celestial Wind. The cargo doors folded back like a carved wooden screen, the bow
opening away followed by a long section of the hull. Within moments the front third
of the ship had all but disappeared, the upper deck now hanging over the gap like the
balcony of some strange house.

"What's going on down there?" Gerel shouted down, looking over the edge of the
cargo hatch. "Hey are you listening? Did you find the treasure?"

"Did we ever!" Gaebrel called back.

Fifty bolts of the rarest Tiazhaadi  silk. Twenty sacks of various rare spices and
herbs with unpronounceable names and even more exotic origins. Thirteen statues of
creatures so bizarre in shape and form that they could only be gods and demons,
carved from the rarest stones or woods, their eyes inlaid with jewels, tiny weapons of
gold or silver in their hands. A crate that, when opened, contained what appeared to
be nothing more than five iron ingots. Gaebrel was disappointed at the sight of them
and about to say so, when Gerel picked one up and tapped it with the hilt of his
dagger. His eyes widened at the crystal clear ring that resulted and he lay the ingot
down with the respect that others might have for the most sacred of icons. "Ygulian
steel," he whispered. "And so much of it, by the spirits..."

"Explain this strange reverence of yours, Gerel. It's just iron..."
"No!" Gerel whirled on him. "It's more than that. Gold is nothing compared to the

sacred steel of Ygul. The finest weapons in the Universe are made from it, blades that
will cut through iron bars as through they were paper. It is found only on a remote
world circling Maraea, one of the two Suns of the distant Bright Lands..."

"I'm aware of that particular fact."
"But do you know that a single dagger made of this metal is worth more than a

good-sized town and everything in it,  including  the inhabitants?  That  kings  have
gone to war just  to  possess a single blade? This,  my friend,  is  the stuff  of  which
legends are made." He touched the steel lovingly, his eyes gazing upon them as a
father might his newborn child.

"So...it's precious."
"Enough to make all of us rich men for life."
"Understood." Gaebrel  closed the box. Gerel sighed as the ingot vanished from

sight, his eyes light with the possibilities.
A  box  filled  with  the  costliest  perfumes,  a  casket  stuffed  to  the  brim  with

aquamarines and sapphires. Three large crates of precious wines, the youngest of the
vintages  older  than  their  grandfathers.  Precious  artworks,  the  paintings  carefully
packed between layers of wool, cured logs of rare woods, cured hides of rare beasts,
baskets of brilliant feathers collected from half a dozen exotic birds...at that point
Gaebrel could no longer pay attention. It was just too much. 

One box did hold their attention. Hurren jammed a crowbar into the top, ripping
away the lid as though it were nothing. "Now this is to my liking," he said, pulling
away  the  sides  to  reveal  the  small  armory within.  Finely  crafted  weapons sat  on
beechwood racks,  their handles wrapped in silver wire,  the blades glinting in the
lantern light. Not Ygulian steel, obviously, but the next best thing in terms of quality.
A massive battle  axe stood in the center (claimed by Hurren) alongside a pair  of
scimitars  (claimed by Gerel.)  Morrec satisfied himself  with  a smallsword,  Pohtoli
with  a  gently  curved  blade  that  he  claimed  was  similar  enough  to  those  of  his



homeworld as to be virtually identical. Three exquisitely crafted rifles stood in the
corner (claimed with uncharacteristic eagerness by Yasinnic.)

Gaebrel scooped up a rapier, drawing the rippling blade from its decorated leather
sheath and hefting in his hand. Perfect balance, it felt like an extension of his arm. 

"I think we'll keep these," he said. "Unless you fellows object?"
"This is a weapon fit for a hero!" Hurren lay the ax on his shoulder, eager to test it

against something or someone. "It is an honor to hold it and an honor to die under
it!"

"I'll take that as a no.” Gaebrel set the blade aside. "Right, enough for now. Time is
short, let's get the cutter loaded and be gone from this place."

They set to work. Morrec climbed onto the upper deck of the cutter, finding a door
in  the  foredeck  that  led  down  to  the  ascension  locker.  He  filled  the  oven  with
charcoal and set it alight while the others opened a cargo door in the stern that led to
a small hold. They stuffed the crates, sacks and bundles in there as carefully as they
could and when it was full opened the doors of the cabins and filled those as well. 

The work was hampered somewhat by the need to watch the prisoners. One by one
they were led into cabins deep within the bowels of the treasure ship and locked
away. The Wennatan's were split apart from the ursuhli and for good measure the
ursuhli were themselves divided up. So many ropes and chains were wound about
their  arms  and  legs  that  their  limps  appeared  to  be  bulging.  Angry  words  were
shouted and ignored, one of the companions on watch at all times, relieved every half
hour.

Pohtoli  made a more detailed examination of the merchandise  as it  was being
loaded,  his merchant's  mind rapidly estimating a value. When asked for his final
result, he gave a ridiculously high number that none of them could believe. 

"Come on," Morrec scoffed. "It's a rich hoard, but not that rich."
"If anything, my estimate might be too low. But it doesn't matter, we'll be lucky if

we see a tenth of that."
"How do you mean?"
Pohtoli pointed at one of bolts. "What is that?"
"Silk," said Gerel.
"And that?"
"Some pungent herb that makes my nose run," said Morrec.
"But no gold." Pohtoli shook his head. "No gold, no silver. No money. To see any

profit from this, we'll have to sell it for coin. And that might be difficult, given the
means by which it was acquired..."

"That is something to consider," Gaebrel said, cutting him off. "And once we're
under sail, something we can solve at our leisure." Though it did bring a frown to his
face, the full impact of Pohtoli's words sunk in. They couldn't sail into a port with a
cargo like this and dump it on the open market, not without raising half a hundred
difficult questions from every kind of authority. The smuggler in him knew it could
only be disposed of on the sly...and given the enormous prices likely to be placed on
all their heads, they wouldn't have much time to look for a buyer.

His eyes fell back on the chest that jingled when kicked. "Anyone open this yet?"
The others shrugged by way of reply. Gaebrel knelt down, jiggling the ornate lock
hanging from the lid. "No time to find a key. Hurren, if you would..."

"Stand back." Hurren raised his ax, eager for the chance to swing it at something.
Gaebrel skipped back as it fell, smashing the lock with a loud clang and not a few
sparks. It fell off the chest in two shattered pieces, Hurren immediately examining
the blade for nicks."Not even a scratch," he said with approval.

Gaebrel flipped open the top, the others crowding in close around him. "Now that



is a sight," said Pohtoli at the jumble of gold and silver coins inside, mixed in with a
few trinkets.

"Coin enough to allay your worries?"
"No, but it's a start...what is that?" Pohtoli's finger stabbed at a medallion buried

under the coins.
Gaebrel took a closer look. Three inches across, made of gold and so covered with

engravings that it seemed almost organic. "'Tis the gaudiest thing I have ever seen."
"Which might explain why it was included in this shipment."
"How much do you think this is worth?" Morrec asked.
"Well..."  Pohtoli  plucked  his  chin  and  began  to  rattle  off  all  manner  of

speculations.  Gaebrel  ignored him, unable  to take his  eyes off  the medallion The
bloody thing was hideous, yet somehow it drew the eye, casting everything else into
the  background.  Without  quite  understanding  why he  reached  for  it,  his  fingers
brushing the cool metal...

Flames  filled  the  landscape,  the  forest  shriveling  as  the  fire  swept  across  it,
driven to unnatural strength by the winds howling in from the east. The sky was
red, a hellish scene from the depths of the imagination brought hideously to life, the
crackling of  the flames matched by the sounds of  killing.  Animals fled from the
flames, running from the woods for their lives. They were ignored, attention paid
instead on the dark slithering shapes following after, sibilant war cries preceding
them.

An armor-clad fist  was braced on the ground, the other clenching a mace of
silver and gold. Long arms raised it up high to the sky, the hunched body rearing
on  short  legs,  a  giant  chest  hidden  beneath  heavy  armor,  the  fanged  mouth
bellowing an answering challenge to the cries from the burning forest. An ape, he
realized,  that's  what  it  resembled,  a  giant  armored  ape,  holding  a  mace  that
summoned lightning from the sky as his enemies rushed out to attack...

"...won't make an accurate assessment until we get it on board, wouldn't you agree
Gaebrel? Gaebrel, you listening?"

"Hmm?" He looked up, found the others staring back at him. "My apologies, must
have slipped away for a moment."

"You all right?" Morrec asked.
"Fine."  He stood,  the  medallion clenched in his  fist.  "Get  back to work.  We're

nearly done here."
Morrec gave him an odd look, but the others shrugged it off. It had been a long

day, they were all tired. Hurren picked up a large crate and carried it to the cutter.
Morrec followed him a moment later, intent on checking the oven in the ascension
locker, already forgetting the incident.

Gaebrel stayed where he was, trying to make sense. An ape wearing armor? That
was the most ludicrous thing he could imagine. Must be more tired than I thought.
He looked at the medallion again, frowning at the stylized face in the center. A skull
by all appearances, but not that of a man. Almost like an ape from a certain angle, if
one took tremendous liberties...

"Foolishness!" He had far too much to do at the moment, they needed to get away
from this place before they were caught. The medallion slipped into a pocket without
a second thought. He picked up a bolt of cloth and carried it to the cutter.

The  charcoal  in  the  crystal  oven  was  reduced  to  actual  glowing  coals.  Morrec
found six rods of rexite in a sealed chest, clear as glass. Fitting one into a cradle, he
slid it in a few inches, just enough to lift the cutter up a few feet. Outside, the others
hauled on lines tied off to the sides, pulling it out of treasure ships hold and into the



open.  The wind was  picking  up,  Gaebrel  taking  note  of  its  direction.  Away  from
Wennata, right into the open Empyrean. Excellent.

Morrec  removed  the  rod  from  the  oven,  and  the  cutter  settled  down  on  the
ground. The others went back into the hold to finish the loading. Gerel and Pohtoli
went into the galley and collected all the food they could find, returning with two
barrels of biscuits and another of dried jerky, already half empty.

"That's it?" Gaebrel asked, looking at the supplies with some dismay.
"There is nothing else and we looked everywhere.  They likely hadn't  restocked

when we seized the ship." Gerel kicked one of the barrels morosely. "Looks like we're
on short rations."

"Until  we  find  a  safe  port."  Gaebrel  looked  back  at  the  ship.  "I  just  noticed
something...there is no name on the cutter."

"I do believe you're right." Pohtoli frowned. "That will never do. It's bad luck to
sail on a ship without a name. "

A moments pause. "Any ideas?" Gaebrel asked the other two.
"How about Revenge?" said Pohtoli.
"Revenge for what?"
"Nothing...just revenge in general."
"Seems a bit flashy...people see a name like that, it'll stick in their minds."
"Right...didn't think of that..."
"How about...Joyful Venture?" Gaebrel plucked the names out of nowhere.
"Promising...but more suited to a pleasure barge than a boat full of desperate men

like us."
"Blood and bones, everyone's a critic..."
"How about Sparrow?" Gerel suggested.
The other two looked at him. "Sparrow?" said Gaebrel.

"On Charulan, sparrows are considered good luck. If you see one  sparrow cross
your path in a morning, something good will happen by noon. See two cross your
path at noon, something bad will happen to your enemies by sunset. See three at
sunset and both will happen at dawn the next day."

They considered this. "Seems fitting," Pohtoli allowed.
"So be it.  Sparrow she is!" Gaebrel nodded. "Now...all we need to figure out is

where we're headed, a far more complicated problem to solve."
"Samsarida," Gerel suggested.
"Too close,"  Gaebrel  replied.  "Within three days there will  be prices on all  our

heads. Moxida will sell us out the moment we arrive...or have you forgotten the last
time we met?"

"I agree," said Pohtoli.  "It can't be anywhere around Bolsander. We need some
place  out  of  the  way.  A  smugglers  haven  on  an  outer  world  would  suit  us
nicely...except we'll likely get ten percent of the true value of these goods and lose
half of that in bribes and backhanders."

"Perhaps another Sun?" Gaebrel thought out loud. "Make for Olysi...or the Bright
Lands..."

"I have gone far enough from Charulan," Gerel declared. "Beyond Doran itself is
unacceptable...and I know Hurren would say the same."

Another silent moment. "Pohtoli," Gaebrel asked, "tell us again how you came to
this region?"

"On behalf of my employer, a merchant from a world around Serapha."
"And did he send you in blind,  or provide you with a  contact,  someone to do

business with?"



"He did, as a matter of fact, a trading house on Farfrinda, one of the moons of
Nepura, very old and respected..." Pohtoli stopped, then nodded in understanding.
"Very clever. But it wouldn't work...I came here as part of a trading convoy whose
arrival was expected. To show up nearly two years late on my own with a completely
different cargo would only raise suspicions."

"Maybe not."  Gerel  said.  "The Farfrindans are a strange lot.  They care  not for
honor or glory, only for money. Their avarice is legendary."

"We show up  with  this  cargo,  they might  be  tempted  to  look  the  other  way,"
Gaebrel said. "The worst they can do is say no."

"They worst  they can  do is  arrest  us  on sight  and stretch  our  necks  from the
nearest  tall  tree,  "Pohtoli  shot  back.  "But  I  can't  think  of  a  better  alternative.
Farfrinda it is."

The last of the cargo was loaded, the rations stowed away in a small cupboard by
the  galley.  The  newly-named  Sparrow was  a  sudden  hive  of  activity,  the  six
companions  going over  every  inch,  familiarizing  themselves  with  the  rigging  and
masts as best they could in the time they had. Despite her small size there was a
surprising amount of room within the hull. A small cargo hold filled the back fourth
of the ship, with a large cabin place directly above it. Though clearly intended for the
captain  or some other  great  personage,  it  was  given over  to Hurren by common
agreement  on account  of  his  size.  More than  once someone  was  forced  to  crush
himself against a bulkhead as the ursuhli squeezed past and no one fancied sharing a
room with him. 

Beyond  this  were  two  levels;  a  lower  deck  along  the  keel  that  held  storage
chambers for food, water and spare equipment as well as a latrine in a small closet by
the bow, and an upper deck lined with four cabins and two lockers filled with spare
ropes and canvas, along with an empty space in which they stowed the weapons and
anything else that might be useful. Gaebril, Morrec and Pohtoli each claimed a cabin
of their own, little more than closets with hammocks hanging from hooks. Gerel took
the fourth, offering to share it with Yasinnic in the spirit of brotherhood. The Ilurei
politely demurred, preferring to bunk down in the cargo hold. He claimed the clutter
reminded him of home. At the bow was the tiny galley, holding an iron stove in a
thick clay  foundation  to protect  against  fire  and a  small  table.  Beside  it  was  the
ascension locker.

One last thing remained before they could take to the Empyrean. Gaebrel went
back onto the treasure ship, accompanied by Gerel and Hurren. Six hours had passed
since they landed, yet it felt more like six weeks at this point. Gaebrel's body ached
from hard labor and lack of sleep, yet there would be no rest...not yet.

"Start with the Wennatan's," he said.
Gerel went below, returning a few minutes later with one of the human crewmen,

a slender  fellow who stumbled ahead,  the  pistol  barrel  jabbing into  his  shoulder
blades a reminder not to dawdle. When he got on desk and saw Gaebrel and Hurren
standing there, weapons in hand, he fell to his knees, raised his arms high and began
a keening song.

"Oh, stop!" Gaebrel approached him, holstering his gun and feeling a sudden and
unaccustomed  sense  of  embarrassment  at  the  sight.  The  Wennatan  ignored  his
words as though they were the wind, continuing to sway back and forth as he moaned
out his death song.

"Hey! I'm talking to you..."  Gaebrel  touched him on the shoulder,  then sprang
back as the man seemed to go into a seizure, screeching in horror as he crawled away,
only to stop a few inches short of Gerel's boots. The man thumped both his shoulders



and made various intricate signs with his fingers, knocking his head against the deck
hard enough to bruise the skin.

Gaebrel looked up, utterly bewildered. "Purification ritual, if I had to guess," Gerel
observed.

"I just touched him."
"We're unclean outworlders. In his eyes that's enough."
"I don't have time for this." Gaebrel pulled the pistol and cocked the hammer, with

no apparent effect as the Wennatan kept trying to dig a hole through the deck with
his  forehead.  Sighing,  he  aimed  off  to  the  side  and  fired  into  empty  air.  The
Wennatan flinched at the shot, eyes wide, nose twitching at the smell of powder.

Gaebrel slipped the gun back into his belt and drew the companion piece tucked
into the small of his back. "You speak Haleric?" he asked.

The Wennatan's eyes flicked at the pistol. "Yes...a little..."
Gaebrel noted the fine cut of the man's clothes, now somewhat worse for wear

after several hours of confinement. "Who are you?"
The man rattled off a long name, made up of syllables that seemed strung together

in random order. From this Gaebrel  deduced that the fellow must be someone of
consequence on his homeworld. Most excellent, that would simplify the task at hand.

"You...surrender!" The man glared at him fear mingling with outrage at the sight
of filthy diseased foreigner's befouling his ship. "Or we kill you! Hunt you down like
nxu hak na moz..."

Gaebrel couldn't guess what manner of creature that might be, though from the
look on the man's face he figured it to be something lowly. He let the man rage on for
a moment longer, then ended it by means of pointing the gun in his face. "When you
return to your homeworld,"  he said,  "and after  they've finished pumping you out
from the backside,  bathing you in acid  and so on,  you tell  your masters that the
Zeghavian  Corsairs  laugh  at  the  Arcanist's  of  Wennata!  We  call  them  cowards,
huddling on their little moon, afraid of their own shadows, no better than slaves! We
spit on them, we piss on them, we take what we want and wipe our arse's with their
banners! You tell them this!"

"Corsairs!" The man sneered. "We kill men like you so easily. They scream like
women when we cut...."

"You mean like this?" Gaebrel licked his palm, leaving a long trail of saliva. He
held it in front of the Wennatan's nose, letting him get a good look.

Then he wiped his hand across the man's cheek.
The effect, he later observed, was similar to being splashed in the face with a pot of

boiling water. The man fell back with a howl, scratching at his face with his fingers,
leaving a pair of bloody gouges along his flesh. Eyes driven mad by hate fixed on
Gaebrel. He jumped to his feet, to attack or flee, it was hard to tell. Either way it was
irrelevant, Gerel kicking his legs out from under him, sending the Wennatan falling
back to the deck.

"Right, that's enough, Take him below!"
Gerel  nodded,  grabbing  the  scruff  of  the  man's  collar  and  hauling  him  back

through the stern hatch. The Wennatan's curses echoed through the corridors below
decks long after he was gone. Eventually Gerel returned, rubbing a fresh bruise on
his arm. "Little bastard tried to kick me. He was foaming at mouth by the time I got
the ropes back on him."

"You didn't...."
"I may have knocked him across the face, but he was still yelling when I left. You

certainly made an impression."
"I sincerely hope so." Gaebrel said with a grin. "Right...Hurren, your turn."



"As you say." Hurren went below, stooping as he went into the hatch. Time passed,
punctuated by ominous thuds and muffled shouts. Footsteps sounded on the stairs
leading up to the deck, accompanied by something heavy bumping up the steps. The
hatch flew open and Hurren re-emerged,  dragging through the hatchway.  With a
grunt he hurled the prisoner across the deck, followed by several bellowed insults.

"Problem below?" Gaebrel asked.
"This one tried to stab me with his tusk. Lowborn scum!"
The prisoner sat up, bleeding from a shallow cut on the top of his head that left a

dark stain on the fur. From the way the ursuhli's muscles bulged as he struggled, it
was only the chains that kept him from tearing the three of them to pieces with his
bare hands. "Does he speak Haleric?" Gaebrel asked quietly.

"No," Hurren answered back, lowering his voice to a buzzing rumble, the closest
he ever got to a whisper. "I struck the only one among them who speaks a language
other than their own, and he's still unconscious."

"Right...Hurren  I  need  your  help."  Gaebrel  glanced  at  the  fuming  prisoner,
virtually glowing with rage. "I need to insult him."

Hurren blinked. "You need to insult him," he repeated.
"He's angry. I need to make it worse."
"Say something about his mother, that seems to work for humans and ursuhli."
"No, it has to be more than that. What is the absolute worst thing I could say to

him, the one insult to his honor sunk below all others?"
"Well..."  Hurren  looked  around,  as  if  afraid  his  mother  was  looking  over  his

shoulder. "Ancestors, forgive me...say this to him." He rumbled a few words in an
ursuhli dialect, wincing as he spoke.

"What do they mean?" Gaebrel asked.
Hurren winced again as he translated.
"That's an insult?"
"The worst imaginable. Once it is spoken, only blood may answer. If you said to

me, I'd have no choice but to rip off your head and turn the skull into a drinking
cup...then do the same to your father and grandfather."

"My grandfather's dead."
"Then I would dig up his bones."
"Point taken...remind me never to get on your bad side!" Gaebrel approached the

prisoner,  staying well  out of head butt  range.  "Your clan hurls their axes over a
cliff."

A long moment passed, in which the prisoner's face went through the whole gamut
of emotions and expression possible. First, the eyes widened in shock at a human
saying the words. Mouth dropped open, nostrils flared, the long mane bristled with
sudden outrage, the snout mottled with blood and rage...

Then Gaebrel danced back as the ursuhli lunged at him, aiming a tusk at his leg.
The  prisoner  fell  to  the  deck  and  thrashed  against  his  bonds,  one  of  the  ropes
snapping under the strain, the others barely holding fast. A long stream of mangled
words  spewed  out  from  his  mouth,  spittle  spraying  across  the  deck  as  his  eyes
reddened with rage.

"Hurren! Translate what I say for his benefit."
“Gladly...but please be brief!"
"Tell him the Zeghavian Corsairs find his rage amusing, and his skills as a warrior

pitiful. Tell him that his clan is beneath contempt and henceforth every Corsair will
go  out  of  his  way  to  trample  on  it,  since  we  know  they  have  no  honor  worth
defending!"

Hurren repeated the words in ursuhli, and if anything it only made matters worse.



Another rope snapped, this time around the leg, the loose ends flopping back and
forth as he raged.

"My work is done...let's be off!" Gaebrel and the others left the prisoner raging on
the deck, climbing back into the cavernous hold and exiting through the open cargo
doors onto the moonlet. They could still hear the ursuhli bellowing in the distance as
they walked away from the treasure ship.

The three of them went up a rope ladder hanging over the side of the  Sparrow.
Pohtoli met them on deck. "All done?" he asked as they clambered over the railing.
"Insults tendered, honor besmirched?"

"All that and more. The trail should be well muddied now...or so I hope."
"In that case, can we leave?"
Gaebrel nodded. "Aye. Take us up."
Pohtoli poked his head into the forward hatch. "Morrec! It's time."
A moment later they felt the skin tingle as the Aethyr twisted about them. Morrec

pushed the rods into the coals, the  Sparrow rising from the ground, puffs of dust
swirling as the hull pulled away, headed into the Empyrean. The moonlet fell into the
distance,  the  treasure  ship  dwindling  to  a  speck.  Gaebrel  noted  with  some
amusement that the ursuhli prisoner had freed himself from his bonds, hurling the
chains away, jumping up and down and shaking his fists in impotent fury.

Soon as they were clear of the moonlets gravity, Morrec removed the rexite from
the oven and stowed the rods. The others climbed into the rigging, hauling on lines to
extend the winderarms on the side, raising every scrap of sail the ship possessed. And
not a moment too soon; distant specks could be seen to the Celestial south, other
ships headed towards the moonlet as fast as the wind would take them. One caught
sight of the cutter and adjusted course to intercept them.

But it was too late. The studding sails swung out, Gaebrel and Yasinnic working on
either side to unfurl the canvas. On the main deck, Pohtoli worked the main mast,
opening all the sheets while Hurren leaned on the tiller, turning the ship so it ran
with the wind. The sail bulged as they filled, fully extended they stretched more than
double the length of the hull. The  Sparrow thrummed with energy as it picked up
speed,  faster  than  any  other  ship  that  might  give  her  chase,  headed  into  the
Empyrean and leaving their pursuers behind.



CHAPTER TEN

"Bastards!"
The wine cup smashed against the wall,  leaving a purplish stain on the ancient

stones that went unnoticed by the guards and servants in attendance. Men stood at
attention,  eyes  strictly  ahead,  fixed on distant  points  on the  opposite  end of  the
audience  chamber  and nowhere  near  the  raging  woman striding  back  and forth,
waving a drawn sword above her head and screeching curses onto the heads of every
faithless man who ever lived and those who were slaves in particular.

"Gods and demons rot their insides! Their lying tongues shrivel in their mouths!
Sons of pigs and owls! Bastards, all of them! Thieving bastards!" The sword chopped
down, venting the wrath of the First Captain on an unoffending table that until now
had done sterling service standing quietly against some wall. Wood splintered, chips
flew, with three swift strokes the table collapsed in a shattered heap, broken down to
kindling.

"Why, why did I listen to that albino son of a whore! I should have taken all their
heads right then and there, aye, broken them on the wheel for their insolence! What
the hell was I thinking!" The sword hacked out again, tearing a gouge from a nearby
chair.

Yinyanni turned to the man groveling on the floor, one of her master clerks, a man
who spent most of his days sifting through various correspondence passed on from
Zeghavian agents across the system, enjoying what by all accounts was a fairly quiet
life. It was his misfortune to draw the short straw when deciding who would deliver
this  particular  report  to  the  First  Captain.  Quivering  under  her  angry  glare,  he
wondered if the next thing that sword hacked would be his neck.

"Tell me again," she hissed, "what happened."
The clerk swallowed, throat bobbing like a fishing lure, sweat streaming from his

brow in rivulets of fear. "Great Lady," he began, "We are still piecing together..." He
cringed as the edge of the sword pressed against his cheek.

"Tell me," she repeated, wanting to hit something and not much caring who or
what at this point.

"The  Garren's  Pride  made port at  the quarantine station above Wennata,"  the
clerk rushed out. "They seized the treasure ship as planned, but then something went
wrong.  There  was  an  explosion  of  some  sort,  we  don't  know the  cause.  Captain
Gedsulas  and  his  crew  fought  against  the  Wennatan  garrison,  there  were  some
deaths..."

"The treasure ship! What about the treasure ship?"
"As stated before, the men who seized the ship ran off with it. The Wennatan's

found it later on a nearby moonlet, the cargo missing..."
"Ahhhh!" Yinyanni let out a scream. The sword shirred through the air, the clerk

tensing as he heard the distinctive sound of metal striking flesh, accompanied by a
cry of pain. A body fell to the floor - he glanced up and saw one of the slaves falling,
the sword wedged halfway down his chest, the carafe of wine in his hands spilling to
the floor. Yinyanni let the sword drop with the corpse, breathing heavily, stepping
back from the growing pool of wine and blood on the floor so her boots wouldn't be
stained.



"Clean that up," she growled at a pair of stony-faced chamberlains. As they took
hold of the dead man's arms and hauled away his body, she asked the spy, "What
happened to Gedsulas? And get up off your face, I can barely make out what you're
saying!"

The clerk rose to his knees, keeping his gaze downcast. "The Wennatan's seized his
ship. He and his crew put up a good fight, but surrendered when they saw the odds
were against him..."

"Kill their families!" She whirled to another chamberlain waiting in attendance.
"Zeghavian's do not surrender!"

The  chamberlain  cleared  his  throat.  "Great  Lady,  Captain  Gedsulas  has  no
family..."

"Then kill somebody! An example must be made!"
"At once, Great Lady!" The chamberlain scuttled away.
Now  starting  to  calm,  if  only  slightly,  she  told  the  clerk,  "Continue.  What

happened next?"
“The  Wennatan's  know  we  were  involved.  Gedsulas  was...questioned  most

thoroughly. And the men who ran off with the treasure ship went out of their way to
tell their prisoners they were Corsairs..."

"Lying scum! Never trust a slave, backstabbing wretches!"
"The  Wennatan's  blame  us  for  everything,  Great  Lady.  The  Bearers  of  the

Nineteen Staffs have publicly named us as enemies, calling the theft an act of war.
They have opened their vaults to every mercenary and captain for hire."

"Hah! Let  them come." But her confidence didn't  match the words.  Wennata's
wrath  was  a  fearsome  thing  when  roused,  their  Arcanist's  almost  matched  the
Neverborn in skill and strength and they had a long memory for slights.

"Great  Lady,  there  is  more.  Ursuhli  mercenaries  were  on  the  treasure  ship,
warriors  from a  major  clan  of  Uhlat.  The thieves  insulted  them most  grievously,
again while proclaiming themselves Corsairs. The clan in question has declared its
honor besmirched by this incident and demand recompense in blood. As I speak,
there is a council taking place on Uhlat between this clan, its allies and many others
as well. They have named us their enemies. There are reports of ships and warriors
gathering in response. The theft has also angered half the states on Cunerin - the
cargo was a payment from one of their  potentates to the Wennatan's  for services
rendered.  A worldwide truce  has been declared,  and there are  discussions for an
alliance against us...."

"So this one theft had brought down the heavens on our head."
"It...seems so, Great Lady..."
"Get out. OUT!"
"At once!" The clerk bowed his head again and scrambled away, all but running

out of the audience chamber.
Yinyanni wished she still had her sword. She paced back and forth, stepping past

the  bloodstain  on  the  floor,  frowning  as  her  mind  furiously  considered  all  the
options. This was beyond bad, they quite possibly stared annihilation in the face. The
Corsairs  thrived  these  past  three  centuries  in  part  by  playing  one  side  against
another,  taking  as  they pleased,  but  never  so  much as  to  burn  all  their  bridges.
Realms whose ships were their prey on year might hire them the next to raid their
enemies. Too useful to attack, too much trouble to destroy...those who paid tribute
were left alone But this one theft - she cursed her stupidity for agreeing! - completely
shattered that delicate balance.

The Zeghavian's could face the Wennatan's, Arcanist's died as easily as other men,
and mercenaries would run the moment their own skins were at risk. They could face



the ursuhli,  though there the cost  would be higher.  Any force  sent from Cunerin
would be  riven by faction  and mutual  distrust.  But  all  three  together,  coming at
once...that was another matter entirely. It wouldn't stop with them, she knew in her
bones. Once their fleets set sail for Lenasi, other realms would join in, eager for a
chance at plunder and revenge. Nothing drew the scavengers like the prospect for
scraps...

"Call a meeting of the Five Captains," she ordered. "Recall all ships to Lenasi. Sent
courier boats to those in the Empyrean we can find, they are to return at once. It
seems we are at war."

"Yes, Great Lady!" Yet another chamberlain scurried away.
She turned about, fixing her gaze on of the few remaining servants in the chamber.

"Where is that fool Ulzarad?"
"At his estate in the country, Great Lady!"
"Bring him here at once! I would have words with that lying snake! Tell him that if

he doesn't make this right, then I piss on any alliance with the Hegemony!" Her fists
clenched as the rage boiled up again. " If he doesn't come to me on hands and knees,
I put his head on a spike and send the rest home in pieces! Tell him to come here
now! NOW!"

Ulzarad's fingers flexed, crushing the messengers throat even as the last remnants
of  life  force  drained  from the  withering  flesh.  "Incompetent  swine!"  he  growled.
feeling the delicate vertebrae pulverize beneath his fingers, his victims final breath
hissed free along with the last scraps of his soul. Opening his hand, he let the corpse
fall to the floor, reduced to a withered husk.

Energy filled him, driving away all fatigue and giving Ulzarad the sense that he
could do anything. This combined with the anger caused by the recently delivered
news to create a curious sense of fury within him, a core of fire running from the pit
of his stomach to the bottom of his throat. It was a unique emotion, one he hadn't
experienced for some decades now and he relished the sensation even as it ate him
from the inside. Raw fury, the desire to destroy, crush, KILL...a fiery pleasure even as
it caused him pain. Pleasure, the fulfillment of desire, that was the ultimate truth of
existence. Living beings were nothing more than the sum total of their desires...and
right now he very much desired to kill someone.

A strong kick sent the body hurtling into the wall, its bones snapping like twigs.
He took a deep breath,  feeling the current  travel  through his nose and down his
throat, filling his lungs and cooling the fury for a moment. Calm...he needed to be
calm.

"Tarzab!"
A door opened and a man dressed in black rushed in, kneeling on the ground, left

fist pressed against the floor, right grasping his belt where normally a weapon would
be. The man was in perfect physical condition, his every movement a study in self-
control. Place a weapon in his hand and turn him loose against an army and there
would be nothing left but corpses, the Neverborn demanded no less of the Purified.
Raised from birth in breeding camps across the Hegemony, they knew nothing family
or love, only duty and absolute obedience. A platoon had accompanied Ulzarad on
his journey to Doran. Tarzab was their leader, a veteran of forty years who would give
his life to serve his master, including offering it as sustenance if necessary.

Ulzarad  looked  down at  the  man,  kneeling  there  still  as  a  statue.  For  a  brief,
delicious moment he considered grabbing the Purified by the throat  with his  left
hand and tearing out his heart with the right. The image of holding up the beating
organ before the man's eyes moments before the light left them...it  set fire to his



blood. With some regret he let that image go. Tarzab was needed at the moment,
there was much to be done, tasks for which the Purified were best suited. "Report."

"Glorious Master! We have done as you commanded and spoken with our agents
in the fortress! They confirm the reports you received two days ago. The Wennatan
ship was  indeed docked  at  the  quarantine  station  above the  moon,  where  it  was
hijacked by the band of slaves in question. There was an explosion in the Corsair
ship's ascension locker, likely caused by sabotage of the rexite rods. The slaves fled
with the hijacked ship to an uncharted moonlet a days sail from Wennata, where they
transferred the cargo into a smaller vessel being transported in the hold. They fled,
but  not  before  claiming  to  both  the  human  crew  and  the  ursuhli  mercenaries
guarding it that they were Corsairs."

"And  now  half  the  system  is  gathering  for  war."  Ulzarad  pictured  it  on  his
mind...fleets of ships massed for battle, the Empyrean blazing with cannon fire and
hot metal, obscured by clouds of white smoke, the stench of blood and death, masts
and sails burning like torches in the long gray night. His heart raced, blood filled his
extremities. War, battle...it had been a century since he'd tasted that most wondrous
of delicacies!  Nothing more exemplified the dark nature of the soul than battling
hordes doing their best to exterminate one another.

And yet he could have no part in it.  The Nine were adamant on that part; the
presence  of  a  Neverborn  around  Doran  must  remain  secret,  lest  it  draw  in  the
Crannenaars,  starting  a  war  the Hegemony was  not  yet  ready to fight.  Someday,
perhaps...and when it came the Neverborn would feast. But not now, not yet. It was
enough to make Ulzarad want to scream. A sumptuous meal was being prepared, and
the only thing he could do was walk away the moment it was served. To deny himself
the opportunity to indulge his appetites...it was strange, not something he wanted to
repeat.

And there was the medallion. The only thing that truly mattered.
The Nine  had spoken.  And when they spoke,  all  Neverborn had  to  obey.  The

desires of the individual had to be put aside...or at least delayed. That last thought
brought a smile to his lips. There would be ample opportunity for chaos in the days to
come.

"Get a message to the First Captain. Give her my regrets, and explain that I have
been called away from Lenasi on Hegemony business. Send word to all our contacts
around Doran, tell them there is a fine reward being offered for the capture of these
renegades  and the return of  their  cargo.  I  assume the Zeghavian's  have declared
something similar."

"Yes, Glorious Master! This morning...fifty thousand gold coins for their return,
dead or alive."

"Tell  our people to offer a hundred thousand." A reward like that would cause
every  bounty  hunter  around  Doran  to  clear  his  calendar  "But  payable  only  on
delivery of the thieves and their cargo."

"A messenger from the First Captain has arrived. She demands a meeting with you
at the fortress."

"Damn that wench! So cursed inconvenient...still, she still has uses. Best keep her
sweet and on side. Send word I will be there this evening. "

"It will be done, Glorious Master. Shall I ready your ship?"
"Yes...we leave tonight., one I am done in IA thought occurred to him. "How many

playthings do we have left?"
Tarzab thought on this for a moment. "Three, Glorious Master. The rest of them

have been used up."
"Bring me a young plump one. You and the men may have the other two. No sense



in  letting  them go  to  waste."  A  moment  passed.  Tarzab  remained  on  his  knees.
Ulzarad flicked his hands as though shooing away a pesky dog. "Go, go!"

"Your will, Glorious Master." Tarzab sprang to his feet and left.
Ulzarad remained where he stood, arms crossed, head cocked to the side. Waiting

for the sound he suddenly craved. A minute later he heard it...screams, muffled but
still recognizable. Voices gibbering in terror, begging futilely for mercy, for the quick
release of death...mingled with the laughter and shouting of his Purified, enjoying a
rare moment of release from their discipline. That was the key; keep them under a
strict regimen of control, beat it into their skulls that obedience was the only true
virtue. Then sweeten the deal, as it were, with the occasional indulgence of the vices
all men are prone to, given extra strength by the denial forced on them by discipline.
A taste of sugar at night and they would fight and die in the mud for the following
week.

He left the small parlor, footsteps echoing in the empty halls of the mansion so
generously donated by the First Captain. When he arrived here three months ago, the
place was filled with servants. Slaves for the most part, but privileged among their
class because they worked indoors instead of breaking their backs out in the fields.
The majordomo in charge of the place - one of the few freemen living here - was
commanded to "attend to every need of their Agazin guests, no matter what it might
be." The man repeated those words to Ulzarad as he emerged from the coach, still
clad  under  the  thick  cloak,  no doubt  thinking him just  another  foreign  dignitary
whose  'needs'  wouldn't  likely  extend  beyond  pawing  at  the  chambermaids  or
houseboys.

He'd been the first to die. Ulzarad still remembered the look on the majordomo's
face when he finally took off the cloak, revealing himself in all his cruel glory. The
Neverborn took his time that night, whiling away the hours with a bottle of wine and
the slow draining of the man's soul. Meanwhile his Purified rounded up the rest of
the household staff and locked them in the cellar.

The withered remains of that particular victim remained propped up in a chair,
looking across the long dining table in the great hall, joined over the following days
and weeks by other desiccated husks of men and women. A party of dead guests
staring silently at one another, their slowly rotting faces retaining the final look of
horror even as their skin flaked away. Ulzarad thought it a tremendous joke, laughing
out loud every time he passed by.

A door burst open. A woman in a ripped dress ran out, whimpering in horror,
angry shouts sounding behind her. She bolted down the hall, bare feet scrabbling for
purchase  on  the  smooth  stone  floor,  then  skidding  to  a  halt  at  the  sight  of  the
Neverborn. Falling back on her rump, she scrambled away, eyes wide, face almost as
pale as his.

"Boo!" Ulzarad said, sticking his tongue out at her.
Tarzab emerged, his shirt open. "Forgive me, Glorious Master," he said, kneeling

again. "This one escaped our grasp..."
"Then you'd best pull her back."
"Yes, Glorious Master! Come here, you fickle slut..." Tarzab grabbed the woman by

her hair and dragged her back into the room. She struggling, squealing in pain as he
pulled  her  across  the  threshold.  "Here's  a  little  mouse  that  ran  away,"  he  said,
moments before the door closed.

Ulzarad stood there for a moment, eyes half closed, listening to the sounds coming
from the other side of the door as though they were the finest music. Cloth ripped,
muffled shouts, the sound of fists striking flesh, cries of pain that went on and on...so
delicious.



So stirring! He sighed, his flesh warm and aroused.
Appetite sufficiently whetted, he strode down to the end of the hall, hurling open a

wide pair of double doors. The master's bedchamber lay beyond, a sumptuous affair
now much degraded after three months of indulgence. Bloodstains covered the walls
and far worse littered the floors. Nothing two weeks of scrubbing wouldn't fix, except
that the cleaning staff had served double duty as his lunch and dinner.

The last remaining chambermaid lay on the bed, arms and legs bound with cords,
a gag stuffed in her mouth,  A tear-stained face  watched  with  terror  as he slowly
removed his coat. The body beneath was pale as his face and covered in scars, muscle
rippling beneath the flesh. She flinched as his eyes looked her over, a slight frown on
his  face.  Common  enough...not  at  all  like  the  ones  back  home.  They  were  bred
specifically for pleasure...

He twirled his fingers. The woman cried out as she was lifted from the bed by
some unseen force, turning her around until the feet hovered a few inches above the
floor. Ulzarad gripped her chin, turning it this way and that, letting another sigh as
he saw the pimples blemishing the skin. Ah well, one simply had to make do.

A small, exquisitely sharp knife appeared in his hands. Ulzarad ran it down the
front  of  the  chambermaid's  ragged  dress,  parting  the  cloth  to  reveal  the  flesh
beneath. The woman started to weep as the rags fall to the floor, sweat trickling down
her skin. Ulzarad placed the tip of the dagger against the meat of her thigh, inhaling
deeply the sweet perfume of her fear.

"Let's have some fun," he purred.

For the rest of his life, Gaebrel would associate the name Yalaxan with cold. Not
surprising, since his first glimpse of the second gas giant of Doran was immediately
followed by him slipping on a patch of ice left from a Celestial storm.

Two weeks since  the seizure.  The  Sparrow set  a course away from Bolsander,
turning first towards the Celestial south, then swinging east to catching a trade wind
headed away from the Sun. According to the charts seized from the treasure ship,
this particular current curved through the outer reaches of the system, passing first
through Yalaxan,  whose orbit  cut right through it,  then past the outer reaches of
Nepura, last of the three gas giants and their ultimate destination. Simple enough,
really - open sails and follow the wind. With luck there would be other ships along
the way with whom they could trade for supplies.

Nine days later though, Gaebrel spotted a darkening in the distance. Grim clouds
scudding through the Empyrean, growing larger and more ominous by the hour. He
knew what this meant and called his comrades on deck. "Pull in the sails," he ordered

"Why?"
He pointed at the clouds. "A storm is coming. Pull in the sails and get below. This

is going to be rough."
And indeed it was. By the time the night watch rolled about - Morrec had taken it

upon himself to ring the small ships bell - the Universe was reduced to a howling
misery of cold wind, rain that froze the moment it touched a hard surface, and ice
chips hurled through the air like bullets. All of them remained below, the humans
and ilurei wrapping thick blankets about their shoulders, Hurren curling into a ball
and ruffling his fur. They took turns working the tiller, keeping the ship pointed into
the wind. That was the crucial thing; turn the bow into the storm and the Sparrow
would cut through it. Get turned sideways, and the wind would tumble them through
the air like a leaf. Gaebrel went first, standing a five hour watch while wrapped in a
thick tarred canvas coat over layers of woolen shirts purloined from lockers in the
cabins.  Gerel  followed next,  then Morrec  and so  on,  each  of  them taking  a  turn



standing in the tiller room below the back deck. The door was closed, but a window
looked out across the main deck towards the bow. A windsock was tied to the main
mast, which they kept a constant eye on; every time it shifted, the ships course was
adjusted. Though out of the wind, the room was frigid, their breath puffing in clouds.
Periodically they'd have to tie down the tiller and go outside to scrap ice chips off the
window panes.

Three days the storm blew. Several times the ship went off course and was spun
about by the breeze,  causing panic for the man on the tiller  and terror for those
below. Even Hurren fell to his knees at once point, beseeching his ancestors for their
aid and cursing the day he agreed to fall in with this crazy mob of humans. The air
was both cold and stuffy, minds turned delirious in the turmoil to the point that the
sound of the storm was like the howling of demons, a thousand different varieties of
Hell and damnation waiting on the other side of their all-too-thin hull...

Then it ended, almost in a heartbeat. One moment the wind was howling, the next
it was not. Glances out of portholes revealed the open Empyrean, the last wisps of
cloud vanishing on the breeze.

Gaebrel stepped onto the deck, wearing a heavy coat. Ice chips crunched under his
boots, his breath streamed out in clouds. Doran was a distant speck of light though
one that remained immeasurably bright. Gaebrel's shadow fell across patches of ice
on the deck. He turned to his right, looking towards the Celestial north, fixing his
gaze on a blue and green orb floating in the long night.

Red and  white  spirals  could  be  seen  along  the  surface,  even  at  this  distance.
Smaller specks of light stood out against the gas giant. Yalaxan and its moons. Three
more  weeks  at  least,  assuming  the  wind  kept  up,  they  were  making  a  goodly
pace...Gaebrel's foot came on a patch of ice, sending him falling to the deck with a
crash, followed by a spate of cursing.

Pohtoli came up from below. "You all right?"
"Find a scraper!" Gaebrel  snapped back,  getting to his feet,  then slipping back

onto his arse. "Bloody balls!"
The ice accumulated on deck was gone within a day, icicles knocked of the masts.

As they got closer to Yalaxan the temperature rose slightly, just enough to melt off
the rest. Like other gas giants, Yalaxan created its own heat. According to Gerel and
Hurren, most other inhabitants of the system went well out of their way to avoid the
region. The reason for this was the long-standing conflict between the two leading
moons, Halyda and Indafar, now entering their fifth century of war with no end in
sight.

"It's a strange thing," Gerel said one evening as they all gathered in the galley for a
meager  meal  of  biscuits  and jerky."The  Halydan's  and  Indafari  are...well,  they're
crazy is the best way to describe it."

"How  so?"  Gaebrel  tapped  his  biscuit  on  the  table,  and  once  again  tried  to
remember what freshly baked bread tasted like. The memory eluded them. "Why do
they fight?"

"My mother had a saying...'men and women are at  war with one another nine
hours  out  of  ten.'  Well,  the  Halydan's  and  the  Indafari  take  that  bit  of  wisdom
literally. Halyda is a world dominated by its women, they control everything. Men are
kept locked up their entire lives, taught no useful skills, brought out only when the
women desire children and killed when they grow too old to perform. Those who
come from offworld are considered the most dangerous of enemies and are attacked
on sight, for they believe women are superior to men, and the women of their world
better than all others. The Halydan's see it as their duty to liberate others of their
gender and exterminate men who do not conform to what they see as the rightful way



of things and will often seize maidens from other places to be re-educated in this
matter"

"Let me guess," Pohtoli said. "Indafar is the exact opposite."
Gerel nodded. "Women are chattel, used for breeding and pleasure, bought and

sold  like  livestock,  valued  only  for  the  sons  they  produce.  Each  Indafari  man is
expected to take at least three wives, and since there aren't enough women to go
around on their own world they must seize them from other places. Other worlds pay
them tribute in gold and women to avoid the anguish of raids. They value strength
above  all  else,  and  consider  a  woman  who  is  anything  but  submissive  to  be
unnatural."

"I can see why they hate each other," Gaebrel noted. "Who fired first?"
"No knows who started the war and it doesn't really matter. Each side considers

the other an abomination. After five hundred years reasons become incidental - they
hate each other because they have always done so."

"And what of the other moons?"
"They keep their heads down and try not to get caught in the crossfire."  Gerel

swallowed what little was left of his biscuit and chewed slowly. "We must be cautious
in this region. If the Halydan's find us, they will kill us all for the crime of being male.
The Indafari...well, that's another matter. Maybe they'll let us go, maybe they'll kill us
all  for the cargo.  I've known men who've fought for them, and they tend to view
agreements with outsiders as highly conditional."

"We need to make port somewhere along the way," Pohtoli pointed out. He waved
a  stale  piece  of  cracker  above  his  head.  "We're  down  to  the  last  barrel.  By  my
reckoning that's one piece a day for all, two for Hurren."

Hurren swallowed his meal with a grimace. "You can have my share. I've tasted
dirt that was more savory."

"Well, if you're offering..."
"How long?" Gaebrel asked.
Pohtoli did some rapid calculations in his head. "Two weeks, maybe a few more

days if we stretch it. Luckily that storm replenished the water casks, else we'd all be
dying of thirst by now."

"Two weeks," Gaebrel repeated. "It's another month at least before we catch sight
of Nepura." He tapped a finger on the table. "According to the charts, the nearest
moon is Pilasita. Anyone know of this place?"

Heads shook in response. "There must be something there to eat," Morrec said.
“And someone willing to sell it."

"Nine  days  to  the  north  east.  Maybe  more  if  the  wind  dies.  It  will  be  close."
Gaebrel considered the options. "Half rations for all." A chorus of groans rose at that,
but thankfully no objections. They all  knew the stakes. "And lookouts on the bow
with a spyglass. Any sails we spot will be ones we want to avoid. The first sign of
danger, we turn her with the wind and open all sheets."

Hurren rose. "I'll  take  first  watch.  If  the ancestors are kind,  the cold will  be a
welcome distraction from my empty belly."

Hurren stood watch  for five  hours,  squatting  on the  bow with one of  the  two
spyglasses aboard, which in his hands looked as though he was holding a twig to his
eye. Gerel took his place,  followed by Morrec,  who didn't seem as affected by the
cold. "My home is in the northern reaches of Crannen-Ord," he explained. "The late
fall feels much like this."

Morrec stood there, scanning the sky while muttering a litany of prayers under his
breath. He then handed the glass to Yasinnic and was headed below decks for some



much needed sleep when the ilurei cried out, "Sails! Sails to the east!"
"What?"  Morrec  came back  over  and took the  spyglass.  "I  see  nothing...wait."

Distant  specks,  scattering  across  the  Empyrean.  Ships...many ships...  "I  can't  tell
their number."

"If you can't count them, then there are too many," Yasinnic said. He took back the
spyglass as the others came up to the foredeck.

"Do you see any banners?" Gaebrel asked.
Yasinnic looked through the glass again. "I see one...green, with a speck of yellow

in the middle."
"The Halydan flag is green," Gerel pointed out. "With a woman's face in the center,

the color of the Sun."
"Halydan's they are." Gaebrel turned to the others. "Into the rigging, all of you!

We'll head sou'west..."
"Wait!"  Yasinnic  raised  a  hand.  "There  is  another  banner  among  them.

And...flashes. Looks like cannons firing."
"Let me see!" Gaebrel took the spyglass and put it to an eye. They were closer now,

enough so that  he could make out  individual  ships circling  about  the  Empyrean.
Wide-bellied  warships,  their  hulls  bristling  with  banks  of  guns,  vanishing behind
flashes of gunpowder and clouds of white smoke. The Empyrean was littered with
debris, shattered spars, chunks of wood...bodies... He saw ships adrift, with no one
manning their sails or tillers, too damaged to continue and presumably abandoned
by those surviving the fatal barrages.

"Looks like a battle," he said, stating the obvious.
"Then why do we wait..."
"Hold!" He fiddled with the spyglass. "Something is happening." Several  of the

surviving ships were turning away, pulling in their guns and opening their sails. He
couldn't tell which banners they flew, but the fact they were fleeing the battle was
clear enough. Other ships maneuvered about to follow them, either joining them in
escape  or  pursuit.  One  large  ship  flashed,  sending  out  a  storm  of  iron,  tearing
through the stern of another vessel. He averted his eyes as the target vanished in a
gigantic ball of flame and smoke. They hit the powder store...

"Belay  those  orders,"  he  said,  closing  the  glass  with  a  snap.  "We're  headed in
closer."

That took the others by surprise. "Whatever for?" asked Pohtoli.
"The ships are  fleeing the scene or giving chase.  They may come back for the

wreckage, but they'll be against the wind. Time enough for us to engage in a little
constructive salvaging."

"Plundering the dead," Morrec said with scorn.
"Do  you  enjoy  being  on  half  rations?"  Gaebrel  shot  back.  No  answer  was

forthcoming. "It's either this or eat our boots and belts."
They waited an hour, tacking back and forth, until the combatants were well away.

Gaebrel stood at the bow, looking at the collection of holed wrecks and shattered
hulls,  finally  fixing  his  gaze  on  a  particularly  large  specimen.  A  man  o'war  -  or
woman o'war, as it were - judging from the size. A large hole was blasted in the side
and one of the masts was missing, explaining the abandonment. 

"That one," he said. "Hurren, get on the tiller."
The Sparrow shifted course, making for the wrecked ship. The sails were pulled in

as they closed, Hurren angling the tiller so that the bow edged along the back end of
the stern deck.  Up close the damage was more severe.  The back of  the ship was
riddled with holes, indicating that at some point an enemy crossed the T - got in a full
broadside  across  the  stern.  Cannons  floated  in  the  Empyrean  about  the  hole,



knocked free of the ship's gravity by the force of some explosion. Mixed in among
them were bodies, dozens of them, men and women both. Drops of blood splashed
against the cutter's hull as they passed through a particularly vicious patch, where
Indafari and Halydan's battled in the Void after being knocked off deck, going at each
other with pistols and knives until none were left alive.

Gaebrel slung a grappling hook across the gap. The others took hold of the rope
and hauled them in close, the hulls bumping up against each other and sending a
shiver  down the deck.  Gaebrel  drew his  sword  and swung a  leg  over  but  it  was
Hurren who went first, jumped across ax at the ready, eagerly searching for a worthy
foe. Only shattered wood and a pair of dead bodies greeted him and he skipped back
a step as a splintery board creaked ominously beneath his weight.

"Not so fast," Gaebrel muttered, following after with rapier in hand. "Your hunger
for violence is starting to worry me."

"Warriors should seek out battle at every opportunity."
"You take it further than that, I think."
Gerel, Pohtoli and Yasinnic joined them, Morrec remaining behind to mind the

ship  and  keep  an  eye  out  for  Halydan's  or  Indafari,  both  of  whom  might  take
exception to their  presence.  Gaebrel  looked about,  not seeing any movement.  He
sheathed the sword and drew a pistol.  "No dawdling,  we're  just  here to pick the
bones. Find their stores and leave."

Hurren moved soon as he way done, climbing down the shattered stair to the deck
below. Wide holes were punched in the boards,  suggesting that another ship had
passed above, firing a broadside directly down. Blood soaked the wood, drying in the
Celestial breeze, splinters intermixed with piles of guts and worse. The wind blew
across the deck, causing whistling sounds as the air moved over the gaps.

Gaebrel tipped over a half shattered bucket, sand pouring out as it rolled across
the  deck.  For  smothering  fires,  he  assumed,  watching  the  grains  trickle  through
cracks. A body lay at his feet, face down, half of one arm missing. He grabbed the
intact limb and flipped the corpse over. A smooth-cheeked face looked up at him,
blank eyes staring at nothing. A heavy leather vest covered everything from the waist
up and only the slightest bulge at the chest gave a clue as to the gender. Propped up
against the railing nearby was a young man with a newly growing beard. The mouth
lay slightly open, the face bearing an expression of utter sadness, a trickle of blood
dripping  down  the  bridge  of  his  nose  from  the  hole  in  the  exact  center  of  the
forehead.

"What a waste," he muttered, stepping past the bodies. Of all the blind stupidities
afflicting this fallen universe, war was among the worst.  He never understood the
attraction;  the  blind  enthusiasm  of  warriors  like  Hurren  and  Gerel  was  as
incomprehensible to his understanding as the respect ordinary men gave to kings
and their  like.  There  were  so many better  ways  one could make  use  of  the time
allotted to them than trying to stick bits of metal into the bodies of others. And this
here went a page beyond in the annals of insanity...men and women doing their best
to kill each other, the war of the sexes given literal truth. Yet another reason why he
never married...

"Dead,  all  dead!"  Hurren  kicked  the  barrel  across  the  deck  in  frustration.
"Corpses! Worthless! Is there none here who will give Hurren an honorable fight!
Spirits of my ancestors witness, I have never shirked!"

"Hurren!" Gaebrel cut through the tirade. "We have work to do. Put away that ax
and help us find something to eat!"

"Food fills only the belly, honor feeds the soul..."
"An interesting philosophical point and I'd gladly debate with you the merits of



filling the latter once the former ceases gnawing on my backbone."
Hurren  let  out  a  long  agonized  sigh.  "You  are  right,  of  course.  Forgive  my

selfishness." He lowered the ax before lowering his head with embarrassment. "Were
I  truly  honorable,  I  would  give  you  one  of  my  tusks  as  recompense  for  such
disrespect."

"That won't be necessary, I have no need..." Further words on Gaebrel's part were
cut  off  as  a  hatch flew open on the  deck,  falling  back  with  a  loud crash.  A man
emerged from below, moving one step at a time, sword in hand, his long blond beard
soaked with blood and sweat. He turned, facing the companions, raising the blade to
the guard position, swaying slightly on his feet.

"At last!" Hurren strode forward ax at the ready, eager forthe chance to die. "None
of you step in, this one belongs to me! Face my ax, face Hurren..."

Then the man coughed. Flecks of blood ejected from his mouth, staining his lips,
followed by a groan that turned to a sigh. The sword clattered to the deck as the man
collapsed like a puppet whose strings were cut, a shudder running through his body
the moment before life fled it.

"No," Hurren growled. He saw the shaft of wood sticking from the mans back.
Likely stuck there after a broadside, when the cannonballs turned planks and spars
into deadly shivers, flinging them through the air like spears. "Get up! GET UP! You
useless piece of hgalrashuga..."

The ax whirred through the air,  smashing the gunwale to splinters. The others
stepped back, doing their best to avoid the wooden shards flying outwards in a cloud,
not to mention the stream of muddled ursuhli curses and imprecations spilling from
Hurren's mouth.

"Should we..." Pohtoli said, cautiously raising a hand.
"Leave him be," Gaebrel answered. "Let the storm run its course."
They left Hurren to his amusements, headed down the same hatch that ejected the

dying man only moments before. The dark passages below decks, lit here and there
by shafts of light coming through holes in the hull, stank of blood and smoke and
worse. More bodies scattered about, piled up in narrow corridors, broken weapons in
hand. Small fires burned here and there. The front end of a cannon poked through a
bulkhead right before the galley,  forcing them to duck.  Inside they found barrels
filled with salted pork floating in brine and sacks of meal and cracker,  as well as
several  kegs  of  some  fiery  liquor,  the  first  thing  they  took.  The  supplies  were
manhandled out to the main hold just below the cargo hatch, where they found a
large net neatly coiled up in a corner. By the time they managed to haul it up to the
main deck Hurren's ranting had run its course and he helped transfer the goods to
the Sparrow without additional comment.

Two hours later, the cutter pushed away from the broken warship, two of the men
extending out a pair of sweeps and working them furiously until there was enough
room to raise the sails. And not a moment too soon; ships appeared in the distance,
taking  back  and  forth  against  the  wind.  Coming  either  to  rescue  survivors  and
salvage what ships could be saved, or take what prisoners they could and plunder the
wrecks  of  their  enemy.  Either  way  the  presence  of  the  Sparrow would  not  be
welcome. They fled to the east, waiting until the remains of the battle had vanished
into the distance before turning about and resuming their course.

That night the men of the Sparrow feasted on salt pork and biscuit, washing down
with mugs of some distilled spirit cut with water that had the distinct taste of apples.
Not the most sumptuous meal, a far cry from what could be found even in the rudest
of landside eateries...but there was plenty of it and thus far it was free of weevils,
maggots and other vermin. They ate until their bellies bulged then ate some more,



the tiny galley echoing with laughter and good fellowship.
Finally, Gaebrel couldn't go any farther. Standing up, he bade good night to the

others, reminding two of them that they had to stand watch the next morning before
staggering away to his bunk. He lay down on the blanket, boots still on, eyes closing
the moment before his head struck the pillow...

The forest was on fire. Trees withered under the flickering light, enlivened every
so often by fresh explosions among the branches. A hot wind blew across the scene,
whipping up the heat into a firestorm that consumed all it touched. Any living thing
with  a  sense  of  self-preservation would have fled by now, before  the  flesh  was
charred from the bones, before the bones were burned to ash and blown away in
the gale.

Yet among the flames shadows moved, big and burly,  slender and slithering.
There came the sounds of battle - weapons clashing and voices crying out in pain
and rage, coming from throats that were as far from human as one could get. A
massive arm flexed, armor clad fists wrapping around the handle of an enormous
mace, the mouth opening in a roar, exposing long fangs. Something came streaking
from the fire...a snake twice the size of a man, clad from tip to snout in shiny metal
scales, dark eyes staring from beneath a bulbous head with cold-blooded hatred.
The end of the long prehensile tail was wrapped firmly around a weapon shaped
like a spiked ball and whipped back and forth with deadly effect.

Sparks flew as they fought. The ground burned beneath feet and belly. The mace
went  flying,  as  did  the  spiked  ball.  The  snake  wrapped  itself  around the  ape's
midsection and started to squeeze, metal bending and bones beneath breaking. The
apes massive hands gripped the snakes throat, crushing its windpipe, both dying
from each others hate...

Eyes flew open. He could still smell it, the smoke, the ash...filling his nostrils and
mouth. Gaebrel's hands were clenched at his side, the right fist a growing mass of
pain as something dug into the palm. He raised it up, slowly opening the fingers up
to reveal the medallion, held so tightly it left an impression in the flesh of his palm
when peeled away. The stylized ape face in the center stared outwards, the ruby eyes
seemingly mocking him.

"Suns and spirits," he muttered. "Must have drunk too much..."
Why did he still have this bloody thing? It belonged in the chest with the rest of

the treasure...and by the Godhead that's where it would go. He stood, headed out the
cabin door for the cargo bay. Best sell it with the rest of the cargo, the damn thing
was making his skin crawl...Then he heard it, a chant coming from the stern end of
the ship. Rumbling ursuhli words, punctuated every so often by the thump of fists
striking the floor. 

The  medallion  went  back  into  a  pocket  as  Gaebrel  went  towards  the  sound,
pushing open the door to Hurren's cabin.

Most of the furniture was gone, unbolted from the floor and either stowed in the
hold or some cases broken apart for firewood. The giant ax and other weapons were
stowed away in one corner, a makeshift shrine erected in another. Hurren sat before
the  latter,  swaying  back  and  forth  as  he  rumbled  out  a  prayer,  clenched  fists
thumping  the  floor  on  either  side.  Gouges  in  the  floor  from  the  knuckle  spurs
suggested this had been going on for a while.

Gaebrel crossed his arms and waited. Hurren struck his chest, struck the floor,
struck the floor again, then concluded the rite with a final spasm of garbled words
that had all the makings of a dirge. He hung his head, the tusks yellowish in the dim
light of the candles, saying nothing for a long while. Gaebrel glanced at the shrine,



trying to make sense of the hand carved idols planted on the floor, resembling no
creature he had ever heard of. Small wonder Morrec avoided this place.

"Does my chanting disturb you, Gaebrel?" Hurren suddenly asked.
"Er...no, not really..."
"Purely a social call then?"
"I suppose..."
"Then sit, if you would stay."
Gaebrel looked about. "Where? You used the last chair in here to make those." He

pointed at the idols.
"Take the floor, that should be enough for a human. It is for my folk."
Gaebrel squatted down, awkwardly crossing his legs and shifting about so his feet

wouldn't fall asleep. "There is something I would have words with you about, Hurren.
More than once you've displayed an inordinate urge to seek battle, with the intention
of going down fighting."

"An honorable death is the best reward for a warrior."
"I've known my share of fighting men over the years and most of them if pressed

would prefer to remain among the living as much as possible."
“They should put down their weapons and choose another profession."
"Perhaps...I know little of ursuhli ways, but nonetheless find it unlikely that all of

your people share this strange desire to be hacked to bits by sharp pieces of metal. If
that were the case, then there would be far fewer of them running about."

"Is there a question, or do you merely like to hear yourself talk?"
"What happened to you, Hurren, to make death seem so attractive?"
Another long silence and Gaebrel feared he might have gone too far. Yet Hurren

displayed  none  of  the  fierce  rage  from  the  day  before.  If  anything  he  looked
thoughtful...even embarrassed.

Then he spoke.

HURREN'S TALE
"I am not an eloquent speaker. There are other ursuhli who have the ability to spin

words  like  cloth,  but  among  my  clan  the  custom  is  to  speak  plainly  with  little
embellishment, for in battle brevity is a virtue. So if I speak now with some difficulty,
do not take it amiss.

"As I may have said before, the roots of my clan are on Uhlat, ancient homeworld
of the ursuhli. We are an old lineage, claiming descent from the Agaroxa itself, the
ancestors of the Roxiri who are the best of all ursuhli...but that is a tale for another
time. Know only that of all the cultures and societies among the ursuhli, the Roxiri
are the most advanced and a beacon to all others, even those who claim to disdain us!
My clan,  the  Puluhiada,  was  neither  among the greatest  or  the  smallest,  but  we
nonetheless  carried  ourselves  with  honor.  Then,  three  centuries  ago,  the  cursed
Zuur's drove us from our ancestral lands, killing those who resisted and forcing the
rest to flee from Uhlat. My ancestors found refuge on Mohenda, youngest of the four
worlds of the ursuhli. Even today, centuries after the first settlements, it is a wild
place, full of natural beauty to strengthen the soul and physical dangers to test our
courage. In time we recovered our strength, built new lives in new lands, but never
forgot where the Puluhiada's came from or who our enemies were.

"I was born on Mohenda twenty-seven years ago. My father was a noted warrior
who had spent many profitable years fighting as a mercenary before returning home
to take his place among our elders. My mother was known for her wisdom and led
the  council  of  matriarchs  on  three  separate  occasions.  I  was  the  second  of  four



children among them and my childhood was happy enough. Growing up I faced no
hardships  beyond  those  to  be  expected  for  one  of  my  background.  Beyond  my
immediate family, my life was dominated by two others. The first was an enemy,
Odorrug. His family was a rival to my family for influence within the clan, though
both sides always managed to stay on civil terms. The other was a friend, Nianiaggi,
who came from a family far poorer in status and wealth. I cannot remember a time
growing up when we were not close."

"Sounds idyllic," Gaebrel muttered, thinking back to his own childhood, which was
anything but.

"I  suppose it  was...though Odorrug did his  best  to  make it  otherwise.  Even as
Nianiaggi  and  I  were  friends,  Odorrug  hated  me.  Being  larger  than  I,  he  always
sought to make my life miserable...at least until I grew large enough to fight him off.
Then he confined himself to mere words, a sign of his general unworthiness." Hurren
shrugged. "When I was seventeen, they placed an ax in my hand. A year later I had
my  first  taste  of  battle  against  a  rival  clan,  slaying  a  warrior  twice  my  age  in
honorable combat and taking three others prisoner. I returned a hero, hailed by all as
a worthy seed of our ancestors. Odorrug, needless to say, did not acquit himself as
well. Things changed after that. I found my path as a warrior...and found that my
feelings towards Nianiaggi changed as well. I sought to make her my mate...why do
you make that face, Gaebrel?"

"Apologies." Gaebrel quashed his grin. "It seems a bit strange to mine eyes is all. I
never pictured ursuhli as being all that sentimental."

"Odd you should say that, I always thought the same about humans." There was a
slight edge in Hurren's voice. "Shall I continue?"

"By all means."
"Right...so, I asked Nianiaggi to bond with me and found her willing. But when I

approached my mother for her blessing, she refused, claiming that Nianiaggi  was
unworthy  of  us.  Her  family  were  new  to  Mohenda,  arriving  in  the  time  of  her
grandfather as refugees from Devleg. My family could proudly claim over a dozen
generations of unbroken  rohda ancestry. Her family were of partial  halga descent,
which is a common thing on that world...

"What's the difference between the two?" Gaebrel asked. "I recall you using those
words around your old friend Moxida..."

"We were never friends, and I suspect we're something worse than enemies now."
Hurren bared his teeth. "Put simply, there are two sorts of ursuhli.  rohda, like me,
have stripes on their coats,  halga have spots. Of the two, the  rohda are by far the
more civilized. The  halga...not so much. Uhlat itself is dominated by  rohda clans,
with  halga living as a despised minority. Yingir is ruled by  halga and anyone with
sense in his skull would do well to avoid the place! Devleg, where Nianiaggi's family
hailed, is a mix of the two, with rohda clans ruling over halga. My clan was greatly
weakened when it  came to  Mohenda.  To regain  our  strength we  adopted in  any
family willing to swear allegiance regardless of their ancestry and today we are a mix
of both. But the old attitudes linger...the leaders who sit on the councils are  rohda
blood more often than not. My mother felt it her duty to keep the bloodline pure. We
argued, my father sought to change her mind, with little effect. Months went by in
this manner. Then Odorugg saw his chance. He approached Nianiaggi's family and
made  them  an  offer.  His  family  was  rohda like  mine,  but  his  mother  wasn't  as
hidebound by tradition...or the chance to stick the knife in my back was too much to
resist. Nianiaggi agreed, and before I could intervene they were married and off on
their bonding."

"Is that what you call it?"



"By  your  tone,  I  guess  you  are  referring  to  the  act  of  mating.  Typical  human
attitude,  which explains  why so many of  you suffer  from nervous disorders."  He
leaned forward, meeting Gaebrel's gaze. "Here is where ursuhli and humans differ.
For you, taking a mate is nothing more than a form of words, muttered into the air
with  as much meaning,  You act  like  animals,  mounting  any female  you can find
regardless of the oaths you swear. But for us, it is different. Otugga, it is called...the
pair  bond.  When a male  and female  take  each  other  as  mates  a  bond is  formed
between  them,  soul  to  soul  and  stronger  than  iron.  Neither  will  ever  gaze  upon
another of the opposite sex with desire except for their mate, and it lasts for life. My
father could no more couple with a female other than my mother than he could with
a tree stump." He snorted with contempt. "When I first went out among humans and
saw how you treated one another, I could not make sense of it. The idea that males
would pay females to mate and then leave...such a thing is unknown to us. Even now,
thinking of it makes me slightly nauseous."

"Make sure you turn away from me if it becomes more than slight." Gaebrel edged
back.

"Amusing as  always."  Hurren let  out  a  rumbling  laugh.  "You have that  gift  at
least...where was I?"

"Your female threw you over for your worst enemy."
"Ah...right.  When  they  returned,  the  bond  was  forged.  Nianiaggi  remained  a

friend, but she never looked on me the way I wished, that prize was now Odorugg's.
I...fell into  ishugg." He paused, the wide ursuhli face sagging at the mention of the
word. "It mean's...well, 'despondency' might be the best way to describe it. Every day
I wake up with a hole inside me. Life has no savor, day is night, all joy is dust in my
mouth. This condition is common among ursuhli denied their preferred mate and
usually  it  passes  within  a  few  weeks  or  months.  But  sometimes  it  becomes  a
permanent condition...and that is how it is with me. My soul has died and the ancient
traditions are clear as to the remedy. Only death in honorable combat will free me of
my torment, in this life and the next. That is why I left Mohenda, taking up the ax for
coin. Every day I awake hoping to find a worthy opponent who will end this misery
and restore my honor. And every night I must go to sleep disappointed."

There was silence after that, Hurren bowing his head, Gaebrel frowning as he tried
to  make  some  sense  of  his  comrade's  story.  "How many years  have  you  been  a
mercenary?" he asked. "Can't have been too long, seeing as you're still alive..."

"Six years."
Another pause, this time tinged with shock. "Six years?" Gaebrel repeated. "You

have been trying - and failing! - to get yourself killed for six years?"
"I am a very good warrior."
"And miserable at the fine art of suicide."
"It's not my fault  all  those I face die before they get a chance to even inflict  a

wound. I yearn for death, but honor dictates that I face my enemies with all the skill
and ferocity I possess. Otherwise I insult the blessed memory of my ancestors."

"Have you tried being first through a breach?"
"Done that...twice. Never even scratched."
"Led a frontal assault against an entrenched enemy?"
"On three separate campaigns. Everyone else dies, I live."
"Carried lit grenades at a line of infantry?"
"Once. The cursed things worked perfectly!"
"Other men would sell their own grandmothers for your bad luck, my friend. At

least you haven't charged an entire army by yourself...wait, you haven't..."
A pained look crossed Hurren's face, his brow crinkling with embarrassment. "An



army of ten thousand, armed with pikes, muskets, cannons..."
"And you lived?"
"They surrendered before I got halfway across the field. Our general bribed their

general. I cursed their incompetence afterward."
Hurren looked set  to  weep at  that  point.  Not  wanting  to  see  a  seven-foot  tall

ursuhli cry, Gaebrel quickly spoke."Well, I will do my best to make sure you die in
due course. But until that happy day comes, would you do the rest of us the favor of
showing a measure of restraint? You may seek a glorious death, but the rest of us
would prefer to remain among the living for as long as possible. Working at cross
purposes might be detrimental to us all.  You will live and we will die...surely it is
better the other way around."

Hurren frowned, considering the request.  "It is not right for a warrior to shirk
from battle."

"Not shirk...avoid. For the greater good, and only until we turn the treasure into
coin. Then you'll be wealthy enough to finance your own war and will have ample
opportunity to get hacked to bits by a hundred warriors at once."

"A hundred." Hurren pondered this, baring his teeth with approval. "That is truly
a worthy death...though two hundred would be better."

"Make it a thousand if you prefer. But until then, try and keep yourself alive...or at
least keep the rest of us out of danger."

Hurren thought on this, then let out a sigh. "As you wish. I...admit, I have been
selfish, which is unworthy of any comrade. I swear by the bones of my grandfather, a
mighty champion who died fighting a dozen ax men at once, that I will not get the
rest of you killed. And afterward, when I face my enemies, I will shout your name as a
battle cry, in honor of your comradeship!"

"You are a prince among ursuhli, Hurren. No one else deserves to die more than
you."



CHAPTER ELEVEN

"Nepura."
Gaebrel fiddled with the spyglass, keeping an eye on the gray-green globe in the

distance,  hanging in the Empyrean like an oddly colored childrens ball.  "Another
week out by the looks of it."

"Good." Pohtoli stamped his feet irritably. "I need to feel land beneath my feet."

"Getting a taste of cabin fever?"
"We've been on this ship for over two months! I'm starting to believe the Universe

has been reduced to less than a hundred feet in length."
"Duly noted. Set course north by nor'west." He called the last back towards the

tiller. A moment later the ship heeled about slightly. Two more of the men climbed
out to the spars, pulling in sheets at Gaebrel's orders.

The Sparrow made it through Yalaxan without further incident, skirting the major
worlds and headed back out into the open Empyrean. At the moment the orbits of
Nepura and Yalaxan were such as to bring both planets into close alignment and
ships were quick to take advantage. The little cutter quickly joined a growing number
of other vessels crossing the gap between the two worlds and their myriad moons.
Large  lumbering  merchantmen,  nimble  brigs,  fast  yachts  and  wide-bellied
haulers...indeed the only ships that were noticeable by their absence were those of
the Corsairs. According to a brief exchange of news with a passing Buovanti trader,
lean-prowed raiders were suddenly scarce around the system. A blessing many called
it, though there was some speculation about what exactly they might be up to...

Nepura was the last of Doran's three gas giants. Though smaller than the other
two in size it boasted the largest number of moons, thirty-three in total.  Granted,
many of them were little more than icy chunks of rock open to the Empyrean, but it
was still something worthy of remark. This far out from the sun no one went about
their business on deck without wearing a thick coat. Hurren refused for a few days,
striding about with only his short fur for protection, but even he gave up in the end.

Three realms dominated the region around Nepura, competing with one another
for power and prestige and slapping down any rivals who might take their place.
Durprenda,  a  forested  moon  divided  between  three  hereditary  monarchies  that
spend as much time feuding with one another as they did fighting their  offworld
enemies.  Wellasit,  a  theocracy  run  by  a  cadre  of  Dissident  Archaerim,  the  mere
mention  of  which  was  enough  to  make  Morrec  redden  with  outrage.  And  lastly
Farfrinda,  dominated  by  various  trading  houses  and  merchant  princes,  a  moon
whose name was a byword for avarice across the system.

"Wealth  is  the  one  thing  that  matters  there,"  Pohtoli  explained  to  them  one
evening over dinner. "If you have money, you get to make the rules. No different than
anywhere else in this fallen universe, truth be told...the Farfrindan's are honest about
it, not seeking to cloak the hard truth behind pretty lies to make it palatable."

"Honor is a foreign concept to this lot," Gerel added with a snort. "Profit is all.
They will buy and sell anything to get it."

"You seem to  disapprove,"  Pohtoli  responded.  "What's  wrong with  the  honest
pursuit of a full purse?"



"There is more to life than money."
"Really? Then when you fought as a mercenary, it was actually for free?"
"Of course not. But for a warrior, a man of honor, money was a means to an end, a

way  to  put  food  in  my  belly  and  steel  in  my  hands.  Glory  is  the  only  true
wealth...money can be spent, but glory lasts forever."

"A man with money in his pocket can buy all the glory he wants."
"And all men would know it as false!" Gerel became angry. "Only blood and fire

brings glory. Those who spend their lives chasing after gold will never understand
that..."

"All right, enough!" Gaebrel cut them off before honest debate turned into heated
argument. "You're both right and you're both wrong. Once we sell the cargo, you can
spent your shares proving your separate points."

"Once we sell the cargo," Pohtoli replied, "I'm bound for Serapha, where I shall
return a man of wealth and influence. Iyantua calls me, I must answer. Debate the
other claim all you want."

"Not me," said Gerel with a snort. "I plan on outfitting my own free company, and
taking the fight to the Zeghavian's! Vengeance awaits!"

"War is a plague for every world it touches," said Morrec. "If the Godhead allows
such  riches  to  fall  into  mine  unworthy  hands,  surely  it  is  for  the  purpose  of
continuing His Great Work, and what better way than founding a mission to bring
Orthodoxy to the unbeliever and the misguided?"

Hurren said nothing, lost in yet another bout of melancholia. After nearly half a
year in his company, they'd learned to ignore it. Yasinnic merely smiled when asked
what he planned to do. "Home," is all he said.

"I'll drink to that," said Pohtoli, raising a cup.
Gaebrel said nothing, his hand brushing the medallion in its pocket.
Another week went by, the big green face of Nepura growing by the day until it

stretched across the Empyrean, the smaller shapes of its moons mere specks of light
on  the  surface.  Closer  in  the  temperature  rose  slightly,  from  bitterly  cold  to
moderately cold, enough so that men coming off six hour watches in the rigging still
had feeling in their extremities. As far as they could tell there was peace between all
the major powers in the region and the Empyrean was blessedly free of warships
demanding inspections of any travelers they met.

By the tenth day Farfrinda was in sight, a bluish orb hanging off to the side of
Nepura. As they got closer, inspections via the spyglass revealed a massive icecap
covering the northern third of the moon, while the southern part was marked by a
vibrant green color that spoke of lush vegetation. Hot springs were the reason for
this, gushing out from the ground at almost regular intervals, giving the southern two
thirds of the planet a near-tropical  climate even as the north remained locked in
perpetual winter. A few days afterward they were in orbit, joining a long line of ships
waiting for inspection by customs boats.  The Farfrindans seemed to operate by a
system that  at  first  glance  had  no  basis  in  rational  thought.  Ships  were  greeted
according to some random order, new arrivals given immediate permission to land
while other ships waited for months before giving up.

After a day of being ignored, Pohtoli figured out the secret. "They judge ships by
their  willingness  to  pay  a  bribe."  He  pointed  at  a  small,  richly  appointed  yacht
beginning  its  descent  to  the  planet  while  a  heavily  laden  ore  hauler  remained
stationary, all but invisible to a customs boat drifting serenely by. "The customs men
can probably size up the amount of money on board merely by glancing at the hull of
each  arrival.  Anyone  with  coin  to  spend  jumps  ahead,  everyone  waits  on  their
pleasure."



Gaebrel smiled at that. "Good for us."
"How do you mean?"
"We have money to spend." He ordered the money chest brought up on deck. They

waited  for one of  the  customs boats to pass by,  then opened the top,  letting  the
inspectors get a good long look at the contents. Half an hour later the boat was tying
up along the side, an official in a black knee-length robe disembarking. Pohtoli went
out to dicker with him. Oddly enough, he showed little interest in seeing their hold,
waving a hand dismissively when asked.

The negotiations went on for some time. Eventually Pohtoli returned, bowing his
head with the respect due a worthy adversary. "The price is reasonable, all things
considered."

"How much?"
Pohtoli named the amount. Cries of dismay sounded from the others. 
"Thievery!" Morrec declared.
"Outrageous!" echoed Gerel.
"It's  half  of  what  he originally  wanted."  Pohtoli  cut  them off  with a  wave.  "Of

course, he did offer to inspect at our cargo, claiming that if we were as poor as I
claimed, he might reduce the customary gratuity. On the other hand, if it turns out
we were lying..."

They considered the treasure lying below decks and how much of it would be lost
if Farfrindan officialdom got one look at it. "Still seems high," Gaebrel said.

"Keep in  mind he's  not  just  asking  for  himself.  He has  to  give  a  share  to  his
subordinates, his clerks, not to mention the cut demanded by his superiors. All in all
he'll be lucky to walk away with a fifth of what we pay."

Gaebrel  sighed.  "Whatever  happened  to  honest  graft?  Fine,  give  him  what  he
wants."

A considerable sum of gold was handed over to the inspector, leaving the chest
much lighter afterward. The inspector departed on his boat, the Sparrow raised sails
and glided past other ships whose captains were too poor or principled to engage in
backhanders.

There was no operation more hazardous on a ship then descending to a world's
surface. The captain had to determine the best point of entry in regards to their final
destination. If there were storm clouds in the atmosphere below, then they had to
wait. It was considered a Bad Idea to begin a descent at night. Once the decision was
made the ship had to be turned about so the bottom of the hull pointed down at the
surface. Rexite rods were inserted slowly, just enough to break the rate of descent,
but not so much as to halt it completely. Fall too fast and the ship might break apart
from the stress, even catch fire. Go slowly and they might be caught in midair if the
weather turned on them.

In the  Sparrow's case it  took the better part of a day. Fortunately the skies of
Farfrinda were free of undue turbulence, though there were ominous storm clouds
gathering  over  the  northern pole.  Hurren  took his  customary place  on the  tiller,
Morrec in  the ascension locker,  the rest  of  them clambered  into  the  rigging  and
pulled in the sails. There they remained for the next six hours as the ship exited the
Empyrean and they tasted world air  for the first time in months. Dark gray soon
faded to pale blue, even as bitter winds assailed them from the moon's north. The
men  clutched  the  spars,  held  on  only  by  their  limbs  and  safety  cables,  Gaebrel
occasionally bellowing changes to the rigging as the wind shifted. Needless to say it
was cold, though that slowly changed the closer they got to the surface.

The ordeal ended when they were a mile above the ground, the chill replaced by a
pleasant temperature, the wind carrying hints of jungle and tropical flowers. Gaebrel



ordering all sails lowered and calling the exhausted crew on deck.
"Set  six  hour  watches,"  he  said,  ashen-faced  and  holding  onto  the  mast  for

support.  "Three  on,  the  rest  asleep."  He  checked  the  wind.  "Should  be  there  by
morning...assuming the charts are accurate."

"Who gets to sleep now?" asked Morrec, looking close to death.
There was a groan as Pohtoli toppled over, unable to continue.
Gaebrel glanced at the unconscious man. "Well...him to begin with."

"More sherbet, honored sir?"The impeccably dressed butler raised crystal jug ever
so slightly. 

"Please," Gaebrel said, holding the goblet, inhaling deeply the scent of blueberries
and cream. He waited until the glass was filled before asking, "Is your master still
delayed?"

"With regrets, I must answer yes." The butler bowed his head by way of apology.
"He is a man of varied interests, and your arrival here was somewhat unexpected."

"Yes, well...we are glad that he has any time at all to spare for us."
"He is most eager to meet you, as soon as he clears up a previous matter. If you

will  excuse  me...."  The butler  went  around the room, offering  the  sherbet  to  the
others, who refused with varying degrees of impatience. His duty done, the butler
departed,  leaving Gaebrel  waiting calmly,  Pohtoli  twiddling his fingers with some
irritation, and Gerel on the verge of incandescent rage.

Gaebrel took a sip, nodding with approval. "Perfectly blended. You fellows should
have some, it really is exquisite..."

"We have been waiting here for over an hour,"  Gerel  growled,  hands clenched
around the small box on his lap. He hadn't let it out of his sight from the moment
they left the ship. "My legs are starting to ache and I need to piss! What in all the
hells could be taking so long?"

"Chances are he's lingering over his last meal."

"Lingering..."
"Or finishing up his midday bath." He took another sip, sensing Gerel's temper

edging perilously to the verge of exploding.
"I've half a mind to march in there..."
"Do that and the deal is queered for sure," Pohtoli snapped.
"This  is  deliberate,"  said  Gaebrel,  the  keen  student  of  human nature.  "Master

Frinsani is making us aware of who he is and who we are in turn."
"By waiting?"
"The longer you wait,  the less you matter. Were we Princes or the like, yonder

butler would have escorted us in the moment we arrived at the door."
"This is an insult..."
"No, it's business. It's how things get done."
Gerel gritted his teeth, saying no more, choosing instead to fume silently and think

bloody thoughts. Gaebrel held back a sigh, taking another sip and looking out the
window at the city beyond. Ifreca was the largest city on Farfrinda and the capital for
the merchant princes who ran the place.  From here the view was picturesque,  all
slender towers reaching towards the heavens, each taller and more spectacular than
the last,  the walls  decorated  with  intricate  carvings  of  gods,  heroes and demons,
pillars shaped like warriors in armor or maidens in ankle-length gowns, many of the
latter holding weighing scales in their stony hands and providing good instruction in
the Farfrindan's sense of priorities. Most were topped by a dome, capped in turn by a
statue of gilded bronze, the stylized image of some past hero related in some way to



the current inhabitants. In the light of midday, quite bright despite the distance from
the Sun due to the proximity of Nepura, it made for a magnificent sight.

Down at street level things were quite a bit different. Narrow, muddy, caked with
years of  grime and filth,  lined on either  side with grubby tenements  and squalid
slums. What law and order existed came courtesy of those private guards in the pay
of the trading houses, who were naturally more interested in the well being of their
employers than the common citizen. More surprising, at least to Gaebrel's eyes, was
the attitude and general philosophy of the locals. Farfrinda was a world of desperate
dealmakers. Everyone had a scheme, everyone had some plan to make their fortune.
The streets were filled with men and women wearing secondhand finery, perched on
street corners bellowing out their latest idea on how to get rich, would kind sir or
madam be interested in purchasing a share? Even the street thieves were in on the
action - someone faced with an alley-mouth mugging might spare himself a measure
of pain and grief by listening to his assailant's idea for unimaginable wealth via the
long-distance  dung  trade.  After  an  hour  battling  through  the  streets  to  Grand
Merchant  Frinsani's  manse,  Gaebrel  understood  why every  door  of  note  boasted
armed guards -  not to keep out thieves,  but young men on the make looking for
investors.

Pohtoli presented the doorman with a letter drafted on the journey in, giving his
name as well as his former employer. A few minutes later they were ushered in and
told to wait on 'the Master's pleasure,' servants plying them with sherbet.

So now they waited. Gaebrel emptied his glass, looking out the window at the high
towers and reflecting on the desperate streets below. He was never a man to turn
away from making a deal - far from it - but there was something unseemly about the
raw desperation of these Farfrindans. A lovely world to be sure, if you kept your eyes
above street level...but he had no desire to stay here any longer than necessary...

"The Master will see you."
"About bloody time!" Gerel muttered.
The butler escorted them into a large audience chamber, decorated with statues,

paintings, tapestries, treasures from across the Sun's crammed into every available
space with complete disregard to the most basic rules of aesthetics. Which was the
whole point; on Farfrinda the attitude seemed to be 'if you have it, flaunt it.'

Grand Merchant Frinsani sat in a massive carved chair, a man roughly spherical in
shape,  swathed  in  layers  of  gold-trimmed  silk,  the  wispy  remnants  of  his  beard
curled and interwoven with ribbons. Yet the eyes that looked out from the fleshly
folds were sharp and calculating, assessing the three of them even as they entered,
flicking for a moment on box in Gerel's hands.

The artwork wasn't the only ornament in the room. Flanking Frinsani were a pair
of young women, twins by the look of them, wearing silk robes that clung to their
curvaceous figures. Once again Gaebrel reflected on the strange rule of the universe;
the more ugly, wealthy and elderly the man, the younger and comelier the women. It
was a strange inversion that, so far as he could tell, wasn't repeated the other way
around.

Frinsani nodded to Pohtoli. "Welcome to Farfrinda," he said. "By my reckoning
you are a year late and short one trade convoy."

"My sincerest apologies, some unpleasantness with the Zeghavian Corsairs caused
an  unavoidable  delay.  I  fear  you  must  look  to  them  as  well  for  recovery  of  the
cargoes."

"No  further  explanation  is  needed.  All  in  this  system  have  suffered  their
depredations  at  one  point  or  another...yet  now  you  come,  claiming  to  possess
valuable  goods  in  need  of  selling.  It  cannot  be  the  cargo  you  set  out  with  from



Serapha."
"I fear not, most honored Frinsani. For now, I trade on my on account."
"Ah, right." He glanced at the other two. "And these are?"
"My partners," Pohtoli answered. "I speak for them."
"Indeed. Let us speak then." Frinsani then switched to another tongue, liquid and

rolling  to  Gaebrel's  ears.  Pohtoli  responded in  the  same,  clearly  delighted  as  the
words  tumbled  from  his  lips.  His  birth  tongue,  Gaebrel  realized.  Iyantuan  was
certainly a pretty language, though he couldn't help but wonder what exactly the two
of them were saying.

This went on for some time. Pohtoli laughed at some joke made by the merchant
and made one of  his  own that  was also  well  received.  Hands were  waved,  offers
tendered,  Pohtoli  occasionally  switching  back  to  Haleric  for  the  benefit  of  his
companions.

Then he turned to Gerel. "Open the box."
Gerel held up the box with one hand, opening the top with the other. Frinsani

leaned forward, or as close as he could come to it given the sheer enormity of his
belly. His eyes fixed on the steel ingot as though it were the purest gold or silver.
"Ygulian," he whispered. "And you have more?"

"Five ingots in all," Pohtoli answered.
"By the powers..." Frinsani's hand reached out to touch the steel. Gerel snapped

the top shut, giving him a warning look.
Pohtoli glared at the warrior, then turned back to the merchant. "I take it you are

interested?"
"Very."  If  Frinsani  was insulted,  he hid it  well.  "And you have other treasures

besides this?"
"All for sale, for the right price."
"Indeed." Frinsani gave the appearance of thinking it over, though Gaebrel was a

good enough student of  human nature  to know that  the man was well  and truly
hooked. "I will need to confirm your story before a deal is made."

"Of course. We never expected a man of your perspicacity to do otherwise."
"Perspicacity...been a while since I heard someone use that to describe me!" He let

out a laugh. "One of my factors will have to visit your ship and verify your cargo. If it
is as you say it is, then we can certainly do business."

"One of us will have to escort him, so our companions will know he is not a thief."
"You will find no thieves on any Farfrindan landing field, most cautious sir! Bad

for business, no trader would ever land here again! But if it calms your nerves, then I
have no objection. Your two companions may remain the night, as my guests."

"I should go with you," Gerel said. "There are things on the ship that require my
attention."

"What things?" Pohtoli asked with a frown, silently vowing to have a word with the
man about his lack of manners.

"I tell you when I get there..."
"I'll stay," Gaebrel said, preventing yet another incipient argument. After half a

year with these men, he'd learned there was nothing they wouldn't quarrel  about
given  half  the  chance.  "I  haven't  slept  in  a  real  bed  for  longer  than  I  care  to
remember. It would be a pleasure to reacquaint myself."

"You shall have the softest bed in my house," Frinsani declared, "and before you
rest the finest dinner my kitchens can provide. I am honored to have you under my
roof." The merchant gave Gerel a pointed look. "Perhaps you'd like to change your
mind?"

Gerel clutched the box more tightly.



"Enjoy your rest?" Pohtoli asked the next morning.
"More  than  you  can  imagine,"  Gaebrel  answered.  "Big  bed,  clean  sheets,  no

snoring coming through the walls."
"One of us snores?"
"Yes, you."
"I do not snore...do I?"
"Well, none of us were going to say anything...regardless, this was the first night in

months that I haven't woken up with a crick in my neck." He let out a happy sigh,
slipping a hand back into his pocket to touch the medallion, making sure it was there.
Just making sure.

"Gerel stayed behind?" Gaebrel asked, cutting off that line of thought. It was just a
hunk of metal, no need to be all uptight.

"Turn's out, he did have something to do on the ship. Not getting on my bad side,
to begin with."

"And what did the factor say?"
"He came aboard, looked about,  then left with instructions to be here the next

morning. You didn't see him speak with Frinsani?"
"It's a big house. And I was too busy making friends with those exceptionally soft

sheets. Why, do you think there might be a problem?"
Before Pohtoli could answer, the door to the audience chamber opened. A pair of

servants came up, carrying a sedan chair between them, clearly straining under the
weight. Frinsani sat in the middle, his chief factor walking alongside. The servants
carefully lowered the chair to the floor, then several more fraught minutes passed as
they helped their master into the considerably larger chair in the center of the room.
Gaebrel and Pohtoli waited patiently until he caught his breath and was again in the
condition to speak. "Thank you for returning," he wheezed. "I trust there were no
problems last night?"

"None at all." Pohtoli nodded by way of greeting. "It was an honor to have your
man as our guest, as Gaebrel here was honored to be yours."

"Honor for us both, always the most pleasant of outcomes." He paused a moment,
glancing at his factor before continuing. "My factor has inspected your cargo. I am
interested in brokering a deal. However, there is a complication. It seems, and I am
certain this merely a ridiculous coincidence, that your goods match the contents of a
certain ship that was hijacked in orbit above Wennata some months back." He raised
a hand as Pohtoli opened his mouth to speak. "No need for any denials. It matters
not to me how you acquired your goods. I am certain fine upstanding young men like
yourselves would never involve themselves in such criminality.  But  it  does add a
layer  of  complication  to  this  affair.  If  word  got  out  that  I  was  involved  in  the
transaction of items such as these - legally obtained I'm sure! - it would draw all sorts
of unwanted attention, from those with the ability to bring even me a measure of
irritation. This is something I'd like to avoid."

"We certainly wouldn't want to cause any distress on your part," Pohtoli said.
"Discretion is called for, which won't be found among buyers from the worlds of

Doran. Happily a contingent of traders from one of the worlds of Olysi is visiting
Farfrinda at the moment. They would be most interested in your cargo, and I can
guarantee you they will pay handsomely for it."

"You're certain?" Gaebrel asked.
Frinsani  snorted.  "Young man,  I  would never  make such a  statement  unless I

knew beyond a shred of doubt that it was true. These traders are here for silk, spices
and other luxuries, apparently there is a high demand for such on their homeworld.



And Ygulian  steel...that  alone  would get  their  attention.  If  you are  willing,  I  can
arrange a meeting...with half the profits as my commission."

"Half?" Gaebrel sputtered.
"A fifth," Pohtoli shot back.
"A third."
"A quarter."
"A quarter." Frinsani pursed his lips. "My coffers shall hold only cobwebs, but so

be it. Done."
"When shall we meet these traders?"
"The exchange cannot happen here on Farfrinda, too many prying eyes. But if you

meet on Tingydd, your privacy can be assured."
"Tingydd."  Gaebrel  did  some quick calculations.  "That's  a  month from here  at

least."
"It will take that long to make the arrangements."
"And these merchants will meet us there?"
"My factor will give you the full details...but yes. If you are willing, they will meet

you outside one of the larger settlements in one month's time."
"Give  us  a  moment."  Gaebrel  and  Pohtoli  drew off  to  a  side,  where  a  hushed

conversation quickly took place.
"I don't like it."
"Seems eminently reasonable to my eyes."
"He tells us the goods are too hot to move, then says he wants them anyway?"
"Rich  men often  find  ways  around  such  dilemma's.  That's  one  of  the  reasons

they're rich."
"Sure, but do you really think he couldn't make the exchange here if he wanted to?

A man like him on a world like this can keep any damn secret he chooses, especially
when it relates to business."

"All right...but tell me this. Where else can we go?"
"I...well..."
"No answer? No alternative, other than trading our hard-earned plunder on some

smugglers den for a handful of pennies?"
"..."
"Your silence speaks volumes."
That being settled, they turned back to Frinsani. "We accept," Pohtoli said. "One

month from now, on Tingydd."
"Excellent!"  A  servant  handed  Frinsani  a  glass  of  wine.  "I  will  make  the

arrangements.  My congratulations,  gentlemen,  a  month from now you will  all  be
wealthy. I trust the next time we meet, it will be as worthy competitors."

The  glass  was  raised.  "To  wealth!"  Frinsani  declared. "Wealth,  and  all  the
pleasures it brings."

"Are they gone?"
"Yes, my lord."
Frinsani  slumped in a chair  by his  bedroom window, looking on the dark city

streets far below. "How did they seem?"
"Eager, my lord. Though one of them did voice his suspicions."
"That  is  to  be  expected.  Send word  to  our  friends  from Olysi.  Give  them the

location of the meet and the time."
"They will be most grateful, my lord. And what of that other matter?"
A pause. "Make it so. A pity, but we all must carry such burdens on our souls."
"Yes, my lord. Will there be anything else?"



"Help me to my bed."
The factor helped Frinsani to his feet, half-carrying him to the opulent bed in the

center of the chamber, huffing slightly as he levered his masters enormous bulk onto
the mattress.  The two young women waiting there helped get Frinsani  under the
covers, their silk slips clinging to their limbs and curves.

"Good night, my lord." The factor bowed, leaving Frinsani to his rest. No sleep for
him as of yet as the door closed behind. There were letters to write, assurances to be
made.

And that other matter to take care of.

One month later...
Snowdrifts  were  piled up  knee-high  on the  deck  again.  Gaebrel  kicked  a  path

through them irritably, sending up clouds of white powder, even as the insides of his
nostrils crinkled from the cold. Gloved hands fumbled awkwardly with the spyglass,
nearly dropping the cursed thing twice before he finally had it extended to the fullest
length. He scraped away a few stray flakes from the front lens and peered out into the
pale blue sky of Tingydd. "About bloody time," he muttered, counting no less than
three sets of sails in the distance, coming in on a slow descent course, standing out
against the pale wintry horizon.

According  to  every  chart  and  atlas,  Tingydd  was  the  second  to  last  world  of
Doran's system, but in truth that distinction meant next to nothing. Far from the
light and warmth of the Sun, the place was a frozen ball  of rock, endless glaciers
broken up by expanses of tundra huddling under stark ice-covered peaks. The chief
inhabitants were bands of hunter-gatherers,  scrounging what they could from the
barren  landscape.  The  handful  of  settlements  were  clustered  about  hot  springs
bubbling  up from beneath  the  frozen  soil,  populated  by outcasts,  eccentrics,  and
anyone else who felt the need to get away. They were in the northern hemisphere and
it was supposed to be summer. Which by local standards meant it snowed only every
other day. Gaebrel had no intention of finding out what the other seasons might be
like.

The town - it had a name but he didn't bother to remember it - was a cluster of
burrows excavated from the frozen soil, gathered about a round sulfur spring boiling
up  from  some  warmer  place  far  below  the  surface.  None  of  the  hundred  odd
inhabitants were native to the world and few had any plans for staying longer that it
would take for the prices on their heads to expire. A disinclination towards the asking
of questions was one of the requirements for residency. The arrival of the Sparrow
didn't  raise  an eyebrow,  such clandestine  landings  a  common enough occurrence
here, those inclined towards curiosity taking one look at the ship and its well armed
crew before quickly turning away. The companions for their part returned the favor.

Three days went by, with snow falling on two of them. Gerel stayed below decks at
all times, wrapped in thick cloaks and cursing the day he ever left his beloved desert.
Morrec fared better, even venturing into the town at one point to see whether there
were any souls in need of saving, though Gaebrel suspected he was just bored. He
returned a few hours later with a look of disgust for his troubles. "Not the worst nest
of vile sinners I have seen," he declared, "but it's not for lack of trying."

"Not worth a prayer then?"
"It is blasphemous to pray for the damned."
"Remind me never to get on your bad side."
The agreement called for them to be outside this town no later than thirty-three

days after departing Farfrinda. According to the factor, the buyers would leave a few
days later, traveling as a group. Gaebrel lowered the spyglass and went below decks,



finding the others gathered together in the galley,  huddled over mugs of hot tea.
"They're here," he declared.

"How many ships?" Pohtoli perked up immediately, not liking the cold any more
than Gerel. It was one of the few topics either of them could agree on.

"I counted three. With this wind they'll be on the ground inside an hour."
Yasinnic stood, gave them all a meaningful look and departed. Gaebrel stepped

aside to let him pass. "We'll set up in the open," he continued. "Let them inspect at
their leisure, hopefully the cold will force them to some sort of decision before too
long, or at least cut down the haggling. Pohtoli and I will deal with the merchants,
Gerel, Hurren and Morrec will stand guard."

"And Yasinnic?" Morrec asked.
"He'll make sure everyone is honest." Footsteps thumped on the deck above as

Gaebrel said this. Yasinnic emerged from below, wrapped in a white cloak, his face
shielded by a pale scarf. A leather satchel hung over one side, and all three rifles were
slung across his back. Anyone who cared to look out a window would have seen him
nimbly climb down the side of the  Sparrow and jog off westwards towards a hill
overlooking the site, blending into the landscape and all but vanishing from sight.

The others got to work, opening the stern cargo door and carrying out boxes and
bales, spreading a canvas sheet on the snowy ground and placing the goods on top.
The buyer's ships closed in as they worked, gliding in for a landing half a mile away.
The townsfolk watched the proceedings with some interest - one ship landing was
not unusual, but three at once was another matter entirely.

Gaebrel  took  careful  note  of  the  stylized  figureheads  on  the  prows,  men  and
women with exaggerated features and various body parts too elongated or enhanced
to exist in nature, typical for ships from some of the worlds of Olysi. Cargo ramps
dropped and the men who emerged from within wore iridescent robes and enormous
wide-brimmed hats  decorated  with  feathers,  gemstones and various other  bits  of
jewelry,  their  flamboyance  in  stark  contrast  to  the  bare  frozen  surroundings.
Attending them were two dozen menials in dark robes, their faces hidden under thick
veils, the drabness of their appearance only highlighting the spectacular garb of their
masters.

Gaebrel recognized Frinsani's factor among the new arrivals. The man tromped
across the field, bowing in greeting, shivering in the cold despite the layers of furs
wrapped around his body. "My master sends his warmest regards."

"Warmest regards."  Gaebrel  laughed,  breath streaming out in clouds.  "Well,  at
least something isn't freezing cold!"

"Quite." A brief, all-too-annoyed smile crossed the factor's face. "These gentleman
here are traders from Izolpa around Olysi, of whom my lord spoke. They are most
eager to see your goods and to be away from this place, for the cold does not agree
with them."

"No  argument  from  me!  Do  any  of  them  speak  Haleric?  If  not,  I  have  some
knowledge of Olysi tongues..."

"With regret, they do not speak any language that you would be familiar with. I
will act as translator. You may be assured of my accuracy in what they say."

And with  that  the  deal  making began.  The men from Izolpa,  one of  the  more
important  worlds  around  Olysi,  clustered  about  the  goods  with  great  interest,
fingering the bolts of fine cloth, opening bags of spices to smell and taste. Questions
were asked, the factor translating, Pohtoli answering. Gaebrel listened to their words,
trying to make out any that might be understandable. A man from Olysi served for a
year  on  his  fathers  ship  -  he  never  did  say  which  particular  world  -  and  taught
Gaebrel  something about  the  place,  including  a  basic  understanding  of  the trade



languages there. Haleric was spoken across all the Suns, of course, the closest thing
to a common language this fallen Universe had...but even that had its own dialects,
each Sun boasting a version that might differ greatly from another. But the language
of these traders  was  unknown to  him,  a  hissing buzzing  tongue that  sounded as
though a dislocated jaw was a requirement for uttering any of the words.

Time passed.  A breeze  picked up,  sending a dusting of snow across the scene.
Pohtoli  opened  the  box  holding  the  Ygulian  ingots,  Hurren  looming  ominously
behind him, ax leaning against his shoulder. He picked up one of the metallic blocks,
holding it high so the others could get a close look. Pohtoli then tapped the side with
a tiny jewelers hammer, sending out a pure bell-like ring. The merchants listened as
though the sound were the finest music imaginable, several of them groaning as he
put it away and closed the lid. One of them stepped forward, then halted at a warning
glare from Hurren.

"Bids, gentlemen?" Pohtoli asked. A flurry of responses followed, the merchants
calling  out  one  figure  after  another,  the  factor  translating  as  fast  as  he  could,
seemingly unfazed at the increasingly large figures being tossed out, even as Gaebrel
and the others listened in growing awe. The silks, the spices and jewels...all valuable
and to be sold at a profit. But they were nothing compared with those five gray blocks
of metal, worth more than the entire cargo, as well as the entire ship and every man
on it.

They  weren't  just  rich,  he  realized,  not  after  this  was  concluded.  His  heart
thumped in his  chest as  a final  price  was  declared  by one merchant  more richly
dressed  than  the  others,  the  wealthiest  of  them  all.  A  figure  was  hurled  out,
impossibly large, more than a hundred men could earn in a hundred lifetimes. It was
more than all the other bids combined, and as one the other merchants conceded the
field. Pohtoli, somewhat hoarsely, named him the winning bid. "My congratulations
sir."

The merchant bowed his head in turn, saying something in his own speech.
"Master Trader Uzuta asks if this is everything you have to sell."
"It is."
Another hurried exchange of words."He asks if you are sure. Perhaps there are

goods aboard your ship that you have yet to bring out?"
"What  you  see  here  is  what  we  have,"  Gaebrel  said.  His  hand twitched  for  a

moment,  conscious  of  the  medallion  sitting  in  his  coat  pocket,  safe  and
sound...should have been added to the rest...no,  he would keep it  as  a  trinket,  a
souvenir of this venture, something to show the grandchildren when they asked how
he made the family fortune...

"Is something wrong?" Pohtoli asked. "Or is there something specific that Master
Uzuta is looking for?"

More words were quickly exchanged. "No," said the factor, nodding his head and
giving a reassuring smile. "Master Trader Uzuta is merely being cautious. He is far
from home after all."

"Indeed." Pohtoli didn't seem convinced, but chose not to press the issue. "Very
well, let us conclude our business."

"As you wish." The factor and traders spoke briefly, orders were passed on. More
men emerged from the ships, armed guards hauling out a pair of bound iron chests,
keeping wary eyes in all  directions,  especially  on the town.  A curious  crowd had
gathered safely out of gun range, watching the proceedings and the valuable goods
with scarcely hidden covetousness.

The chests were dropped on the ground and heavy locks on their fronts opened.
There was a pause, then both lids were flipped back to reveal a fortune in gold and



silver coins, piled up nearly to the brim. "This should meet the agreed upon price,"
said the factor. "Minus my master's commission, of course."

"Yes..." Gaebrel knelt before before the chests, pushing his hand into the coins,
reveling in the touch of cold metal on his flesh, seeking the bottom and not finding
it...a single handful of these coins was more than a common laborer would earn in a
year. They weren't just rich, they weren't just wealthy...if there was a word to describe
what they had just become, it had yet to be invented.

"We're gods," he said, looking back at his companions. "Suns and Spirits, look at
this!"

The men laughed, slapping one other in the back, ecstatic with joy, every dream
and wondrous possibility now within reach...

Yasinnic hunched his shoulders as the wind kicked up, turned his face away for a
moment to keep the cold from slipping through the scarf protected his face. Wrapped
in a white cloak, his face hidden below a scarf, he blended into the landscape, a white
patch on a wide expanse of snow. Only those who knew what to look for would have
any chance of seeing him.

It had always been a gift, this ability to disappear. In forests of his homeworld -
such a distant memory! - he was honored by his tribe for his steathiness. Yasinnic the
Silent they called him, the greatest hunter of his generation, so quiet he could stalk a
deer and get close enough to touch its face. Hiding from the poor eyes of humanity
was barely a challenge at all.

He breathed shallowly. The scarf about his face would block the air from turning
to steam, but there was no need to press it too far. His sharp eyes kept watch on the
scene below. Men were reduced to the size of beetles at this distance, in Hurren's
case a particularly large one, but he knew who his comrades were and marked their
positions.  Gaebrel  and Pohtoli  talking  to  the  newcomers,  Yasinnic  marking  their
movements, the others three holding back, weapons at their shoulders, keeping their
place so Yasinnic wouldn't have to follow them as well.  The foreign merchants in
their colorful frippery would make easy targets at this distance, but it was the black-
clad underlings he kept an eye on. Anything might be hidden beneath those robes.

Time passed, Gaebrel and Pohtoli working with words the way a master weaver
might with cloth. It was a strange magic they possessed, of silver tongues and clever
quips, turning the minds of men with a mere phrase. Yasinnic never understood it,
even as boy he rarely spoke, growing into a man of few words. Such things were
necessary for those who followed the hunters path, where silence in the deep woods
was reckoned a virtue. The Kuyei illurei,  unlike their debauched Valarei or blood-
mad Anrei cousins, remained close to nature on every world they called home, living
simply,  taking only what the Source  of All  was willing to provide and contenting
themselves with it. It was an admirable way...but one that also left them vulnerable to
those for whom power came at all expense. There were few Kuyei tribes that lived
free from the domination of others. Hence the decision of his tribe to leave their
ancient homeland, to start over somewhere else. Ships were built and they took to
the  Empyrean...where  they  immediately  discovered  that  there  were  predators
roaming the Void as well  as the forests.  Yasinnic sacrificed himself  so the others
might escape the clutches of the Zeghavian's...

And  now  he  found  himself  on  a  snow-covered  hillside,  watching  men  who'd
become a new tribe to him for lack of a better option. He saw the glint of gold down
there, chests being brought out from the other merchant ships and laid out for them
to inspect. A lot of gold from their size and the way his companions were jumping
about in joy. The yellow metal held an allure here that it never had in the ancestral



forests...too  soft  to  make  anything  useful,  its  beauty  more  than  outshone  by  the
brilliant feathers of birds or the subtle shadings of rare woods and animal hides, at
least in his opinion. But out here gold had a value beyond all others, the ultimate
means to an end. And for Yasinnic that end was to return home, to rejoin his tribe, to
embrace his mother and hear the voices of his father and brothers...

Wait. His gaze shifted to the guards who escorted the chests out from the ships.
They were changing position,  circling about.  The others were so busy celebrating
they didn't seem to notice. One of the merchants was standing off to the side, hands
clenched  by  his  hips.  Yasinnic  frowned,  there  was  something  off  about  him,  he
seemed to shimmer for a moment, as if hidden behind a heat wave. Impossible in
this frozen place...there! The glint of steel, of weapons being drawn! A trap, it was a
trap!

Yasinnic took aim, reaching for the rifle's hammer to cock. He heard the footsteps
just in time - the crunch of boots in the snow, the grunt of effort - rolling aside and to
his feet moments before a sword slashed down where his head had been.

One of the sailors from the ships, judging from his clothing. He cursed, raising the
cutlass again and slashing at Yasinnic.

He blocked the blow with the rifle, sparks flying from the barrel as he stepped to
the side and let the sword glance away. A step back and he knocked the side of the
rifle against the man's head, sending him stumbling with another curse, following
with a swift and sure strike with butt of the weapon against the forehead, dropping
him like a stone.

Yasinnic turned about, opening his mouth to shout a warning, when another man
came charging up the hill,  tackling him to the ground. Arms wrapped around his
neck, squeezing tight. Yasinnic grabbed at them, rolling around trying to break the
grip, vision starting to darken and unable to breathe...

Gaebrel reached down for one of the chests, taking hold of the rope handles on the
side and hauling it  towards  the ship...then stopped as  Pohtoli  cleared  his  throat.
"What is it?"

Pohtoli jutted his chin at the merchants and their men. Gaebrel had his hands on
their gold, but suddenly none of them seemed all that interested. In fact, while all the
dickering was going on, several of the dark-clad menials had taken up positions that
a more suspicious mind would have described as flanking.

Gaebrel turned to the factor. "The deal is done."
No answer came, the precious cargo that only a moment before was the object of

such frenzied haggling now lying unnoticed on the ground.
"You fellows are awfully quiet all of a sudden." Gaebrel said, hand slipping to a

pistol in his bandolier. Behind him, the rest of the companions spread out, weapons
at the ready, eyes suddenly alert. Gaebrel fought back the urge to look at the hills,
hoping Yasinnic was seeing this and taking aim accordingly.

"We both got what we want," Gaebrel continued. "You have the goods, we have the
gold. Lets not complicate this..."

"That is  no longer possible."  Uzuta spoke,  his  words in perfect  Doran Haleric,
cutting him off with a smirk. "In fact you complicated everything the moment you
convinced that cretin who thought he was your master that you had a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity. My compliments, by the way, on how you played him and those
Corsairs  against  one  another.  Having  one  problem  take  care  of  another...as  a
connoisseur of cunning, I admit to a certain degree of jealously."

"Good to know, though it  seems you have a few secrets  of your own." Gaebrel
marked  the  positions  of  the  traders  and  their  men...enemies  now,  it  seemed.  A



double cross, he'd led them right into a trap! Blinded by greed...
"More than a few. I speak Haleric. I know who you are and what you have stolen,

far better than you do. And one other thing..."
Uzuta  suddenly  seemed  to  shimmer,  as  if  caught  behind  a  wave  of  heat.  His

features melted like wax,  distorting as though seen through a malformed pane of
glass.  A  final  flicker  of  light  and  Uzuta  was  gone,  replaced  by  a  pale-faced  man
straight  from  the  most  ancient  of  folk  tales  and  nightmares,  his  pupil-less  eyes
glowing with malice.

"Impossible,"  Gaebrel  whispered.  Behind  him,  Morrec  was  uttering  a  prayer,
unable to tear his eyes away from the face of his most ancient enemy. "You're a..."

"Neverborn, yes. All the old stories are true, in fact they don't go quite far enough!
And if you know those stories, then you will understand that I can kill you all with a
single thought. I can drain your souls and leaving you begging for the sweet release of
death. I can make your darkest thoughts come to life before your eyes, make you die
a thousand different times, each worst than the last. Or you can give me what I want
and walk away."

"What would that be?"
"Gaebrel." Morrec spoke urgently. "Don't listen to him. Every word his kind say is

a lie, they are evil made flesh..."
"Yes, listen to your Crannenaar friend! Evil incarnate, that's what we are...so says

a willing slave to the greatest lie ever told! Run along and talk with your imaginary
friend, that fairy tale you call the Godhead!" The sneer that crawled across Ulzarad's
face was truly breathtaking.

Morrec reddened. His hand tightened around the grip of his blunderbuss. Gerel
glared at him, shaking his head. Not yet, he mouthed.

Gaebrel repeated the question. "What do you want from us, Neverborn?" But the
growing warmth on his right pocket suggested an answer to that question. All of a
sudden he was very conscious of the medallion, its weight pressing against his flesh.
Wild  irrational  anger  bubbled  up  at  the  thought  of  surrendering  it,  to  this
abomination,  to  anyone or anything...in the dim recesses of  his mind he saw the
burning forest, the howls from throats nowhere near human...

The Neverborn was speaking. "There is an item..." he began, exulting in the feeling
of victory. Such a sweet sensation, that feeling of imminent victory...

Strong hands flexed, a final gurgle coming from the dying man's mouth as his neck
snapped. Yasinnic pushed him away, rolling across the snow, gasping for breath, his
throat raw and ragged. A hand pressed against his flesh, feeling the bruising from the
attempted strangulation. If the man hadn't slipped on that icy bit of rock, he would
be dead by now. Nothing broken, though it hurt to swallow.

Yasinnic picked up the rifle and lay back down, looking at the meeting below. His
friends were backed up behind the crates and sacks, hands on their weapons. More
men were coming from the ships,  surrounding them. Only moments before guns
were drawn and it all ended in blood, fire and hot lead.

There, that weasel of a factor. By his bones, that was the man who set this up. Yet
again Yasinnic marveled at the strangeness of human ways. This would never do.He
sighted  down  the  length  of  the  rifle,  cocking  back  the  hammer,  taking  aim  and
exhaling as his finger pressed softly against the trigger...

"...an item..."  Further words were cut off by the distant gunshot, followed by a
shriek from the factor as he was struck in the chest, knocked back into the snow,
arms splaying out as though he was an actor of the stage performing a death scene.



"Sniper!" went up the cry. Men drew their pistols and swords. Ulzarad smiled. All
going to chaos...his favorite moment. "Purified, kill them all!" he roared.

Gaebrel  jerked  a  pistol  and  fired  right  into  the  face  of  a  man,  the  fellow
disappearing behind a white cloud of smoke. He let go of the weapon and drew his
rapier, as two more of the Neverborn's men came charging after, one of them holding
a  sword,  the  other  raising  a  gun  of  some  sort,  wide  barreled  and  fully  loaded.
Something  roared  to  his  right,  hot  shot  whirring  past  and  spraying  across  the
attackers, knocking them down. Morrec's blunderbuss...the Crannenaar dropping his
spent weapon and drawing a sword, bellowing something that sounded like a cross
between a prayer and war cry.

Guns fired, the area quickly suffused in a haze of powder smoke. Gerel fired his
musket at one man, cracked another across the face with the butt stock, then drew
the twin swords at his side and set to work. Hurren bellowed in fierce happiness at
the long-awaited prospect of battle, sweeping his ax and nearly shearing a man half,
blood spraying across bolts of priceless silk and sacks of spices.

Purified.  That's what the Neverborn said.  Gaebrel  had heard of them, the elite
soldiers of the Hegemony forces, raised from birth to fight and obey. That fat swine
Frinsani betrayed them, must have reached out to this pale-faced whathaveyou...he
caught sight of the merchants from Olysi legging it back to their ships, suggesting
that while they had been in on the idea of a double-cross, they never expected it to
end like this. One of them abruptly fell into the snow, knocked down by a stray shot.

A sword came at his head, Gaebrel skipping back across the snow as he turned the
cut.  His  body shifted  sideways,  presenting a  narrower  target,  as  taught  all  those
many years ago on the deck of his father's ship. Another cut,  the man screaming
something in Agazin, Gaebrel stepping aside, letting the man's momentum pull him
forward, right into the point of his rapier. He felt the blade enter the flesh, below the
chin,  who knew what armor might be hidden underneath those robes. The metal
whicked as he yanked it free from the body, blood leaking out as the dying man fell.

Another parry,  two more of the Purified coming at  him. He blocked one,  then
cursed as a pistol flared not more than two feet away. The bullet missed, cutting a
hole through a fold in his coat, but the flash left a burn that he felt through the layers
of cloth. The man pulled another gun, stepped back as his comrade occupied Gaebrel
with  a  flurry  of  sword  strikes,  looking  for  an  opening...another  distant  shot,
Yasinnic's second rifle hitting him from hundreds of yards away.

"Aim at the hill!" Ulzarad roared, blue energy gathering in the palm of his hand as
he prepared a spell. Four of his Purified complied, aiming up at Yasinnic, peppering
his perch with shots. At this distance the chance of actually hitting him were small,
but several balls did smack into the hillside far closer than the illurei would have
liked. He stood up, now visible at this distance, taking aim and firing the last of his
three rifles.

Ulzarad bellowed, more in rage than in pain as the shot struck his shoulder. His
hand was knocked wide just as the spell was released, sending a blast of Aethyric
force straight at the men firing at the hill.  The ground erupted beneath their feet,
sending up snow and chunks of frozen earth in equal measure. Two of them went
flying through the air with a scream. the other two stumbling back. The were cut
down a moment later by Hurren, rushing in with his gore-covered ax, sweeping the
feet out from one and staving in the chest of another.

Gaebrel  stabbed  a  man in  the  belly,  the  narrow blade  of  the  rapier  punching
through the leather armor beneath the robe. "Back to the ship!" he yelled. Someone
fired a gun and he felt the bullets whir past his left ear. Too close, much too close.
"Back to the ship!"



"No!"  Ulzarad  clenched a  fist.  calling  on the  Aethyr.  Crackling  blue  lightening
formed about his hand, a gathering of pure force, pulled there as easily as he might
breathe. The pain in his shoulder was a distraction...under different circumstances
he might have taken the time to revel in the sensation. Instead he aimed as best he
could, loosing the burst in the general direction of the nearest target.

A bolt of blue fire streaked out, hissing through the air and leaving behind a long
trail of superheated steam from the flash-melted snow it passed over. Pohtoli let out
a wail of anguish as it  struck the ground between the two money chests, blasting
them and much of the surrounding cargo apart in a ball of flame and exploded earth.
Men flew back as the shock wave went out, following by a mushroom cap of dirt,
burnt silk and spices.

Gold coins rained down from above,  pattering into the snow and bouncing off
heads and arms. The other companions were knocked downby the blast, along with
the rest of the surviving Purified. Gaebrel blinked, sitting up and shielding his face as
money rained from the sky, a phenomenon that under different circumstances would
have  been  something  to  celebrate.  Where  the  chests  had  been  there  was  now a
shallow crater of scorched earth flecked here and there with scraps of precious silks.

Gaebrel tried to stand. His head rang like a fresh-struck bell and he fell to a knee.
From the corner of his eye he saw Morrec stumbling through the cargo doors of the
Sparrow...running for cover perhaps, not a bad idea under the circumstances...

He stepped back,  bumping into someone.  Whirling about the sword raised,  he
stared  into  Pohtoli's  stunned  face,  a  trickle  of  blood  leaking  from  a  cut  on  his
forehead. "You...you..." Gaebrel's stammered out.

Pohtoli shook his head, "The money...he shot the money..."
Dimly they were aware of footsteps in the snow. Eight of the Neverborn's men lay

dead in the show, cut down by their bullets and blades.  Many more lay scattered
about the crater, knocked down by the explosion much as the companions were. But
those who remained still outnumbered them more than two to one, and they were
closing in. Staggering,  bleeding from wounds, Gaebrel,  Pohtoli,  Hurren and Gerel
closed together, back to back, facing out at the enemy. Gaebrel held his sword in his
right hand, drawing his remaining pistol with the left, breathing heavily, head still
ringing.

Ulzarad  came  forward,  limping  slightly,  dark  blood  leaking  from a  cut  on  his
cheek, one shoulder drooping slightly. He stared at their, face a mask of manic glee,
giggling under his breath as if this were some colossal joke, the dead and wounded
scattered across the snowy ground mere toys hurled about in a game. There was a
faint hum in the air, the Neverborn concentrating for a second on something that
ordinary eyes could not see. As they watched the cut on his face closed up on its own,
a final few drops of blood leaking out the moment before the skin healed itself. His
shoulder flexed, and the rifle ball shot by Yasinnic was ejected from his flesh, falling
smoking to the ground.

"Now that," Ulzarad said, breathing heavily, face flushed, "was some real fun! I
feel alive...such exquisite pleasure!"

The Neverborn laughed, almost dancing in his mad joy. "If I'd known this would
end in such a dance, I'd have arranged our meeting much sooner! And here I thought
this affair would be an exercise in boredom..."

"Forgive us if we don't laugh," Gaebrel said, breathing heavily. His eyes flicked
past  the  countless  gold  coins  lying  in  the  snow,  the  promise  of  a  better  future
scattered like dust in the wind. "Come a little closer and you can dance with my blade
in your eye!"

"Ah...would  that  I  could,  that  would  be  a  memory  worth  keeping!  After  five



centuries, it is hard to find new things worth remembering. But time is short and so
it seems is your lifespan. I ask you again, give me what I want..."

"And you'll let us go?"
"I think we're past that point! No, give me the medallion, and you'll die quick!"
"What medallion?" Pohtoli asked with a frown.
But  Gaebrel  knew what  he  meant,  for  at  that  moment he  felt  a  circlet  of  fire

against his thigh, raw energy running along his nerves until it reached his brain...
...smoke from the burning forest...screams of blood and rage and death...strong

arms clamped about a long slithery shape, the nostrils filling with snake-stench, the
rot of scales and swamps and decay. And underlying it all, the reek of their dark
magic, the foul twisting of the Aethyr. He stared at that reptilian face, recognizable
beneath the silver helm strapped to the broad scaly head, the mouth filled with
poison-dripping fangs. The narrow eyes, dark and pupil-less, midnight orbs with
malice and mad glee...eyes like a Neverborn.

Rage filled his very being, driving away all thought. Here was the ancient enemy
and he needed to kill...desired to kill...kill...KILL...

"KILL!" The word came from Gaebrel's lips of their own accord. In the back of his
mind he was aware of his left hand raising the pistol, even as that infernal blue fire
gathered around the Neverborns hands, one final blast to wipe them out. He felt his
finger squeeze the trigger, felt the kick as the weapons fired, the wide look of surprise
on  Ulzarad's  face  as  he  was  struck  right  in  the  middle  of  the  forehead,  a  spell
misdirected for the second time in less than three minutes, firing into the ground and
sending him tumbling even as the rest of his men were knocked down like pins.

Gaebrel ducked as dirt rained down on them. He heard shouts, followed by the
snap of pistols firing. The blast must have been a weak one, as the Purified were only
knocked on their arse's rather than blown to pieces. Several of them fired wildly in
the general  direction of  the companions, while  others struggled manfully to their
feet, ready and able to continue with the fight despite wounds, injuries and general
all-around battering.

"What was that?" said Pohtoli. "Gaebrel, what did you..."
"Back to the ship!" Gaebrel cut him off.
"But..."
"Run now, argue later!"
"Aye!" Hurren took a step forward, dark eyes alight with a fierce yearning hope.

He stepped into the open space between his comrades and the recovering enemy "I'll
hold them off!"

"Sun and Spirits, Hurren, now is not..."
"Gaebrel." Hurren looked at him, that ursuhli face full of desperate expectation.

The culmination of his life, the final redemption and recovery of his honor, the one
quality that made life worth living. "If you are my friend, you will go."

There was a long pause. Then Pohtoli said, "Fight well!" and ran to the Sparrow.
Gerel gave a warriors salute, fight over heart. "Die with honor."
"Hurren," Gaebrel pleaded, "this is..."
"As it should be." Hurren raised the ax. "Live well, and remember me!"
Gaebrel wanted to protest, it seemed such madness. But one look and he knew

Hurren's choice was made, there was no changing it.  "So be it.  I'll  tell everyone I
meet about the death of Hurren!"

"Have them write a song! And sing it before Odorugg's face!" Hurren faced the
Purified. "I am Hurren urd Puluhiada!" he bellowed. "Face me and die!"

He charged across the gap, roaring in mad glee,  virtually  glowing with joy and
battle fury. The Purified, knowing a warrior intent on death by honorable combat



when they saw one, yelled their own shouts of defiance as they rushed in to meet
him.

"Suns  be  with  you!"  Gaebrel  turned  away  as  the  first  clash  of  steel  sounded,
followed by the shouts and screams. He bolted towards the  Sparrow, thumping up
its cargo deck moments before Yasinnic,  who had come running down the snow-
covered hill  the moment his last rifle was fired. The three spent weapons clanked
across his back. "Where's Hurren?" he asked.

Gaebrel couldn't bring himself to answer.
Pohtoli's  voice  came from the decks  above.  "Morrec,  go!"  A moment later  the

entire ship shuddered as it lifted off the ground. That's where Morrec had fled, he
realized, not for shelter but for the ascension locker, whose oven he'd kept filled with
hot coals the moment they landed on this icy rock. Yet again the Crannenaar had
displayed a surprising amount of foresight when it came to dangerous situations.

Judging from the way Tingydd was falling away below them, Morrec had shoved
the entire rod in at once. Gaebrel and Yasinnic hauled on the door cables, closing the
cargo door in mid air and swiftly tying it down on a bollard. Then, before Yasinnic
could ask again where Hurren was, Gaebrel up the stairs to the main deck, flinging
himself at the portside gunwale and looking down at the rapidly receding ground.

Hurren was still standing, swinging his ax and singing some horrific tune in his
native language. A death song, war song, or nursery lullaby, it made little difference
at  this  point,  coming  from  ursuhli  lips  it  sounded  fearsome  indeed.  Seven  men
circling  about  him,  jabbing  and  slashing  with  swords,  attacking  with  extreme
caution. Three fresh bodies scattered nearby gave reason for this. Hurren laughed as
he saw the Sparrow heading skywards, raising a salute with the ax, then bashing one
of the Purified in the head with the down stroke.

For a brief, mad, hopeful moment, Gaebrel wondered if the ursuhli warrior, now
shrinking to the size of an insect in the distance, might even win this fight. If they
simply circled about the planet once or twice, then returned to find Hurren seated on
the ground surrounded by a carpet of newly slain foes, despondent yet again at his
abysmal failure to die with dignity, even as his comrades celebrated his continued
existence...

Then Gaebrel saw the Neverborn walk towards the fight, his entire body radiating
with power, ducked aside as yet another of his men was knocked through the air, sent
tumbling across the ground in a bloody heap. He raised his hands, cackling laughter
matching Hurren's roar, glowing bright as a Sun for a brief heartbeat of a moment.

There was a flash, the crack of something exploding...then the ship entered a cloud
bank and all further events below were obscured, the Sparrow riding into the upper
airs of Tingydd as she fled for the Empyrean.

"Bind those chains right. He'll be angry when he wakes."
The surviving Purified obeyed their master, wrapping the heavy links around the

ursuhli's  arms,  and  wrapping  another  set  for  good measure.  Five  men,  battered,
bloody...none of them escaped injury. Ulzarad himself was barely able to stay on his
feet...those spells had taken their toll, but not as much as the effort required to heal
those wounds. Particularly that headshot...his head still swam from the impact, and
he knew from bitter experience that weeks of bad headaches were sure to follow. And
no matter how one looked at it, there was no pleasure in that sort of pain...

He needed to feed. For a moment Ulzarad considered ordering one of the Purified
to give up his life to sustain his master...he let that go with some regret. Twenty-two
men accompanied him to this frigid waste of a world...now five remained, the rest
now stiffening corpses in the snow. (The fact at least half of them were dead from his



own misdirected spells was barely worth considering.) Maybe back on the ships...he
looked  over  his  shoulder  at  the  merchantmen that  brought  him here.  Two  were
already sky borne, headed to the Empyrean, the traders on board no doubt desperate
to return to whatever rock around Olysi had spawned them and likely never to leave
it again for as long as they lived. The third remained on the ground, its crew in the
pay of the Hegemony, and rightly terrified of what their Neverborn paymaster might
do if crossed.

One of them would have to suffice...his ears caught the sound of a low groan from
the prisoner.

"Urhhh...." Hurren's eyes opened. "Am I dead?"
"Are you?" Ulzarad asked with a smirk.
Hurren groaned again,  tried  to  move  his  arms...discovered  the  chains  binding

them. "No."  He tried  to  free  them, the  links  squealing  under  the  pressure.  "NO!
DAMN IT ALL!"

The Purified went flying as Hurren surged to his feet. "Cursed humans, can't do
anything  right!  I'm  alive,  you  twits!  You  couldn't  kill  me!  Idiots!  Incompetent
bastards! Fight me!" He lashed out with a foot, knocking one of the Purified into the
snow. "FIGHT ME! KILL ME! RRAHHHHHH" One of the chains snapped as berserk
strength surged through his body. "FIGHT MEEE...."

"Shut up!" Ulzarad strode in and punched the ursuhli in the face, throwing all of
his  considerable  strength  into  the  hit.  There  was  a  muffled  thump  as  his  fist
connected with the creature's temple, knocking back on his arse. Hurren muttered
what sounded like a curse and for a shocking moment struggled to stand. Then his
eyes rolled up into head and with a final groan the ursuhli fell back into the snow, out
cold and unconscious again.

Ulzarad shook his hand, surprised at the stinging pain running up the fingers and
wrist. "Bind him again," he snarled at the Purified. "And this time, do it right!"

The men set to work, wrapping more chains and ropes around Hurren's limbs,
enough to restrain a beast twice his size. Ulzarad turned towards his waiting ship,
eager to find a meal...there must be someone they could afford to lose. Any more
strain and he'd be as weak as a newborn babe...a mere breath would knock him over. 

"Bring the ursuhli when you're done," he said over his shoulder. "I have plans for
him."



CHAPTER TWELVE

Coins clinked into the field master's palm. "That'll do for the week." He hefted the
money, glancing at the shine of silver. "I'll be by once this runs out."

"Fine,  as  you  say..."  Gaebrel  barely  paid  attention,  looking  to  the  horizon  for
something beyond the ken of human eyes. Forgiveness, forgetfulness, an escape from
something he'd successfully avoided for years, that foul condition known as guilt...

"You fellows all right?" the field master asked.
Gaebrel didn't bother to answer. After a moments uncomfortable silence, the field

master conceded defeat  and left the ship,  the coins clinking in his palm. Gaebrel
watched  him  go,  eyes  hollow  from  lack  of  sleep  and  grief.  A  hand  touched  the
medallion, safely ensconced in its pocket.  For a moment he pondered hurling the
cursed thing into the dark...the sudden terrified clench of his heart at the thought
was duly ignored for once.

Noise came from below decks, pulling him away from a much desired descent into
melancholy.  Voices  raised  in  argument,  fists  thumping  against  tables  and  walls.
Sounded like an argument...with a sigh he went down, following the spate of curses
and insults flying back and forth, echoing through the narrow passageways of the
ship.

"You brought us there!" Gerel was shouting, pointing an accusing finger at Pohtoli.
"He was your bloody contact! You should have known this would happen..."

"I should have known?"
"Just another money-grubbing merchant...you lot would sell  your own mothers

into whoredom if it brought two copper bits..."
"You ignorant savage...can't face a problem but you draw a gun to shoot it! Your

behavior on Farfrinda is what caused this! If I were Frinsani I would have done the
same."Pohtoli thumped his fist against the galley table. "A fortune, that's what we left
behind! I was going home a rich man, sweet Iyantua will I ever return to you..."

"The jackals take your shit-stain of a home, if I never hear of it again, it will be too
soon..."

"Say that again, Gerel! Go on, say it! Then see how fast I cut out your guts..."
"Please friends! Enough of this fighting, it's an affront before Spirits and Suns..."
"Ah, shut it, priest! Take your idiotic religion and piss on it!"
"You heathen swine, I'll shove your blasphemies down your throat and choke you

with them..."
Gaebrel  watched  his  companions  squabble,  turning  on  each  other  like  mad

children.  Pohtoli  and Gerel  shaking  their  fists  at  each  other,  Morrec  in  between,
alternatively holding them apart and arguing with them both. Yasinnic was perched
in a corner,  watching  the proceedings  with  growing disgust,  no doubt wondering
once again why he'd agreed to get involved with a pack of madmen like these. For his
part  Gaebrel  wondered  the  same,  though  his  anger  mingled  with  the  shameful
knowledge that he was more deserving of blame than anyone else here. It was his
plan that got them here. His idea to steal the cargo, his notion to cut the Corsairs out
afterward...his idea to approach Ozir'al in the first place, setting this whole train of
events in motion...ending with them as poor as when they began, sitting on some
muddy landing field in a smuggler haven on the far side of a isolated Nepura moon.



Listening to his brothers in arms squabble, for this Hurren sold his life. 
Well, that and the chance to die with glory.
Gaebrel could have stepped in and stopped the argument. None of them had seen

him yet,  and when they did...he  didn't  want  to think where that  might head.  He
walked away, headed up on deck and over the side, climbing down a rope ladder to
the  field  below.  The  lights  of  the  settlement  weren't  too  far  away.  A  smugglers
haven...and where there were smugglers, there would be taverns and strong drink.
He was in dire need of both at the moment and his usual principles be damned.

His boots squelched on the wet ground, moisture leaking up between patches of
sodden grass. The name of this moon escaped him - one of the innermost spheres of
Nepura - and all he could recall from the journey in were the endless forests covering
the  surface.  There  were  only  a  handful  of  settlements,  the  seasonal  storms  that
wracked  the  place  doing  much  to  discourage  any  large-scale  immigration.  As
smugglers havens went, this one was hardly among the more outstanding specimens.
Rough wooden buildings  hewn from the local  forests  huddled under  a  tall  bluff,
offering  some  shelter  from  the  wind.  The  streets  were  nothing  more  than  mud
leavened  with  a  sprinkling  of  trash.  Several  of  the  buildings  housed  factors  for
trading houses not averse to doing business with the denizens, yet from the general
raggedness of the place business was anything but booming.

There was a tavern of course, little more than a large shed with piled wooden logs
for walls. Inside the place was half-empty, the only customers a pair of trappers who
worked the nearby woods, building their fortunes one skin at a time and just as often
throwing it all away on drink. The lone barman slumped in a corner, idly tossing a
handful of dice on a table. "What be your poison?" he asked, not bothering to look
up.

Gaebrel tossed down a silver piece, one of three he had left. "Let me know when
that runs out," he mumbled.

The coin was swept up, replaced a moment later by a bottle of some spirit with a
slightly bitter aftertaste and a clay cup. The first sip burned its way down his throat
and made his stomach twist...he refilled the cup and had another. By the third, his
head was swimming, numbing the pain somewhat. His first drink in years; maudlin
thoughts of how sons fell into the sins of their fathers drifted through his head before
vanishing into an alcohol-drenched fog and general self-pity.

Three images ran through his head, which the drink did nothing to demolish no
matter how much of the cursed stuff he downed. He remembered the sight of the
Neverborn...Neverborn! They were supposed to be a myth, a folk tale told by the old
people  around  the  fire  at  night.  Demons,  magicians,  the  dead  come  back  to
life...eaters of souls, it was said. Mothers put naughty children to bed at night with
warnings to behave, or the Neverborn would come for them in the dark. Certainly his
mother had tried using that excuse more than once, tucking in her son before headed
downstairs to meet the nights business...far as he could recall, it never worked. They
weren't supposed to be real yet there it was, flinging lightening bolts from his hands
the way a boy might throw stones.

He saw the money explode...all those gold coins rain down from above, the chests
breaking  apart  like  melons  smashed  with  a  hammer.  A  king's  ransom,  scattered
across  the  snow  like  so  much  trash.  They  left  behind  enough  money  for  ten
generations to live in splendor on that ice cube of a world. He recalled the first sight
of it, more wealth than any man could imagine. His plans, his hopes...with that kind
of money nothing would be impossible. A palace of silk and marble, filled with fine
wines and smiling women to pour it? Sure, why not? Find some moon, out of the way
where  the  Sun  always  shone,  white  beaches  by  calm  blue  seas,  live  in  obscene



pleasure for the rest of his life. Dine on lark and lobster, drink liquid sunshine, spend
his days under blue skies and nights in silken sheets and silken companions...all gone
now. Lost and gone, left in the snow. He could imagine the men in that little village
stealing  out  once  the  ships  were  gone,  finding  a  fortune  scattered  in  the  earth.
Scooping up his money with their filthy frozen hands.

He saw Hurren's final charge. The ursuhli never listened to reason, buying time
for his  comrades  to  escape with  his  own life...that  and the  chance  to  die  a  most
glorious death. One couldn't forget that. So in a sense, Hurren dying like that was
actually  a  good  thing,  it  was  what  he  wanted,  what  he  craved...so  why  did  that
memory more than anything else make him want to drink his way into darkness?
Hurren  swinging  that  massive  ax...refill  the  cup.  The  Neverborn  and  his  men
swarming the warrior as the  Sparrow lifted away...refill the cup! What might have
happened  to  him  afterward...the  bottle  was  empty,  Gaebrel  calling  angrily  for
another.

More time passed.  Gaebrel  slumped at  the table,  watching a pair  of tears drip
down on the  tabletop.  Curiously,  he  didn't  mind the taste  of  the  drink  now,  the
bitterness  almost  incidental.  How  much  time  had  passed  he  had  no  interest  of
knowing. Should be getting close to dawn now, but he had little desire to head back
to the ship and see what new insults they were flinging at each another, though it
would pale compared to what they might say to him...

Someone sat down in the chair across from him. An empty cup thumped down
next to the bottle. "Share your drink?"

"Hmm." Gaebrel waved idly with a hand, not bothering to look up. Liquid glugged
into the cup. There was a sharp exhalation of breath, followed a sudden slurp and a
spate of coughing. "That's rank!."

"Free, though. Can't beat the price." He shoved the bottle across the table. "Have
another. On me."

"Maybe later." A pause. "In most places it's considered polite to look someone in
the face when you are speaking with him."

"Mine eyes find the surface of the table far more interesting at the moment."
"I see... I suppose as tables go, 'tis an interesting specimen." A finger flicked at one

of the greasy cracks in the surface. "Full of rich and complex patterns. I have yet to
see such exquisitely shaded colorations of grime..."

"Friend, your conversation has already become tedious." Gaebrel kept his head
resolutely down, though at this point it had more to do with the effects of the drink
than any desire to be rude. He knew for a certainly that, come the morning, he would
awaken with a truly vicious headache. "Either say something interesting or leave me
to the bottle."

"As you wish, friend. Something interesting...perhaps a story? Would that pull you
out from this most dreadful case of melancholy?"

"A story...sure, why not? What do you have in mind?"
"Oh...nothing too complex. 'Tis a fairly simple one in truth, expounded upon by

many a tale-spinner over the years,  though this has the added benefit  of actually
being true."

"A true story...sounds boring."
"I'll let you be the judge. This tale begins on a distant world - isn't that always the

case with the really good ones? - where a band of men unjustly imprisoned concoct a
scheme to win both their freedom and the wealth to truly enjoy it in a way few people
in this fallen universe ever get the chance to experience."

"Wait..."
"So through various machinations and intrigues that are far too complicated to



explain here, they find themselves engineering the hijacking of a fully laden treasure
ship owned by a group of Arcanist's known for their uncanny ability to hold a grudge
and the extreme lengths they will go to settle it. Fortune beyond imagining...yet fate
rarely  gives  with  one  hand  without  taking  away  with  the  other.  They  hold  said
fortune for but the briefest of moments...then lose it in an abominable act of betrayal,
against an enemy most people thought to be mythical, but which the truly wise know
as all too real...interested yet?"

At  which  point  Gaebrel  finally  deigned  to  look up,  staring  into  a  stubbly  face
dominated by a pair of pale blue eyes and a mop of gray hair. Much like anyone else
in a small outpost such as this...yet Gaebrel felt he knew that face all the same. "Who
are you? Where do I know you from?"

"Well...the last time we met, I was wearing the robes of an Orthodox priest and
praying for the souls infesting another foul hive of villains much like this,  if only
larger and more prosperous."

"Samsarida." Gaebrel recognized him now...the Crannenaar agent. "You warned
me about the Corsairs."

"And it seems you took my advice. A wise choice on your part." He picked up the
bottle. "Fancy another?"

Gaebrel pushed the cup away. "I'd rather be sober for what comes next."
"Suit yourself." The agent poured himself another drink. "Do you mind if I..."
"Am I in any position to tell you no?"
"No. Listen well, Gaebrel Harrn."
Gaebrel watched as the agent drained the cup, setting it aside with a grimace. "Not

up to your standards?"
"I don't imagine a place like this has any standards."
"Are you really a priest?"
"Yes, as a matter of fact, though of a different order than those missionaries. How

would have gnashed their teeth had they known I was there! We don't exactly see eye
to eye on many of things."

"Something that's bothered since we met." Shock and surprise bringing Gaebrel
back to some semblance of sobriety. "Why did you help? Unless Morrec is a cousin of
some sort, I don't see how you lot would give a rags toss what happens to the likes of
us."

"As I said before, our interests happened to be running alongside one another."
"What interests?"
"You saw the Neverborn on Tingydd."
Memory of that pale face floated up from the depths, that horrid blue fire...the

cursed medallion...he ruthlessly pushed it down. "Aye."
"The Hegemony and the Theocracy are ancient enemies. And when I say 'enemies,'

I mean it in every sense of the word, a hatred coming from two very different ways of
thinking how the Universe ought to be ordered. So when I see the chance to do them
a measure of harm, I take it." A pause. "There was something in that treasure trove
from Cunerin that the Neverborn were taking far too much interest in. At the time it
was enough knowing that they wanted it for me to meet with you and arrange for a
judicious bit of backstabbing on your end...not at all difficult, seeing as how you and
yours  were  headed in  that  general  direction anyway.  I  merely  gave you the final
nudge, as it were."

"I'll not argue the point."
"However, after our meeting I learned something new about the cargo in question,

which threw the interest of the Neverborn into a clearer light."  Another pregnant



pause. "Tell me, do you have the medallion?"
"What medallion?" Gaebrel asked even as his heart began to thump.
"The medallion in your right-side coat pocket." The agent tapped the table with a

finger. "May I see it?"
Gaebrel thought on this. Unlike with the Neverborn, he didn't feel a sudden rush

of irrational anger at the mere thought. "All right."
The circle of gold plunked down on the table with a ring. The Crannenaar agent

reached out to touch it...then snatched his fingers back as Gaebrel's  fist slammed
down on top.

“Don't," Gaebrel growled, suddenly confused at his actions. As if he had no control
of his own body...

"No...quite all right." A brief smile flitted across the Crannenaar's face. "Tell me,
Master Harrn, have you considered getting rid of this gaudy trinket? With all  the
trouble it has caused you, surely that would be the most reasonable choice?"

Sweat beaded in the small of Gaebrel's back. "I..."
"Or does the mere thought of losing it make your blood run cold, your mouth dry

and your palms sweaty? Does it, in truth, fill you with equal parts of fear and rage?"
Gaebrel  picked up the  medallion and shoved back  into his  pocket.  "You know

something about it," he stated flatly. "If I was not a bottle and a half down, I would
happily trade barbs with you until the Sun was well past the horizon..."

"From what I am told, the fact that you are drinking anything stronger than lemon
juice is itself something of a oddity."

"Speak plainly, spy. Tell me what you know."
The Crannenaar nodded. "I can tell you three things about that particular item.

First, it is ancient beyond reckoning, found on a distant world far to the Celestial
South, around Adria it is thought. How it ended up in Tasevanya is likely a tale in it's
own right.  Second,  it  has the peculiar  property of causing whoever owns it  to be
fiercely possessive about keeping it. You could more easily cut away your arms than
toss that trinket aside or give it to another."

"Is it good for anything else?"
"Aside from causing a most disturbing sense of possession? None that I'm aware

of...but in all likelihood there is some unknown quality that makes it unique and the
object of such attention. Which leads me to the third thing; the Neverborn greatly
desire to get their hands on that medallion. That fellow you ran into on Tingydd -
goes by the name Ulzarad - has been ordered by his superiors to recover it no matter
the cost."

"And you have no idea why they want it?"
"For me, the mere fact that they do is reason enough to try and stop them."
"I see." Gaebrel picked up the bottle, sniffed the contents and winced. "Suns and

Spirits, was I really drinking this swill?"
"Drowning in it would be a more accurate description."
Gaebrel pushed the bottle away with a shudder. "So what are you offering?"
“"What makes you think I have something offer?"
"Don't play me for a fool, priest! I may be drunk but I'm not dense. You wouldn't

take the time and trouble to visit an arse hole of a outpost like this unless you had
more than words in your armory."

"Words  can  be  a  formidable  weapon,  Master  Harrn.  You  of  all  people  would
understand this. I am here strictly as a courtesy. Crannen remembers those who aid
her. You did us a favor keeping that thing out of Neverborn hands. I've come to pay
our debt with a warning...and an opportunity."

"Stay."  Gaebrel  held up a hand. "I've heard such talk before, often I'm the one



saying it. Words are empty air at this point, either give us something else of value we
can hold or begone!"

But the agent did not leave. Instead he poured himself another drink, twirling the
cup about as he studied Gaebrel's face, a finer example of drink-sodden self-pity he
had yet to encounter. "Look around, Master Harrn. What do you see?"

"Is this some Crannenaar game..."
"Humor this old priest."
Gaebrel did as asked, glancing left and right. "I see a tavern."
"What kind of tavern?"
"One that in dire need of a good cleaning." But then he forced the rusting gears of

his mind back into some sort of working order. The man was trying to make a point.
"It's the only tavern in this dung pit. Men come here to drink and do business...not
necessarily in that order."

"Yes, smugglers, mercenaries and the like. How many of either do you see here?"
"None, now that you mention it."
"Do you see those papers tacked up on yonder wall by the bar?"
Gaebrel looked over. "Aye. Written in some script I don't know."
"Those  are  wanted  posters,  Master  Harrn,  sent  from half  a  dozen  worlds  and

realms across the system, every one of which has expressed a strong desire to see you
hang. If you could read them, you would find they contain very detailed descriptions
of you, your ship, your companions and your crimes...followed by a promise of high
rewards should any or all of the above be delivered."

That got Gaebrel's attention. A hand slipped to the dagger at his side. "How high a
reward?"

"The  Wennatan's  offer  ten  thousand  gold  marks  on  each  of  your  heads.  The
Corsairs a hundred thousand." A smile flickered across his face. "If you and yours
landed here two weeks earlier, you would have found this place packed to the walls
with all sorts of unsavory types, each of whom would have read those papers and
taken  careful  note  of  the  bounties  on  all  your  heads.  The  moment  you  stepped
through that door, a dozen strong arms would have fought for the chance to collar
you. Yet here you sit, drinking away your sorrows in peace. What does that tell you?"

"Something else got their attention."
"If I had to guess, it would be that." The agent pointed at another notice, posted

opposite from the wanted posters and considerably larger in size, the letters an inch
high. "Recruitment notices. Now is a good time to be a sword for hire around Doran,
some very  rich  people  are  paying a  premium for  fighting  men.  Taverns  like  this
across the system are suddenly empty of patrons, the streets outside free of the usual
rambunctiousness. All the violence is elsewhere."

"War is coming...good for those who fight. I prefer to run the other way."
"In this case the responsibility lies firmly on your shoulders." The Crannenaar's

eyes  were  positively  alight  with  glee.  "That  raid  you and your  friends  conducted
above  Wennata  was  like  the  fall  of  a  pebble  that  leads  to  an  avalanche.  The
Wennatan's captured the ship that brought you there after what by all accounts was a
brief but intense firefight. Several prisoners were taken, and after what I imagine was
an  intensive  period  of  interrogation  revealed  they  were  Zeghavian  Corsairs  sent
under the direct  order  of  the First  Captain  herself.  Which angered the Arcanist's
ruling the place to no end."

"I can't imagine that bothers the Corsairs all  that much...the Wennatan's never
leave home..."

"Again you show a surprising lack of insight for one of such intelligence. There is a
reason why the rest of the system treats Wennata so gently; even the Corsairs give



them a wide berth. 'Tis true, nine times out of ten they'll shrug off any insult and
mind their own business...but if you get on their bad side, they'll set that principle
aside  for  the  immediate  pleasures  of  revenge.  There's  no  point  in  pursuing  an
isolationist  policy  if  no  one  leaves  you  alone.  Since  they  don't  have  anything
resembling a war fleet, they've taken the next best option of hiring every fighting ship
they can find and loading them down with every mercenary willing to take their coin.
At  last  count  almost  a  hundred  warships  gathered  around  Wennata  itself,  and
twenty-thousand fighting men. They set sail a week ago and they're not alone. The
Zeghavian's  have  been  raiding  the  Empyrean  around  Doran  for  almost  three
centuries, time enough to earn a long list of enemies and general ill will. An alliance
has been declared, with the goal of ridding Doran of the Corsairs once and for all.
The Wennatan's are making for one of the moons of Cunerin, where they will join
with ships from twenty other realms. It is  said that the ships will  number over a
thousand once they're all together. They'll set sail for Lenasi and settle matters with
the Corsairs once and for all."

Gaebrel pondered this. "All because we stole their ship."
"'The  smallest  acts  have  the  largest  consequences.'  So  saith  the  Red  Prophet,

blessings on his name."
"And how does this help me?" Gaebrel looked him in the eye. "With a price on our

heads, there's little incentive to join in the fun, they'll likely hang us on the way to
Lenasi."

"True...but it might be some use in rescuing your friend Hurren."
"Hurren is dead," Gaebrel said. "He gave his life so the rest of us could escape."
"You sure about that?"
"I saw him die!"
“Again, are you sure about that?"
Gaebrel opened his mouth to speak, then closed it again. In truth he hadn't seen

anything of the kind, just that final awful sight of the ursuhli being swarmed under
by the Neverborn and his men. The clouds hid what came next. "He's alive."

"Much to his disgust. Ursuhli honor is a strange thing to behold...though it wasn't
for lack of trying on his part! After you left Tingydd, Ulzarad and those few of his
men left among the living commandeered one of the merchant ships and made for
Lenasi. The First Captain gave them refuge in the hope that the Hegemony might
come to  her  rescue.  She  will  be  disappointed,  the  Corsairs  are  doomed,  all  that
matters now is when the killing stroke will fall. But in the meantime he's being held
in Isunla. Now it occurs to me that if a rescue mission was planned to coincide with
the coming assault on the Corsairs, it might go through with a reasonable chance of
success."

The agent stood abruptly, tipping back the glass and draining the contents. "Suns
and Spirits,  what a nasty concoction!" He reached into a pocket and pulled out a
scrap of paper, setting it on the table and the empty glass on top of it. "This is all the
information we possess on the matter, where your friend is being held and so on. The
armada will attack in a month. Consider your options and make a decision."

And with that he was gone as suddenly as he came, stepping through the door into
a drizzly morning light.

Gaebrel sat there for a long while, running over the conversation in his head again
and again. War was coming...Hurren was a prisoner...they had one chance to rescue
him,  assuming  they  could  survive  confronting  a  monster  straight  from  ancient
nightmares, who shrugged off shots to the head as though they were pebbles.

The bottle was a quarter full. Gaebrel sniffed the contents and winced. The first
drink he'd had in a decade and it was this foul swill...the next time he felt the urge to



drown his sorrows only the finest vintage would suffice. "Never again," he muttered,
shoving the bottle aside and lurching to his feet, taking the note and stuffing it in his
pocket. The barkeep didn't look up as he staggered out the door.

Outside the cool moist air flowed across his face like a welcoming caress. Gaebrel
leaned against  the wall  of  the tavern for a moment,  waiting  for  his  head to stop
spinning.  Various  strange  sensations  welled  up  from  his  belly,  the  muscles  and
organs seemingly wrestling with other in a grand game of rearrangement. He ducked
into an alley and bent over, retching up a long stream of liquor, half-digested food
and flecks of greenish bile. He clutched the wall again, spitting out the last remnants
and wiping the back of his hand across his mouth. From the stench, fresh vomit was
not the most vile substance lying there.

Seven years since he'd tasted a drop. Many found his aversion to the fruit of the
vinter,  the  brewer  or  distiller  a  strange  thing  indeed,  especially  in  the  circles  he
moved in where any business worth the name was always done over full bottles of
something intoxicating. Gaebrel always abstained; when asked he'd give some vague
answer about how he wanted to keep his wits sharp, wanted to stay alert. And it was
true, up to a point. Strong drink made for weak souls. He need look no further than
the example of his own Father, who got in all manner of trouble while soused. Self-
control was the true mark of maturity and until now Gaebrel had lived by that rule.

Enough. There was work that needed doing. He spat one last time to clear his
mouth and left the alley, headed back to the Sparrow.

The rain had stopped by the time he clambered back up the side,  replaced by
shafts of pale orange-yellow light stabbing through dispersing clouds. The blue face
of Nepura dominated above, the outer edges fading away into the sky. He listened
carefully  for  the  sounds  of  any  additional  argumentation  coming  from  below.
Quiet...either a good sign, or a bad one.

He went below, towards the muttering coming from the galley. The others were
seated at the table, staring blankly at untouched plates of food or half-full glasses.
"Gentlemen, did someone else die?"

Pohtoli held up a folded sheet of paper. "Spare us your humor, Gaebrel, until you
read this."

"Sounds ominous." Gaebrel took the letter, his eyes flicking across the words. All
manner of curses and obscenities boiled up from his guts and would have blistered
the paint off the walls had they not gotten stuck up on each another. "Bastards..." was
all he could choke out.

The words were written in a spidery hand in an alphabet common half a dozen
worlds  of  this  system.  To  the  crew  of  the  ship  Sparrow from  Ulzarad  Ulzor
Ezzandikku, Neverborn of the Third Rank of the Agazin Hegemony.

Greetings!
If  you  are  reading  this,  then  my  agents  have  more  than  earned  the  large

amounts of gold spent on this errand. It must be said that for a pack of common
thieves and pirates possessing little sense and less talent, you are harder to find
than  a  single  flea  on  the  backside  of  an  ox.  Though  the  excess  of  discretion
displayed in your actions make sense once one takes into consideration the high
prices placed on all your heads.

I will keep this short and to the point, as I am sure you have as little interest in
reading my words to you as I have in writing them. I have your ursuhli friend. He
is my prisoner (I won't insult anyone's intelligence by calling him a guest) which is
a condition that causes him no small manner of distress. Return to me my property



and he will be returned unharmed in body, if not in spirit. Do not, and I will drain
his soul as easily as I drain a wine glass.

I give you three months from the date of this letter. You may find us both in
residence at the fortress of Isunla on Lenasi. If you do not arrive before the allotted
time is up, then I will feed on your friend, and feed well...

Gaebrel lowered the latter, letting it fall to the table. "Hurren survived," he said,
an enormous weight lifting off his shoulders. "Suns and Spirits."

"Aye," said Gerel. "And now he's under the control of that demon that walks like a
man!" His fist thumped on the table. "We must go after him!"

"The hell we will!" Pohtoli snapped back. "Raise our sails and make for another
Sun! The universe is wide, and even the Neverborn cannot search it all."

"I knew you were a money-mad peddler, but are you so without honor, Pohtoli?"
"He made his choice. He wanted to die in battle, it's got nothing to do with us if he

couldn't actually succeed at it..."
Both voices raised again in argument. Morrec sat quietly to one side, head bowed

in prayer Yasinnic perched in a corner, arms crossed, inscrutable as always. Gaebrel
closed his eyes,  pinched the bridge of his nose.  Yet again his hand drifted to the
medallion in its pocket. A round piece of cold metal and the source of all manner of
troubles. "Enough," he murmured.

Neither man heard him, having progressed to the point of flinging insults. They
were only seconds from moving on to bloodshed.

"Enough...enough...ENOUGH! BOTH OF YOU SHUT UP!" The other men looked
at him in surprise. Pohtoli had a retort ready on his tongue, but held it back at a look
from  Gaebrel.  His  fist  pressed  down  on  the  table,  meeting  their  gazes.  "Hurren
sacrificed himself  so the rest of us could live. Never mind why he did it,  the fact
remains the five of us escaped! We have lost the treasure, we have lost the money and
everything else that comes with it. I feel as much as the rest of you...but I won't lose
what shreds of honor I have left!"

"No, but you might lose your life..." Pohtoli said.
Gaebrel cut him off. "Hurren is our comrade, our friend, he bled for us as we bled

for him. If I leave him behind to die at the hands of that he-witch, I'll spend every
night lying awake in regret." The look on his face dared any of them to protest. "I'm
going after him. The rest of you are welcome to come along..."

"Aye,  to  our  deaths."  Pohtoli  shook  his  head.  "He's  on  Lenasi,  the  heart  of
Zeghavian power! And the Neverborn holds him...we have nothing that can scratch
that demon! You shot him in the head, he stood back up! It's suicide, I tell you."

"Better  death  with  honor  than  life  with  shame."  Gerel  looked  at  him
contemptuously. "Hurren understood this. I once thought you did the same."

"Were this anywhere else, Gerel, I would challenge you to meet at dawn, where
you would be instructed in how a son of Iyantua understands honor..."

"I have a plan." Gaebrel cut off the argument before it could begin again.
"A plan?" asked Morrec. "Your last plan is what got us here."
"Then allow me the chance to earn some measure of redemption. If we can land on

Lenasi without being noticed, then the element of surprise is ours. Even a Neverborn
can't see the future. Get in without being seen, find our friend and be gone before
anyone is the wiser."

"And how would we do that?" asked Gerel. "The Corsairs make note of every ship
that approaches that cursed moon. They'll blast us from the Empyrean before we
even got a sniff of Lenasian air."

"Not  if  they  were  busy  fighting  off  an  invasion."  Gaebrel  relayed  what  the



Crannenaar agent told him, how the gathering armada would attack the stronghold
of the Corsairs within a month. "A thousand ships at least, in combat around Lenasi.
Who would notice a single cutter headed to the surface in the midst of that chaos?"

The others pondered this for a long moment.
"Aye," said Morrec. "That might work."
"The  risk  is  great,"  said  Gaebrel.  "The  approach  to  the  moon  will  be  a  giant

battlefield. We'll be ducking cannon fire and burning ships long before the descent."
Then he smiled. "Sounds like fun."
Another long moment of ponderation.
"I'm in," said Yasinnic unexpectedly. The others looked at him, but he spoke no

more.
"As am I," Morrec added.
There was no point in asking Gerel, so all eyes turned to Pohtoli. He looked at

them all with a scowl. "I think it's madness," he said.
"Everything we've done up to now has hardly been on the side of sanity."
"But there was profit waiting at the end, worth the risk."
"Some things are more important than a full purse...not many things mind you,

but some." Another long pause, Pohtoli's scowl barely softening. "Fine," Gaebrel said.
"If you want out, now's the time..."

"I've come this far with you!" Pohtoli cut him off angrily,  glaring at the others,
especially Gerel. "Give a man a moment to agonize over it, at least."

"Oh, so you do have honor..." Gerel snorted.
"Shut up!" Pohtoli snapped. "I'll show you honor...let no man say Pohtoli Idannu

refused to follow the trail to the end!"
"Does that mean you're with us...."
"Yes, damn your eyes!"
Gaebrel nodded, mentally exhaling with relief. "Thank you, all of you. To the bitter

end,  come what  may!  Morrec,  ready the ascension locker.  Everyone else  at  their
stations. We leave at once!"



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Two months later...
Gaebrel carefully wrapped the damp rag around his head, making sure there were

no gaps where skin might be exposed. Water dripped down on the deck, soaking the
strips wrapped around his arms, legs and neck, giving him the appearance similar to
that of a damp corpse made ready for embalming. He took a deep breath, nostrils
straining to pull air through the wet cloth. "Ready?" he asked, turning to Morrec.

The  Crannenaar  nodded  once,  swathed  head  to  toe  in  the  same  fashion,  if
anything even more so. It had not been a pleasant day for him by any measure. "Aye."

"Then out we go!" They pushed open the hatch, averting their heads as brilliant
searing light surrounded them. Ducking their heads, the two men stepped outside,
headed from the merely unpleasant confines of below decks into the open furnace
that lay beyond. Bright powerful sunlight pounded down on them from the starboard
side, the face of Doran a mighty lamp that would burn the eyes if stared at for longer
than  a  heartbeat.  The  heat  surrounded  them like  a  smothering  blanket,  the  wet
swaddling barely cutting the worst of it. The wooden decks shimmered with warmth,
to the point that none of the crew had even tried walking barefoot as was customary
for fear of cooking the soles of their feet. Anything made of metal wasn't touched
with bare hands, if it was touched at all.

The sere face of Charulan hung to their portside, its sky marred by far too few
clouds. "Stay alert," Gaebrel said. A hot wind blew from behind, its touch anything
but soothing. A sail flapped overhead, the rigging swaying slightly as he climbed up,
passing Yasinnic as the latter climbed down. The ilurei was wrapped in much the
same manner as his comrades, bearing up under the heat with the equanimity he
faced all other challenges in his life. Below, Morrec relieved Gerel by the tiller.

One hour, that was the length of the watches, any longer and the Sun would addle
their wits. Their stores of water were being drawn down perilously quick but there
was nothing to be done about it. The men of the  Sparrow  could only take comfort
that  the  squadron  ahead  of  them  was  likely  suffering  in  much  the  same
way...probably even worse considering just how tightly packed they were with sailors
and fighting men. It wouldn't be for much longer, they were drawing close to the
daylight terminator, where the nighttime side of the planet began and with it an end
to their sufferings.

A month at sail, following one inbound trade wind after another, before Cunerin
came into view. The Sparrow joined in the great mass of shipping anchored about
the smaller of the world's two moons. Hundreds of ships were in orbit,  anchored
prow to stern, flying every manner of flag, banner and ensign, ranging in design from
the simplest of smuggling cutters, more suited to skipping between the moons of the
gas giants, to five huge war barges, the pride of the Tiazhaadi fleet, each almost five
hundred feet in length and driven by the longest sails Gaebrel had ever seen. Five
levels of cannons peeked through hulls covered in intricate carvings of gods, beasts,
men,  and  strange  combinations  of  all  three,  testaments  to  the  skills  of  entire
battalions of woodcarvers. Gaebrel would always remember passing by the prow of
one,  staring  up  at  a  gigantic  stylized  wooden  figurehead,  shaped  like  a  overly
muscular man with the snarling head of a dog atop the neck, twenty feet tall  and



glowering at the little cutter with obvious disapproval. The Tiazhaadi were a people
with a keen love of order, as Gaebrel remembered all too well, and a strong dislike in
turn for those of a more chaotic bent. The figurehead and the very real men on the
ship  behind  it  would  have  much  in  the  surrounding  Empyrean  to  frown  at,  so
Gaebrel and his companions were in good company.

A thousand ships, that was the official final count, though most agreed the real
number  was  substantially  higher  when  the  lesser  vessels  were  included.  Every
smuggler and privateer for hire had answered the call, pulled in by the news that the
bottomless vaults of Wennata were open and willing to pay out. Honest sailors plying
the lanes around Doran found the Empyrean more empty of raiders and reivers than
any time in living memory. Joining were ships from Cunerin, from several moons of
Bolsander allied with Wennata in one form or another, ships from Porav and Yalaxan
and every other world that had suffered at the hands of the Corsairs and now sought
the opportunity for revenge.

Then there were the ursuhli. The Zuur clan of Uhlat was one of the largest on the
ancient homeworld and possessed a formidable fleet in their own right. Allied clans
had joined them as well, along with opportunists eager for a chance at battle-won
glory,  not  to  mention  a  crack  at  the  fabled  wealth  of  Lenasi,  all  the  plunder  of
centuries waiting to be taken. Gaebrel had spent a happy hour looking through a spy
glass at  the ursuhli  vessels.  Large  bluff-prowed ships,  with  few of  them boasting
armaments more sophisticated than a ballista. An odd sight...but for an ursuhli the
only battle that mattered was the one waged face to face. They didn't have a total
aversion to firearms, but viewed them with distaste. In the past year Gaebrel couldn't
remember Hurren even touching a gun. Such things were only used when fighting
humans and others lacking a true understanding of honor; among the ursuhli it was
considered very poor form to bring gunpowder to a fight between clans.

From shouted conversations with crews of other ships, Gaebrel and the others on
the  Sparrow learned that the fleet was scheduled to sail a week ago, but that last
minute negotiations among the various contingents was causing a delay, mainly over
who would be in charge.

The leader of the Tiazhaadi claimed the post by virtue of his supposedly divine
descent,  a  claim  roundly  shouted  down  by  the  other  groups  from  Cunerin.  The
Wennatan's  put  forth  a  claim  as  well,  though  in  their  case  it  was  done  by  an
intermediary,  since  the  Arcanist's  accompanying  their  ships  had  remained
sequestered the moment they left the sacred air of their homeworld and would only
deign communicate with outsiders by proxy, which complicated matters even more.
The ursuhli, needless to say, had exhausted their already thin reserves of patience
and threatened more than once to pull out and attack the damned Corsairs on their
own, though the effect of that threat was somewhat mitigated by squabbling among
their own ranks between various clans...

"Politics," Gerel observed when Gaebrel relayed this news to the others. “Nothing
good ever comes of it.""They'd better sail soon. Another week and half the ships here
will leave from sheer boredom."

Yet it only took another three days before the worst of the wrinkles were ironed
out. It was agreed, at least according to proclamations circulated through the fleet,
that some potentate from a moon of Bolsander would serve as commander of the
armada,  mainly because he was a person of such insignificance than none of  the
major  players  could  find  a  valid  reason  to  object.  True  command,  of  course,
remained in the hands of the largest contingents and there things took a turn for the
sensible.  Plans were laid out and parts assigned. The ursuhli  and Cunerini  would
attack Lenasi head on, while the Wennatan's and various others would circle around



Charulan to take the enemy fleet from the rear. Simple enough...and the best that
could be thought up under the circumstances.

The armada departed soon after, a thousand ships spreading out for a hundred
miles in every direction a man cared to look.  Nothing like  it  had ever been seen
around Doran and the men manning countless decks carried with them the strong
understanding  that  the  eyes  of  history  were  watching  and  taking  notes.  The
Tiazhaadi led the way, followed by the ursuhli, the Wennatan's and their mercenaries
and other ships from Cunerin.  Bringing  up the rear  was an assembled ragbag of
freebooters and other such riffraff  who remained unattached to any of  the major
contingents. The Sparrow was all but invisible among this lot, hiding out among the
smugglers, thieves and pirates less interested in ending the Corsair scourge once and
for all then in picking the bones afterward. None of them who even glanced at the
tiny cutter sailing among them or connected it to the hijacking above Wennata that
had set this entire expedition in motion.

Gaebrel found this amusing, but in a way that brought little in the way of laughter.
Here they were, sailing with a fleet, embroiled in war they helped start, if only by
accident, not more than an hour away from various authorities who'd put obscene
prices on their head and would gladly blast them from the sky if made aware of their
presence. Yet they went about their business unnoticed, just one more crew among
the multitudes.  If  there  was  a  word that  could accurately  describe  this  situation,
Gaebrel had yet to hear of it.

Nonetheless it made for an awesome sight, all those ships spread out across the
Void, their crews bristling with righteous indignation at the evil Zeghavian's,  now
finally  bring  brought  to  heel  after  centuries  of  depredations  (or  quivering  in
anticipation at the prospect of looting Lenasi of every valuable that could be carried,
while  causing  as  much  mayhem  and  destruction  as  possible  in  the  process...to
Gaebrel's  eye  there  was  little  difference  between  the  two.)  Reports  from  scouts
delivered to the high lords on their flagships filtered down to the rest of the fleet in a
haphazard fashion. The Corsairs had summoned all  their ships home. Lenasi  was
surrounded by a ring of wood and iron, while the populace on the moon below was
being armed and given hasty training.  One report claimed that half  the tribes on
Charulan were in revolt, with the other half soon to follow (Gerel followed this news
with great interest.)

A week away from their destination there was a brief moment of excitement when
a  Corsair  squadron  raced  in  from  the  Celestial  West,  to  be  met  by  a  group  of
Wennatan ships. For the next few hours the fleet was treated to the spectacle of a
running gun battle between the two, almost like an entertainment of sorts but on a
much larger scale. Cannons flared, ships disappearing behind clouds of white smoke
and flying splinters. One ship - hard to say which side it was on from a distance -
blew apart like a dropped melon when fire touched the powder locker. But the real
climax came at the end, when the remaining Zeghavian's were turning to flee.

A ship approached the Corsairs. Gaebrel thought he recognized her lines and for a
moment was afflicted by a sense of panic. The treasure ship, which they'd left on that
unnamed  moonlet,  surely  even  the  Wennatan's  couldn't  have  repaired  her  that
quickly...no, not quite the same. There was a slightly different shape to the hull, the
prow curved just a little bit more. A sister ship perhaps, sent directly from Wennata,
one of the few they possessed.

A bright glow appeared on the foredeck of the ship. Even at  this distance,  the
armada heard the ominous hum. The air about the fleeing Corsairs shimmered like a
hot summer day, filling with crackles of blue lightening snaking through the open
Void, growing larger with each breath. Then one of them struck down, smashing a



Zeghavian vessel in the mid-section, slicing away one of the masts. Another followed,
then another, then three, five, eleven...too many to count, striking faster than the eye
could see. Those watching turned away after a few seconds, their vision streaked with
colored  afterimages.  The Corsair  squadron disappeared  behind  the  lightning,  the
sounds of snaps and thunderbolts punctuated by explosions, the breaking of wood
and the cries of men.

Just as quickly as it began, it ended. The Corsairs were gone, replaced by a slowly
expanding  cloud  of  shattered  wood  and  body  parts.  The  Wennatan  vessel  then
rejoined the armada, other ships giving it a wide and above all respectful berth. As
much as an attack on a hated foe, it was also a reminder why the Arcanist's were to be
feared.

Charulan came into view. As per the plan the fleet divided, with the ursuhli and
other contingents pressing on ahead, challenging the Corsairs to open combat with
their presence. The Wennatan's curved away to the Celestial Southwest, aiming for
the Sunward side of Charulan. It was decided that the tail of independent ships and
captains would accompany them, less out of respect for whatever contributions they
might bring to  the  fight  than from a desire to keep them from cluttering up the
battlefield.  Indeed, once away the Arcanist  in charge of the Wennatan contingent
decreed that the "privateers and scavengers" would go ahead. The stated reason was
that, being smaller,  they would better distract the enemy, making the Wennatan's
entry that much more effective. But no one with eyes to see and ears to hear missed
the true purpose; to be fodder for enemy cannons. Several  ships deserted at  that
point,  the Wennatan's making no effort to halt them. But the majority stayed the
course, some for honor, others with the calculation that the first into battle would be
the  first  to  land  on  Lenasi  and  have  first  crack  at  the  plunder...assuming  they
survived.

The  Sparrow stayed with  them,  keeping to  the  tail  end of  the  squadron as  it
circled around Charulan. In Celestial terms they were barely a hop and a skip away
from the point where the light and heat of Doran itself grew too powerful for living
beings to survive. As it was the next two days were an eternity of overheated misery,
as  those  who  went  on  deck  without  covering  every  inch  of  exposed  skin  risked
sunburns that raised howls of pain at the lightest touch. Water casks were quickly
emptied  in  the  sweltering  darkness  below decks,  where  lit  lamps were  kept  at  a
minimum  because  of  the  heat.  Men  prayed  to  whatever  gods  and  spirits  they
worshiped for a swift end to this part of their journey, or failing that for just a single
cooling breeze to blow across sweat-drenched bodies.

Not a few directed their prayers towards the blazing face of Doran itself. The Suns,
it was universally agreed,  were more than mere oversized lanterns floating in the
depths of the Empyrean. Some claimed they were spirits, gods in their own right,
others describing them as just another form of life,  but one so far beyond human
understanding as to be essentially incomprehensible as a man might be to an ant.
During one particularly unpleasant watch, Gaebrel caught Morrec bowing repeatedly
towards Doran in prayer. At first he thought the man was making another offering to
the Godhead and Prophets, until he heard Morrec chanting the names of the Nine
Suns one after  another  as  if  they were  words of  power.  "Inveril,  Adria,  Serapha.
Doran, Maraea, Fhirial,  Aldor, Rexag, Olysi. Mighty Servants of the One, hear the
words of this humble man of faith..."

When asked afterward why he prayed to the Suns like the heathens he so desired
to convert, Morrec merely answered, "They are more than Suns." The oppressive heat
and  near  blinding  light  forestalled  anything  additional  in  the  way  of  theological
instruction.



Now they were skimming above the atmosphere of Charulan, far enough away for
the metallic tinge of the Empyrean to remain in their nostrils, close enough for the
occasional gust of wind from the world below. Men climbing the rigging wore safety
belts  along  with  protective  wrapping.  Eyes  on  every  deck  looked  towards  the
terminator, the dividing line between day and night and the blessed cooling darkness
that lay beyond. Approaching far to slowly in Gaebrel's  opinion, creeping towards
them in a way that seemed sadistic...he gripped the hot portside mast with his legs,
sliding out and doing his best to ignore the heat seeping through his trousers. A line
was unwrapped from a metal bollard, Gaebrel making sure not to touch it with bare
skin. After two days before Doran's glare, it was hot enough to burn the skin...the sail
dropped down on its lower boom, the canvas fluttering a moment before filling with
the warm wind coming from behind.

Gaebrel tied off the line, looking up when he was done, just in time to see the
terminator racing towards them, seemingly gaining in speed the closer they got. On
one side was day, on the other night, with dawn and dusk in between. The planet
rotated  but  the  line  remained  the  same,  shifting  with  the  seasons  but  otherwise
unchanging.  The  Sun  vanished  behind  as  the  ships  passed  through  this  region,
curving around the world and placing its mass between them and the heat. Sighs of
relief rose from every ship as the heat rapidly dwindled, the temperature going from
agonizing to unpleasant to quite tolerable in short order. The light dimmed from a
constant midday blaze to gloomy twilight in a manner of minutes. Long shadows
deepened across the deck of the Sparrow, the heat waves emanating from her planks
dissipating.

Gaebrel  pulled  the  cloth  away  from  his  drenched  face,  sucking  in  a  gulp  of
blessedly cool air. He shifted back down the mast, climbing over the side onto the
deck. The others emerged from below, taking a moment to revel in the fact that they
were no longer slowly boiling to death in their own sweat and juices. To their left the
face of Charulan turned dark, lit here and there by specks of light from the handful of
cities  dotting the land.  The wind still  blew,  but with  the  heat  gone it  felt  almost
idyllic, a moments peace in a chaotic universe...

"Look." Pohtoli pointed ahead at a far-off flash just past the curve of the planet.
They turned their gaze to the distance, seeing one burst of light followed by another,
then  another.  Distant  specks  appeared,  ships  sailing  in  formation,  turning  and
disappearing  behind expanding clouds of  smoke.  Rising behind them all  was  the
golden-green face of Lenasi, marred by a general haze that stretched for hundreds of
miles, the end result of countless cannon's firing.

Gaebrel  pulled out his spyglass. Giant battleships lumbered through the sky in
long lines,  row after  row of gun decks spitting out volleys of  fire and metal.  The
Zeghavian's  had formed a barrier  of  ships across  the face  of  their  moon,  several
dozen long ranks lined up one atop another, surrounded by clouds of smaller cutters.
The  allies  met  them  with  much  the  same,  forming  a  moving  wall  that  passed
alongside  the  Corsairs.  The  entire  exercise  had  the  appearance  of  a  stately
procession,  the  ships  tall  elegant  matrons  moving  in  time  to  some  unheard
music...until the cannons roared. Then hulls were splintered, masts broken, men cut
to shreds below decks. Cutters from both sides tried to duck around the ends of both
formations, firing their guns at the lightly defended bows and sterns before being
intercepted in turn by other small craft.

Gaebrel shifted his gaze, looking towards the moon itself. Dozens of ships were
entering the atmosphere with a hundred more following close behind.  Ursuhli  in
build...the clans were intent on landing. Get them on the ground where they could
swing those mighty axes and there was nothing on Lenasi that could stop them.



"Gods  of  Iyantua,"  he  heard  Pohtoli  whisper  with  undisguised  horror.  "We're
headed into that?"

"Aye. No turning back now." Gaebrel closed the 'glass with a decisive snap. "Into
the rigging! Open all sheets, set two points to starboard. Morrec, warm up the oven
and get ready for descent."

The  rest  of  their  squadron  was  already  preparing  for  battle.  They  could  hear
cheers coming from neighboring decks as weapons were distributed and guns run
out. Sails were opened, the ships racing before the wind. None of the vessels was
especially  large  and  in  a  face-to-face  and  broadside-to-broadside  fight  with  the
Zeghavian's they wouldn't have lasted more than a few minutes...but none of them
had any intention of joining the main battle. Lenasi was their destination, its fabled
wealth  the sole  purpose for bringing them here.  Their  captains  set  a  course  that
curved well  away from the struggle  raging above the moon, headed for  the  open
spaces beyond where they could make their descent in peace.

Being somewhat undermanned compared with the other ships in the squadron, it
took the  Sparrow a few minutes longer to ready her sails for a run at the moon.
Gaebrel  scrambled  up  the  main  mast,  Yasinnic  following  closely  behind,  while
Pohtoli climbed out to the portside and Gerel to the starboard. The wind picked up as
the sheets were lowered, the entire structure vibrating with renewed strength as they
picked up speed...

"Cannon fire!" Yasinnic pointed ahead.
"Where?" But a moment later Gaebrel  saw the danger,  a pack of Corsair  ships

hiding  behind  the  curve  of  the  planet,  waiting  for  something  just  like  this.  The
privateers and smugglers rushing ahead sailed right into a trap, the Corsairs closing
in like wolves on a cornered herd of deer. Cannons roared, spraying shots across the
hulls and decks of the squadron, gaining total surprise and reaping a red harvest. The
squadron immediately  veered away,  captains screaming at  their  crews to set  new
courses even as shots impacted all around them.

"Poor  bastards,"  Gaebrel  whispered,  watching  the  Zeghavian's  chop  them  to
pieces.  Signals  flashed and two of the enemy ships turned towards  the  Sparrow,
tacking back and forth as they headed into the Celestial wind, trying to get into firing
position.

"Stay here," Gaebrel told Yasinnic. He took hold of a line and slid down to the
deck, then ran to the stern. "Morrec! On deck now!"

Morrec emerged from below, flushed and sweaty from the crystal chamber. He'd
spent the last half hour feeding the oven in preparation for a descent. "Aye?""Get on
the tiller. Everyone else stay on the masts and hold tight." Gaebrel cast an eye back at
the  Corsairs,  taking  note  of  their  positions.  He  saw  what  they  planned,  placing
themselves in the Sparrow's path, intending to fire as she passed by. If the captains
knew their business they were reloading their guns with chain shot and telling the
crews to fire at the sails.

He went to the foredeck, pulling out the spyglass for a quick look. Not in range yet
but it was only a matter of minutes. These weren't the big battleships fighting in the
distance but fast raiders, the workhorses of the Zeghavian fleet, built to chase down
fat-hulled merchant ships along the trade lanes. Ambushing a squadron of overeager
smugglers  playing  at  war  was  almost  too  easy.  Gaebrel  took  careful  note  of  the
cannons mounted on their decks and hulls...wide-barreled for the most part, meant
to disable ships, not destroy them. Which made sense for raiders intent on capturing
their quarry instead of blasting them to pieces. But here it might give the Sparrow an
edge...

"Hold  this  course,"  he  told  Morrec  before  headed  below  decks,  returning  a



moment later with two of Yasinnic's rifles slung over his shoulders. "Get down here,
he called up to their owner, waving a hand frantically.

"You said stay up here..."
"Never mind that! Down now!"
Yasinnic  clambered  down,  moving excruciatingly  slowly  to  Gaebrel's  eyes.  The

moment his feet touching the planking, Gaebrel shoved the guns into his arms and
headed back to the foredeck. "Come with me!"

The  raiders  were  considerably  closer  now,  the  activity  on  their  decks  now
distinguishable to the naked eye. Gaebrel looked through the spyglass again, noting
the  Zeghavian  captains  standing  tall  before  their  masts,  the  tiller  crews  working
mightily as they tacked the ships back and forth.

He handed Yasinnic the spyglass. "See those fellows working the rudders?"
Yasinnic peered at the vessels. "Yes."
"Can you hit them before their guns are in range?"
Yasinnic  gave  him  a  disdainful  look.  "Of  course!"  He  seemed  insulted  at  the

question. He knelt down, taking up one of the rifles and quickly checking the charge
of  powder  in  the  pan,  then  laying  the  weapon  across  the  gunwale,  gauging  the
distance, taking aim. In the Empyrean the shot would carry further than on landside,
lack of gravity adding to the effective range.

The Corsair ships spread, one staggered behind the other. Gaebrel stepped away
and to the side, very aware of the fact that the  Sparrow was completely unarmed,
without so much as a signal gun mounted on deck. The great strength of the cutter
was her  speed,  she was  a  greyhound instead  of  a  mastiff,  carrying  even a  single
cannon would only slow her down. Speed, agility, these were the things that kept her
crew free of danger. It was just a matter of finding the best course to set.

Yasinnic cocked the hammer of the rifle, exhaling slowly as his finger squeezed the
trigger. The weapon bucked slightly as it fired, sending out a plume of smoke that
circled ahead with the wind.

Gaebrel, watching through the spyglass, saw one of the tiller men on the nearest
Corsair ship fall over as a red bloom of blood sprouted from his chest. "Six points to
starboard!" he yelled towards the stern.

"Aye!" Morrec called back, hauling on the tiller, grunting slightly at the effort. Cut
onto the deck of the tiller room right below the handle was a large half-moon marked
along the edge with twenty-four slashes set at regular intervals. He pulled the tiller
six to the left, rotating it on the hinge so the rudder swung the same distance to the
right.

"Haul in the starboard sheet," Gaebrel ordered, calling over the side at Gerel. He
headed back to the foredeck, just as Yasinnic leveleed the second rifle. Up ahead, the
first of the Corsair ships was adrift, continuing on its present course well away from
any chance of interception. The second turned about, its captain gesticulating wildly
at his crew and pointing at the Sparrow. There were two men on the tiller, Gaebrel
noted with some alarm, hauling hard and pulling their ship to its portside...

Yasinnic fired. One of the steersmen fell away, clutching his shoulder, while the
other dove for cover.  The rudder  swing free,  turning  the  ship back  to  starboard.
Alarmed shouts rang out as it crashed into the stern of the other raider, cracking the
foremast, entangling the rigging and knocking men on both ships off their feet They
watched in frustration as the Sparrow sped past.

"Hold this course," Gaebrel called to Morrec. Debris scraped off their hull. The
broken hulk of a smuggler floated past, fires burning on its stern. Men stood on deck,
waving at them and calling for help, cries Gaebrel ignored. To stop now was to risk
death. The battle drew closer by the minute and the only safely lay in movement.



Anything stationary was a target.
Up ahead the battle was starting to shift as both lines of battleships broke apart,

the formal dance turning into a barroom brawl. Ships from both sides closed in for a
melee, firing at close range, slinging grappling hooks and boarding one another. Any
sense of order disappeared, the captains and crews now locked in a swirl of circling
vessels and gunfire, picking out their  targets  and battering away with volley after
volley.

"Seven degrees to port," Gaebrel called out. "Open the starboard sheet!"
"We're  going  into  that?"  Yasinnic  said  in  horror,  pointing  at  the  mad  chaos

beyond.
"Isunla lies directly beneath it,  so yes. You didn't think this would be easy, did

you?"
"Well..."
"Look at it this way, Yasinnic. If we survive then we can look back on the rest of

our allotted time with the knowledge that we have truly lived. Granted that might
only add up to a few additional hours once we're on the ground and surrounded by
Corsairs, but at least we'll be awake. Nothing like a good whiff of grapeshot to wake a
man up..." Gaebrel realized he was babbling and promptly shut his mouth. Yasinnic
said nothing, merely shaking his head and climbing back up the rigging.

Long minutes passed. The metallic  smell of the Empyrean was replaced by the
acrid stench of gun smoke. Gaebrel called out the occasional course adjustment as he
watched the giant wooden beasts tear at one other. The Zeghavian flagships were
pushing towards the allied fleet, seeking out their counterparts among the enemy.
With his  bare  eye he saw a massive five-decker,  bristling with over two hundred
guns, fire into a Tiazhaadi  battle  barge, disappearing behind a wall  of smoke and
flame, the force of the broadside actually pushing the ship sideways. The target fell
apart under the blast, holes punched in its decks, a mast reduced to kindling and the
sails on two others shredded to rags and scraps. Fire broke out somewhere below
decks. Screams and shouts of alarm carried across the void followed a moment later
by a fireball as the powder store ignited, half the barge carried away in a cloud of
splinters, the other half tumbling through the Empyrean towards Lenasi,  where it
would break apart in the atmosphere.

Cheers could be heard from the Zeghavian warship, mixed in with the strains of
someone sawing rather expertly on a fiddle. Played to boost the morale of the men, a
common enough occurrence.  A spinning reel,  mixed in with  the  cannon fire  and
screams, men stepping lightly across the bodies of their comrades. That, along with
the haze of white smoke obscuring everything meant the Corsairs weren't paying as
much attention as they should, allowing a second battle  barge to lumber towards
them with the fury of an angry bear, eager to avenge the death of her sister.

More cannons fired, the mouths of the Tiaazhadi weapons shaped like the maws of
snarling beasts. The Corsair battleship was shredded in much the same manner as
the barge only minutes before, bodies and debris spraying out as a huge piece of the
bow was torn away. Gaebrel ducked as several distressingly large chunks bounced off
the hull of the Sparrow, doing his best to ignore the severed limbs mixed in with the
wood and canvas. Another course correction and adjustment to the sails took them
well past the scene of carnage, aiming for the gap between two other knots of battling
flagships, leviathans of wood and iron and canvas the size of a town, surrounded by
flocks of smaller ships, all of them illuminated by gunfire.

One ship in particular  seemed especially  beset,  a  great  hulking beast of a ship
boasting no less than seven decks of guns, all of which vomited fire and iron at the
swarms of cutters circling around it. Corsair banners flapped from every spar and



mast - of which there were over a dozen - the fifty-foot tall figurehead shaped like a
buxom woman in silver armor, wielding a massive sword in one hand and a curling
whip in the other....

"Fire!" Yinyanni screamed, snapping her hand down. The order was repeated by
dozens  of  voices,  carried  down from the  command deck  through the  descending
layers of gun decks below, followed in turn by the roar of four hundred cannons
letting loose, one deck after another. She coughed, mucous streaming from a nostril
as acrid smoke rushed across her face, stinging eyes and nostrils in equal measure.
She wiped the back of her sleeve across the face, coming away with long smears of
soot.

On both sides of the Silver Lady were cutters, over two dozen by her rough count,
accompanied with another five frigates and two hulking battleships that would have
dwarfed any other vessel beside them, but were minuscule compared to her flagship.
All flew the banners of various little realms from the western parts of Cunerin, small
kingdoms ruled by petty princes whose self-regard was often greater than the lands
they  held.  Only  months  before,  such  would  have  soiled  themselves  at  the  mere
thought of the First Captain's wrath, at the certain knowledge that their ships would
be  seized  the  moment  they  left  the  ground,  their  towns  raided,  their  men
slaughtered, their women used for the Corsairs pleasure, their children sold as slaves.
The little princes would have counted themselves lucky if they were merely held for
exorbitant ransom, praising the wisdom and beauty of Yinyanni at every opportunity
and begging most humbly for her mercy.

Now they attacked her, their little ships buzzing about like flies around a wounded
bull, crows circling above a dying wolf. Warnings came from the stern lookout but
she didn't need to see the cause of the distress. Four ships accompanied the Silver
Lady when the battle line broke apart. Now two of them were aflame and another
was disabled. She heard the sound of breaking wood and the screams of men as they
burned alive.

The last six months were something no First Captain should ever have to face, and
in retrospect Yinyanni knew there was no on she could blame but herself. First that
debacle above Wennata, in hindsight a mistake by any measure. The news only got
worse, one spell of bad luck piling on another like sand burying a man alive. The
Wennatan's declaring war. Half the realms in the system following suit, a fleet larger
than any in history gathering around Cunerin.  Almost over night the Zeghavian's
found themselves in the exact situation generations of Captains had striven mightily
to avoid; all their enemies uniting against them. Emissaries were sent, threats made,
bribes proffered, and none of it made a difference. The worlds of Doran feared the
Corsairs...but it was nothing compared to the wrath the Wennatan Arcanist's might
visit on those they deemed an enemy or the confidence that came from being their
allies.  Add this  to  the sheer hatred the Corsairs  raised in  every  realm across the
system and it was a malady no amount of gold could cure.

A thousand ships. To face them the Corsairs scraped up every vessel they could
find that was skyworthy and able to mount a gun, in all somewhere north of nine
hundred hulls. What followed was the biggest battle in the history of Doran, possibly
in the entire Universe. Despite being outnumbered, Yinyanni went in with a certain
amount of confidence; her enemies were fractious and divided, drawn from dozens of
realms,  all  of whom had long-standing grudges with the others.  Some were well-
trained and skilled, born sailors and fearless in combat, others little more than up-
jumped  scavengers  hoping  for  an  easy  kill.  The  Corsairs  were  united,  battle
hardened, fighting for their home. That should have made the difference...and after



the first  series  of  broadsides it  seemed to be case  as the enemy formation broke
apart, the ships turning about to flee...

Except they didn't flee. Instead they turned towards the Corsairs and charged their
line, sailing into their formation and breaking it apart. The Corsairs, eager for battle,
happily obliged, turning the whole affair into a melee of truly gigantic proportions.
Yinyanni went into it happily - this was something she understood! All her life she'd
been at her best when her back was at the wall. In the fighting pits, as a captain on
her first ship, in the long bitter fight with her rivals for power culminating in her
ascension as First Captain...when there was no place left to run, no other option but
to fight that her blood started to flow. Death or victory, kill her enemies before they
killed her...that's when a woman knew she was alive. Blood on the knife, the smell of
ash on the wind from burning ships, a glorious affirmation of her existence.

In other words, Yinyanni was too busy to notice how the ursuhli ships held back,
waiting until the bulk of the Corsair fleet was locked in combat. Only then did they
raise sail and make for Lenasi, moving past the battle and descending to the moon
below. Not a shot was raised to stop them.

Smoke wreathed the Silver Lady and for a moment the universe was a hazy wall of
white, with the faint images of her men running about within them. Below decks it
would be a hive of blood-soaked activity.  Cannons were pulled back and swabbed
out, charges reloaded, dead bodies hauled away, the wounded carried to the surgeons
where they could die out of sight as mangled limbs were sawed off. She didn't need to
see the gaps blasted in the hull to know the Lady was wounded. She had a powerful
punch, but her size made for slow going and even slower turns, unlike those cursed
cutters circling about, pouring shot after shot into her weak areas.

Three of those little ships were caught in the broadside, much to her pleasure and
pride, disintegrating under the sheer weight of firepower, torn to pieces by fire and
fury, their crews ripped to shreds along with their ships. The smoke cleared slightly,
she saw the clouds of debris floating through the Empyrean that marked the remains
of the targets, a few pieces falling to the Silver Lady's deck as they were caught by her
gravity. She smiled at the sight, the best evidence of a job well done...then ducked as
her ship rocked from yet more hits to the stern. The remaining cutters avenged the
death of their mates, circling around from behind and peppering the flagship with
shots.

"Captain!" The First Officer stumbled up beside her, blood from a cut on his cheek
staining half his face, making it look like he'd dipped himself in red paint. "The Iron
Savage is lost!"

She whirled  about,  looking  at  the  last  remaining  ship  of  her  escort  squadron,
breaking apart under a nonstop barrage from the Cunerini battleships and frigates.
Flames engulfed half its length while the rest of it floated away into the Empyrean,
shocked survivors clutching the larger pieces and calling out for someone, anyone, to
pick them up.

"They're coming for us," she said. "Signal our nearest squadron! Tell them we need
help! Do it now!"

"Aye Captain!" The First Mate bellowed the orders at the signal crew, or rather the
two of them that remained.  They raised brightly colored flags and whipped them
back and forth in complex patterns, facing the nearest cluster of Corsair ships a mile
to the Celestial North. Flags winked back in reply, Yinyanni didn't need the signalers
translation  to  know what  the  answer  would  mean.  Like  everyone  else  they  were
fighting for their lives and couldn't render any aid, not even to the First Captain. She
cursed her lack of caution, though it seemed like bold leadership at the time, going
ahead of her fleet to seek battle, a stirring example to the others and a reminder why



the Zeghavian's were the terror of the Empyrean. And now she was cut off.
"Gun Master!"
"Aye!" The man emerged from the smoke, limping on a leg wrapped in a bloody

bandage. He had a name, but everyone called him Three Spike, for reasons she could
never quite remember...

"Double-shot the barrels on the starboard side. Once they're cleared, reload with
chain." She paused a moment. "How many are left?"

"A quarter are done for," Three Spike answered, pale faced from the pain and loss
of blood. "Rest are good, but half of 'em are running on weak crews from all  the
killing."

"Make it  work,"  she snarled back,  clenching the sword at  her side.  Not all  the
blood on the deck came from enemy fire. The body of the Second Watch Master lay
sprawled in a corner, minus his head after he suggested they turn tail and run after
that  second  broadside...like  all  dogs,  Corsairs  sometimes  needed  a  firm  hand to
remind them of their master.

"Aye,  Captain."  If  Three Spike was affected by the threat he didn't let  it  show,
hobbling away on his bad leg and muttering under his breath.

"Hard to port!" Yinyanni shouted through a grate in the deck, acknowledgments
coming from the tiller room below her feet. A moment later the Silver Lady groaned
as the massive rudders shifted about, twenty men straining to move the twin levers
controlling it,  each half a ton in weight. Behind her the signalers passed on more
messages sent from the rest of the fleet, each grimmer than the last.

"Commander Kwentena's squadron reports half its ships lost..."
"Kaskan's Vengeance repelling boarders, captain fears she will not hold..."
"Third  Captain  Hayyzav  is  dead...Second  Captain  Furgwalder  wounded,  not

expected to survive..."
That last would have been good news at any other time. Both men were the closest

she had to rivals on the Council of Five Captains...jumped-up deck roaches who owed
everything to her patronage but in recent months had started to show far too much
independence for her liking. Hayyzav in particular could never make peace with a
woman as his lord and master, Furgwalder's ambition to take her place was matched
only by his desire to spread her legs. Both had wide followings among the Corsairs
and more to the point were fearless commanders in battle, the reason she elevated
them in the first place...

"Guns reloaded, Captain."
"Fire on my command!" Yinyanni watched the approaching battleships. She didn't

recognize  the  tattered  banners  flying  at  their  masts...another  little  realm,  but  a
wealthy one to afford such fine fighting vessels. They would have made fine prizes
under different circumstances. “Two points to port and hold!"

They were coming in at  an angle,  trying to avoid the chance of a broadside,  a
chance that was dwindling as the Silver Lady shifted back slightly, pulling the lead
ship into her arc of fire. She could guess what the captain was thinking, that it was
only a few minutes since the last blast from the cannons, that the Corsair flagship
was badly wounded. Men judged the unknown by what they knew and she'd watched
their gunners work during the last hour. Accurate, disciplined, but slow...and they
might expect the same from their foes still despite all evidence to the contrary. But
the gunners on her ship were the fastest in the Zeghavian fleet, she'd drilled them day
and night, whip in hand, until they could reload their pieces blindfolded while the
world fell apart around them and do so quickly.

Doubleloading the cannons was a risk...twice the damage for half the range. She'd
be letting the enemy get close, maybe too close for comfort. But one of the Cunerini



pulled  ahead  of  the  others  now,  eager  for  the  kill,  for  the  glory  in  capturing  or
destroying the First Captain's ship.

Closer, closer...perfect. "Fire!"
Again the world filled with thunder and white smoke, both deafening and blinding

Yinyanni for a moment that passed far too slowly for her liking. When it cleared the
enemy ship was listing off to the side, her hull ripped like old cloth. Below decks the
gunners  were  at  work  reloading  with  chain  shot,  meant  to  destroy  the  sails  and
masts,  leaving  the  target  nothing more than a  floating  hulk.  But  her eyes saw it
wouldn't be necessary, the screams and sounds of shattering wood a sure sign this
particular ship was all  but done.  Behind her the other Cunerini  ship was turning
about, pulling away from the range of the Lady's guns, intent on circling around for a
shot at her stern...

"Captain! Signal from the Shammara! They're coming to assist!"
The signaler pointed at five ships approaching from the Celestial East, flying the

Zeghavian banner from their masts, leaving behind the broken wrecks of an enemy
squadron that had tried and failed to stop them.

Yinyanni let out a whoop, pumping her fist in the air and shouting blessings to any
gods and spirits that might be listening. "Yes! You beautiful bastards!" She tried to
remember the name of the Shammara's captain...she knew the face but couldn't put
any actual words to it. A young man, hungry and in a hurry. Soon enough this battle
would be over and there were vacancies to fill on the Council of Captains. He might
fill the post nicely.

The Cunerini battleship saw the approaching squadron. Signals winked from its
stern deck and the flock of cutters turned away from the Silver Lady, focusing on the
new enemy.  Yinyanni  barked  out  several  orders,  turning  her behemoth of  a  ship
about. She would trap the enemy against the approaching squadron and blast them
apart from both ends. And once they were disabled and those cutters scattered like
gnats on the wind, she'd see to the rest of the fleet that thought it would bring an end
to the power of her Corsairs.

"Captain!" A lookout high on the main mast pointed sternward. "Behind us! It's
the..."

Then everyone was diving to the deck as a bolt of green fire buzzed overhead with
the sound of ten thousand angry bees. One of the men in the rigging lost his grip and
fell,  his  terrified  shriek  cut  off  with  a  crunch as  his  body hit  the  deck.  Yinyanni
realized she was huddling below the gunwale and forced herself to stand, enraged at
the sudden display of fear. That couldn't be allowed, never any weakness, she was
Yinyanni the Cruel and nothing in this universe would frighten her!

She stood, bracing herself on the gunwale. The Shammara crackled with residual
flashes of green lightening,  a large scorch mark on the bow showing the point of
impact No fires burning, no holes blasted in the hull or broken masts floating away
into the Void. It looked all right, unbroken and undamaged...wait.

There  was  smoke  coming  out  from  the  gun  ports  now,  green  smoke,  its  very
appearance noxious. Traces of it carried over the wind, the barest whiff but enough to
make her eyes water.  More smoke poured out from port holes and hatches,  from
between the cracks  and gaps.  She  heard  coughing  and cursing  carrying  over  the
wind. Men rushed up on deck, shielding their faces, not a few hurling themselves
over the side, trusting themselves to the Empyrean rather then let their lungs burn
from within.

Yinyanni looked back, knowing what she would see. A dozen lean-prowed frigates,
mercenary captains eager for blood, surrounded a wide hulled beast of a ship, its
deck suspiciously clear of any sailors. Standing on the prow were a trio of men in



robes of silk and samite, wreathed in the blue flames of the Aethyr. The Arcanist's of
Wennata had joined the fight.

Three of the mercenary ships surged ahead, headed towards the disabled Corsair,
now  all  but  hidden  behind  those  foul  fumes.  The  others  in  that  squadron  were
breaking away, trying to get into the best position to shoot back at their enemies.
Cannons roared,  even as  another  green blast  buzzed  overhead,  disabling  another
Corsair with magic.

"Cowards," she hissed, watching the Arcanist's through her spyglass as they raised
their hands and chanted, calling up yet another spell. Yinyanni never had much use
for their type. Masters of the Aethyr...power-mad demons from her perspective. They
were  found  on  every  world,  but  Wennata  seemed  to  produce  them  in  greater
numbers, though even there men and women with the gift remained rare enough.
And now they were ranged against her, disabling her ships and letting their hired
guns kill without fear of retribution.

She froze. One of the Arcanist's was looking at her, at the  Silver Lady. A gloved
hand pointed at her ship, eyes shining beneath the cowled hood. Arms were raised,
the trio beginning their chant. Yinyanni felt the hair on the back of her neck rise as if
in  a  thunderstorm,  a  sure  sign  that  the  Aethyr  was  gathering.  She  dropped  the
spyglass,  the lens shattering on the deck as she dived for cover,  moments before
another glowing bolt shot out towards her ship...

The air above Isunla was thick with the stench of smoke, the Lenasain twilight
now illuminated by the fires burning in the city below. Entire blocks were ablaze,
flames creeping from one building to another  while  running battles  raged in the
streets.  Guns fired,  steel  clashed,  the screams of the dying mingled with terrified
shouts and wails from the civilians caught in the middle.

"Suns and Spirits." Pohtoli watched the scene with horror. "Are you seeing this?"
Gaebrel nodded, mouth dry at the sight. He didn't let his fear show, but it was

enough to turn a man's bowels to water. He was no soldier, no warrior, he was a
wanderer, a smuggler, a thief...when war appeared on the horizon Gaebrel knew the
best response was to turn in the other direction and run. Run and don't stop, what in
every hell that might exist was he thinking...

"Put us down a mile outside the city." Gaebrel looked around for a flat space near
Isunla not currently overrun by soldiers charging in or refugees running out. "There,
that field. Avoid flying over the city if you can."

"Duly noted." Pohtoli had no intention of going anywhere near the ursuhli ships
touching down in the central square of the city, cargo ramps dropping to disgorge
company after company of ax-bearing warriors eager for combat. Ships were on the
hover above the rooftops, shooting down into the streets and dropping the occasional
grenade or bomb over the side. Rockets shot up from the city, twirling through the
air in side spirals then exploding in clouds of red sparks. One cutter drifted through
the sky,  fires burning on the bow from a direct  hit...yet  more followed behind it,
packed to the gunwales with fighting men eager to get on the ground.

For what seemed the umpteenth time, Gaebrel  checked the four pistols tucked
into his bandolier. The rapier was firmly belted at his side and for good measure he
had a knife tucked in the small of his back and another in his boot. The ship shifted
slightly as Gerel hauled on the tiller, pulling away from the stricken city and headed
towards  a  field  to  the  east.  Their  collective  skins  crawled  as  Morrec  worked  the
crystal rods - by now his skill was the equal of any veteran sailor - the ship coming in
for a soft landing.

Something crunched as the Sparrow touched down in the field, wood splintering,



accompanied by the cry of some alarmed animal. Gaebrel looked over the side and
saw the shattered remains of a small dog cart below the hull, crushed by the ship
landing on it. The dogs harnessed to it were running away towards a distant tree line,
broken leather traces flapping behind.

"Who uses dogs to pull a cart?" he wondered aloud. No sign of any damage to the
ship, Suns be praised.

Gerel and Yasinnic came up on deck, the former armed with his twin swords and
musket, the latter carrying one of his rifles over his shoulder and a long belt knife at
his waist. "Not bringing the other two?" Gaebrel asked.

"We're supposed to move quickly."
"Make it count then." Gaebrel turned to Pohtoli and Morrec. "You know the plan.

Soon as we're on the ground, take her up and head westwards. Find a spot clear of
the fighting..."

"...And wait four hours, I remember," Pohtoli said, completing the sentence.
"Can  you  two  handle  this  beast  by  yourselves?"  Gerel  asked,  his  tone  clearly

suggesting  what  he  thought  the  answer  might  be.Pohtoli  looked  ready  to  say
something both of them would have regretting afterward. Morrec stepped in quickly.
"We'll make do."

"Be careful," Gaebrel said. "Stay out of sight, no heroics..."
"It will be as the Godhead wills, my friend. Get going, time is as short for you as it

is for us."
"As  you  say."  Gaebrel  dropped  a  rolled  rope  ladder  over  the  side.  "Shall  we,

gentlemen?"
He climbed down, jumping the last  three feet  to  the grassy ground. Gerel  and

Yasinnic followed after, Morrec and Pohtoli watching them from above. "Good luck,"
the latter called after them.

"The Suns and Sprits protect you!" Morrec added.
By the time they'd gone a dozen steps the  Sparrow had ascended into the sky.

They watched the ship turn about, sails shifting as it caught a northwesterly breeze.
"Think  they'll  come  back?"  Gerel  asked,  watching  the  ship  disappear  into  the

twilight.
"They'd better," responded Gaebrel. "Otherwise I'll haunt them both until the end

of their days."
As one, all three men turned their faces to the burning city ahead. A dirt road ran

by the field headed towards Isunla which they followed, turning aside every so often
to allow the next batch of refugees to pass by. Civilians from the city mingled with
slaves from the fields, at this point it was difficult to tell one group from another,
given the level of grime and filth covering them all. War burned away the distinctions
between rich and poor, slave and free, master and servant.

Not a few bodies lay alongside the road, face down with stab wounds in their backs
or bullet holes in their heads, suggesting that predators were lurking even here, in
search of easy prey of which there was an abundance. Alongside a fence they were
forced to step through a tangle of bodies lying sprawled across the road, the ground
so  soaked  with  blood  that  it  actually  squished  beneath  their  feet.  Several  of  the
corpses were disturbingly small and none of them wanted to take too close a look.
Some distance on they found a weeping young woman kneeling by a leaning oak tree,
one hand holding up the top of her torn dress while the other rifled through the
pockets of a man with his pants half way to his knees. When she saw them approach,
she held up a bloodstained knife, blank eyes pushed somewhere on the far side of
horror. They gave her a wide berth.

The bodies increased the closer they got to the city, even as the living became even



few in number. No wall surrounded the place for none was ever needed in the past.
Who would attack the Corsairs  in the heart  of their  power? So when the armada
approached,  the  good  citizens  of  Isunla  bitterly  cursed  their  complacency  and
attempted to rectify the situation by digging a wide defensive ditch around their city
filled  with  stakes.  It  hadn't  helped.  Gaebrel  and  the  others  passed  through  the
barrier,  dead  bodies  lying  amidst  the  spikes,  draped  across  pickets  and  crudely
scraped piles of earth. Human for the most part, but the odd ursuhli lay here and
there, usually surrounded by a mass of bodies. The churned earth of the road and
surrounding countryside suggested that ships had landed on the outskirts of Isunla,
just  out of cannon range,  disembarking an assault  force from one of the clans of
Uhlat. Being ursuhli, they cast aside any idea of nuance or restraint, considering such
things human weaknesses unbefitting a warrior, choosing to attack the defenses head
on and trusting to their skills and innate ferocity. They succeeded splendidly.

No one tried to stop them from headed up the road,  the attackers had passed
through here  like  a  whirlwind  and  were  now somewhere  in  the  mass  of  houses
beyond. Any remaining defenders were running for their lives or doing their best to
feign death. Gaebrel, Gerel and Yasinnic passed through the field of stakes, the dirt
road giving way to cobblestones as they went past the outermost buildings.  They
entered Isunla itself. More bodies were scattered in the street. Doors were broken
open and several structures burned. The sounds of battle came towards them. A look
towards the sky revealed the distant outline of ships hovering above the rooftops to
the east.

Gunfire mingled with explosions as the fighting shifted to the eastern end of the
city."Which way?" Gerel asked.

Gaebrel pointed at the fortress. "Over there. They hold prisoners in a jail outside
the walls."

"I still don't like how you know this..."
"Pretend it came to me in a dream. Walk now, argue later, let's go!"
They went down the narrow street. Looters had already done their work here and

were looking for fresh pickings a few blocks over.  Merchants offices lay smashed
open,  the  doors  lying  in  pieces  alongside  scattered  sheets  of  paper  from within,
records  and  contracts  reduced  to  so  much  trash.  A  half-naked  man,  portly  and
perfumed, lay flat on the street, his body freshly stripped of whatever finery he'd put
on this day. The men ransacking the buildings were far more ragged in appearance,
thin and bent backed, their tattered tunics now supplemented by stolen silks and
satins and jewels. Slaves, turning on their masters in the chaos, drunk on a potent
mixture of sudden freedom and stolen wine.

A group of them, flush-faced with excitement, saw the trio come around a corner,
three men all alone. With a whoop they came running, raising axes and crude clubs,
then turned and fled the other way as one of them fell with a pistol ball in his belly.
Gaebrel holstered the smoking weapon and drew his sword, walking up to the fellow
clutching his wound and ending his screams with a single thrust to the neck.

"Dogs flee at the first snarl from a wolf," Gerel observed as the rest of the looters
fled down the street, their courage evaporating at the first hint of resistance.

"Others won't be as spineless." Gaebrel frowned, knelt down and removed a silver
necklace from around the dead mans neck. A cameo hung from the end, holding the
picture of a pretty young girl, slightly smudged with blood and grime. "Looting the
dead is a foul thing," he said, slipping the bauble into his pocket. "I trust you to learn
from my example and do the exact opposite."

"Among my people, the only treasures a man is allowed to own are those he has
paid for with blood and steel."



"Then you should leave this place a wealthy man, my friend."
Onward they went, three men moving through the madness of a dying city. The

sound  of  battle  was  everywhere,  growing  only  louder  the  closer  they  were  the
fortress. Several streets down, they passed into the District of the Spice Merchants,
notable for the smell of saffron that even smoke and blood couldn't erase. Around a
corner they went, then Yasinnic held up a hand. "Wait." He stood silently, eyes half
closed, trusting to those pointed hunter's ears that could hear the tread of a deer on
grass from a hundred feet away. Then his eyes flew open. "Hide! Now!"

They  ducked  into  one  of  the  buildings,  kicking  open  the  smashed  door  and
stepping through a counting room decorated with the broken remains of tables and
benches. A sack of cloves sat in a corner, the contents spilling out from a slash in the
side. Next to it was a narrow stair which they climbed, headed up to the second floor.
More tables and benches were in here along with several cowering men, one of who
raised a blunderbuss in shaking hands, shouting something in Lenasian.

They continued up, passing out of sight before the clerk could think to pull the
trigger. The door to the third floor was closed and judging from the resistance when
Gaebrel pushed it various objects of great heaviness were piled up on the other side.
The stair carried on upwards, ending at a door that opened out onto the roof. The
three of them stepped back out into the twilight  air,  getting for the first time an
unobstructed view of the city.  The sight was both awe-inspiring and sobering.The
skies were filled with  ships,  descending from the Empyrean above,  some seeking
place to land so the men aboard could disembark, others floating above the rooftops,
shooting at any target that presented itself below. In the distance they saw Isunla
fortress itself,  lit up garishly by torches and bonfires burning between stake-filled
trenches dug into the hillsides around it. Cannons fired from the battlements at any
ship that got within range, the ships firing back in turn.

There was movement in the street below. Militia in green coats marched past, led
by an officer  in  a  polished brass  helmet  and waving a  sword.  He barked  several
commands,  the  soldiers  forming  into  three  ranks,  the  first  kneeling  down  and
lowering muskets, the rear two aiming over their heads. A long moment passed, the
men  looking  ahead  with  a  mixture  of  fear  and  anticipation.  Gaebrel,  Gerel  and
Yasinnic knelt down, watching the events below and doing their best to stay out of
sight at the same time.

Bellowed war cries echoed off the walls. Out of the smoke and dust filling the air
came a company of ursuhli warriors, charging the line of militia with axes raised. The
officer shouted an order, his voice disappearing under the roar of three volleys, one
after another. Several ursuhli fell in the street, cut down by a wall of musket balls
scything  forward.  Those  coming  from  behind  leaped  over  the  bodies  of  their
comrades  and hurled themselves at  the  Lenasians,  eyes glowing red in the  light,
making them look less like  flesh-and-blood warriors  and more like  demons from
some dark nightmare. The militia raised muskets tipped with bayonets as the axes
fell...Gaebrel looked away, unable to watch any more.

Movement on the roofs across the street, men with guns picking their way across
and taking up firing positions at the edge. One of them pointed at the trio. "Run!"
Gaebrel ordered as a tile shattered by his feet. More shots followed after, going wide
for the most part but still too close for comfort. They fled to the other side of the roof,
where someone had laid a plank across the narrow alleyway below, forming a bridge
to the next building. They went over, the length of wood creaking ominously with
each step.

More shots flew past. A quick look about showed that the rooftops of Isunla were
crawling with armed men, firing down into the streets and at each other. One squad



two buildings over paced Gaebrel and his companions, firing pistols and muskets,
then taking running leaps across a narrow street to the next rooftop.

Gaebrel came to a halt at the edge of the roof, waving his hands as his balance
teetered for a heart stopping moment. There was an trash strewn alleyway below, on
the other side another building, one story lower than the structure they stood upon.
"Damn...we need to jump..."

Ping. A musket ball skipped of the edge of the roof. He turned about and saw the
men  chasing  them,  now  making  their  way  across  another  rooftop  behind  and
adjacent.  One  of  them  tensed,  then  took  a  running  leap  across  the  alleyway
separating the structures. Yasinnic raised his rifle and fired, hitting the man mid air,
his battle cry turning to a screech as he bounced off the edge of the roof and fell to
the street below. His comrades shouted in anger at the sight and two more of them
charged,  vaulting  across  the  gap,  one  of  them  rolling  as  he  landed  on  the  roof,
coming to his feet with twin knives in his hands, raising them up and twirling the
blades in a frightening display of imminent death...

Gaebrel shot him in the head with the second of his four pistols, drawing the third
and aiming it at the other enemy coming across. The fellow took one look and ducked
behind a chimney. Gaebrel shifted aim, firing at the rest of their pursuers across the
way, Gerel doing the same with his musket. Gerel then slung the weapon over his
shoulder  and pulled  something  from his  belt.  "Keep their  heads  down,"  he  said,
holding a spherical object in one hand and fiddling with a tinderbox in the other.

Gaebrel pulled his last pistol,  aiming it at the chimney, waiting for the man to
show himself. His comrades on the other rooftop fired their weapons but Gaebrel
paid them no mind, at this distance a smoothbore musket would have trouble hitting
the broadside of a barn. The fellow behind the chimney was no fool, keeping his head
down, the tips of his own pistols poking over the side. There was a flash, followed by
a  fizzing  sound and the  smell  of  something  burning.  Gerel  stepped forward  and
hurled a lit grenade, the wick sparking and trailing smoke as it tumbled through the
air, flying across the gap and bouncing amidst the feet of the men pursuing them.

"Go!" he shouted, turning the other way and jumping across the alleyway to the
lower rooftop, tucking his legs under and rolling as he landed. Yasinnic followed,
crossing the gap like a cat,  Gaebrel  jumping behind with considerably less grace,
falling on his arse with a curse. Shouting came from the other roof, followed by an
explosion and a wave of hot air and smoke.

"Too close," Gaebrel said, getting to his feet. There was a nasty scrape on his arm,
he noted with some dismay.

"We're alive. They are dead," said Gerel.
"You have any more of those?"
Gerel shook his head.
"Right."  Gaebrel  winced as his ears rang momentarily.  He looked about,  saw a

hatch cover in the center of the roof. "That way."
Down they went, passing through yet another empty building, one deserted floor

after another,  all  bearing the signs of recent  looting and pillaging.  Certain things
were to be expected when a city fell to an invading army, among them the obligation
of the attackers to break anything that that could be easily picked up and hurled with
great force, provided of course it was of little worth. Gaebrel wondered if there wasn't
an intact chair left in Isunla by now.

They paused a few minutes to reload, then emerged on a street somewhat larger
than the one before. A scattering of bodies gave silent witness to a skirmish of some
kind. Men fled past in the smoke, many holding what few possessions they could save
or steal in their hands. A large ship drifted overhead, the hull decorated in swirling



lines of text written in a tongue none of them recognized. Heads poked over the side
and a pair of casks were tossed into the air, both trailing lengths of burning match
cord. They disappeared behind a building, which lost what few windows it had left in
the  subsequent  explosion.  There  was  a  long  agonized  scream  afterward,  which
gradually drifted away.

The ship continued on. Soon as it was out of sight, Gaebrel stepped out from the
shadows, then stepped back as a group of men came the other way. They were filthy
and  wounded,  carrying  swords  and  spears,  one  of  them  cradling  a  bloody  arm.
Leading them was a fellow distinctly better dressed than the others, with a pointed
black beard slowly turning to gray and arms clattering from the gold bracelets strung
along them. He wore a satin coat that must have been fine once, but now was as
grimy and covered in filth as the rags his companions wore.

Gerel's eyes widened at the sight. "I know that man," he hissed. "Tuganza! He led
the Corsair fleet that slaughtered my tribesmen! I will have revenge!"

"Of all the cursed luck... no, Gerel!"
"I must! My honor demands it,  the souls of my brothers scream for vengeance

from the darkness of the underworld!"
"Those same brothers who followed a man with a magic goat skull?"
"Mock if you must, Gaebrel, I will have those words from your hide...he's almost

gone!" Gerel charged in, drawing both his swords and howling like a dog chasing a
bloody piece of meat on a string. "Stand and fight, Zeghavian coward! Face Gerel son
of Gerel! Die, like that! And that! And here's a kiss for you!"

"Should we help him?" Yasinnic asked, watching the scene from the other end of
the street. Hard to make out the details with all the smoke in the air, nothing beyond
the splash of blood in the air, the clash of steel, Gerel's voice bellowing a happy song
in his ancestral tongue while the Corsairs screamed and cursed.

"He's doing fine on his own." Gaebrel winced as one of the men lost both his hands
in a rapid succession of strikes, blood gushing from the stumps, his screams cut short
by a third strike that opened him up from neck to navel. "We'd just get in his way."

The man named Tuganza was the last to fall, Gerel slashing him with one sword
and stabbing the other into his chest. He moved in close, making sure his face was
the last the Corsair ever saw, wrenching the blades free and cleaning them on the
bodies of the slain. When Gerel rejoined Gaebrel and Yasinnic, he was bloody from
head to thigh and on his face was the wide happy smile of a man who had truly
enjoyed himself, earning the sort of memory that would warm his blood and stir his
heart long after age and infirmity robbed his limbs of their strength.

"Happy now?" Gaebrel asked with some irritation. "Does thy honor rest easily in
its bed?"

"True  honor  never  rests,  it  seeks  new  challenges  to  temper  its  steel!  But  for
now...yes. I have killed and I am content."

"Excellent! Then may I remind you that we have a comrade in dire need of rescue
and only two hours left to bring him out of this place?"

"Right...Hurren."  The  smile  vanished  from  his  face  as  quickly  as  it  came.  "A
brother in arms. I was indeed selfish."

Gaebrel glanced at the dead bodies. "Was he somebody important?"
"One of the Five Captains.  Why he wasn't fighting with the ships is a mystery.

Perhaps he was  tasked with  leading  the resistance  here."  Gerel  looked about  the
wrecked city. "He has done a miserable job of it. But he fought well and died as a
man should. I cannot fault him for that."

"Well and good, may he rest in peace." Gaebrel pointed at the fortress looking over
the city. "Now, unless there is some other old score you feel the need to settle, let us



go find Hurren and get the hell out of here!"



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Isunla fortress loomed ahead, an ancient mound of gray stone and domed cupolas,
now worse for wear after a full day of nonstop battering from above. Up close it was
easy for the naked eye to tell  which parts of the structure were from the original
building  and  which  parts  were  added  on  by  generations  of  First  Captains  less
concerned with a strategic bolt hole and more interested in wide vaults to hold their
plunder  and armies  of  clerks  and guards  to  count  and protect  it  all.  New wings
sprouted from timeworn battlements, outlying structures planted on the outer edges
of the hill.

It was to one of the latter that the three men made their way, moving along the
edge of a wide field of stakes surrounding the base of the hill, wooden poles tipped
with  large  iron  spikes,  adorned  here  and  there  with  dead  bodies  like  festival
decorations slung through the branches of trees. Smoke and the crackle of gunfire
from further on up testified to the presence of a battle somewhere along the fortress
walls.

"Looks like they tried a frontal assault first," Gerel said, pointing at a knot of dead
ursuhli slumped against the stakes. "Tried to hack their way through with axes and
were shot dead from the walls." His foot tapped a half-buried cannonball nearby.

"Foolish of them," Gaebrel noted. One of the ursuhli was sitting, looking for all the
world like  he  was  taking  a  minute  to  rest,  except  that  half  his  head was  cleanly
sheared away.

"They were in a rush. After it failed they tried a different approach." Gerel pointed
at the ships hovering above like vultures circling over a corpse. One of them floated
above the walls, the cannons on its deck blasting away at any defenders while human
warriors  laboriously  climbed  down  knotted  ropes  hanging  from  the  sides.  "The
fortress is fallen. If they can land on the walls, they can land inside."

"Let's do our best to avoid it then." Gaebrel shaded his eyes from the light of the
fires, squinting as he remembered what the Crannenaar agent told him two months
back. "There." He pointed at a building set a hundred yards away from the eastern
wall of the fortress. "That picket house."

"You are sure?"
"That's where they keep their prisoners. Not in the main structure,  where they

might be a threat, but outside and away. Or so my source claimed."
"Your source, if I understand correctly, was a Crannenaar spy who just happened

to find you in that bar."
"Do you have a better idea, Gerel?"
"Not at the present. It seems as good a place to die as any."
"Now you sound like Hurren."
There was a narrow path headed up the hill through the stakes, which the first

batch  of  warriors  assaulting  the  place  had  somehow missed.  They  followed  it  in
single  file,  guns  in  hand,  having  taken  a  moment  to  reload.  Up  ahead  was  the
southern wall of Isunla fortress. A large gate of cast bronze stood firmly closed in the
center, shaped like the twin faces of snarling demons created by an artist with access
to any number of substances to fog the wits and inspire the imagination. Dents in the
face suggested that someone had tried forcing them open, failed, and turned instead



to the walls surrounding it, blasting a hole wide enough for two men to walk through
twenty feet to the right. Smoke wafted out, along with the occasional fleeing soldier
or servant.

They passed along the inside of the stake field, heads down and eyes watching the
skies in case any of those hovering ships took them as targets for marksmen. The
picket house was ahead.  Up close it  was a fearsome structure  in its  own right,  a
squarish building with narrow slits for windows, the roof sporting the open mouths
of various cannons covering the approaches from the south. Anyone seeking to attack
the fortress from that direction would be under its guns the entire way...yet for some
reason the place was unmanned. The heart of Corsair power was under assault and
one of its key defenses was quiet as a grave, its cannons devoid of any crews. They
approached the place, pressing up against the walls, backs to the stone and one of
those narrow windows above their heads. Yasinnic placed a finger against his lips,
motioning to the others for silence. Eyes half closed, he listened for any sounds from
within,  any  noise  or  movement  from the  defenders.  A  shake  of  his  head  told  of
neither.

Gaebrel went to the door of the place,  a fearsome piece of oak reinforced with
narrow bands of iron. He pushed, expecting it not to budge and stumbled when it did
exactly the opposite, swinging open on oiled hinges. He immediately ducked out of
the way, expecting a volley of shots to follow. Nothing came.

"You're sure this is the place?" Gerel asked, stepping through the door and into a
courtyard.

"Not  as  sure  as  I  was  a  minute  ago."  Gaebrel  looked  about,  frowning  at  the
unexpected ease of their access. The design of the place was simple enough; four high
walls, a defensive walk running along the top, cannons sitting at regular intervals.
Built against the eastern wall was a smaller structure, almost like a castle keep, where
supplies were stored, the door firmly closed.

"At least they got a good stock of firewood," said Gerel. He pointed at a pile of
withered  logs  stacked  against  one  of  the  walls,  one  atop  another.  "Though what
they'd need it for is completely beyond my understanding."

"Those aren't logs." Gaebrel went over, plucking at a scrap of torn cloth around
one  of  the  objects,  still  recognizable  as  a  shirt  despite  being  torn  to  shreds.
"It's...Suns and Spirits..."

Bodies. Dried and desiccated, drained down to husks and drained some more. A
dozen  of  them  at  least,  piled  up  beside  the  wall.  He  gingerly  touched  a  mouth
hanging open in a silent scream, the eyes wrinkled pits, the eyes shrunk down to the
size of peas. More had been sucked out from this fellow than his blood and bodily
fluids, he knew immediately...

Gaebrel turned to Yasinnic. "Get to high ground."

The ilurei nodded, jogging to a set of stairs set up against the walls and headed to
the walkway above, unslinging his rifle as he went.

"No way to die." Gerel looked at the bodies. "Corsair scum they are, but no man
should face an end like this."

Both men turned to the building at the far end of the courtyard. Gaebrel pulled out
his pistols, Gerel his swords. Sweat beaded on their faces, both from the heat and the
knowledge that whatever was coming next would test  them in ways they couldn't
anticipate.

Gerel went first swords at the ready, Gaebrel covering him with the guns. Three
steps towards the building, then with a crash the door flew open. Something large
and hairy flew out, followed by a spate of curses. It took both men a moment to



recognize their friend Hurren. He was thinner than before, arms and legs wrapped in
chains, which was on the balance a rational  decision considering the berserk fury
radiating from him like heat from a pile of coals. Four men followed after, more of
those Purified from Tingydd, clad head to toe in black leather armor, two of them
armed with muskets, the others with swords.

Hurren's eyes widened with shock at the sight of his comrades standing there. He
tried to say something, but only garbled words came out, the Purified having gagged
him with what looked like a scarf, wrapped around his mouth so tightly it was cutting
into the flesh. From the looks of it he'd been bound for days, patches of torn fur and
bleeding around the chains giving a sense of just how much he'd struggled against
the bonds. There was no worse dishonor than this...an ursuhli warrior, sworn to die
in  righteous  combat,  forced  to  live  in  shameful  captivity,  bait  in  a  trap  for  his
comrades in arms.

One  of  the  Purified  leveled  a  musket  at  Hurrens  head.  "Throw  down  your
weapons," he said in heavily accented Haleric. "Or the beast will die."

"Throw down your weapons," Gaebrel called back, "and I won't let my friend tear
your head off when those chains are gone."

The Purified cocked the hammer. "This is your last warning. We will kill him. Then
we will kill you..."

A gunshot rang out. The Purified gasped as a bloody hole appeared in the exact
center of his forehead. He fell back, arms flailing out, the cocked and loaded musket
flying away and landing on the ground some distance behind and firing from the
impact.  The  remaining  Purified  ducked  for  cover  at  the  sound,  even  as  the  ball
ricocheted off a wall with a loud whine.

Smoke wreathed Yasinnic, kneeling at his firing position high on the walkway. He
lowered the rifle and reached for the powder horn at his side to reload. The Purified
stood as one, the remaining fellow with the musket taking aim.

Gerel let out a loud battle cry, hurling himself at the Agazins with swords flashing.
Gaebrel fired both pistols, let them drop, then yanked out his rapier and followed
after. Steel clashed on steel, Gaebrel dodging a stab at his neck and spiking a man
through the same body part. The rapier whistled as it pulled free of the flesh, the
Agazin falling to his knees with a gurgle, Gaebrel already stepping past and parrying
a blow from another.

Blades crashed with a harsh squealing sound that raised the hairs on the back of
his  neck.  In  a  detached  sort  of  way  he  studied  his  opponents  face.  Big  fellow,
somewhere shy of thirty, forehead marked with the tattoo of an open eye. The man
screamed something as he attacked with a short sword, Gaebrel flicking the thrust
aside with his blade and turning sideways. With another flick of his wrist he sliced
the tip of the rapier across the man's forehead, cutting the eye-mark in half.

The man stumbled back, raised a hand to his head and bellowed as he realized
what just happened. He came barreling back at Gaebrel,  raining down a flurry of
blows, Gaebrel forced back step by step, barely fending them off. His heel stepped in
a patch of blood and he slipped, falling back on his arse with a curse.The Purified
raised his sword, point aimed right as his face, arm quivering with pent up energy,
enough to drive the blade through his body and into the ground beneath. There was a
whirring sound, following by a meaty thunk! The Purified's face slackened, his arm
falling away, the sword slipping from his fingers. Gaebrel scrambled aside before it
could fall on him, then got to his feet as the man toppled face first to the ground.

One of Gerel's scimitars was buried in his back, the warrior only just rising from a
throwing position. He came over and wrenched the weapon free from the dead man's
back. "You should have just killed him," he said critically. "Grandstanding belongs in



stories, not in a real fight."
"Understood...thank you." Gaebrel bent down and fetched a ring of keys from the

corpse's belt. They went to Hurren, who 'd watched the fight with a yearning that
under  different  circumstances  would  have  seemed  pathetic.  The  ursuhli  said
something as Gaebrel  fiddled with the chains,  trying key after  key in the various
locks. "Which one is it?"

Hurren said something again, jerking his head back and forth.
"I'm going fast as I can! Show some patience!" A lock clicked open. "There!"
Chains unraveled from Hurren's arms as he pulled them free. A large hand tore

away the gag around his mouth. "Behind you!" he gasped.
Gaebrel turned towards the storehouse. There was movement within, then came

the sound of someone clapping his hands. Ulzarad emerged, free of any cloak, clad in
black  much like  the Purified now lying dead on the ground. His pale hands met
together one last time, a wide smile on his face as he took in the bloody scene. "Such
violence," he whispered. "Such lovely violence. You fellows are true masters in the art
of killing!"

Gaebrel stepped back, drawing a pistol with his free hand, the rapier firmly held in
the other.  "We're  here  for  our friend,"  he said.  "Back  off,  or  we'll  see how many
wounds it will take before even you must fall!"

"And now you're  threatening  me!  How so  delightfully  perverse!  Like  a  mouse
threatening a snake." A shudder of delight ran through Ulzarads body as he reveled
in the sensation of emotion, tasting the fear in the air as if it were the finest perfume,
the feeling of power that came with the knowledge that nothing they could do would
harm him in the least. He could take their lives as easily as he drained the souls of the
garrison of this fort - how he wanted to laugh when the First Captain assigned these
soldiers  to  protect  him!  He  could  barely  contain  his  glee  at  her  credulousness,
believing  his  claim  that  she  merely  had  to  survive  the  coming  battle  and  the
Hegemony would formalize its alliance with the Corsairs! Such wishful thinking on
her part, the sweetest possible wine for him!

"Enough of this foolishness...sad to say business must take precedence." His eyes
started to glow, his hands balling into fists at his side. "Where is the medallion?"

Gaebrel felt the item in question shiver in his pocket. The damned thing never left
his side...stayed on his person when he walked, was with him when he slept. At least
the dreams had stopped, those strange disturbing dreams that turned his nights into
fever-filled illusions. "What medallion?"

Ulzarad pointed at him. "Give it to me."
"Your men tried to kill us..."
"And you killed them. It is the nature of the universe, the strong feeding on the

weak. You were better than them, so you live and they died. But I am better than
you." He let out a mournful sigh. "Talk, talk,  talk...I  could stand here exchanging
witty words with you until this city turns to dust and blows away in the wind. But I
have a schedule to keep." Lightening gathered around one of  his fists.  "Farewell,
brave fools! You have proved most amusing..."

Yasinnic fired his rifle, hitting the Neverborn in the forehead, while Gaebrel shot
him  in  the  chest.  Ulzarad  fell  backwards,  landing  on  the  ground  with  a  thump.
Gaebrel dropped the spent weapon and drew the remaining one from his bandolier
and taking aim. Best make sure...

Ulzarads hand shot up half heartbeat before the gun fired, moving so fast it was a
blur. The flesh of his hand flexed and shifted as it closed tightly. With a groan, he
rose to his feet, the holes in his head and chest sealing shut of their own power. The
fist slowly opened, letting the pistol ball drop to the ground.



"That," he said, "wasn't nice!" He swept his arm out in a wide arc. An invisible
force hurtled out, knocking Gaebrel and Gerel off their feet and tumbling back across
the ground, their weapons scattering from their hands. He then pointed up at the
wall, lifting Yasinnic off his feet and shaking him back and forth like a rag doll before
hurling him back on the walkway. The ilurei rolled over, tried to rise for a moment
then fell back. Dead or unconscious, it made little difference at this point.

Ulzarad strode towards the fallen men. Gerel was out cold, while Gaebrel tried to
stand,  his  legs  quivering  under  him  before  collapsing  like  twigs.  The  Neverborn
grabbed his throat and lifted up as he might a kitten. Fingers closed on his flesh with
iron-strength, Gaebrel's attempts to beat him off having the same effect as punching
a wall of granite.

"Look at  me!" Ulzarad commanded. Gaebrel's  eyes bulged out,  croaking noises
escaping from his mouth. "Look! That's right...I like my dinner to watch as it's eaten."

The Neverborn held up his free hand, the fingertips glowing with a foul red light as
he  gently  pressed  them  against  Gaebrel's  face.  Pain  stabbed  through  his  body,
dancing  along  every  nerve,  and  despite  the  grip  about  his  windpipe,  Gaebrel
screamed...

Everything was lost.
Yinyanni gripped what remaining of the stern deck railing, pulling herself up and

doing her best to ignore the agony convulsing her leg. Something was broken there,
she knew immediately. By rights she should have remained down...but the Captain
had to stand. Always stand tall before the mast, that was the first lesson they taught
you. So she would stand even though everyone else lay dead.

Flames swept across  the bow of  the deck,  steadily  creeping towards  the stern,
turning the clouds of smoke that obscured everything a demonic shade of red. At this
point it was difficult to tell the bodies apart from the debris. Those still on their feet
had long abandoned any thought of manning the guns and were just looking for a
way to survive.

She held on tightly, placing all the weight on her good leg, which itself was hardly
a good thing given the nasty cut along her thigh, courtesy of all the shattered wood
flying through the air  after each broadside.  The Arcanist's  did to the  Silver Lady
what they did to the other ships, filling its decks with a noxious vapor that drove men
from their posts and sent them scurrying upwards for fresh air. So there was no one
on the guns when the mercenaries accompanying the Wennatan's closed in, blasting
away at the Zeghavian flagship, sweeping the decks first with round shot then with
grape and chain. Blood ran along the planking up to the ankles of those few who
survived. All but one of the masts was shot away and that last had sails so shredded
they more resembled festive streamers than anything remotely useful.

The last broadside knocked her down. Yinyanni's head banged against something
hard and she saw stars. By the time her vision cleared and she was able to move
again Lenasi was closer than before. She opened her mouth, ordering the tiller men
to turn them about, her gunners to return to their posts. No answers came, there was
no one left to hear.

The  wind  picked  up.  Yinyanni  inhaled  and  noticed  the  metallic  stench  of  the
Empyrean was gone, replaced by the cool, clean air that could only come from the
atmosphere of a planet. If the ship was beginning an uncontrolled descent, it meant
the ascension locker was lost. All the rexite shattered to fragments and left useless.

Pain flared in the First Captains leg and she fell to a knee, causing her to cry out.
At  any  other  time  or  place  such  a  flagrant  display  of  weakness  would  be
unacceptable, she would never tolerate it in others, much else herself. But here and



now, who would see or care? She laughed at the last...only now, with death moments
away could Yinyanni the Cruel finally let down her guard. Now that her followers
were dead, she no longer feared them. Such a hilarious joke.

When she finally found the strength to look up, one of the Wennatan ships was
sailing past. Mercenaries, little difference in truth from the crews of the Corsair fleet
dying all around here, ships burning like torches or raising their sails to flee. She
couldn't find the energy to curse their cowardice...they could have served under her
had things gone a little different, indeed whose to say some of them hadn't done time
among the Zeghavian's? She heard commands drifting over on the wind, the mouths
of cannons poking their heads out the ports, wisps of smoke drifting out from the
burning punks of match cord held by their crews. It wasn't enough to let her ship fall
to the far distant ground, one final broadside was called for.

She stood, ignoring the pain in her leg. For a brief moment Yinyanni considering
jumping over the side. Find some piece of debris to hold onto, praying to gods she
happily ignored for years that some ship would pass by and find the mercy to pick
her up...that notion was cast out of her head with a sudden burst of anger. She was
Yinyanni...raider,  murderer,  First  Captain  of  the  Zeghavian  Corsairs.  And  the
Captain always went down with the ship.

"Hellfire take you all!" she screamed, shaking a fist high in defiance. The cannons
roared, drowning out her words. Yinyanni disappeared under a hailstorm of fire and
iron.

Yasinnic opened his eyes, looking on the cracked stone face of the wall. He blinked
once, gaze following idly the spiders web of ancient cracks and fissures that made up
the surface, the flakes of mortar holding the stones together. There was pain in his
ribs,  suggesting something was broken and it  took a  moment to remember what
exactly  was the cause of it.  Picked up and hurled down like  a rag doll  in a dogs
mouth...he had little love for magic before getting involved with these mad humans
and even less after direct experience of it.

He sat up and looked over a shoulder, down at the courtyard. Gerel lay sprawled
out on the ground, sword scattered some distance away,  knocked out cold by the
looks of things. The strange creature, the Neverborn, held his friend Gaebrel up by
the throat, raising the free hand to touch his face. Yasinnic knew immediately that
whatever was about to happen to Gaebrel would involve an tremendous amount of
pain followed by certain death.

Yasinnic had to do something. Humans they might have been...but since his family
was lost to him, far and away on a distant world he would likely never see again this
side of the Rebirth, these were the closest thing he had to brothers. Humans...but
comrades. They shed blood together and that made all the difference. That set them
apart.

There was a cannon nearby, parked before an open slit in the wall to cover the
approaches  to Isunla fortress.  Next  to  it  was a  pile  of  powder bags,  stacked in a
pyramid with the topmost point missing. All he needed to know. Forcing the pain
from his mind, Yasinnic rose to his feet. He drew his knife and with two swift strokes
cut the restraining cables, then took hold of the cannon and pulled it about, turning it
about  so that  it  faced  down into  the  courtyard.  The  piece  wasn't  large  -  a  three
pounder by the weight - barely meeting his waist. But it still took all of his strength to
get the damn thing aligned. There was a crank at the back which he turned, the barrel
depressing so it pointed down. A useful thing, he mused idly, good for blasting away
with grapeshot should anyone get close enough to assault the walls.  An explosion
below caught his attention. He looked down, just in time to see both Gaebrel and



Yasinnic fly apart, a brilliant flash of light detonating between them...
Gaebrel  knew  he  was  moments  from  losing  his  soul.  Cold  searching  fingers

traveled down his bones, wrapping icy tendrils about his internal organs. His heart
beat faster, faster, faster...then froze in mid thump. His brain boiled, froze, boiled,
even as everything about him that was Gaebrel Harrn was drawn forth from his body,
faint tendrils  rising from his cheek towards the surface  of  the Neverborn's  hand,
ready to be consumed, an entire lifetime reduced to an after-battle snack...

The forest burned, ashes whirling past in a gray blizzard, carrying with them the
stench of  smoke and scorched flesh.  Within the murk shadows moved, weapons
flashing, fangs bared, blood and venom flowing. Dark nostrils sniffed the air, one
hand wrapped around a giant mace while the other braced on the ground, all limbs
tensed, the patches of dark fur showing beneath the armor rustling softly in the
breeze.

There! Slithering out of the darkness. He caught the stench of swamp and rot
and cold-blooded hatred. Of the snakes, the cursed snakes. He roared, baring his
fangs at his foe, hurtling across the ground. The mace swung, sparks flying as it
connected with the whip-like tail, flailing about wrapped in iron bands tipped with
spikes. Six inch fangs bared in a lipless scaly mouth, the tips producing drops of
venom. Steel clashed again, and the mace went flying.

He reached out, wrapping massive hands below the neck of the snake, squeezing
hard even as the fang came closer, venom burning his flesh as it touch. The snake
let out a shrieking hiss and he answered with a roar, giving his defiance even as he
stared into their lidless soul-draining eyes...

Ulzarad could taste the outermost edges of this fools soul, the tips of the tendrils
touching against his skin, waiting to be devoured...wait. Something was wrong. He
winced, took a step back as a high-pitched whine filled his ears, growing rapidly in
strength and seemingly draining away all his strength. He reached out to the Aethyr,
yet it withdrew from his grasp. Something that was done as naturally as breathing,
now slipping through his fingers as though he was trying to grab water...  Ulzarad
closed his eyes as a brilliant light shone from Gaebrel's pocket. The medallion, he
realized. Glowing like the Sun...he would bring it to the Nine Lords, lay it at the feet
of the Crones themselves. He reached for it, fingers brushed the cloth, there was a
eye-burning flash, the whine rising to a shriek...then he was lying on the ground,
cradling burnt fingers, mouth open in pain that was in no way pleasurable, even as
the brief vision of a ape-like face howling in rage, small hard eyes above a mouth
filled with fangs flared in his minds eye.

Rage filled him now, real anger such as he hadn't felt in centuries. It was a curious
thing; after the first hundred years he rarely got much above mild irritation. Having
seen  the  depths  of  depravity  the  soul  was  capable  of,  aiding  and  abetting  every
manner of corruption and cruelty, there was little left that would upset a Neverborn.
But he was angry now, enraged, filled with the desire to kill and crush and destroy, to
tear these bastards to shreds, then pull their souls back from the brink of death so he
could kill them again.

Ulzarad  stood.  He gasped  as  the  charred  flesh of  his  fingers  knit  and  healed,
drawing deeply on the reserves of power gathered the day before from feeding on the
garrison.  Much of  it  was  gone now,  lost  from being  shot  in  the  head and chest,
drained away by the strange light, that power in the medallion. Well, he'd see about
that! Raw furious Aethyr gathered about his fist, enough to blast a hole in a stone
wall, certainly enough to turn Gaebrel Harrn into a pile of mush...

His ears caught the creak of metal. Ulzarad looked up, just in time see the ilurei
rifleman standing by one of the cannons, now turned about so that it aimed down at



the courtyard...aimed right at him."No," he snarled, raising a clenched fist, ready to
blast this fool to oblivion and beyond.

Yasinnic turned his rifle over so the firing mechanism was just above the small
pinch of primer in the touch hole. He pulled the trigger, the cock snapping forward,
flint striking steel and sending out sparks. The primer ignited, the cannon flew back
from the recoil, Yasinnic jumping aside as it went through the firing gap in the wall,
falling to  the ground below.  The three-pound iron ball  hummed through the air,
striking the Neverborn in the chest, knocking him back clear across the courtyard
into a pile of crates stacked against the opposite wall.

Gaebrel sat up, his head spinning. He looked incredulously at Ulzarad, lying under
a pile of debris. One of his feet was visible, twitching slightly, rising off the ground for
a moment, then falling back to the ground.

He stood, waiting a moment for the spinning to stop before turning about and
waving at Yasinnic up on his perch. "Nice shot," he wheezed.

The ilurei shrugged. "I was aiming for his head."
Gerel was moaning off to the side, the big warrior clutching his head as he sat up.

"What...is he..."
"Unless he can survive a cannon ball to the chest." Gaebrel helped Gerel to his feet.

"You all right?"
"Aye, well enough to walk...wait, did you say a cannonball to the chest..."
"Never mind that."  Gaebrel  picked up the keys from ground and unlocked the

remaining chains about Hurrens legs.
The  ursuhli  rolled  to  his  feet  the  moment  they  were  free,  looking  about  for

something to fight. "There is no one left," he growled.
"You're welcome."
"No one left. This is disgrace...trussed up like a scravga for dinner while you take

all the glory..."
"While we nearly get killed you mean, rescuing your furry hide!"
Hurren took a deep breath, calming himself down. As the rage draining from his

body, so did the last hints of ingratitude. "You are right. Forgive my rudeness. I will
cut off my mane as recompense, so that I do not forget the importance to gratitude in
the future..."

"Suns and Spirits and the souls of the dead, what is it with ursuhli? No dying in
battle, no cutting off manes or body parts! Yasinnic, can you walk?"

Yasinnic patted himself down. No pain beyond a banged up rib. "Aye."
"Gerel, can you..."
"If you need to ask, you know nothing!"
"Fair enough..." Then all four heads turned to the pile of broken crates burying the

Neverborn. One of the shattered boards slid off, toppling to the ground with a clatter.
There was a loud groan, then a metallic clang as the cannon ball rolled out from the
pile, wobbling back and forth due to the large dent in it.

"Impossible," Gerel breathed.
The  leg  twitched  again,  more  pieces  of  broken  wood  fell  away  as  it  moved,

scrabbling on the ground for purchase, seeking to stand.
Gaebrel picked up his sword and pistols. "Time to leave! Now!"
They ran from the fortress as fast as they could, leaving behind a trail of groans

and moans due to their battered bodies. As they passed through the gate, cinders
started falling from the sky above like pieces of burning snow. Yasinnic, following
behind the other three, glanced upwards and uttered a curse in his native speech.
"Look!" he said in shock.

The others following his hand to the sky, their eyes widening as well. "Gods and



demons," Gerel whispered.
"Run," said Gaebrel.
"RUN!" bellowed Hurren.
Ignoring the pain from the various injuries, all four of them ran as fast as they

could, even as the rain of cinders increased. After a moment Gaebrel looked back,
just in time to see Ulzarad the Neverborn stagger out the gate, his face a mask of
blind rage.

Ulzarad screamed, driven almost to the edge of madness by the urge to kill. They
shot him with a cannonball...if his reserves were a little bit lower he wouldn't have
survived. He needed rest, he needed to feed, to recover his strength, but more than
that  he  needed  to  kill  something.  A  white  hot  cinder  brushed  his  cheek  and  he
flinched at the pain. He looked up, and saw the giant burning wreck plummeting
from above,  right towards  the little  fort.  A small  part  of  his  mind that  somehow
remained rational  recognized it  as the  Silver Lady,  the flagship of the Zeghavian
fleet, Yinyanni's ship, now turned into countless tonnes of burning fire and iron after
falling a hundred miles through the atmosphere. Falling towards him.

No time to escape. Gaebrel and the others were well away and he could barely
stand.  Ulzarad looked up again,  fists  clenched,  the  heat  and light  from the giant
fireball filling his vision and singeing the hairs on his face. He bellowed with rage, a
mindless, wordless cry as the burning ship smashed into the little fort, a world of fire
and burning wood and collapsing stone falling down on him.



EPILOGUE

Gaebrel was the last to climb aboard, hauling himself over the side and ignoring
all the pain and aches and general unpleasantness that came with it.  He slumped
against the mast for a moment, taking note of all the places on his body calling for his
attention. Ribs, legs, arms, head...a hand brushed idly against the medallion, tucked
away safely in the little side pocket. A round scorch mark was burned on the face of
his  coat  and  the  metal  beneath  still  felt  warm  to  the  touch.  For  a  moment  he
considered hurling the damn thing over the side, leaving it here on this moon...

"Welcome back!" Morrec's voice cut into his consciousness. Letting his hand fall
away, Gaebrel watched as Hurren was welcomed aboard, Pohtoli thumping the tall
ursuhli  on  the  back,  Gerel  giving  him  a  warriors  salute.  Even  Yasinnic  allowed
himself a smile. All thoughts about the medallion disappeared from his mind.

The trip out of the city was not as difficult as the one into it. Isunla had fallen, they
made their way through streets filled rubble. The rest of the populace was either dead
or fleeing  for  their  lives into  the countryside.  The ursuhli  settled  insults  to  their
honor  on  any  remaining  symbols  of  Zehavian  power,  toppling  over  statues  and
hurling burning torches into any building bearing their emblem, while their human
allies picked through the rubble for anything worth stealing. The fortress itself was
ablaze, flames jumping out of every window and doorway, ancient stones toppling to
the ground and walls collapsing. Several times they had to detour around patches of
fighting  in  the  streets  between  various  groups  of  invaders;  having  crushed  all
resistance  they  turned  to  squabbling  amongst  themselves.  All  of  them  gave  the
companions a wide berth.

Past the city,  the countryside was in chaos. Slaves took the fall  of Isunla as an
opportunity to either flee or revolt or both. Houses were on fire, bodies lay in ditches,
those people fleeing through the fields loaded down with what possessions they could
carry or steal. The Sparrow was waiting in the field as promised, both Pohtoli and
Morrec on deck with loaded guns. The smell of gunpowder suggested they had to use
them.

"Morrec!" he called out, pulling a hand away from the medallion. "How stands the
ascension locker?"

"Lit and ready, Captain."
"Then get us off the ground. Everyone else at your posts."
He looked at Hurren. "Feel strong enough to take a hand at the tiller?"
The ursuhli nodded. "Aye."
"Something wrong, my friend?"
Hurren was silent a moment, turning his gaze towards the burning city, looking on

the chaos with undisguised longing. "The greatest battle in seven generations," he
said, letting out a deep rumbling sigh. "Ten clans marching into righteous combat.
And there I sat, tied up and helpless as a newborn. Now it's over...those who live
return home in glory, those who died are remembered as heroes."

"And you leave like a thief in the night, slipping out the back door." By this point
Gaebrel could guess what Hurren would say next.

"Do not take my words as a sign of ingratitude."
"Of course not, we know you for the most conscientious ursuhli every brought into



this fallen universe! But before you fall  into a deep funk,  consider this;  everyone
single one of us have prices on our heads from worlds across this system. None of us
will ever set foot on the smallest moonlet without fending off bounty hunters, glory
hunters, and every variety of fool out to make a name for himself."

"There is no honor facing scum like that."
"Nor would I expect you to. The very idea makes me nauseous...if I am to die, let it

be by someone worthy of the effort! No, we have no choice but to go far away and
start anew."

"Where  do  you  have  in  mind?"Gaebrel  grinned,  eyes  dancing  at  the  prospect.
"There are Nine Suns in this fallen universe. Doran is lost to us. Perhaps we'll have
better luck with the other eight?"

Hurren pondered this for a long moment, then nodded once. "I will never return
to Mohenda," he said. "Surely there are wars around other Suns to fight."

"One can hope."
The hairs on the back of Gaebrel's neck rose as the Aethyr shifted about the ship.

He swayed slightly, holding the gunwale as the  Sparrow lifted off the ground. The
field fell away, the burning countryside and devastated city falling into the distance.
Above them, the dusk sky was alight with distant fires of burning ships, the remnants
of the Corsair fleet raising sail and fleeing for their lives, their power broken for good.

Gaebrel smiled. "On the tiller, Hurren. We've a long journey ahead."
"Aye Captain."

Dawn came and with it the stench of burnt everything.
Fires still flared in what remained of the fortress, though by this point anything

flammable was long turned to ash. Now the windows and doorways stood as mute
witness to the destruction of Zeghavian power, looking out on a city prostrate and at
the mercy of its enemies. The battle was over, the few surviving Corsair ships fleeing
in all directions. The fleet in turn began its descent to the moon below, joining those
ships already on the ground for what would be an extended, months long exercise in
pillage.  Settlements,  estates,  workshops...the  Zeghavian's  had  grown  fat  from
centuries of plunder and their conquerors were determined to seize as much of it as
they could. Over the next few weeks fighting would spread out across Lenasi,  one
town after another overrun, each estate and plantation torn to pieces and anything of
value carted away, including the inhabitants. When the ships finally left the smoking
moon, their  holds would bulge with gold and silver,  jewels,  silks and spices...and
slaves by the thousand.

Isunla itself was already scraped bare. The ships parked in the squares and the
fields  to  the  southeast  were  surrounded  by  throngs  of  fighting  men  waiting  to
embark,  impatient  for  fresh  picking  farther  afield.  Not  that  the  city  itself  didn't
provide a fine meal; arms were bedecked in stolen gold chain and bracelets, battle-
stained clothes exchanged for stolen silks. Pockets bulged with coins. Clanking beside
them were the wretched prisoners, more often than not being herded aboard ships by
ragged  guards  who  were  themselves  slaves  in  this  city  only  days  before.  Across
Lenasi,  men streaming  off  landing  ships  found thousands  of  captives  from their
homeworlds laboring in fields and workshops. Chains were struck off their arms and
placed on the limbs of their masters, often with a fair bit of bloodshed.

As the offworlders left Isunla they were replaced by local  scavengers, men and
women who'd escaped the fighting,  emerging from their  holes to pick the bones.
Rooting through piles of rubble for stray coppers, stripping bloodstained rags from
corpses,  cleaning  up scraps left  behind by the  predators  at  their  feast.  One such
group was working its way through the remains of the fortress. Piles of rubble were



turned over, filthy hands scooping up anything with the least hint of shine. One man
had a silken shirt wrapped about his waist like a sash, the brilliant colors a vibrant
contrast to the dull brown tunic beneath. Nearby a scrawny woman piled up bags of
scavenged flour recovered from what had been one of the kitchens. A few days before
they  were  all  the  lowest  of  the  low...beggars  in  the  streets,  beneath  the  most
insignificant of slaves, little more than vermin on two legs in the eyes of their betters
and just as likely to be stepped on. Now they were who remained.

The man turned his gaze to a large pile of rubble and charred wood set somewhat
apart from the broken walls of the fortress. He remembered a stone house standing
here  before  the  attack,  went  over  and  looked  about  for  a  moment.  Might  be
something in there worth the effort. Pieces of broken masonry were scraped away.
He took hold of a fire-blackened length of wood and pushed it to the side, skipping
back as more stones tumbled down.

A hand emerged from under the debris, sticking out from the pile with the rest of
the body firmly buried. The skin was pale white, streaked with lengths of black dried
blood,  the  fingers  curled  up into  a  claw.  A golden  ring  was  on the  index  finger,
quickly claiming the man's attention. He took hold and tried to pull it free without
little success. The hand was stiff as a board. No matter, he pulled out a rusty knife,
bent close and pressed the edge against the flesh...

The hand twitched. Before the man could do anything more than gape, it grabbed
him by the throat, moving so fast the eye could no follow. The man choked, trying to
scream but letting out only a handful of croaks. Reddish light flared from the grip,
smoky wisps of his soul rising out from his body and streaming into the rubble. The
flesh shriveled beneath the grip, the eyes sinking into the skin, skin tightening across
a withered form.

The grip was released and the emaciated husk clattered to the ground. Rubble
tumbled away as Ulzarad pulled himself free, rising to his feet then just as quickly
falling down again, collapsing with a groan. For a long while he lay on the ground,
twitching and quivering as open wounds slowly knit themselves closed, broken bones
shifting  about  beneath  his  skin  as  they  reset,  damaged  body  parts  repairing
themselves, all of it followed by a world of pain. His existence knew nothing else.

In time it faded and he was able to summon enough strength to stand again. A
swift kick sent the dead body flying...draining the soul gave him enough to heal his
wounds, though now he was perilously low again. Hungry eyes turned to the other
scavengers in the distance, many of whom were only now starting to notice him.

Ulzarad looked up at the sky, still thick with shipping. One of those vessels would
give him a way off this wretched moon. There was no reason to stay...the Corsairs
were finished, the Hegemony wouldn't waste any more time and resources on Doran
and its worlds. But more than that, he had a purpose now. Hands clenched at his side
as Ulzarad remembered the last moments of the fight, the way that medallion drove
him back, reacting against him like ice and fire. Trying to touch it was like touching
molten metal...his right hand twitched in memory of the pain.

And they shot him with a cannonball! A smile came at the memory...so inventive!
So delightfully desperate! Though he was been on the receiving end of that particular
shot,  Ulzarad  could  give  some  measure  of  acknowledgment  to  Gaebrel  and  his
comrades.  Not  the  pack  of  thieves  he  once  believed  them  to  be.  No...worthy
opponents, cunning and decisive.

The perfect prey.
And of course they had the medallion, so wanted by the Crones. The orders were

clear; recover the item at any cost. Do not return home without it. And let it never be
said  that  Ulzarad  was  disobedient...though at  this  point  he  would  follow for  the



pleasure of the hunt. He closed his eyes, let the image of feasting on the souls of those
bastards filled his mind until there was nothing left, let the fantasy of him laying the
medallion at the feet of the Nine Lords and the Crones drive away all other desires. A
purpose, a goal to strive towards, an enemy to hate...of all the treasures one could
have, they were the most precious.

"Let the hunt begin," Ulzarad said, opening his eyes.
Laughing with real pleasure, he strode towards the other scavengers crawling over

the remains of Isunla, the wretched scum of the universe. He needed to feed; they
would do nicely.

Charulan was a speck in the distance, Doran's light was growing slightly weaker
for  every  hour  they  sailed.  The  Sparrow ran  before  the  wind,  her  sails  full,  the
planking humming with power. Gaebrel stood on the foredeck, letting the cool winds
of the Empyrean waft across his face, looking out on the universe and their options.

They were poor, as poor as when they began this venture. There were prices on
their heads from half a dozen worlds and realms. The Wennatan's hadn't forgotten
the hijacking, no matter that the Corsairs suffered for it. Even Gerel accepted this
hard truth, taking the news that he would not return to his beloved deserts with a
stony expression that only partly masked the grief. "So be it," was all he said on the
matter before spending the following day gazing over the stern at his homeworld
receding in the distance.

And there  was  the  medallion...his  hand brushed the  pocket  holding it,  a  brief
spasm of fear quickly eased with the reassurance of its presence. He had to find out
more about the damnable thing before it got him killed, but not here. Not around
Doran.

But they were still free. They had a ship, and the rest of the Universe to sail it in.
There were other Suns...surely he would find other answers out there.

Footsteps came from behind.  "We're making excellent  time,"  said Pohtoli.  "No
sign of pursuit. What course shall we set?"

Gaebrel  gazed  at  the Suns,  glowing  lamps in  the firmament,  the light  of  their
worlds flickering specks surrounding them like halos. He picked one at random and
pointed to it.

"That way."



--Excerpted from A Layman's Guide to the Empyrean, being a most succinct and
informative  guide  for  the  intrepid  traveler  about  to  set  loose  from  terrestrial
confines. Compiled at the behest of Grand Prince Mikosenven of Tasevanya, by his
most humble servant Gelos Vrinn, savant extraordinaire, Old Goose Lane, District
of the Coopers, Uvaryarina.

May the Spirits of the Ancestors bless his most Exalted Highness, Our Protector
and Judge,  our Grand Prince!  May they always  provide him with the  wisdom to
guide, the strength to defend, and the compassion to judge! May who oppose his
most righteous reign be cast into the hell fires for all eternity...

At  the  command of  our  lord and master  the  Grand Prince,  I  have  turned my
unworthy pen towards the great task of writing down for the common reader a brief
introduction to the mysteries of that place called the Empyrean, so that when they
feel the urge to take ship and sail beyond the confines of our realm and world (for
reasons I for one cannot even begin to understand) they will do so armed with the
necessary knowledge and wisdom to make the right decisions and protect themselves
against that greatest danger facing all would subject themselves to the torments of
the traveler, namely the unexpected...

We begin with the Universe That Is. Nine Suns there are, each of them surrounded
by any number of worlds, many of which boast their own number of moons. (Our
own  Sun  Doran,  for  example,  has  no  less  than  fourteen  worlds,  a  most  perfect
number  in  mine  own  estimation.)  There  are  some  who  claim  that  the  Suns
themselves  are  living  beings,  others  go  beyond  this  and  say  they  are  gods.  The
Archaerim claim they are the servants of the Godhead...the truth of any of these
claims is beyond my humble ability to adjudicate, though it must be said there any
number of witches, wizards and others who claim to be in some sort of communion
with one Sun or another and receive strange powers thereby. Further knowledge of
this most intriguing phenomenon may be found in A Guide to Diviners, Summoners,
and others in Communion with the Eldritch Powers, written by myself and available
for the reasonable price of one silver mark...

It goes without saying that traveling too close to any Sun is thought of as a Bad
Idea by established thinkers.  A careful  traveler,  when embarking on any journey,
would do well to take note of the mental faculties of the captain of whatever ship he
has chosen for his  journey, to make sure he has not been saddled with someone
suffering from delusions of the mind, an experience your humble author had the
misfortune to experience some years back, which led to all manner of adventures and
escapades, detailed in my book An Account of the Adventures of an Intrepid Scholar
in the Outer Worlds, with most Lurid and Accurate illustrations, available for two
marks...

The worlds of each Sun differ from one another in size and composition. The most
important  worlds  are  ones  much  like  our  own  fair  Cunerin,  in  that  they  are
comprised of rock and earth and boast atmospheres of their own. This is also true of
many moons in orbit around these worlds, though not all are large enough to have
such  protection  from  the  elements.  These  words  tend  to  be  the  most  heavily
populated.  However,  all  Suns  boast  at  least  one  world  whose  Greater  Mass  is
comprised  of  gaseous  substances,  which  are  often  Noxious  and Unwholesome to
those who breathe of them. Such worlds are the largest in terms of size and boast the
greatest number of moons, many of which are close in size to proper worlds of their
own. Regardless of where it Orbits, the one thing in my estimation that sets a world



apart  from all  others is  whether  it  has the size to hold its  own atmosphere.  Any
Celestial body of sufficient size will acquire a surrounding layer of protective air, to
the point that it stands as a Wall between the surface where life is found, and the
winds  of  the  Void  beyond.  Any  such  body  able  to  create  and  maintain  such  an
atmosphere is deserving of the appellation 'World,' even if it's a mere moon, though
many of my esteemed colleagues beg to differ, to the point of seeking to blacken my
good name with any manner of scurrilous publications...

Filling the space in between the worlds is that region known commonly as The
Empyrean or the Void. One the intrepid traveler departs from the confines of his own
atmosphere and goes beyond the grasp of gravity, he will be firmly in this place. The
air is colder here, the degree of which depends on ones proximity to the Sun. Close in
the temperature can be quite pleasant at times, whilst on the outermost edges of any
system it is frigid indeed. Contrary to misguided folklore, the airs of the Empyrean
are not poisonous. They are breathable, though possessing a metallic  tint to their
scent unknown in the airs and winds of a proper planet. Travel through this region,
needless to say, is done primarily by ship. Though there are instances where travel
through the Void is done by other means, both fantastical and mundane. The tribes
of the Peradin's, for example, who fly between world, carried aloft by the wings on
their  backs,  as  described  in  my  book  A  Description  of  the  Peradin's  and  their
Wandering Ways, available for one silver mark...

Regardless  of  what  material  it  is  made,  every  ship  crossing  the  Empyrean
possesses certain commonalities. Most if not all are driven by sail, carried on their
voyages  by  the  power  of  the  winds,  though  in  recent  times  the  new  knowledge
disseminated by Crafter's has brought some measure of change to this. Also, due to
the  ineffable  workings  of  the  Aethyr,  that  mysterious  power  which  pervade  the
substance  of  our universe,  any ship -  or indeed any object  -  in  the  Empyrean of
sufficient size will  create its own gravity, thus giving the crew sufficient means to
remain standing and not floating away on the wind...Away from the ship all sense of
direction will be lost. Thus the prudent traveler will take precautions whilst on deck,
making sure to have a firm handhold at all times...

Of the Aethyr, there is much that can be said, but this is hardly the venue for it. As
stated above it  is  a  mysterious  power whose workings  are  best  left  to  Arcanist's,
Alchemists,  and  others  who  consort  with  such  Mysteries,  even  when  their  own
motives so doing so are often sinister in themselves, as detailed in my account Dark
Secrets of the Aethyr, being the telling of the Most Heinous Conspiracies and Cabals
of  Wizards,  Witches and Necromancers secretly Ruling all  Realms,  available  for
reasonable price of four silver marks...

-Editors Note: Upon delivery of  the promised manuscript,  it  is  recorded that
Grand Prince Mikosenvan expressed his gratitude to the author, and immediately
ordered  the  palace  scribes  to  rewrite  much  of  the  text,  claiming  that  'certain
improvements, and deletions, would go far in bring it closer to the stated purpose
of  its  creation."  The  author  protested  this  state  of  affairs  both  frequently  and
publicly, and was eventually forced to leave Cunerin, eventually settling on one of
the moons of Yalaxan where it is said he prospered in the dry goods trade.



Editor's preface - In the year 2748, at the behest of the High Canon, the Order of
Saint Vitek dispatched several of its members on a long term investigation of the
ursuhli  worlds  of  Doran,  for  His  Holiness  had  grown  most  curious  about  this
people  and  wished  to  know  more  of  their  ways  After  a  decade  of  study,
observations  and  adventures  of  varying  degrees  of  lethality,  the  surviving
members  of  the  mission  returned  to  their  motherhouse  and  submitted  their
findings. The following excerpt come from the initial report presented to the High
Canon upon their return to Crannen-Ord. To read the text in the eight books in its
entirety, please contact the Theocratic Library.

Addressed to His Holiness Justivarin XI, High Canon of the Orthodox, Heir to
Davan and Great Teacher of the Faith, Grand Elder of Crannen-Ord and Master of
the Theocracy of Crannen, Guide to All Archaerim, Confounder and Redeemer of all
Dissidents and Heretics, Chosen of the Godhead and Guardian of the Faithful.

Written by Guider Uldon sa Brenris of the Order of Saint Vitek.

Your Holiness,

At the behest of your illustrious predecessor, and by the direct command of the
First  Elder  of  my  order,  seven  members  of  the  Vitekian  Order  departed  from
Crannen-Ord to conduct a thorough investigation of the ursuhli  worlds of Doran,
both to satisfy general curiosity in regards to this race and to ascertain whether or
not they are yet ready for light of the Godhead's Truth, to bring them forth from the
darkness. Gladly did we accept this charge, for to serve the Faith is first, last and
always the chief desire of our hearts.

We departed from our motherhouse house on Crannen-Ord and from a nearby
landing field took ship bound for one of the outermost worlds of Doran. From there
we  planned  to  rendezvous  with  an  Orthodox  mission  active  in  area,  seeking  to
redeem souls lost to the lies of Heresy...

The  following  ten  pages  give  a  detailed  account  of  their  journey  to  Doran,
including two attacks by pirates and a mutiny aboard the vessel carrying them,
during which one of their number was accidentally killed. While a rousing tale in
its own right, for the sake of brevity they have been omitted here. - Ed.

...after landing on the moon of Siloniz were we able to give Guider Handulan a
proper burial, as was his last request. Our journey was delayed for several days while
we observed the  requisite  period  of  mourning.  Afterward  we  spent  the  following
month in deep consultation with Elder Gorgas of the Silonaz mission, who has had
extensive  contact  with  ursuhli  mercenaries  and  was  able  to  give  us  a  basic
understanding of their most common tongue...

...finally managed to bargain our way on a ship carrying ursuhli mercenaries on
their way home from a campaign in the outer worlds of the system. Thus began the
initial  period  of  study  of  this  most  fascinating  race,  during  which  we  gained  an
understanding of their culture and physiology.

The typical ursuhli stands above seven feet in height, with many individuals even
taller. Males are marked off from females by their possession of manes and tusks,
which are objects of vanity to them, and by their greater size and bulk, while females
are smaller and more agile. Both sexes possess horn-like growths on their knuckles,
which function as a natural weapon. When their hand is clenched into a first they



point forward and are capable of causing great damage on impact...
Just  as  humanity  finds  itself  divided  between race  and ethnicity,  so  to  do the

ursuhli find themselves held apart by various divisions, in their case by what can best
be translated as 'breeds.' There are two such types between which their race is split.
The first of these and by far the most esteemed are the  rohda, who are marked by
blunt snouts and stripes along their shoulders. They are the more esteemed of the
breeds, the most cultured and advanced. The other grouping is known as the halga,
distinguished  by  spots  instead  of  stripes  and  slightly  narrow  snouts.  They  are
considered the lesser, viewed as inferior at best and barbarous at worst. As is often
the case with such appellations, that which begins as mere assumption will over time
gain a semblance of fact.

In  addition  to  breeds,  the  ursuhli  also divide  themselves according  to cultural
differences.  Three  main  cultures  comprise  the  overwhelming  majority  of  the
population. The Roxira are held to be the most advanced, and set the standards for
all  others,  much  as  the  high  society  of  Crannen-Ord  does  for  the  worlds  of  the
Theocracy.  They  are  comprised  entirely  of  rohda and  dominate  the  ursuhli
birthworld of Uhlat (though the origin of all ursuhli, today there are few halga to be
found there.)  The greatest  achievements of  the race  over  recent  centuries  can be
traced at least in part to the involvement of this grouping.  Roxirig  is the primary
language, though the ancient form of the tongue is today spoken only by scholars,
with the vernacular divided into numerous dialects, many of which are unintelligible
to each another. This is considered the language of distinction by all ursuhli, even
those of other cultures...

It was our great surprise to find that the Roxira are very sophisticated, quite the
opposite of the stereotype one has of ursuhli in general. In the field of philosophical
inquiry they perhaps among the most subtle and inventive in their questioning of life
and its purpose of all sentient creatures. For more detail, please consult the report
prepared  by Guider  Hambad,  who has  devoted much time and effort  gaining  an
understanding of Roxira efforts in their area...

Upon receipt of said report, the Office of Doctrinal Examinations placed it under
an immediate Seal of Seclusion, forbidding access to all but the highest authorities.
Guider Hambad was confined to a monastery for six months while a formal inquiry
was conducted over concerns his exposure to ursuhli ideas might have led him into
the dark waters of heresy. Ultimately he was cleared of all suspicions and went on
to an illustrious career. -Ed.

The  Cahngiri  are  the  second  largest  of  the  cultures,  dominating  the  world  of
Devleg. They are a two-tiered society, comprising a rohda ruling class and a greater
mass of halga commoners. The origin of their culture are murky, with over a dozen
conflicting accounts recorded. The most plausible suggests they come from a group
of rohda settlers who conquered a group of  halga on Devleg a thousand years ago.
Power and position among their ruling classes are determines in part by the purity of
their  blood,  though  this  does  vary  from  clan  to  clan  and  a  certain  degree  of
intermixing does take place.  Cahngiri  are  considered obsessed by honor,  even by
ursuhli standards, and also suffer from a certain degree of cultural inferiority with
regards to the Roxira.  Languages among them are varied and numerous, with no
single tongue predominating. At the time of this writing, three great alliances of clans
hold to an uneasy truce on Devleg itself...

The least advanced of the ursuhli cultures are the Girangi They are pure  halga,
and predominate on the world Yingir. Of all the ursuhli they are the most divided,
with each clan a power unto itself.  These in turns are divided between numerous
tribes and alliances locked in a state  of perpetual  conflict.  Their  world alternates



between dominance by outsiders and native rule of some sort - neither lasts for long.
Needless to say they are viewed as utter barbarians by other ursuhli.  Even  halga
from Cahngiri clans look down on them with contempt....

In addition, there appear signs that a fourth culture of sorts is emerging. Some
centuries back, a group of  rohda clans from Uhlat settled on the world Mohenda,
which until then was home only to a few scattered human settlements These were
swiftly ejected and the world claimed by ursuhli immigrants as their own. Even today
it  remains  very  much  a  frontier  area,  where  ursuhli  from  all  worlds,  clans  and
cultures as welcome if they have the strength to make the journey. The mingling of
clans and cultures has produced some odd results and it is thought that given enough
time something might emerge...

Despite their cultural  differences,  all  ursuhli  share certain commonalities.  First
among these is the institution of the clan, which is found on all worlds and cultures,
with  records  of  it  going  back  as  far  as  anyone  can  remember.  Each  clan  claims
descent from some ancestor of note, with the ruling families generally claiming the
closest descent. Outsiders can gain entry by adoption, members can advance their
status  through  marriage  or  great  deeds,  with  the  latter  being  the  more  valued.
Autocratic rule is a rarity - ursuhli by and large tend to entrust power to councils,
oligarchies,  or  assemblies  of  those  considered  great  and  good.  There  is  strong
suspicion of any who gain too much power at the expense of others. The clan is the
heart of their societies and is a power unto itself. Each ursuhli owes allegiance to his
clan first and only, which turn often form alliances with others. Some of these will
last barely a season before falling apart, others will continue for such a time as to
almost like a nation...

Ursuhli marriage customs are one area where they show a level of superiority to all
others. The Godhead in His wisdom has seen fit to make this race immune to certain
blandishments of the heart that afflict so many others. They mate for life; infidelity is
unknown amongst them and treated  with the utmost  repugnance.  The pair  bond
relationship is at the heart of every clan and culture and they view the wandering
eyes of other races with a degree of bemusement and bafflement...

The Faith of the ursuhli consists of a form of ancestor worship. Devotion is given
to the souls of the founders of their clans; there is a belief in a greater being to which
the souls of the dead give their allegiance, but little attention is paid to this outside of
myth...

It is our opinion that outright proselytization will be futile among the ursuhli, as
they are highly attached to their own ancestral beliefs, not to mention the impact the
philosophy of the Roxira has had among them, which is esoteric to say the least. The
interests  of  the  Theocracy  would  be  better  served  by  seeking  a  more  mundane
alliance. Form links with the largest and most powerful clans and the rest will fall
into  line.  Ursuhli  did  not  enter  such  arrangements  easily,  being  more  used  to
mercenary work and all that entails...but once their loyalty is won, it is unshakable
and  strong  as  iron.  That,  along  with  their  prowess  in  battle,  will  make  them
formidable adversaries against the Hegemony, should their gaze ever turn towards
the worlds of Doran...
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Gaebrel's Gamble
The Nine Suns. Where empires rise and fall in a storm of gunpowder, swords and 

sorcery. Where fortune awaits those with courage to seize it. It is an age of 
adventure...and an easy place to die.

Gaebrel is a wandering rogue always one step ahead of death, living by his wits 
and the edge of his blade. Taken prisoner by a cruel pirate queen, he bargains for his 
freedom by promising to steal a mighty treasure. With a motley crew of desperate 
men, he sets sail on the boundless Empyrean, sword in hand and betrayal all around. 

Sword in one hand, pistol in the other, and a smile on his face...Gaebrel faces his 
greatest gamble. He will turn the tables on his captors and steal the Sparrow, the 
fastest ship in the universe. He will face betrayal, and charge headlong onto the 
killing fields of a war torn world, risking his immortal soul to save the life of a 
comrade. A desperate gamble, GAEBREL'S GAMBLE...and the winner takes all. 

Storm Over Olysi
It was a simple job. Deliver a crate to the city of Iremnik. Try not to get killed in 

the process.
But for Gaebrel Harrn and the crew of the Sparrow, things are never that simple. 

For inside that crate was a sleeping princess and a Universe of trouble. Now they are 
caught in a convoluted plot to use dark magic and twisted technology to overthrow a 
kingdom, igniting a war that would leave a world in flames.

On the run, they're chased across the Olysi system by their old enemy Ulzarad the 
Neverborn, who desires nothing more than to consume their souls. To restore a 
Princess to her rightful throne - and save their own necks - Gaebrel and his 
companions will do battle against a mighty warlord who has never known defeat, face
certain death in the arena against creatures unknown even to legend and escape the 
soulless clutches of the Neverborn.

Yet Gaebrel and his companions have never let the threat of utter annihilation 
stand in their way. With swords and gunpowder and reckless courage they will bring 
a storm over the worlds of Olysi...and the Suns and Spirits help those who get in their
way! 
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THE LEGEND OF FENN AQUILA

THE THIEF OF GALADORN
It was supposed to be an easy job. Steal a magical amulet and receive a bag of 

gold. For Fenn Aquila, a thief with debts to pay, it's an offer he can't refuse.
But nothing is that simple in Galadorn, where gangs battle one another for control

of the back alleys while aristocrats plot furious intrigues. Where a man's life is 
reckoned by the coin in his purse and the blade in his hand. Fenn finds himself on 
the run with a price on his head, caught between a growing number of angry men 
who want him dead...and an enigmatic courtesan who wants him for her own 
mysterious reasons. 

Bodies pile up in Galadorn's streets. Hunted and betrayed, Fenn must use all his 
wits and cunning to discover the secret of the Eyes of the Winter Horse, foil a plot to 
bring down the Prince of the city...and save his own skin along the way.  

RED SHADOWS
Fenn Aquila embarks on his next adventure!
A hidden menace stalks the streets of Galadorn, striking in the night and leaving 

the bodies of their foes cold and hellbound. They are the Red Shadows...to their 
enemies a mortal threat, to the oppressed a cause for hope. But for Fenn they are an 
opportunity...or certain death.

What should have been a routine caper involving counterfeit coins turns into 
something far more complex, as Fenn finds himself the guardian of a lost girl, 
smuggled into the city for dark purposes. Now he finds himself hunted the vilest gang
in the city, pressured by the spymaster of the Prince of the city, and drawn into 
shadowy intrigues that stretch from the gutters of Galadorn to the highest levels of 
power.

To protect the girl – and save his own skin – Fenn will do battle in the back alleys 
and across the rooftops. He joins forces with the Red Shadows, whose enigmatic 
leader has his own agenda and cares not for the cost. 

And in a final bloody moment, Fenn Aquila will face a decision from which there is
no going back... 

THE TALE OF AZARAN

WARRIOR ON THE EDGE OF MEMORY
Azaran is a man without memory. Pulled from the ocean and put in chains, he 

remembers nothing of his past beyond his name...and the magical runes branded on 
his chest that make him faster and stronger then ordinary men. 

Desperate and confused, he is thrust into a world where the strong prey upon the 
weak, where vile corsairs plunder the helpless, while hidden masters plot and 
intrigue to drive the world towards an apocalypse of blood and fire. Joining forces 
with an exiled priest and a rebel leader, Azaran will lead a revolution against the 
brutal lord oppressing the Isle of Tereg. With a band of escaped slaves and freedom 
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fighters at his back, he will charge into battle, headed to the edge of memory...where 
the darkness of his past awaits... 

SHADOW OF THE GHOST BEAR
Fresh from his triumph on Tereg, Azaran travels to Eburrea, the homeland from 

which his friend Segovac was exiled twenty years before. A land groaning under the 
tyranny of a mad King and the Witch Queen who controls him, soaking the realm in 
bloody sacrifice and endless war. A land burdened with fear and yearning for 
freedom.

But all is not as it seems. For the Master knows Azaran is alive, sends his two 
deadliest servants to hunt him down. Kings and Queens dance at their whim and 
warbands gather at their command, for Azaran must die and they will burn down 
entire kingdoms in the process.

Hunted and betrayed, Azaran and Segovac ally themselves with a rebel prince. 
Raising the banner of revolt, they gather an army of warriors eager to cast away the 
shackles of tyranny. And at the final, fiery battle, Azaran will face his enemies and 
learn the dark truth: that the Master who seeks his death was once the one he 
served... 

FIRES OF MASTERY
"Come find me in Kedaj!"
With that taunt from his enemy, Azaran sets sail across the sea, bound for the city 

of Kedaj, where the answers to his past await...along with the promise of violence. 
For he is walking into a trap and knows it. Yet to uncover the secrets of his past, 
Azaran will place himself into the hand of his enemies. 

But Kedaj will test his strength and will to their limits, for it is a city like no other, 
ancient and wicked. Where the poor lose themselves in the webs of drug addiction 
and vice, while the ruling aristocrats scheme for power. And though his body is 
strong, his mind falls under the thrall of a seductive enchantress, intent on using him
for her own intrigues. Meanwhile his friend Segovac, lost in the city streets, searches 
for a way to rescue his friend, and inadvertantly sparks a revolution...

Rebellion consumes the city of Kedaj, while Azaran fights for his memories...and 
his sanity. And in the fires of the dying city, he will learn who he is...and the price 
those answers have cost.  

THE INFINITY KEY
Azaran has regained his memories, but the cost has been high. His friend Segovac 

is dead and he is alone in the worldm with only a sword and the desire for vengeance.
He heads east into the lands of the Shiraan – fierce steppe nomads who are the terror
of the civilized world. Even now they gather, ready to sweep across the world in a 
storm of war and bloodshed.

Meanwhile Azaran's former Master Zal'zarrin reaches the culmination of his life's 
work. High atop the sacred mountain Pentaro, he finds the secret to immortality. But
the cost for this is nothing less than the death of the entire world.

Armies gather for war, as Azaran approaches the sacred mountain. Armed only 
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with his unstoppable will, he will at last confront his former Master. Dreams of 
redemption will confront desire for eternal life, and under the baleful gaze of the 
Infinity Key Azaran will at last fulfill his destiny... 

THE COMPLETE TALE OF AZARAN
Azaran is a warrior outside of time and on the edge of memory. Cast on a strange 

world, he awakens with no knowledge of his past, his body covered with strange 
runes that give him abilities beyond that of other men. He journeys across a perilous 
landscape, hunted by mysterious enemies as he seeks the truth of his origins...

Now available exclusively for Kindle, the COMPLETE TALE OF AZARAN! Four 
books of epic fantasy adventure, now available in a single volume.  
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